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Introduction 

Rewriting. A basic mncept in mmputing science is that of a transformation. 
A computation mnsists of transforming step by step an expression into another 
one. Often the aim of a mmputation is to obtain eventually an expression that is 
in some way simpler than the initial one. An example of a computation is 

(3 + 5) x 7-+ 8 x 7-+ 56. 

The expression (3 + 5) x 7 is transformed via the simpler one 8 x 7 into the 
elementary one 56. There might be di:ff erent ways to transform an expression. 
Another computation starting with the expression (3 + 5) x 7 is 

(3 + 5) x 7-+ (5 + 3) x 7-+ (3 + 5) x 7-+ ... ' 

whic.h1 unlike the previorn~ one, does not end. 
The subject of this thesis is the theory of transformations. \Ve will call a 

transformation step a rewrite step, and a sequence of consecutive rewrite steps a 
re·write sequence. 

Often a result of a computation is modPJled as an expression that cannot be 
rewritten any further. Suc.h an expression is called a normal form. In a normal 
form, nothing remains to be computed, so there is no way to gain more information. 
A natural question is whether a computation eventually yiPJds a result, or, whether 
a rewrite sequence always ends in finitPJy many rewrite steps in a normal form. The 
example illustrates that this may depend on the way of rewriting. If an expression 
can be rewritten in suc.h a way that eventually a normal form is reac.hed, then it 
is said to be weakly normali.~ing. If there is no infinite rewrite sequence starting at 
an expression a, then a, is said to be strongly normalising. Strong normalisation is 
a stronger property than weak normalisation, as illustrated by the example. 

Another natural question is whether the result of a computation, if it exists, is 
unique. \Ve say that an expression has the property of unique normal forms if any 
two normal forms that can be reac.hed from it, are equal. Uniqueness of normal 
forms is guaranteed by an important property in rewriting called confluence. An 
expression a, is said to be confluent if any two finite rewrite sequences issuing from 
a, can be continued in suc.h a way that they end in the same expression. \Vriting 
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2 Introduction 

'I . fr ' .. I . a, __., a, or a rewrite sequence om a, to o, coru;1stmg o zero, one or more rewrite 
steps, this amounts to the following: for every b and b' such that o, __., b and o, __., b' 
there is a c such that b __., c and b' __., c. In a picture: 

a 

/~ 
b ~ 

~/ 
' 

It is easy to see that a confluent expression has the property of unique normal 
forms: suppose o, is c,on:Huent and can be rewritten ID normal forms band b'. Then 
there is an expression that can be reac.hed both from b and from b'. Since b nor b' 
can perform any step, it must be the case that b and b' are equal. 

\\i'e will now discuss how rewrite steps arise quite naturally, namely when com
puting with equations. First we stress the important point of the difference be
t"Ween repre.~entation 011 the one hand and meaning 011 the other hand. This is 
illustrated by the example 011 the previous page as follows. All expressions in the 
rewrite sequence (3 + 5) x 7 have the same meaning, namely fifty-six. In each 
rewrite step, a representation of fifty-six is transformed into another, simpler, one. 

For many different purposes theories are cnnsidered in which equality is defined 
by a set of equations. Two expressions are c,onsidered to be equal, or to have the 
same meaning in the sense as above, if this is a c,onsequence of equation al reasoning, 
which cnnsists of assigning arbitrary expressions ID variables and replacing equals 
by equals. Such a theory is called an equational theory. As an example vre consider 
the equational theory for natural numbers with addition, defined by the following 
axioms: 

o+.r - .r, 
S(.r) +y - S(.r+y). 

Here 0 modPJs the natural number zero, and S the successor operation of adding 
one. Further, .r and y are variables standing for an arbitrary expression in the 
theory. A first natural question in an equational theory is whether the theory does 
not identify too muc.h. This question motivates to cnnsider a notion of cnnsistency, 
expressing that there are two expressions not containing variables, that are not 
equal in the theory. Further, it makes sense to ask whether two expressions are 
equal in the theory. In the equational theory of the example, vre have for instance 
S(O) + S(O) ~ S(O + S(O)) ~ S(S(O)). 

By orienting the equations they are turned inID re11Jrite rule.~. Orienting the 
equations of the example from left to right, we obtain the following two rewrite 
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rules: 

0 + x --+ .T., 

S(x) + y --+ S(x + y). 

Rewrite rules induce a re11Jrite relation on the set of expressions as follows. If a 
part of an expression is an instance of the left-hand side of a rewrite rule, then 
this part is replaced by the corresponding instance of the righ~hand side of the 
rewrite rule. An instance is obtained by assigning expressions to variables. For 
example, the expression 8(0) + 8(0) is of the form S(x) + y, with .T. = 0 and 
y = S(O), and hence it can be rewritten to the expression S(O + S(O) ). The set of 
expressions together with the rewrite rules form a re11Jriting system. A rewriting 
system forms an implementation of an equational theory if the equivalence dosure 
of its rewrite rf>Jation coincides with the equality of the theory. In that case, the 
rewrite system can be used to answer questions concerning the equational theocy. 
For instance, if the rewriting system is confluent and strongly normalising, whkh 
it is if all the expressions are confluent and strongly normalising, then it yields a 
procedure to decide whether two expressions are equal in the theory: just rewrite 
them to normal form and <'.he<'..k: whether the two normal forms are syntactically 
equal. If the rewriting system is mnfluent, then the equational theocy is consistent 
in a strong sense, since every two normal forms not containing variables are equal 
in the theocy only if they are syntactically equal. Equality of the expressions 
S(O) + S(O) and S(S(O)) follows since S(O) + S(O) can be rewritten to S(S(O)): 
S(O) + S(O)--+ S(O + S(O))--+ S(S(O)) . 

The above discussion illustrates that confluence and both weak and strong 
normalisation are essential properties in rewriting. They mnstitute two main 
themes of this thesis. 

History. \Ve will now briefly discuss the history of rewriting whk.h will lead us 
automatically to the subject of higher-order rewriting. 

Combinatory Logic and J..-calculu.~ have been studied since the 1920s in order to 
provide a general theocy of functions. A formal system forming the basis of what 
is known nowadays as Combinatocy Logic was introduced in 1924 by &.honfinkel 
in [8<'.h24]. His aim was to eliminate bound variables from logic, that appear in 
quantifiers like 'for all' and 'there exists'. 8<'.honfinkf>J shows that evecy function 
can be written as an expression built from application and the combinators S and 
K satisfying the axioms K.r,y = .T. and S.r,yz = xz(yz). Application is written 
as juxtaposition with association to the left. Curcy rediscovered Combinatocy 
Logic in 1929 (see [CFC58]) and showed a weak form of consistency for a system 
extending the one of 8<'.honfinkel. 

Around 1932, Chur<'.h devPJoped J..-calculus (see [Chu41]), in whi<'.h there is 
besides a binary operator for application, like in Combinatory Logic, also an oper-
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ator ,\ used to abstract a function value over a variable. For instance, the function 
f : .7: 1-+ x 2 is written in ,\-notation as ,\x.x2• The main axiom for ,\-calculus is 
(Ax.M)N = /3 M [x := N] where [x := N] denotes the simultaneous substitution of 
N for all free occurrences of x in M. Again, we write application as juxtaposition. 
The original system was shown to be inconsistent, therefore Churc.h introduced a 
subtheory called the ,\I-calculus. Consistency of the ,\I-calculus was proved by 
by Churc.h and Rosser in [CR.36] 1 by showing that the rewriting system obtained 
by orienting the axiom for fJ from left to right, is confluent. Kleene has shown 
that every recursive function is definable in ,\-calculus. This supported what is 
now known as 'Churc.h's Thesis': every effective mmputable function from natural 
numbers to natural numbers is ,\-definable. 

The history of abstract re·writing systems goes bade to Newman. He presents in 
[New42] a dassical result in rewriting, nowadays called Newman's Lemma, stating 
that mnfluence is guaranteed by strong normalisation and a property called local 
confluence. A rewriting system is said to be locally confluent if whenever o, -+ b and 
o,-+ t/1 then there exists a c suc.h that b ""* c and 'ff ""* c. Newman's Lemma is an 
important method to prove confluence of a rewriting system. It is obtained without 
specifying the structure of the expressions that are rewritten. \Ve will call suc.h a 
rewriting system an abstract rewriting system. The advantage of abstract rewriting 
systems is their generality: results obtained for abstract rewriting systems hold 
for any other rewriting system. 

In a term rewriting sy.~tem1 the expressions that are rewritten have a term 
structure. The rewrite rPJation on terms is induced by rewrite rules that act as 
sc.hemes1 as in the case of Combinatory Logic and ,\-calculus. For the moment we 
restrict attention to first-order term rewriting, where terms are built over a first.
order alphabet. An example of a first-order term rewriting system is the rewriting 
system obtained by orienting the equations specifying addition for natural numbers 
given above. Another example is the rewriting system obtained by orienting the 
axioms for Combinatory Logic as Kxy-+ x and S.7:yz-+ xz(yz). Often moreover 
the rewrite rule Ix -+ x is added. As discussed above, a tenn can be rewritten if 
a rewrite rule 1 -+ r can be applied to a su bterm. ).fore concretely, the rewrite 
rPJation generated by a rewrite rule 1 -+ r is defined by C[16] -+ C [r 6] for an 
assignment () mapping variables to terms, and a context ( whic.h is a term with a 
hole) Co . An example of a rewrite sequence in Combinatory Logic is 

SII(SII)-+ I(SII)(I(SII))-+ (SJJ)(J(SIJ))-+ (SII)(SII)1 

whic.h shows that Combinatory Logic is not strongly normalising. Term rewriting 
systems appear as subtree replacement systems in an article by Rosen [R.os73]. He 
formulates mnditions that imply confluence of a term rewriting system. In general, 
the properties confluence and strong normalisation are undecidable for first-order 
term rewriting. Surveys on first-order term rewriting are [H080] , [D.J90] and 
[Klo92]. 
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Higher-Order Rewriting. :viany specifications, like for instance natural num
bers with addition as considered above, can be defined in ,\-calculus. Neverth(>Jess, 
it is often more convenient to add them explicitly. )..foreover, not every combina
tion of ,\-calculus with first-order rewrite rules is definable in ,\-calculus. For 
instance, Barendregt has shown in [Bar74] that ,\-calculus plus surjective pair
ing cannot be defined in ,\-calculus. This motivates the study of rewriting sys
tems that contain both ,\-calculus and term rewriting. It is natural not to re
strict the term rewriting part to the first-order case, but to incorporate as W(>Jl 
higher-order rewrite rules, containing bound variables. First, many equations oc
curring in mathematics and computing science contain bound variables. A well
known example is the law concerning the derivative of a sum of two functions: 
dif(f + g)(x) = dif(f)(x) + dif(g)(.r.) . If we express a function f using ,\-notation 
as ,\x. f x, then this law takes the following form: 

dif(,\x.f.r. + ,\x.gx)(y) = dif(,\x.f x)(y) + dif(,\x.g.r.)(y). 

\Ve can answer questions concerning equational theories defined by a set of equali
ties that possibly contain bound variables by considering the corresponding rewrit
ing system, as is done for the first-order case. Sur.h a rewriting system may contain 
rewrite rules that contain bound variables. Second, functional programming lan
guages may contain specifications of higher-order functions, like 

map f nil - nil, 

map f (cons.r. l) - cons(! x)(map f l) 

specifying an operation map that given a function f applies this function to all 
elements of a list. Also in this case, the specification can be studied by considering 
the rewriting system obtained by orienting the equations. )..foreover, it is often 
convenient to consider ,\x.f x instead of f only. In that case the rewriting system 
also contains bound variables. 

This motivates the study of rewriting systems containing bound variables. Sur.h 
rewriting systems are called higher-order rewriting sy.~tem.~. A first important step 
in the theory of higher-order rewriting was made by Klop, who introduced in 
[Klo80] the dass of Combinatory Reduction Systems, in the sequel abbreviated as 
CR.Ss. The class of CR.Ss contains both ,\-calculus and first-order term rewriting. 
CR.Ss generalise ,\(a)-reductions as introduced by Hindley in [Hin78], and contrac
tion sr.hemes as introduced by Aczel in [Acz78]. The dass of ,\(a)-reductions is an 
extension of ,\-calculus with operators (called atoms) and axiom sr.hemes for them. 
The dass of contraction sr.hemes contains ,\-calculus and a subclass of first-order 
term rewriting systems. 

In subsequent years, more formalisms of higher-order rewriting were intro
duced. Nipkow defines in [Nip91] the class of Higher-Order Rewrite Systems, in 
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the sequel abbreviated as HR.Ss, with the aim to investigate the meta-theory of 
systems like A Prolog and Isabelle. HR.Ss have simply typed .A-calculus as a meta
language. In this respect they are different from CR.Ss, that are equipped with an 
untyped meta-language. In [Kha90], Khasidashvili introduces the class of Expres
sion Reduction Systems, in the sequel abbreviated as ER.Ss. ER.Ss are similar to 
CR.Ss, but have a different syntax. Further, \Volfram mnsiders in [\Vol91] Higher
Order Term Rewriting Systems, that are similar to HR.Ss in the sense that they 
also use simply typed .A-calculus as a meta-language, but more general. Finally we 
mention the class of Interaction Systems, in the sequpJ abbreviated as ISs, intro
duced by Asperti and Laneve in [Lan93] and [AL94]. ISs form a subclass of CR.Ss, 
in fact, they can roughly be thought of as CR.Ss satisfying a mnstructor discipline. 
They were introduced to study the theory of optimality as defined by Levy in 
[Lev78] in a setting more general than the one of .:\-calculus. These systems can 
all be seen as a uniform framework for .A-calculus and term rewriting. 

Another approac.h is taken by studying .A-calculus combined with term rewrit
ing. This is done for instance by Breazu-Tannen and Gallier, who show in [BTG90] 
and [BTG94] that combining polymorphic .A-calculus with a confluent term rewrit
ing system yif'Jds a confluent rewriting system, and that a combination of poly
morphic .A-calculus with a strongly normalising term rewriting system is again 
strongly normalising . .Jouannaud and Okada present in [.1091] systems combining 
type theory and higher-order rewriting. They provide conditions on the higher
order rewrite rules that imply strong normalisation. Combinations of .A-calculus 
and higher-order rewriting are studied for various typing disciplines. In this thesis 
we will be primarily concerned with the uniform approac.h to higher-order rewrit
ing. 

The main reason to study CR.Ss, ER.Ss and HR.Ss is to extend the rewriting 
theory as devf'Joped for first-order term rewriting and for .A-calculus to the higher
order case. It is hence of obvious interest to understand the rf'Jationship between 
these three classes. The main example of a result concerning first-order rewriting 
that has been lifted to the higher-order case, is that a condition on the rewrite 
rules, called orthogonality, is a sufficient condition to obtain confluence. This has 
been shown for CR.Ss, ER.Ss and HR.Ss. The question arises whether this result 
needs to be proved for CR.Ss, ER.Ss and HR.Ss separately. 

As a first step in the investigation of the relationships between different formats 
of higher-order rewriting, together with Vincent van Oostrom the relationship 
between CR.Ss and HR.Ss was studied. This study, reported in [OR.94a, OR.93], 
revealed that CR.Ss and HR.Ss are roughly speaking equivalent as far as rewriting is 
concerned, and that the main difference between these two classes lies in the meta
language used to instantiate left- and right-hand sides of rewrite rules to terms. In 
CR.Ss, the meta-language is in fact untyped .A-calculus with developments, whereas 
in HR.Ss it is simply typed .A-calculus with fi-reduction and restricted 17-expansion, 
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and rewrite sequences to ,877-normal form. \Ve presented a translation from CR.Ss 
into HR.Ss and vice versa, su<'.h that a rewrite step in a CR.S is mapped into a 
rewrite step in its associated HR.S, and a rewrite step in a HR.S is mapped into 
a rewrite step in its associated CR.S, possibly followed by a finite fi-reduction 
sequence. For the reader familiar with HR.Ss and CR.Ss, we illustrate this by an 
example. Consider the HR.S rewrite rule JP.,x .zP.,y.xy)) --+ zP.,.'1:.x). It induces, 
with an assignment z 1-+ .Ax.xo., the rewrite step 

I ().. .T, •• T, o.) --+ o.. 

The cones ponding CR.S rewrite rule is f ([x] Z(.'1:)) --+ Z([x].'1: ). \Vith the assignment 
Z 1-+ A'l:. app (.'1:, o. ), it induces the rewrite step 

/([x]app(.'1:, o.)) --+ app([x]x, o.). 

In order to simulate the rewrite step in the HR.S, an explicit fi-reduction step 
app([x].'1:, o.) --+ o., using a fi-reduction rule that is added to the CR.S, must be 
performed. 

The fact that formats of higher-order rewriting may differ in the meta-language 
employed suggests that in order to capture the concept of higher-order rewriting 
one should parametrise over the meta-language. This is not necessary to obtain a 
framework containing both HR.Ss and CR.Ss, since as explained above, CR.Ss can 
be coded as HR.Ss, but one might wish to consider other meta-languages as wf'Jl 

Also in collaboration with Vincent van Oostrom, we introduced higher-order 
rewriting systems. A higher-order rewriting system is specified by a meta-language, 
an alphabet and a set of rewrite rules. Since the meta-language prescribes the 
structure of the expressions that are rewritten, the alphabet and the rewrite rules 
depend on the meta-language. Because the meta-language does not only specify 
the way expressions are built, but is also used to calculate substitutions of ex
pressions for variables, we call it a substitution calculus. CR.Ss are obtained by 
specifying the substitution calculus to be untyped .A-calculus with devf'Jopments, 
and HR.Ss are obtained by specifying the substitution calculus to be simply typed 
.A-calculus with fi-reduction and restricted 77-expansion, denoted by .A;f. The prime 
example of a substitution calculus is .A;f. The substitution calculus permits to 
define the rewrite relation in a different way, using instead of contexts and assign
ments as usual only contexts. Therefore we need to abstract left- and right-hand 
sides of rewrite rules over their free variables. As an example, we consider the 
rewrite rule specifying the multiplication of zero with some natmal number. In 
the usual format of term rewriting, this rule is written as M (0, x) --+ .'1:. In the 
format of higher-order rewriting systems with .A'i( as substitution calculus, this 
rule is represented as 

x .MOx --+ :i;.0. 
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Now the rewrite step M02--+ 0 is obtained as follows: 

M02 /Hi-+- (:r..MO:r.)2 

--+ (:r..0)2 

--+ /3'i 0. 

So a rewrite step is defined as an expansion in the substitution calculus, followed 
by a replacement of the left-hand side of a rewrite rule by its right-hand side, 
followed by a reduction in the substitution calculus. 

A first presentation of higher--0rder rewriting systems is given in [Oos94], and 
another, slightly different one in (OR.94b]. Since then, the presentation of the 
syntax of higher-order rewriting systems has been subject to some changes al
though the e!iSential underlying mncepts are identical. In Chapter 4 of this thesis 
we present higher-order rewriting systems in a way slightly differing from earlier 
presentations. First we give the general definition, and next we present the higher
order rewriting systems with Xi( as substitution calculus. For the latter class, we 
present results mncerning confluence and normalisation in Chapter 5 and Chapter 
6. In Chapter 4, we also present rewriting higher--0rder rewriting systems with 
proof nets as substitution calculus. :.\foreover, we show that HR.&, CR.&, ER.Ss 
and ISs fit in the framework of higher--0rder rewriting systems. 

Terminology. The historical development of the area of higher--0rder rewriting 
has resulted in a somewhat confusing terminology with respect to the names of 
the various formats of higher-order (term) rewriting. To cope with this situation, 
we will henceforth stick to the following names: 

• CR.Ss, HR.&, ER.Ss and ISs are always written as abbreviations, 

• higher-order rewriting systems introduced in [Oos94, OR.94b] and defined in 
Chapter 4 of this thesis are always written in this unabbreviated form in 
lower-case, 

• the Higher-Order Term Rewriting Systems as defined by \Volfram in (\Vol91] 
are written unabbreviated with capitals; they will only be mnsidered in 
Section 4.4 of Chapter 4 mncerned with HR.Ss. 

Overview. This thesis is organised as follows. 
In Chapter 1, we are concerned with abstract rewriting. First we focus on 

abstract rewriting systems. In this setting we introduce the mncepts and termi
nology, and we recall the da!lSical results in abstract rewriting that will be used 
later on in the thesis. Next we introduce functional rewriting systems. In this 
setting we can formalise the important notions of descendants and dew>Jopments. 
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The classical proof of mnfluence using developments is given for functional rewrit
ing systems. )..foreover we give the definition of a rewrite strategy as will be used in 
Chapter 6. All rewriting systems that appear in the remainder of the thesis have 
an underlying functional rewriting system. The diapter is mncluded by formalis
ing the notion of typing in an abstract setting. \Ve introduce abstract rewriting 
systems with typing, a concept that will be used in Chapter 4. \Ve dassify all 
rewriting systems considered in this c.hapter under abstract rewriting, since in all 
cases the structure of the expressions that are rewritten is not specified. 

In Chapter 2, .A-calculus with fi-reduction is considered. \Ve recall the main 
definitions that will be used also in Chapter 4. Then a c.haracterisation of the 
strongly normalising .A-terms is given. This c.haracterisation, that has the form of 
an inductively defined set of ,\-terms denoted by SN, permits to give new and 
simple proofs of important results concerning normalisation in .A-calculus. Two 
new proofs of :finiteness of deVf'lopments are given. The first proof malrns use of a 
set :PD that contains underlined terms that admit only finite fi-rewrite sequences. 
The definition of :PD is in the same spirit as the definition oCSN. \Ve show that 
this set mntains all underlined ,\-terms, whk.h yields :finiteness of devf'lopments. 
For the semnd proof, we define a morphism that maps a development to a rewrite 
sequence in the set SN, suc.h that a step in the original sequence mrresponds to 
a step in its image. This also yields :finiteness of developments. Next we intro
duce superdevelopments whk.h form a generalisation of devf'lopments. \Vliereas 
in a development only redexes are contracted that are residuals of redexes that 
are present in the initial term, in a superdevf'lopment also some redexes that are 
created by rewriting may be contracted. \Ve give two proofs of :finiteness of su
perdeVf'lopments, in the same way as for developments. Finally we consider simply 
typed .A-calculus. Using again the c.haracterisation of strongly normalising terms, 
we give a proof of strong normalisation of simply typed .A-calculus that is very f'1-
ementary. It cannot be extended to system F, but it can be extended to enric.hed 
.A-calculi like Godel's T. 

In Chapter 3 the syntax of multiplicative-exponential proof nets with cut
elimination is presented. \Ve present a proof of strong normalisation of proof 
nets with cut-elimination. The rewriting system consisting of proof nets with cut
elimination will be used in Chapter 4 as a substitution calculus for higher-order 
rewriting systems. 

Chapter 4 is the pivot of the thesis in the sense that we use results presented 
in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, and we present the framework in whk.h the results 
of Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 are proved. This c.hapter is concerned with higher
order rewriting. \Ve first give the definition of a higher-order rewriting system 
in its most general form, without specifying the substitution calculus, but only 
giving the requirements a substitution calculus should satisfy. \Ve make use of 
the notion of abstract rewriting with typing: a substitution calculus is supposed 
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to be an ab5tract rewriting 5y5tem with typing. The typing rf'lation guarantee5 
well-formednffi5 if the le~hand filde of a rewrite rule i5 replaced by its right
hand filde in the definition of a rewrite 5tep in a higher-order rewriting 5y5tem, a5 
explained above. Next we fix attention to higher-order rewriting 5y5teJIIB with .A; 
a5 5Ub5titution calculu5 and with proof nets with cut-elimination a5 5ub5titution 
calculu5. In both Ca5ffi we 5how that the requirements on a 5uhfititution calculu5 
are 5ati5fied, ufilng among other thing5 the rffiult5 on normalifiation pre5ented in 
Chapter 2 and Chapter 3. The pre5entation of higher-order rewriting 5y5teJIIB with 
.A; a5 5uhfititution calculu5 i5 the mo5t elaborate one, filnce it i5 in thifi 5etting that 
we prove the rffiult5 pre5ented in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6. Higher-order rewriting 
5y5teIIIB with proof nets a5 5Ub5titution calculu5 are muc.h lffi5 traditional than the 
onffi with A'i( a5 5U b5titution calculU5. \Ve pre5ent the main idea.51 but leave many 
important themffi unexplored. In the remainder of the c.hapter we mnfilder da55e5 
of higher-order rewriting 5y5teJIIB that were defined earlier: HR.86, CR.86, ER.85 
and 185. \Ve 5how that they all can be prffiented a5 higher-order rewriting 5y5tem5 
with x; a5 5U b5titution calculU5. In the Ca5e of HR.86 thi5 IB no 5Urpri5e, 5ince 
higher-order rewriting 5y5teIIIB with .A; a5 5Ub5titution calculu5 are ba.5ically HR.85 
without the rffitriction that rulffi 5hould be of ba5e type. 

In Chapter 5 we prove that weakly orthogonal higher-order rewriting 5y5tem5 
with Xif a5 5U b5titution calculu5 are confluent. A weakly orthogonal rewriting 
5y5tem i5 left-linear and ha5 only trivial critical paira. The proof make5 U5e of 
the notion of parallf'1 reduction, 5o it i5 a proof a la Tait and :Martin-Lo£. A 
5hort di5cU55ion concerning both thifi proof method and the proof method ufilng 
development5 i5 induded. The rffiult prffiented in thifi c.hapter i5 al50 proved by 
van Oo5trom in [00594], but in a different way namf'ly ufilng development5. Short 
verfilon5 of both proofs can al50 be found in [OR.94b]. The re5ult that all weakly 
orthogonal higher-order rewriting 5y5teIIIB are confluent extend5 earlier re5ults in 
whk.h either a re5triction to firat-order rewriting or a re5triction to orthogonal 
in5tead of weakly orthogonal 5y5teIIIB Wa5 made. \Ve al50 give a very 5hort proof of 
confluence for the cla55 of orthogonal higher-order rewriting 5y5teIIIB u5ing parallf'1 
reduction5. 

Chapter 6 fa concerned with normalifiation in higher-order rewriting 5y5tem5 
with .A; a5 5Ub5titution calculu5 that are almo5t orthogonal and fully extended. 
An almo5t orthogonal rewriting 5y5tem i5 le~linear and ha5 only critical pair5 
that overlap at the root, and that are trivial. The condition fully extended i5 
concerned with bound variable5. \Ve 5how that in an almo5t orthogonal and fully 
extended higher-order rewriting 5y5tem outerm05t-fair rewriting fa normalifilng. A 
rewrite 5equence i5 5aid to be outermo5t-fair if every outermo5t-redex i5 eventually 
eliminated. The proof doffi not really depend on the fact that the 5U b5titution 
calculu5 i5 Xif, but it doffi make U5e of the fact that the 5tructure5 that are rewrit
ten are term5. Already the formali5ation of the notion of outerm05t redex i5 not 
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completely straightforward if we take for instance proof nets with cut-elimination 
as substitution calculus. The proof of the main result makes use of a certain way 
to perform a devf'Jopment of a set of redex occurrences in phases. This construc
tion permits to infer that the projection of an outermost-fair rewrite sequence 
over some rewrite step is also outermost-fair, and moreover to show that the orig
inal rewrite sequence is finite if the projection is finite. These results are used to 
prove that outermost-fair rewriting is normalising. As a consequence, the parallel
outermost rewrite strategy is normalising for almost orthogonal and fully extended 
higher-order rewriting systems. 





Notation 

The set of the natural numbers 01 11 21 ••• is denoted by N. \Ve use m, n,p, q, ... to 
range over natural numbers. The first infinite ordinal is denoted by w. An element 
of N U { w} is denoted by a . 

If X is a set of natural numbers then we denote by max{ X} the maximum of X 
with respect to the usual ordering on N. 

Let X and Y be sets. \Ve denote by X U Y the union of X and Y 1 by X n Y the 
intersection of X and Y, by X \ Y the set X minus Y, and by X x Y the product 
of X and Y. \Ve denote by 'P(X) the power-set of X and by #X the cardinality of 
X. The set of partial functions from X to Y is denoted by [X ....... Y] . 1.1embership 
is denoted by E. If P is a property on X, then we denote by {x EX I P(x)} the 
subset of X consisting of all f'lements that satisfy the property P. 

The set of finite sequences over a set X is denoted by X*. The empty sequence is 
denoted by E. If elements of X are denoted by x, x1

, •• • , then f'lements of X* are 
denoted by .T.1 ••• . T.m, ... or by .T.. \Ve denote X* \ { E} by x+. 
\Ve use [-] to denote a multiset. 

\Ve abbreviate X1 EX, ... 1 .T.m EX by .T.i, • • • , Xm EX. 
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Chapter 1 

Abstract Rewriting 

This chapter is concerned with rewriting systems that are all abstract in the sense 
that the structure of the objects that are rewritten is not specified. \Tarious 
such rewriting systems are considered in the literature, starting with Newman 
in [New42]. In this chapter we will introduce most of the terminology and cnn
cepts that will be used in the remainder of this thesis. To that end we discuss 
three classes of rewriting systems that we classify under abstract rewriting. 

In Section 1.1 abstract rewriting systems are considered. An abstract rewriting 
system is just a set equipped with a binary relation, called the rewrite rPJation. 
This forms a very abstract model for computations, and is as such also used in 
different c,ontexts using a different terminology. For instance, a set equipped with 
a binary relation is introduced by Plotkin in [Plo81] as a transition system in 
the study of semantics of programming languages. In the framework of abstract 
rewriting systems vre give the definitions of important concepts in rewriting such 
as confluence and strong normalisation, which play a key r6le in this thesis. 

In Section 1.2 functional rewriting systems are introduced. In a functional 
rewriting system the rewrite rPJation is the union of a collection of indexed rela
tions. This means that it is not only possible to express that an object is rewritten 
to another object, but also how this is done. Hence functional rewriting systems 
form a refinement of abstract rewriting systems. Functional rewriting systems 
differ from other indexed rewriting systems considered in the literature in that 
every indexed rPJation is a function, that is, every indexed rPJation is determinis
tic. In this setting the important notions of redex, redex occurrence, descendant 
and residual can be formalised. 

Finally, in Section 1.3 vre introduce abstract rewriting systems with typing. Ab
stract rewriting systems with typing are obtained by requiring the typing relation 
and the rewrite relation to be c,ompatible in a certain natural way. 

Both functional rewriting systems and abstract rewriting systems with typing 
are introduced in c,ollaboration with Paula Severi. 

15 
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1.1 Abstract Rewriting Systems 

In this section abstract rewriting systems are defined. \Ve introduce some mncepts 
and terminology that will be used in the remainder of this thesis. This section does 
not mntain original material. 

Definition 1.1.1. An ab.~tract rewriting system is a pair (A, --+) mnsisting of a 
set A, whose fllements am called object~, and a rf'Jation --+ ~ A x A that is called 
a rewrite relation. Objects are denoted by 0,1 b, c, d, . ... 

An abstract rewriting system is different from an abstract reduction system as 
defined by Klop in [Klo92], because the latter is defined as a set equipped with a 
collection of labf'Jled binary rf'Jations. 

Definition 1.1.2. Let A be a set. The identity relation on A, denoted by idA, is 
{(a, a) I o, EA}. 

Definition 1.1.3. Let A be a set and let -+o and -+ 1 be two binary relations on 
A. The sequential composition of -+o and -+ i, denoted by -+0; -+1, is the binary 
rf'Jation on A that is defined as follows: (a, c) E -+0 ; -+ 1 if there exists b EA suc..h 
that (a, b) E -+o and (b, c) E -+1 . 

Definition 1.1.4. Let (A,--+) be an abstract rewriting system. 

1. The im1er.~e of--+, denoted by +-, is defined by (a, b) E +- if and only if 
(b, a,) E --+. 

2. Them-fold composition of-+, denoted by -+m, is defined by induction on m 
as follows: 

(a) -+
0 = idA, 

(b) -+m+l = --+; -+m 

In the following definitions some important properties of relations on a set are 
listed. 

Definition 1.1.5. Let (A,--+) be an abstract rewriting system. 

1. --+ is tmnsiti-ue if --+; --+ ~ --+. 

2. --+ is reflexi11e if idA ~ --+. 

3. --+ is irreflexive if idA n --+ = 0. 

4. --+ is symmetric if --+ = +-. 
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5. --+ is anti-symmetric if --+ n +- ~ idA. 

6. --+ is an equivalence relation if it is transitive, reflexive and symmetric. 

\Ve identify properties of a binary rf'Jation --+ on a set A with properties of the 
abstract rewriting system (A,--+). 

A possible way to obtain a binary rf'Jation from a given one is by taking the 
smallest extension of it that satisfies a certain property on rf'Jations. This is 
illustrated in the following definition. 

Definition 1.1.6. Let (A,--+) be an abstract rewriting system. 

1. The reflexi11e closure of--+, denoted by --+=, is --+ U idA. 

2. The tmnsiti'lle closure of --+' denoted by --+ +' is Um>O --+ m. 

3. The tmnsiti'lle-reflexi11e closure of --+, denoted by --+*, is Um~o --+m. 

4. The symmetric clo.mre of--+, denoted by+-+, is --+ U +-. 

5. The equi11alence clo.mre of--+, denoted by +-+*, is the 
transitive-reflexive closure of+-+. 

Remark 1.1.7. For every property P for whir.h we define the P-dosure of the 
rf'1ation --+ in the previous definition, it is the case that the P-dosure is the smallest 
rf'1ation with respect to the subset ordering that includes --+ and has the property 
P. In general, the ?-closure of a relation need not to exist. 

The relation +-+* is also called the con11ertibility relation and two objects o, and b 
sur.h that o, +-+ * b are said to be com1ertible. 

Notation 1.1.8. If a relation is denoted by a (demrated) arrow, then the derived 
rf'1ations and their notations are as given in Definition 1.1.6. For a relation denoted 
by --+, we will write ~ instead of --+ *. 

\Ve can obtain a new relation by combining two existing ones as follows. 

Definition 1.1.9. The union of two abstract rewriting systems (A, --+0 ) and 
(B, --+1 ) is the abstract rewriting system (AU B, --+0 U --+ 1). 

The most interesting unions of abstract rewriting systems are those where the two 
combined systems can interact, whk.h is possible if A n B ::f:. 0. 

Another possibility to obtain an abstract rewriting system is by restricting the 
set of objects of a given abstract rewriting system in a suitable way, namely sur.h 
that it is closed under the rewrite rf'Jation. 
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Definition 1.1.10. Let (A, --+o) be an abstract rewriting system. An abstract 
rewriting system (B, --+1) is a substructure of (A , --+o) if the following mnditions 
are satisfied: 

1. B ~A, 

2. for all b, tl E B we have that b --+1 tl if and only if b --+0 t/1 

3. if b E B and b --+o tl, then tl E B. 

\Ve now introduce some basic notions and results concerning abstract rewriting 
system5. 

Definition 1.1.11. Let (A,--+) be an abstract rewriting system. A re·write step 
is a pah (0.1 b) of objects with (0.1 b) E --+. \Ve write o,--+ b instead of (A,--+). 

Definition 1.1.12. Let (A,--+) be an abstract rewriting system. For a ~ w, a 
rewrite .~equence of length a .~tarting in o, is defined as a triple ( o., a, f1) satisfying 
the following: 

1. o, EA, 

2. f1 : a --+ A is a mapping such that 

(a) t1(0) = o., 

(b) t1(m - 1) --+ t1(m) form E a\ {D}. 

Notation 1.1.13. Usually a rewrite sequence as in the previous definition is 
denoted by f1 : t1(0) --+ t1(1) --+ t1(2) --+ .... 

A rewrite sequence is infinite if it has length w 1 and is finite otherwise. In this 
thesis we do not consider rewrite sequences of length longer than w. For abstract 
rewriting, transfinite rewrite sequences are studied by Kennaway in (Ken92]. 

Definition 1.1.14. Let f1 : o, -;; b be a finite rewrite sequence, and let r : b --+ 
tl --+ tl' --+ . .. be a poAAibly infinite rewrite sequence. The sequential compo.~ition 
of f1 and r, denoted by t1i r, is the rewrite sequence t1i r : o, -;; b --+ tl --+ tl' --+ .... 

Sequential composition of rewrite sequences, when defined, is an associative oper
ation. 

Definition 1.1.15. Let (A,--+) be an abstract rewriting system. Leto, EA. The 
.~et of reduct~ of 0.1 denoted by red (o.) 1 is {b EA I o, -;; b}. 
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As discussed in the Introduction, a possible way to model the result of a c,ompu
tation in an abstract rewriting system is by an object that cannot be rewritten. 
Such an object is said ID be a normal form. A natural question is whether an 
object can be rewritten ID a normal form. If this is the case, then the object is 
said ID be "Weakly normalising. These concepts, and the stronger property of strong 
normalisation, are formalised in the following definition. 

Definition 1.1.16. Let (A, -t) be an abstract rewriting system. Let a, EA. 

1. The object a, is said ID be a normal form or ID be in normal form if there is 
no b E A such that a, -t b. 

2. \\i'e say that a, ha.~ normal form b if a, __., b and b is a normal form. Then a, is 
said to be 111eakly normali.~ing. 

3. \\i'e say that a, is .~trongly normali.~ing or terminating if there is no infinite 
rewrite sequence starting with a,. 

Every object that is strongly normalising is weakly normalising but a "Weakly nor
malising object is not necessarily strongly normalising. 

A natural question is whether the result of a c,omputation, if it exists, is unique. 
If results are modPJled by normal forms, this notion is formalised as follows. 

Definition 1.1.17. Let (A,-t) be an abstract rewriting system. Let a, EA. 
If there exists at most one b E A such that a, has normal form b, then a, has the 
property of unique normal form.~. 

Notation 1.1.18. If (A,-t) is an abstract rewriting system that is "Weakly nor
malising and has the property of unique normal forms, then we denote by a,! the 
normal form of a,. 

Sometimes a variation on the property of unique normal forms is c,onsidered, by 
requiring that if a,+-+* band a, and bare normal forms, then a,= b. This is stronger 
than the property of unique normal forms, as is shown by the following example. 

Example 1.1.19. Consider the following abstract rewriting system, due to de 
\'rijer. 
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It has the property of unique normal forms as defined in Definition 1.1.17. Ho"Wever, 
vre have for the normal forms b and "/J' that b +-+ • b" but b =f. "/J'. 

The property of unique normal forms is implied by a property called confluence. 
Confluence expresses that two finite rewrite sequences issuing from some object 
can always be pursued in such way that they end in the same object. Confluence 
and some variations of it are defined as follows. 

Definition 1.1.20. Let (A,--+) be an abstract rewriting system. Leto, EA. 

1. The object o, is said to be locally confluent if for all objects b, c E A such 
that b +-a,--+ c there is an object d EA such that b __., d ,,__c. 

2. The object o, is said to be confluent if for all objects b, c E A such that 
b ,,__a,__., c there is an object d EA such that b __., d ,,__c. 

3. The object o, is said to have the diamond properly if for all objects b, c E A 
such that b +-a,--+ c there is an object d EA such that b--+ d +-c. 

The notions in the previous definition are depicted as follows: 

Definition 1.1.21. Let P be a property defined in Definition 1.1.20. An abstract 
rewriting system (A,--+) has property P if every object o, EA has property P. 

Definition 1.1.22. An abstract rewriting system (A,--+) has the Church-Ro.~.~er 
property if for every o, EA and b EA such that o, +-+* b there exists an object c EA 
such that o, __., c and b __., c. 

In the following proposition classical results in rewriting are given that rPJate some 
of the concepts introduced above. For more results we refer to the survey paper 
[Klo92]. 

Proposition 1.1.23. 

1. (A, --+) i.~ Church-Ro.~.~er if and only if it i.~ confluent. 

2. If (A,--+) ha.~ the diamond property then it i.~ confluent . 

.'I. (Newman's Lemma) If (A, --+) i.~ locally confluent and .~trongly normali.~ing 
then it i.~ confluent. 
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4. If (A,--+) is confluent then it has the properly of unique normal forms. 

Proof. A proof of 1 is given by Huet in [Hue80]. The first proof of 3 was given 
by Newman in [New42]; an easier proof can be found in [Hue80]. Finally, 2 and 4 
follow easily from the definitions. D 

\Ve give the wf'Jl-known example, due to Hindley, of an abstract rewriting system 
that is locally mnfluent but not confluent. 

Example 1.1.24. 

a t---- b ~ c ------+ d 

The following lemmata permit to infer confluence of an abstract rewriting system 
from confluence of another abstract rewiiting system with the same set of objects. 
The principle expressed in Lemma 1.1.25 is used in proofs of confluence using 
parallel reduction, a method whid1 is due to Tait and :\1artin-Lof. In Chapter 5 
we will prove confluence of weakly orthogonal higher-order rewriting systems using 
parallel reduction, and there we will use this lemma. Lemma 1.1.26 is mentioned 
just for curiosity. 

Lemma 1.1.25. Let (A, --+o) and (A, --+ 1) be abstmct rewriting systems such that 
--+o ~ --+1 ~ -»o . Then confluence of (A, --+1) implies confluence of (A, --+o) . 

Proof. If a -»o b and a -»o c then a -» 1 b and a -» 1 c since --+o ~ --+ 1. Since 
(A, --+1) is confluent, there exists d E A sud1 that b -»1 d and c -»1 d. Because 
--+1 ~ -»o, this yif'Jds that b -»o d and c -»o d, that is, (A, --+o) is confluent. D 

In the following lemma we denote by f(--+ ) the rf'Jation {(!(a), f(b)) I (a, b) E --+ }. 

Lemma 1.1.26. Let (A, --+o) and (B, --+1) be ab.~tract re·writing .~ystem.~ . Suppose 
there are mapping.~ f : A--+ B and f': B--+ A .mch that 

1. f(--+o) ~ -»1, 

2. f'(--+1) ~ -»o, 

."I. for all b E B we hm1e b -»1 f(f' (b) ) . 

Then confluence of (A, --+0) implie.~ confluence of (B, --+1) 

Proof. The proof is suggested by the following diagram: 
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f'(bo) 
• 
' ' 

/'"~ 
bi1 1b2 , ' 

0 ,,,"" 1l ll ',,, 0 

f'(b,)- - + f(f'(b,)) f(f'(b,)). - -f'(b,) 

~ / 
1 f(b3) 1 

• 
' ' 0 b3 0 

D 

Finally we mention two lemmata c,oncerning strong normalisation. The first one 
is often used ID infer strong normalisation of an abstract rewriting system from 
strong normalisation of another abstract rewriting system. This principle is used 
in Chapter 3 in which we give a proof of strong normalisation of proof nets with 
cut-P1imination. 

Lemma 1.1.27. Let (A, --+o) and (B, --+ 1) be ab.~tmct reulriting .~y.~tem.~. Let 
f: A--+ B be a mapping .~uch that f(--+o) <;;; --+t. Then .~trong normali.~ation of 
(B, --+ 1 ) implie.~ .~trong normali.~ation of (A, --+0 ). 

Proof. Suppose that there is an infinite rewrite sequence 0-0 --+0 o,1 --+0 o,2 --+0 ••• 

in (A, --+0). Since f(--+o) <;;; -+t, this yields that there is an infinite rewrite sequence 
bo -+t bi -+t b2 -+t ... , in (B, --+1), contradicting the hypothesis. D 

The sec,ond one is due to Klop. It is Corollary 5.19 in Chapter I of [Klo80]. It 
makes use of the notion of an increasing abstract rewriting system, which is defined 
as follows. 

Definition 1.1.28. An abstract rewriting system (A,--+) is said to be increa.~ing 
if there is a mapping f : A --+ N such that f ( o,) < f (b) if o, --+ b. 

Lemma 1.1.29. Let (A,--+) be an ab.~tmct re11Jriting .~y.~tem that i.~ locally conflu
ent, 111eakly normali.~ing and increa.~ing. Then (A,--+) i.~ .~trongly normali.~ing. 
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1.2 Functional Rewriting Systems 

If a computation is modelled by an abstract rewriting system, we can only observe 
that some object is rewritten to some other object. \Ve cannot observe how it is 
rewritten, and in particular it is not possible to distinguish between different ways 
of doing the same. Often it is desirable to have more information mncerning a 
rewrite step. A way to express information concerning a rewrite step without spe
cifying the structure of the expressions that are rewritten, is by considering instead 
of one rewrite relation a collection of rewrite rE>Jations that are distinguishable, for 
instance by means of indices. In the literature various kinds of indexed rewriting 
systems have been considered. 

In this section we introduce functional rewriting systems. A functional rewrit
ing system is a set with a collection of indexed relations that are all deterministic, 
in the sense that an object is rE>Jated to at most one other object. So every indexed 
rE>Jation is a partial function. The indexed relations are obtained as follows: there 
is a set of indices, and a mapping -+ that maps an index i to a partial function 

-!+ from objects to objects. All rewriting systems that we will enmunter in the 
remainder of this thesis have an underlying functional rewriting system. 

The concept of functional rewriting systems was developed in cooperation with 
Paula Severi. Functional rewriting systems appear in an early form under the name 
indexed abstract rewriting systems in [R.895]. 

Definition 1.2.L A functional rewriting system is a triple (A, I,-+ ) mnsisting 
of a set of objects A, a set of indices I and a mapping -+ : I -+ [A ....... A] that maps 
indices to partial functions from A to A. 

Functional rewriting systems are appropriate to formalise the notions of redex and 
redex occurrence in an abstract way. 

Definition 1.2.2. Let (A, I,-+) be a functional rewriting system. 

L Let a EA. A redex occurrence in a is an index i suc.h that -+(i)(a) is defined. 

2. A red ex is a pair (a, i) suc.h that i is a redex occurrence in a. 

3. A rewrite .~tep is a triple (a,i,b) suc.h that -+ (i)(a) =b. 

4. The redex occurrence i in a and the red ex (a, i) are both said to be contmcted 
in the rewrite step i : a -+ b. 

Notation 1.2.3. A rewrite step (a, i, b) in a functional rewriting system is denoted 

by a ~ b or by i : a -+ b. 
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In the more concrete case of .A-calcnlllfi with fi-reduction 1 positions play the role 
of indices, and in first-order rewriting systems this is done by pairs consisting of a 
position and a rewrite rule. 

Two typical properties of functional rewriting systems are the following. First, 
in a functional rewriting system one can have rewrite steps i : a -+ b and j : a -+ b 
with i # j. So it is p05sible to distinguish between two rewrite step; from an 
object a to an object b. In this respect functional rewriting systems differ from 
abstract rewriting systems, because in the latter it is impossible to have more than 
one rewrite step between two objects. 

Semnd1 if i : a -+ b and i : a -+ c are rewrite steps in a functional rewriting 
system, then b = c. So an index uniquf'Jy determines the result of a transformation 
of an object. This forms a difference with the abstract reduction systems as defined 
in [Klo92], where it is p05sible to have a -+i b and a -+i c with b # c. Van Oostrom 
considers in [Oos94] labelled abstract rewriting systems that differ from functional 
rewriting systems since, like in abstract reduction systems as in [Klo80], a labf'Jled 
rf'Jation is not deterministic. 

Abstract rewriting systems can be mapped to functional rewriting systems 
and vice versa. The underlying abstract rewriting system of a functional rewriting 
system (A, I , -+) is the pair (A, -+1

) with (a, b) E -+1 if and only if there exists i EI 
sud1 that i : a -+ b. Vice versa, we can associate to an abstract rewriting system 
(A, -+) a functional rewriting system of the form (A, A, -+ )1 with -+ : A -+ [A ......... A] 
defined by-+(b)(a) = b if a-+ bin (A,-+ ) 1 and -+(b)(a) being undefined otherwise. 

The definition of a rewrite sequence in a functional rewriting system is a re
finement of the one given for an abstract rewriting system in Definition 1.1.12. It 
contains also the information about the way the rewrite steps in the sequence are 
obtained. 

Definition 1.2.4. Let (A, I,-+) be a functional rewriting system. For a< w, a 
rewrite sequence of length a issuing from a is defined as a triple (a, a, a) sud1 that 

1. a EA, 

2. a : a -+ I is a mapping that defines a sequence { o"m}mEa as follows: 

(a) a0 = a, 

(b) O-m = -+(a(m))(o-m_1) 1 for all m with m Ea\ {O}. 

Notation 1.2.5. A rewrite sequence as defined in Definition 1.2.4 is denoted by 
a (l ) a (2) a (3) • • 

a : 0-0 -+ a 1 -+ o,2 -+ . . .. The length a of a rewnte sequence (a, a, a ) is also 
denoted by la I. 
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Morphisms of Functional Rewriting Systems. It is possible to express that 
there is a c,orrespondence between two rewrite sequences in two functional rewriting 
systems in a precise way, in the sense that not only the objects but also the 
rewrite steps are related. One often aims at establishing such a c,orrespondence in 
translations from one rewriting system to another. It is formalised by the notion 
of morphism of functional rewriting systems, which is defined as follows. 

Definition 1.2.6. Let (A, I, -to) and (B, J, -t1) be functional rewriting systems. 
A morphi.~m of functional re111Titing .~y.~tem.~ is a pair of mappings f = (Jo, f 1) with 

fo A -t B 

!1 I -t J 

such that for every rewrite step i: o, -to bin (A,I, -to) vre have f 1 (i): f 0 (o,) -t 1 

fo (b) in ( B, J, -t 1). In a diagram: 

a b 

' ' fo I I fo 

+ f1(i) + 
fo (a) ----/ fo (b) 

If f is a morphism of functional rewriting systems from (A, I, -to) to ( B, J, -t 1), 

=d 

is a rewrite sequence in (A, I, -t0), then 

is a rewrite sequence in (B, J, -t 1). This rewrite sequence is denoted by f(a). 

Definition 1.2. 7. Let f be a morphism between two functional rewriting systems 
(A, I, -to) and (B, J, -t 1 ). Let a be a rewrite sequence in (A, I, -t0). The rewrite 
sequence f(a) in (B, J, -t 1) is said ID be an image of a and a is said ID be a lifting 
al f(a). 

An example of a naturally arising morphism is a mapping that erases under linings. 
\\i·e will enc,ounter this kind of morphisms in Chapter 2, in Section 2.3 and in 
Section 2.4. A rewrite sequence in which some symbols are underlined is usually 
called a lifting of the rewrite sequence without underlinings, which motivated the 
terminology in Definition 1.2. 7. 
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Descendants and Residuals In rewriting it i5 often important to be able to 
trace a property of a term along a rewrite i;equence. An important example i5 the 
following. Suppo5e there are two rewrite 5te:p5 i : a. --+ b and i' : a. --+ b' i55uing from 
an object a.. It can be the case that these rewrite 5tep5 are, intuitively 5peaking, 
independent in the i;eni;e that after performing the fu5t, one can 5till perform the 
5econd. Thi5 i5 very impreci5e becaU5e it i5 in general not the cai;e that b = a., and 
hence one cannot 5pea.k of 'the 5ame rewrite 5tep'. In fact, we need a mapping 
that given a rewrite 5tep i: a.--+ b a55ign5 to a redex occurrence i' in the object a. 

a i;et of redex occurrences in the object b. Tho5e redex occnrrence5 in the object 
b are called the re5idual5 of the redex occurrence i'. Contraction of i can erai;e i', 
in that cai;e i' hai; no refildual5 in b. It can al50 be the cai;e that contraction of i 
multiplie5 i' with a factor greater than 1, in that case i' hai; more than one residual 
in b. And it can be the cai;e that i' has exactly one refildual in b. 

\Ve will define a refildual relation that trace5 redex occurrence5 along a rewrite 
5equence. Before doing 50 we will define a more general relation, called a de5cen
dant rE>Jation, that traces a predicate defined on object5 and E>Jement5 of 50me i;et 
whic.h we will call label5. A re5idual relation i5 then obtained a5 a particular cai;e 
of a de5cendant rE>Jation for the predicate Pon Ax I that i5 defined by P(o.,i) if 
and only if (a., i) i5 a red ex, ta.king indice5 for labE>J5. A refildual relation 5hould 
moreover 5ati5fy an additional requirement. The reai;on for mnfildering the more 
general notion of a dei;cendant rE>Jation i5 that it appeaIB naturally in variou5 ex
amples. For in5tance in term rewriting or .A-calcnlU5, it i5 natural to trace not only 
redex occnrrence5 but al5o for in5tance pofiltion5 or 5U bterm5. A5 a matter of fact, 
in Chapter 4 we will need a descendant rE>Jation that trace5 p05ition5 in .A-calcnlu5. 

Variou5 definition5 of dei;cendant and residual rE>JatioD5 appear in the literature. 
Churc.h and R.055er introduce in [ CR.36] a notion of re5idual in order to trace 
redex occnrrence5 in the .A-calcnlu5. For term rewriting, notion5 of residual5 are 
introduced by R.o5en in [R.0573] and by O'Donnell in [O'D77]. In [Bar71], [Klo80], 
[Klo92] and [Bar84] refildual5 are defined by U5ing a way to mark 5ubterm5, by 
underlining or colouring them. De Vrijer introduces in [Vri87b] licencing 5y5tem8 
for .A-calculu5, whk.h can for in5tance be ui;ed to trace re5idual5. A de5cendant 
rE>Jation that diffeIB from the traditional one i5 defined by Khafildashvili, 5ee for 
in5tance [Kha92] . In thi5 definition, every 5ymbol in the pattern of the contracted 
redex occurrence de5cend5 to the position of the head-symbol of the contractum, 
whic.h means that the i;emnd requirement in Definition 1.2.8 below doesn't hold. 
A more abstract approac.h is taken in [GK96b]. Residual rE>JatioD5 are moreover 
defined by Gonthier, Levy and :\1E>Jlies in [G L:\.192] and by van Oostrom, who 
introduces refildual rewriting system5 in [Oos94]. The definitions of descendant 
and refildual relation given below are filmilar to the ones given in [00594] and 
[GL:\.192]. 

Now the definition of a dei;cendant relation is given as follows. \Ve suppose to 
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have a set £ consisting of labels at our disp05al 

Definition 1.2.8. Let (A, I,--+) be a functional rewriting system. Let £ be a 
set of labf'Js and let P be a predicate on A x £. A de.~cendant relation for P is 
a mapping Des : Ax I--+ £ --+ 'P(£) su<'.h that for a rewrite step i : a, --+ o/ the 
following holdl5: 

1. if P(a, l) then for all l' E Des(a, i)(l) we have P(a', l') , 

2. if P(a,4,) andP(a,li), and l' E Des(a,i)(4,) andl' E Des(a,i)(li)thenl0 = li. 

If l' E Des( a, i)(l), then l1 is said to be a descendant of l. The first dause states that 
if the predicate holdl5 for (a, l) and o. is rewritten to a1

, then for every descendant 
l1 of l the predicate holds for (o.1, l1

). The second clause states that a label can be 
the descendant of at most one label. 

The definition of a descendant relation clearly needs to be extended into two 
directions. First, one would like to trace a set of labels instead of a single one. 
This can be done by a straightforward set-theoretical extension of the mapping 
Des: A x I --+ £ --+ 'P(£) to a mapping Des : Ax I --+ 'P(£) --+ 'P(£). Second, 
one would like to trace a set of labels along a rewrite sequence p05sibly consisting 
of more than one step. This is realised by the following extension Des* of Des. 

Definition 1.2.9. Let (A, I , --+) be a functional rewriting system. Let £ be a set 
and let P be a predicate on Ax£. Let Des: Ax I--+ £--+ 'P(£) be a descendant 

rf'Jation for P. Let ai ~ a,2 ~ ... ~ O-m+i be a rewrite sequence. 
A descendant relation Des*: A x J* --+ 'P(£) --+ 'P(£) is obtained by composi

tion of Des: 

1. Des*(ai, f.)(L) = L, 

2. Des* ( ai, ii . . . im) ( L) = Des* ( a2, i2 ... im)(Des* ( ai, ii)( L)). 

If l1 E Des* ( ai, ii . . . im) ( { l} ), then l1 is again said to be a de.~cendant of l. 

Notation 1.2.10. \Ve denote Des* by Des. \Ve write l for {l} and i for (i). 

Now a residual relation is defined as a particular case of a descendant rf'Jation, 
satisfying moreover an additional property, namely that a redex occurrence that 
is contracted does not leave a descendant. R.edex occurrences are taken for labf'Js, 
and we trace the property of being a redex occurrence. 

Definition 1.2.11. Let (A, I,--+) be a functional rewriting system. Let P be 
the predicate on A x I defined by P (a, i) holds if and only if (a, i) is a red ex. A 
re.~idual relation for (A, I ,--+) is a descendant relation Des : Ax I--+ I--+ 'P(J ) for 
P with the additional property that for a rewrite step i : a, --+ b we have 

Des( a, i)( i) = 0. 
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Notation 1. 2.12. A residual If'Jation is denoted by Res instead of by Des. The 
extended veISion of a residual If'Jation, obtained as defined in Definition 1.2.9, is 
also denoted by Res. 

A descendant with respect to the residual If'Jation is called a residual. If (a, i) is 
a redex, j : a --+ of is a rewrite step and i 1 E Res( a, j)(i), then the redex (a', i') 
is also said to be a residual of (a, i) . The index i doesn't have a residual after a 
rewrite step i : a --+ b. 

Developments. A development is a rewrite sequence in whkh only residuals 
of redex occurrences that am present in the initial object am contracted. Hence 
a development can be seen as a computation of a set of redex occurrences in 
some object. In this thesis we will encounter dewJopments in ,\-<::alculus with fJ
reduction in Chapter 2 and developments in higher-order rewriting systems in the 
ChapteIS 4, 5 and 6. A development in a functional rewriting system is defined as 
follows. 

Definition 1.2.13. Let (A, I,--+) be a functional rewriting system. Let a E A 
be an object and let I be a set of redex occuuences in a. A dm1elopment of I is 

• i(i i1 i2 :i.. th £ • h > 0 a rewrite sequence a = a0 --+ a1 --+ a 2 --+ . . . sucu at .ioI every m wit m _ we 
have im E Res( a, io ... im- 1)(I). 

Developments am not necessarily finite. However, for several important dasses of 
rewriting systems the result that all developments am finite has been established. 
This is for instance a classical result for .A-<::alculus with fJ-reduction. In Section 
2.3 a new pmof of finiteness of developments for .A-calculus with fJ-reduction is 
given, and we discuss earlier pmofs. :.\follies gives in [:.\1f'J96] axioms that imply 
finiteness of developments. 

In the remainder of thi.~ .~ection we will suppo.~e that all de·velopment.~ of a set of 
redex occurrences are finite. 

Definition 1.2.14. Let (A, I,--+) be a functional rewriting system. Let a E A 

be an object and let I be a set of redex occurrences in a. A development a-0 ~ 
••• i,.!!..:+

1 a'm of I is smd to be complete if Res(ao, io ... im-1)(I) = 0. 

Confluence. \Ve present the classical result that confluence is guaranteed if for 
every set I of redex occurrences in an object all complete devf'Jopments of I a.re 
finite and end in the same term. In the presentation we follow mainly [Oos94] and 
[:.\1el96]. 
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Definition 1.2.15. Let (A, I,--+) be a functional rewriting system. 

1. Leto, EA. A set I of redex occurrences in o, is said to be con.~i.~tent if every 
c,omplete devpJopment of I ends in the same term and induces the same 
residual relation. 

2. If for every object o, every set of redex occurrences in o, is consistent, then 
the functional rewriting system (A, I,--+) is said ID be consistent. 

Notation 1.2.16. Let I be a consistent set of redex occurrences in an object 
o,. Suppose performing a c,omplete development of I yields an object b. Then a 
rewrite sequence that is a complete development of I is denoted by I : o,--e-+ b or 

T 
by o, --e-+ b. 

If (A, I,--+) is a consistent functional rewriting system, then (A, P(I), --e-+) with 
I : o,--e-+ b if o, rewrites ID b by a c,omplete development in (A, I,--+), is also a 
functional rewrite system. A rewrite sequence in (A, P(I), --e-+ ) is said to be a 
de11elopment reuJTite .~equence in (A,I,--+). Note that we have--+<;;; --e-+ <;;; --». 

\\i·e present a construction, called the orthogonal projection, that is used in the 
proof that consistent functional rewriting systems are confluent. This c,onstruction, 
and a variation of it, will be used in Chapter 6. 

Definition 1.2.17. Let (A, I,--+) be a c,onsistent functional rewriting system. 

L io i1 b . di. 'b . et a : o,0 --+ o,1 --+ . . . e a rewrite sequence an et J : 0-0 --+ lJ(] e a rewrite step. 
Define 

Jo 
.:Jm+l 

Im 

-
-
-

{j}. 
Res(o=,im)(.:Jm) form :2': 0, 

Res(o=, .:lm)(im) form> 0. 

The orthogonal projection of a over j : 0-0 --+ bo is the development rewrite sequence 
IoI1I2. 

r : bo --e-+ bi --e-+ b2 --e-+ .... In a picture: 

"' 

By constructing the orthogonal projection of a rewrite sequence a : o, _,, b over a 
rewrite step i : o,--+ c, a cnlll1Ilon reduct of the objects band c is found. Using the 
orthogonal projection, the proof that c,onsistency implies confluence follows by a 
straightforward induction. 
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Theorem 1.2.18. All con.~i.~tent functional reulriting .~y.~tem.~ are confluent. 

Proof. Let (A, I,--+) be a consistent functional rewriting system. Suppose o, __., b 
and o, __., c. The proof proceeds by induction 011 the length of a, __., c and is suggested 
by the following diagram: 

a, -------» b 

1 l 
r! ------* d' 

l l 
c -------» d 

The rewrite sequence r! __., d' is the orthogonal projection of a, __., b over o, --+ c1• D 

\\i·e conclude this section by c,onsidering elementary diagrams as introduced 111 

[Klo80, p.59]. 

Definition 1.2.19. Let (A, I,--+) be a functional rewriting system. 

1. Leto, EA and let i and j be redex occurrences in o,. An elementary diagram 
of i and j is a pair of two c,omplete devpJopments of { i, j} of the form i; a' 
and j;-r1. 

2. The functional rewriting system (A, I,--+) is said to ha11e elementary dia
gmm.~ if for every object o, and every two redex occurrences i and j in o, 
every c,omplete devPJopment of { i, j} ends in the same term and induces the 
same residual relation. 

The requirement of having elementary diagrams is a local version of the require
ment of being cnnsistent. If all devPJopments are finite, then cnnsistency is implied 
by the property of having pJementary diagrams. This is shown in the following 
proposition, which is proved in [CFC58], see also [Klo80], [Oos94] and [:\1el96]. 

Lemma 1.2.20. Let (A, I,--+) be a functional reuniting .~y.~tem. Suppo.~e that all 
de11elopment~ are finite and that (A, I,--+) ha.~ elementary diagmm.~. Then 111e ha11e 
that (A, I,--+) i.~ con.~i.~tent. 
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Strategies. In rewriting, one mnsideIB rewrite strategies that indicate whid1 
path or whkh paths through the graph of reducts of an object we should follow. 
Usually, a rewrite strategy is a mapping that takes as input an object and gives 
as output a recipe that indicates how to rewrite this expression, for instance a 
set of rewrite steps issuing from this object from whkh we may d1oose one. In 
general, rewrite strategies are used to find a rewrite path with a certain property. 
For instance, we might want to find a rewrite sequence that ends in a normal 
form, or maybe one that is infinite. In this section we define rewrite strategies for 
functional rewriting systems. 

Definition 1.2.21. Let (A,I,-+) be a functional rewriting system. A one-step 
rewrite .strategy is a mapping F : A -+ 'P(J) suc.h that for every a, E A every index 
i E F(a) is a redex occurrence in a. 

A many...,step strategy assigns to an object rewrite sequences starting in that object. 

Definition 1.2.22. Let (A, I,-+) be a functional rewriting system. A many-step 
re-write .strategy is a mapping F: A-+ 'P(J+) suc.h that for all a, EA, if i 0 •• • im E 

F(a), then there exist bi, ... , bm, c E A suc.h that a,~ bi ~ ... i,.'.!..:t1 bm ~ c lS a 
rewrite sequence. 

Alternatively, a many...,step rewrite strategy can be defined as a one...,step rewrite 
strategy for the functional rewriting system (A, J+, -+ +). 

Definition 1.2.23. Let F be a one-step or a many-step rewrite strategy for a 
functional rewriting system (A, I, -+ ). 

1. F is determini.stic if for every a, E A the set F (a,) contains at most one element. 

2. Otherwise F is said to be non-deterministic. 

In the .sequel we only con.sider one-step re-write strategie.s, therefore we say .simply 
'.strategy' in.stead of 'one-.step re-write .strategy'. 

Definition 1.2.24. Let F be a strategy in a functional rewriting system 
(A,I,-+ ). 

1. A rewrite step i : o, -+ bis said to be an F-rewrit e .step if i E F(a). 

2 A . io ii i 2 • "d b F .t . rewnte sequence ti : a,0 -+ ai -+ a,2 -+ ... ls sai to e an -re11m e 

sequence if every rewrite step im : 0"171 -+ o"ITI+i in a is an F-rewrite step. 

3. An F-rewrite sequence is said to be complete if it is either infinite or it ends 
an object from whk.h no F-rewrite steps are possible. 
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Definition 1.2.25. 

L A strategy F is normalising if for every a E A that is weakly normalising, 
every complete F-rewrite sequence starting in a ends in a normal form. 

2. A strategy F is perpetual if for every a E A that admits an infinite rewrite 
sequence every complete F-rewrite sequence is infinite. 

In Chapter 6 we will study outermost-fair rewrite sequences, whic..h are rewrite 
sequences that either end in a normal form or do not mntain an infinite c..hain of 
outermost redexes. In this c..hapter we present a general definition of P-fair rewrite 
sequences. Therefore we first formalise the notion of a c..hain of descendants. 

Definition 1.2.26. Let (A, I,--+) be a functional rewriting system. Let £. be a 
set and let Des: Ax I--+ £.--+ 'P(£.) be a descendant r{>Jation for a property Pon 

A " L io ii i2 b . fi . . x 1-. et a : a-o --+ a1 --+ a 2 --+ . . . e an 1n mte rewnte sequence. 

L An infinite P-chain in a with respect to the descendant r{>Jation Des is an 
infinite sequence lm, lm+1, lm+2, . .. for some m > 0, suc..h that 

(a) P(am, lm), 

(b) lvi+1 E Des(a"Tl,in)(lvi) for all n > m. 

2. An infinite re.~idual chain in a is an infinite P-c..hain in a with respect to the 
residual relation, with P on A x I defined by P( a, i) if and only if (a, i) is a 
red ex. 

Notation 1.2.27. An infinite descendant c..hain and an infinite residual c..hain as 
in the previous definition are denoted by f and i.. 

Now the notions P-fair and redex-fair are defined as follows. 

Definition 1.2.28. Let (A, I,--+) be a functional rewriting system. 

L A rewrite sequence is said to be P -fair either if ends in a normal form, or if 
it is infinite and does not mntain an infinite P-c..hain. 

2. A rewrite sequence is said to be redex-fair either if ends in a normal form, 
or if it is infinite and does not contain an infinite residual c..hain. 

Intuitively, in a P-fair rewrite sequence a lab{>] l satisfying P is eventually elim
inated. In a redex-fair rewrite sequence, every redex occurrence is eventually 
eliminated. 

Finally, we consider cofinal rewrite sequences. 
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A . io i1 • ,;; 1.11 Definition 1.2.29. rewrrte sequence a : 0-0 --+ o.1 --+ ... is co;,na 1 or every 
object b with o.o __., b there exists for some m :-:::; lal an object o.m in a such that 
b __., o=. 

Proposition 1.2.30. Let (A, I,--+) be a con.~i.~tent functional reuniting .~y.~tem 
and let o. be a u1eakly normali.~ing object in A. E11ery cofinal reunite .~equence 
.~tarting in o. i.~ finite. 

Proof. Let a be a cofinal rewrite sequence starting in o.. Let o. __., b with b a 
normal form of o .. Since a is cofinal, b can be rewritten ID an object in a, hence a 
ends in b. D 

The following result is due to O'Donnell [0'077]. 

Proposition 1.2.31. Let (A, I,--+) be a con.~i.~tent functional reuniting .~y.~tem. 
E11ery redex-fair reunite .~equence i.~ cofinal. 

P[s h 
i 0 i 1 i 2 ._..J

1 
.. 

roo . uppose t at a : 0-0 --+ o.1 --+ o.2 --+ ... IB a rec.1ex- air rewrrte sequence. 
If a ends in a normal form, then the statement clearly holds since (A, I,--+) is 
confluent. Suppose that a is infinite and let r : 0-0 __., /Jo. \\i·e prove by induction 
on the length of r that an object o= in a exists such that bo __., o.m. 

If lrl = 0, then bo __., 0-0. 

Suppose lrl > 0, so r: 0-0 .i.+ o~ __., /Jo. Let a' be the orthogonal projection of a 
. ' over J : o.o --+ o.0 • 

The situation is illustrated in the following diagram. 

"' 

a' : 

Since a is redex-faIT, there exists an o.,. in a such that Res(o-0, io ... in-1)(j) = 0. 
Hence the final part of a' coincides with a, so a' is redex-fair. By induction 
hypothesis, bo can be rewritten to an object in a 1• \\i·e conclude that a is cofinal. 

D 

1.3 Abstract Rewriting Systems with Typing 

In computing science the notion of typing appears frequently. A typing relation can 
be thought of as expressing that an object has a particular property. In this section 
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we introduce abstract typing systems, that are meant to model the typing relation 
in a general way. An abstract typing system is a binary relation on a set. So a 
priori there is no difference between a rewrite rf'Jation and a typing relation, but 
clearly rewrite rf'Jations and typing relations are studied with different intentions 
in mind. One can consider sets that are equipped with both a typing and a rewrite 
rf'Jation. \Ve define an abstract rewriting system with typing as a rewriting system 
in whkh the rewrite relation and the typing relation are compatible in a natmal 
way. R.f'Jations on this definition can be obtained by requiring another kind of 
compatibility. Abstract typing systems are defined in mllaborntion with Paula 
Severi. 

Abstract Typing Systems. 

Definition 1.3.1. An abstmct typing sy.~tem is a pah (A,:) mnsisting of a set 
A of object.~ and a relation : ~ A x A, called a typing relation. 

Notation 1.3.2. \Ve write a, : b instead of (a, b) E :. 

Definition 1.3.3 . Let (A,:) be a typing system. 

1. If a, : b then we say that a, ha.~ type b m a, i.~ of type b. 

2. \Ve say that o, E A is typable if them exists b E A such that o, : b. 

3. \Ve say that b E A is inhabited if there exists a, E A suc.h that a, : b. 

Abstract Rewriting Systems with Typing. \Ve define various natmal ways 
in whk.h a typing relation and a rewrite rf'Jation on some set may interact. Subject 
reduction expresses that the type of an object does not c.hange if the object is 
rewritten. Furthermore, instead of rewriting the object that is typed, one can 
also rewrite the object that is inhabited. It is then possible to mnsider various 
weaker variants of the property of subject reduction, for instance by requiring 
that a reduct of an object a, with type b is typable by a reduct of b. \Ve will 
only introduce the notions that will be used in the remainder of this thesis, more 
precisf'Jy, in Section 4.1 of Chapter 4. 

Definition 1.3.4. Let A be a set. Let (A, -+) be an abstract rewriting system 
and let (A,:) be a typing system. 

1. (A,-+) satisfies the property of .mbject reduction with respect to (A,:) if for 
all a, E A the following holds: if o, : b and o, -+ o.' then o.' : b. 

2. (A,-+) satisfies the property of subject con11ersion with respect to (A,:) if 
for all a, E A the following holds: if o, : b and a, +-+ o.' then o.' : b. 
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3. (A,--+) satisfies the property of type reduction with respect to (A, :) if for all 
a EA the following holds: if a: b and b--+ b' then a: b'. 

4. (A,--+) satisfies the property of type con11er.~ion with respect to (A,:) if for 
all a E A the following holds: if a : b and b +-+ b' then a : b'. 

\Ve define an abstract rewriting system with typing as an abstract rewriting system 
satisfying subject reduction and type reduction. Again, one can easily imagine 
variations on this theme. 

Definition 1.3.5. Let (A,--+) be an abstract rewriting system and let (A,:) be 
a typing system. If (A,--+) satisfies the properties of subject reduction and type 
reduction with respect to (A,:), then the triple (A,--+,:) is said to be an abstract 
rewriting system with typing. 

Often one is only interested in objects that are typable or inhabited. 

Definition 1.3.6. Let P be a property on A. The abstract rewriting system with 
typing (A, --+,:) has property P if every o, E A that is typable or inhabited satisfies 
property P. 

\Ve will encounter an example of a rewriting system with typing in Section 2.5 of 
Chapter 2 in whkh simply typed .A-calculus is considered. :\foreover, the substitu
tion calculus of a higher-order rewriting system as defined in Chapter 4 will be an 
abstract rewriting system with typing. Types can be used to express properties as 
illustrated in the following example. 

Example 1.3. 7. \Ve consider a typed version of the abstract rewriting system 
given in Example 1.1.24. \Ve consider the following set of objects: 

{a, b, c, d, w, SN}. 

The object w expresses the property of admitting an infinite rewrite sequence and 
the object SN expresses the property strong normalisation. The rewrite relation 
is as follows: 

at----b~C----+d w ----+ SN 

The typing relation is defined by a : SN, b : w, c : w, d : SN. The rewrite rela
tion does not satisfy the property of subject reduction with respect to the typing 
rf'1ation, since for instance b --+ a and b : w but not a : w. It satisfies a weaker 
property: we have that the type of b can be rewritten to the type of a. 
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A special case of an abstract rewriting system with typing arises when the objects 
that have a type and the objects that are inhabited form two disjoint sets, and 
only p]ements of the first set can be rewritten. Then we have an abstract rewriting 
system with typing of the form (AU B, --+ , : ) sur.h that 

LA n B = 0, 

2. --+~Ax A, 

3.: ~Ax B. 

In Chapter 2 we will see that simply typed .A-calculus is an abstract rewriting sys
tem with typing of this form. There are rewriting systems studied in the literature 
that are not of this form, for instance the Calculus of Constructions defined in 
[CH88] . 

The framework of abstract rewriting systems with typing permits to define the 
notion uniqueness of types as follows. 

Definition 1.3.8. Let (A,--+ :) be an abstract rewriting system with typing. An 
object o, has the property of uniquene.~.~ of types if for all b, t/ EA suc.h that o,: b 
and o,: t/. we have that b +-+* t/. 

Typing Systems with Environments. ).fore structure can be given to a typ
ing system by specifying how o,: bis obtained. \Ve define abstract typing systems 
with environments as a triple consisting of a set of objects, a set of environments 
and a mapping:. Typing relations are obtained by applying: to an environment. 
This section is added to show that it is possible to express typing systems in whkh 
types depend on environments in an abstract way. \Ve won't use the concept of 
typing systems with environments in the remainder of this thesis. 

Definition 1.3.9. A abstmct typing .~ystem with em1ironment~ is a triple (A, C, :) 
consisting of a set A, a set C and a mapping: from C to P(A x A). 

Notation 1.3.10. Elements of C are denoted by r, .6., . . .. \Ve write r f- o, : b 
instead of (o., b) E :(r). 

Definition 1.3.11. Let (A, C, :) be a typing system with environments. 

1. If r f- 0, : b, then we say that 0, ha.~ type b in r or 0, i.~ of type b in r. If a 
r E C exists sud. that r f- o, : b, then we say that o, has type b or o, is of type 
b. 

2. \Ve say that o, E A is typable in r if there exists b E A suc.h that r f- o, : b. \Ve 
say that o, E A i.~ typable if there exist r E C and b E A suc.h that r f- o, : b. 
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3. \Ve say that b E A is inhabitable in r if there exists a. E A suc.h that r f- a. : b. 
\Ve say that b E A is inhabitable if there exist r E C and o, E A sud1 that 
r f- a.: b. 

A special case of a typing system with environment arises when : is a mapping 
from C to partial functions from A to A. Then all typable objects have a unique 
type. 

Definition 1.3.4 can easily be adapted to the case of typing systems with envi
ronments. \Ve won't need the definition in the sequel so we just give the definition 
of subject reduction and of type reduction. 

Definition 1.3.12. Let (A,--+) be an abstract rewriting system and let (A, C, :) 
be a typing system with environments. 

1. (A, --+) satisfies the property of subject reduction with respect to (A, C, :) if 
0, --+ o.' and r f- 0, : b implies that r f- o.' : b. 

2. (A,--+) satisfies the property of type reduction with respect to (A, C, :) if 
b--+ "ff and r f- 0,: b implies that r f- 0, : "ff . 

Definition 1.3.13. If (A, --+ ) is an abstract rewriting system that satisfies subject 
reduction and type reduction with respect to the typing system with environments 
(A, C, :), then the tuple (A, C, --+,:)is said to be an ab.~tmct rewriting .~ystem with 
typing with emlironment.~. 

Again, it is often the case that abstract rewriting systems with typing with envi
ronments occur in a special form, namf'Jy suc.h that the objects that are typable 
and the objects that are inhabited form two disjoint sets, and only objects of the 
first set are rewritten. 





Chapter 2 

Normalisation in Lambda 
Calculus 

In this chapter normalisation in A-calculus with fi-reduction is studied. \\i'e give 
a characterisation of strongly normalising A-terms in the form of an inductively 
defined set SN. This characterisation is used to give new and simple proofs of 
various classical results c,oncerning normalisation in A-calculus with fi-reduction. 

In Section 2.3 we give two proofs of finiteness of developments. Developments 
are defined as usual, using underlined A-terms and underlined fi-reduction. The 
first proof of finiteness of devPJopments ma!es use of an inductively defined set 
:F'IJ. \\i'e show that the set of all underlined terms cnincides with the set :F'D, and, 
by an easy induction 011 the definition of :FD, that every term in :F'D admits only 
finite developments. The sec,ond proof of finiteness of developments makes direct 
use of the characterisation of strongly normalising terms: every development is 
mapped to a fi-rewrite sequence in SN preserving rewrite steps. This yiPJds that 
every development is finite. 

In Section 2.4 vre consider superdevelopments. A superdevelopment is a rewrite 
sequence in which besides residuals of redex occurrences that are present in the 
initial term also redex occurrences that are created 'upwards' during rewriting may 
be contracted. So superdevpJopments form a generalisation of developments. \\i'e 
give two proofs of finiteness of superdevelopments, as in Section 2.3 for the case 
of developments: one using an inductivPJy defined set :FS'D and one using the 
characterisation of strongly normalising terms directly. 

In Section 2.5 the characterisation of strongly normalising terms is used to give 
a short proof of strong normalisation of simply typed A-calculus. 

To start with, the syntax of untyped A-calculus is given in Section 2.1, in order 
to fix the notation and to collect some definitions that will be used in Chapter 4. 

The vmrk presented in this chapter was performed in c,ollaboration with Paula 
Severi and is reported in [R.S95]. 

39 
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2.1 Lambda Calculus 

In this section we recall the definition of untyped .A~alculus with fi-reduction in 
order to fix the notation. \Ve consider .A~alculus with r..onstants. The standard 
references for .A~alculus are [13ar84J and [HS86J . 

.A-tm·ms. \Ve suppose that there is a set denoted by Var r..onsisting of infinitely 
many 11ariable.~. Variables are denoted by :J:, y, z, .. .. \Ve suppose further that there 
is a set denoted by C r..onsisting of possibly infinitf'Jy many con.~tant~. Constants 
are denoted by /, g, h, . . .. Lambda terms are built from variables, constants, .A
abstraction and .A-application as specified in the following definition. 

Definition 2.1.1. The set of .A-term.~, denoted by A, is the smallest set satisfying 
the following: 

1. if x E Var then x E A, 

2. if f E C then f E A, 

3. if x E Var and ME A then.Ax.ME A, 

4. if M E A and N E A then MN E A. 

Lambda terms are denoted by M, N, P, Q, . . .. 

Definition 2.1.2. The set of free 11ariables of a .A-term M, denoted by FV(M), 
is defined by induction on the structure of M. 

1. FV(x) = {x} for avariablex, 

2. FV(/) = 0 for a r..onstant f, 

3. FV(.Ax.M0 ) = FV(Mo) \ {x}, 

4. FV(M0 M1) = FV(Mo) u FV(M1) . 

A variable .r. is said to occur free or to be free in M if .r. E FV ( M). A variable in M 
that is not free in Mis said to be bound in Mor to occur bound in M. A .A-term 
that doesn't contain free variables is said to be closed. 

As usual we identify terms that are equal up to a renaming of bound variables or a

conversion. So we identify for instance .A.r. .. r. and .Ay.y. \Ve do not make a syntactic 
distinction between free and bound variables, but we assume that bound variables 
are renamed whenever necessary. This is called the 'variable r..onvention' in [13ar84]. 
Assuming the variable r..onvention we can give the definition of substitution of a 
term for a variable as follows. 
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Definition 2.1.3. Let M EA and NE A. The substitution of N for x in M , 
denoted by M[x := N), is defined by induction on the structure of M as follows. 

1. x[x := N] = N, 

2. y[x := N] = y if y # x, 

3. f[x := N] = f, 

4. (Ay.M0 )[x := N] = Ay.M0 [x := N], 

5. (MoM1)[x := N] = (Mo[.T. := N])(M1[x := N]). 

By the variable mnvention, in the fourth dause of the previous definition the 
variable y does not occur free in the term N, and .T. =/: y. 

Definition 2.1.4. The set of positions in A-term.~, denoted by Pos, is {O, 1} *. 
Positions in A-terms are denoted by </J, x, 'lj;, .. .. There is an operator for con
catenation of positions that is denoted by juxtaposition and that is supposed to 
be associative. The neutral element for concatenation of positions is the empty 
sequence denoted by f.. 

Definition 2.1.5. 

1. A partial order denoted by -< on the set Pos is defined as follows: <P ~ x if 
there exists a <P' E Pos such that <P <// = X- The strict partial order, denoted 
by -<,is obtained by requiring<//=/: f.. 

2. Two positions <P and x are said to be disjoint, denoted by <P I x, if they are 
incomparable with respect to -<. 

\Ve give the definitions of the set of positions of a term M and of the subterm of 
a term M at a position <P-

Definition 2.1.6. Let ME A. The set of positions of M, denoted by Pos(M), is 
defined by induction on the structure of M as follows: 

1. Pos(x) ={f.}, 

2. Pos(f) = {f.}, 

3. Pos(Ax.Mo) = {f.} U {O <Po I <Po E Pos(Mo)}, 

4. Pos(MoM1) = {f.} U {O <Po I <Po E Pos(Mo)} U {1 <P1 I <P1 E Pos(M1)}. 

Definition 2.1.7. Let ME A and let <PE Pos(M). The .mbterm of M at position 
</i, denoted by Mlq1, is defined as follows: 
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1. Mlf = M, 

2. (J...T-.Mo) lo Q:>o = Mo l4lo' 

3. (MoM1)lo4lo = Mol4lo' 

4. (MoM1)l14l1 = Mil4l1· 

\Ve give the definition of the replacement of the subterm of M at position <P by a 
term N. 

Definition 2.1.8. Let ME A and let <PE Pos(M). Let NE A. The replacement 
of the :mbterm of M at position <P by N, denoted by M[<P ~ N], is defined as 
follows: 

1. M[r: ~ N] = N, 

2. (J.. .T-.Mo) [O <Po ~ N] = Ax.Mo [<P ~ N], 

3. (MoM1)[0 <Po ~ N] = (Mo[<Po ~ N])Mi, 

4. (M0 M1)[l </11 ~ N] = Mo(M1[</J1 ~ N]). 

The difference between substitution and replacement is that free variables cannot 
become bound by a substitution, but they can bemme bound by a replacement. 
This difference is illustrated by the following example. \Ve have (>.x.y)[y := .'1:] = 
A.T-1.x. Note that the bound variable is renamed. In case of a replacement, we 
have (.Ax.y)[O ~ x] = >.x .. '1: . In the semnd case the variable x is 'captured', in the 
first case it isn't. :\foreover, with a substitution one can C'.hange a term only at a 
position where a free variable occurs, in the case of a replacement there is no suC'.h 
restriction. 

,B-1-eduction. The set of >.-terms is equipped with a rewrite rPJation called ,B
reduction. \Ve define the notions of ,B-redex occurrence, ,B-redex and ,B-rewrite 
step. 

Definition 2.1.9. 

1. Let M be a >.-term. A ,B-redex occurrence in M is a pah ( </J, ,B) suC'.h that 
Ml4l = (>.x.P)Q, for some P, Q EA. 

2. A ,B-redex is a pair ( M, ( </J, ,B)) suC'.h that ( </J, ,B) is a ,B-redex occurrence in M. 

3. A ,B-rewrite step is a triple (M, (<P, ,B), M') suC'.h that 

(a) Ml4l = (A.T- .P)Q, 
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(b) M' = M [4' +- P[.T := Q]], 

for some P, Q E A. 

4. \Ve say that the ,6-redex (M, (4', ,6)) is contracted in the ,6-rewrite step 
(M, ( 4', ,6), M'), and also that the ,6-redex occurrence ( 4', ,6) is contmcted 
in the ,6-rewrite step (M, (4',,6), M'). 

In this r.hapter we consider ).-calculus with only ,6-reduction and hence it is not 
necessary to specify the ,6-rewrite rule in the definition of redex occurrence, redex 
and rewrite step. \Ve neverthf'Jess do so in order to be able to use this definition 
also in Chapter 4 where the rewrite rf'Jation is not only induced by the ,6-rule but 
also by the 77-rule. 

Notation 2.1.10. A ,6-rewrite step (M, ( 4', ,6), M') as in Definition 2.1.9 is usually 

denoted by ( 4', ,6) : M --+ M' or by M ~ /3 M'. 

Definition 2.1.11. \Ve denote by .U/3 the set consisting of all pairs of the form 
( 4', ,6) with 4' E Pos. The set of all ,6-redex occurrences in a term M is denoted by 
.Uf3(M). 

The rewriting system A-calculus has an underlying abstract rewriting system of 

the form (A, --+ f3 ), with M --+ /3 M' if there is a position 4' in M sur.h that M ~/3 
M'. The underlying functional rewriting system of A-calculus with ,6-reduction 

is (A,.U/3, --+)with --+((4',fi))(M) = M' if M ~/3 M', and --+((4', fi))(M) being 
undefined otherwise. 

Example 2.1.12. \Ve give an example of a rewrite sequence in A-calculus. \Ve 
use the standard abbreviations K = AX.A.T.1.x and n = (Ay.yy)(Ay.yy). Then 

Kxn --+/3 Kxn --+/3 Kxn --+/3 ... 

is an infinite ,6-rewrite sequence in whk.h n is rewritten to itsf'Jf in every rewrite 
step. An example of a finite rewrite sequence starting in the same term is 

K.T.0 --+ /3 .T.. 

Descendants. \Ve define a descendant relation that traces positions along a 
fi-rewrite sequence. 

Definition 2.1.13. A descendant relation 

Des/3 : A x .u/3 --+ Pos --+ P(Pos) 

for the predicate P(M, 4') on A x Pos with P(M, 4') if and only if 4' E Pos(M), is 
defined as follows. Let (4', ,6) : M--+ M' be a ,6-rewrite step with Ml <P = (Ax.P)Q. 
Let X E Pos(M). 
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1. If it is not the case that <P -< x, then 

Desµ(M, (<P,fi))(x) = {x}. 

2. If x = <jJOOx' and M ix# x, then 

Desµ(M, (<P, ,6))(x) = { <P x'}. 

3. If x = <P 1 x', then 

Desµ (M, ( </1, ,6) )(x) = { <P <f/ x' I <f/ E X} 

where X = { <P' E Pos(M) I M l.pi = x }. 

4. In all other cases, 
Desµ(M, (</1,,6))(x) = 0. 

Using the descendant relation Desµ every pu<iition in a ,\-term can be traced along a 
,6-rewrite sequence. It is clear from the definition that the pu<iition <P doesn't leave a 
descendant after the rewrite step (<P, ,6) : M--+ M'. :Moreover, if (<P, ,6) : M--+ M' 
and x E .Uµ(M), then for every x' E Desµ(M, (<P,fi))(x) we have x' E .Uµ(M'). 
Hence if we trace only positions that define a redex occurrence, then Desµ can serve 
as a residual rf'Jation. Formally, we obtain a residual relation Resµ : A x .Uµ x .Uµ --+ 

P(.Uµ). 

Standardisation. In this c.hapter we will make use of an important result mn
cerning ,\-calculus with ,6-reduction, called the standardisation theorem. It states 
that if a ,\-term M can be rewritten to a ,\-term M', then M' can be obtained 
from M by rewriting from left to right in the string representation of the terms, 
possibly jumping over some redex occurrences. Suc.h a rewrite sequence is said to 
be standard. The definition of a standard rewrite makes use of the notion of a 
leftmost ,6-redex. 

Definition 2.1.14. 

1. Let M be a ,\-term and let </J, <P' E Pos(M). \Ve say that <P occur.~ to the left 

of <f/ if <P ¥: <P' and moreover ffither <P ~ <P' or <P = X 0 <Po and <P' = X 1 <P~-

2. Let ( </J, ,6) and ( <fl, ,6) be two ,6-redex occurrences in a ,\-term M. \Ve say 
that ( </J, ,6) occurs to the left of ( <P', ,6) if <P occul'5 to the left of <P'. 

Defi •t· 2 1 15 A . M <»<. M <iii <Pm- i M · 'd n1 ion . . . rewrite sequence a: 0 ....:..;µ 1 --+µ . . . --+µ m IB sai 
to be a standard ,6-rewrite sequence if for every n E {O, . .. , m - 1} and for every 
p E {O, ... , n - 1} it is not the case that the ,6-redex occurrence (<Pn, ,6) in Mn 
is a residual of a ,6-redex occurrence ( <P~, ,6) in Mp that occul'5 to the left of the 
,6-redex occurrence ( </Jp, ,6). 
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Example 2.1.16. The rewrite sequence 

(A.r..(Ay.y)x)z ~µ (Ay.y)z ~µ z 

is a standard fi-rewrite sequence. The rewrite sequence 

(A.r..(Ay.y)x)z ~µ (A.r..x)z ~µ z 

is not a standard fi-rewrite sequence. 

Now we state the standardisation theorem. It is prnved at several places in the 
literature: by Cmry and Feys in [CFC58], by :\.1itsc.hke as reported in [Bar84], in 
two different ways by Klop in [Klo80] and finally by Takahashi in [Tak95]. 

Theorem 2.1.17. For e11ery fi-re111rite sequence a : M ..,,13 M' there is a standard 
fi-rewrite sequence r : M ..,, µ M'. 

In fact, there is a unique standard rewrite sequence r suc.h that a and r are 
permutation equivalent as defined by Levy in [Lev78], see [Klo80] and [Bar84]. \Ve 
won't need this in the sequf'1. 

A c..ornllary of the standardisation theorem is that the result of a c..omputation of 
a A-term, if it exists, can be found by c..ontracting repeatedly the leftmost fi-redex. 

Definition 2.1.18. 

1. Let M be a A-term. A leftmost fi-redex occurrence in M is a fi-redex occm
rence ( </J, fi) that occurs to the left of every other fi-redex occurrence ( <f/, fi) 
in M. 

2. The leftmost fi-rewrite stmtegy, denoted by F1m, is defined as the mapping 
that assigns to eac.h term not in fi-normal form its leftmost fi-redex occm
rence. 

3. A leftmost fi-rewrite sequence is a F1m-rewrite sequence. 

\Ve will use the following corollary of the standardisation theorem. 

Corollary 2.1.19. A A-term has a fi-normal form if and only if it5 leftmost 
fi-rewrite sequence e11entually ends in a fi-normal form. 

Since not all A-terms have a normal form, it is of interest to formulate a notion of 
partial result. Often one takes for a partial result a head normal form. 

Definition 2.1.20. 
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1. A .A-term of the form .A.r.1 . ... AXm-YM1 ... Mn or AX1 .... AXm-1 Ml ... Mn, 
both with m, n > 0, is said to be in head normal form. 

2. A .A-term is said to be head normali.~ing if it can be rewritten to a head 
normal form. 

A .A-term is either of the form AX1 . ... A.T.m-YM1 . . . Mn or AX1 . ... AXm-1 Ml . . . Mn, 
or of the form .Ax1 . . .. AXm .(Ay.P)M1 . .. Mn, with m, n > 0. In the last case, the 
term is said to have a head redex occurrence . 

Definition 2.1.21. 

1. Let M be a .A-term. If M = .A.r.1 . . . . AXm.(Ay.P)M1 ... Mn for some m, n > 0, 
then (om+n- 1, fi) is the head redex occurrence of M. Otherwise M does not 
have a head-redex. 

2. The head {3-rewrite .~trategy, denoted by F1i , is defined as the mapping that 
assigns to ead1 term that is not in head normal form its head redex occur
rence. 

3. A head {3-rewrite .~equence is a F1i-rewrite sequence. 

Note that a head redex is a leftmost redex but not vice versa. \Ve will make use 
of yet another corollary of the standardisation theorem. 

Corollary 2.1.22. A .A-term has a head normal form if and only if i fa head 
{3-rewrite sequence euentually ends in a head normal form. 

2.2 Three Characterisations 

In this section we r.haracterise strongly normalising .A-terms, weakly normalising 
.A-terms and head normalising .A-terms all by inductivf'1y defined sets. \Ve start by 
giving a r.haracterisation of the set of normal forms, also as an inductively defined 
set. 

Definition 2.2.1. The set .NF is the smallest set of .A-terms that satisfies the 
following: 

1. if x is a variable and M1, ... , Mm E NFfor some m > O, then xM1 ... Mm E 

.NF, 

2. if I is a mnstant and Mi, . . . , Mm E .NF for some m ~ 0, then I M1 ... Mm E 
.NF, 

3. if ME .NF, then .A.r..M E NF. 

The following proposition is easy to prove. 

Proposition 2.2.2. A term M is in normal form if and only if M E .NF. 
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Strongly Normalising Lambda Terms. \\i·e characterise the strongly normal
ising A-terms. 

Definition 2.2.3. The set SN is the smallest set of A-terms that satisfies the 
following: 

1. if .r is a variable and Mi, ... , Mm E SN for some m :2': 0 then .rM1 ... Mm E 
SN, 

2. if f is a c,onstant and Mi, ... , Mm E SN for some m :2': 0 then f Mi ... Mm E 
SN, 

3. if ME SN, then A.r.M E SN, 

4. if M[.r := N]P1 ... Pm E SN for some m :2': 0 and NE SN, then 
(A.r.M)NP1 ... Pm E SN. 

Note that every subterm of a term in SN is in SN. Further, vre have that 
N:F <;;; SN. \\i·e prove that the set SN c.haracterises the strongly normalising 
A-terms. 

Theorem 2.2.4. A A-term M i.~ .~trongly normali.~ing if and only if M E SN. 

Proof. Suppose that M is a strongly fi-normalising A-term. Let maxred(M) 
denote the maximum length of a rewrite sequence starting in M and ending in the 
normal form of M. Note that maxred(M) is vrell-defined by KOnig's Lemma. \\i·e 
prove by induction on (maxred(M),M), ordered by the lexic,ographic product of 
the usual ordering on N and the subterm ordering, that M E SN. 

If maxred ( M) = 0, then M is a normal form. Then M E SN since N:F <;;; SN. 
Suppose maxred(M) > 0. Let M = A.r1 .... A.rm.PQ1---Qn with m :2': 0 and 

11, :2': 0. Tvm cases are distinguished. 

1. P = y or P = f. Every reduct of M is of the form A.r1 .... A.rm·YCJi ... Q'n 
or of the form A.r1 .... A.rm.fCJi ... Q'n, in both cases with CJ;, a reduct of Qp 
for every p E {1, ... ,11,}. By the induction hypothesis, Q1, ... , Qn E SN. If 
M = A.r1 .... A.rm·YQ1 ... Qn, then vre have M E SN by the first and the 
third clause of the definition of SN. If M = A.r1 .... A.rm.fQ1 ... Qn then we 
have ME SN by the second and the third clause of the definition of SN. 

2. P = ,\y.Po. In that case, vre have M = A.r1 .... A.rm.(Ay.Po)Q1---Qn --+13 
A.r1 .... A.rm.Po[Y := Q1]Q2 ... Qn- By the induction hypothesis, vre have that 
A.r1 .... A.rm.Po[Y := Q1]Q2 ... Qn E SN. Also by the induction hypothesis, 
vre have that Q1 E SN. By the last clause of the definition of SN, we have 
M = A.r1 .... A.rm.(Ay.Po)Q1 ... Qn E SN. 
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For the mnverse, suppose that M E SN. \Ve prove by induction on the derivation 
of M E SN that M is strongly ft-normalising. 

1. If M = xPi ... Pm or M = f Pi .. . Pm with Pi, ... , Pm E SNforsomem > 0, 
then the statement follows easily by the induction hypothesis. 

2. If M = A.7:.P with P E SN, then the statement follows easily by induction 
hypothesis. 

3. Finally, suppose M = ().x.P)QiQ2 . .. Qm with P[x := Qi]Q2 ... Qm E SN 
and Qi E SN for some m > 1. Consider an arbitrary rewrite sequence 
a : M = Mo -+13 Mi -+13 M2 -+13 ... starting in the A-term M. There are 
two poAAibilities: the head redex of M is contracted in a or not. 

In the first case, there is a rewrite step Mn -+ /3 Mn+l in the rewrite sequence 
a with Mn = ().x.pt)Qi ~ . . . Q'm and Mn+i = pt[.r, := Qi]Q; ... Q~ suc.h 
that P --;; /3 pt and Qi --;; /3 Qi, ... , Qm --;; /3 Q~. Since by induction hypothesis 
P[x := Qi]Q2 ... Qm is strongly ft-normalising, we have that its reduct Mn+i 
is strongly ft-normalising and hence a is finite. 

In the second case, we have that all A-terms in the rewrite sequence a are of 
the form (Ax.P')QiQ; ... Q'm with P -;;13 pt and Qi -;;/3 Qi, . . . ,Qm -;;/3 Q~. 
Since we have by the induction hypothesis P[.r, := Qi]Q2 ... Qm is strongly 
ft-normalising and Qi is strongly ft-normalising, all terms in a are strongly 
ft-normalising. Hence a is finite. D 

Weakly Normalising Lambda Terms. \Ve c.haracterise the weakly normalis
ing A-terms. 

Definition 2.2.5. The set WN is the smallest set of A-terms satisfying the 
following: 

1. if x is a variable and Mi, ... , Mm E WN for some m > 0 then xMi ... Mm E 

WN, 

2. if f is a mnstant and Mi, .. . , Mm E WN for some m > 0 then f Mi ... Mm E 
WN, 

3. if M E WN then A.7:.M E WN, 

4. if M [x := N]Pi ... Pm E WN for some m > 0, then (Ax.M)N Pi ... Pm E 
WN. 

The difference with the definition of the set SN is in the last clause. \Ve show 
that the set WN c.haracterises the weakly normalising terms. 
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Theorem 2.2.6. A A-term M is weakly normalising if and only if ME WN. 

PrCXJf. Suppose that Mis weakly normalising. Let I(M) denote the length of the 
leftmost fi-rewrite sequence from M to its normal form. \Ve prove by induction 
on (I(M), M), ordered by the leximgraphic product of the ordering on N and the 
subterm ordering, that ME WN. \Ve have M = A.'1:i .... AXm.PQi ... Qn for some 
m, n > 0. Two cases are distinguished. 

1. P = y or P = f. By induction hypothesis, Qi, ... , Qn E WN. Hence 
MEWN. 

2. P = Ay.Po. \Ve have M --+ f3 AXi . . .. A.'1:m.Po [y := Qi] Q2 ... Qn. \Ve have that 
M~ = Po[Y := Qi]Q2 . .. Qn is weakly normalising and I(Mb) < I(M) . Hence 
by the induction hypothesis Mb E WN and therefore ().y.P0 )Qi ... Qn E 
WN. \Ve conclude that ME WN. 

Suppose for the converse that M E W N. \Ve prove by induction on the definition 
of WN that Mis weakly normalising. 

1. Suppose M = xPi .. . Pm or M = f Pi .. . Pm with Pi, . .. , Pm E WN for 
some m > 0. The statement follows by the induction hypothesis. 

2. Suppose M = Ax.P with P E WN. By induction hypothesis P is weakly 
normalising, hence M is weakly normalising. 

3. Suppose M = (Aj:.P)Qi Q2 ... Qm with P[x := Qi]Q2 ... Qm E WN for some 
m > 1. Since M --+ f3 P [x := Qi] Q2 ... Qm and the latter term is by induction 
hypothesis weakly normalising, we have that M is weakly normalising. D 

Head Normalising Lambda Terms. \Ve c.haracterise the head normalising 
A-terms. 

Definition 2.2.7. The set 1lN' is the smallest set of A-terms satisfying the 
following: 

1. if x is a variable and if Mi, ... , Mm E A for some m > 0, then xMi ... Mm. E 
1lN', 

2. if f is a mnstant and if Mi, ... , Mm E A for some m > 0, then f Mi ... Mm. E 
1lN', 

3. if ME 1i.N' then Ax.ME 1i.N', 

4. if M [j; := N]Pi ... Pm E 1lN' for some m > 0, then ().x.M)N Pi ... Pm E 
1lN'. 
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The difference with the definition of the 5et WN i5 in the fir5t two dause5. 

Theorem 2.2.8. A A-term M i.~ head normali.~ing if and only if ME 'H.N. 

Proof. Suppo5e M i5 head normali5ing. Let h(M) denote the length of the head 
,B-rewrite 5equence of M to it5 head normal form. \Ve prove by induction on 
(h(M), M), lexicographically ordered by the u5ual ordering on N and the 5ubterm 
ordering, that M E 'H.N. \Ve have M = )..x1 .... AXm.PQ1 ••. Qn for 5ome m, n ~ 
0. Two Ca5e5 axe di5tingui5hed. 

L P = y or P =f. Then clearly ME 'H.N. 

2. P = )..y.Po. Then M --+13 AX1 .... AXm.Po [Y := Qi]Q2 ... Qn. \Ve have 
that M6 = Po [Y := Qi]Q2 . . . Qn IB head normali5ing, and h(M6) < h (M) . 
Therefore we have by the induction hypothe5i5 that M6 E 'H.N, and hence 
()..y.Po)Q1 ... Qn E 'H.N. \Ve mndude that M E 'H.N. 

Suppo5e M E 'H.N. \Ve prove by induction on the definition of 'H.N that M i5 
head normali5ing. 

1. Supp05e M = xP1 ... Pm or M = f P1 ... Pm. Then M i5 a head normal 
form. 

2. Supp05e M = A.7:.P with PE 'H.N. By the induction hypothe5IB the term P 
ha5 a head normal form, hence M ha5 a head normal form. 

3. Supp05e M = ()..x.P)Q1Q2 ... Qm with P [x := Qi]Q2 ... Qm E 'H.N for 
50me m > L \Ve have M --+ 13 P[.7: := Q1]Q2 ... Qm and by the induction 
hypothe5i5 the latter term ha5 a head normal from. Hence M ha5 a head 
normal form. D 

)../-calculus. \Ve illu5trate the u5e of the d1aracteri5ation5 by pre5enting a 5imple 
proof of the theorem 5tating that every weakly normali5ing )../-term i5 5trongly 
normalising. Thi5 re5ult i5 obt<rined by Churc.h in [Chu41] and i5 known a5 Churc.h'5 
Theorem. The 5et of ,\J-term5 mn5IBIB of ,\-term5 without ab5traction5 A.7:.M 
5uc.h that x ff. FV(M). So the 5et of )..J-term5 i5 obtained by defining the 5et 
of ,\J term5 a5 the 5et of ,\-term5, with the difference that the third clau5e in 
Definition 2.1.1 i5 replaced by the following: if M i5 a )..J-term and x E FV(M), 
then A.7:.M IB a ,\/-term. :\.foreover, the 5et of free variable5 of a )../-term mu5t be 
defined simultaneoufily with the 5et of ,\J-term5. The following re5ult i5 in fact an 
immediate con5equence of the definition of SN. 

Theorem 2.2.9. Let M be a )../-term. If M i.~ weakly normalising, then M i.~ 

.~trongly normalising. 
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Proof. Let M be a .AI-term with normal form M'. Let M _,,13 M' be the leftmost 
fi-rewrite sequence of M to its normal form and let I(M) denote the length of 
this sequence. \Ve prove by induction on (I( M), M), ordered by the lexicographic 
product of the usual ordering on N and the subterm ordering, that ME SN. 

If I( M) = 0, then M is a normal form and hence M E SN. 
Suppose l (M) > 0. \Ve have M = .Axi .... .A.r.m.PQi ... Qn for some m, n > 0. 

Two cases are distinguished. 

1. P = y or P = f. The .A-terms Qi, ... , Qn are weakly normalising. 13y 
induction hypothesis Q1, ... , Qn E SN. Hence ME SN. 

2. P = .Ay.Po. Then 

M - AXi .... A.T.m.(.Ay.Po)Qi · · · Qn 

-+13 AXi-· · · A.T.m.Po[Y := Qi]Q2 · · .Qn. 

Call the latter term M'. \Ve have that M' is weakly normalising. Since 
l(M) > l(M'), we have by the induction hypothesis that M' E SN. 13y 
definition of the set of .AI-terms, we have that y E FV(P0 ). Hence Qi is a 
subterm of M', whi<'.h yields that we also have that Qi E SN. \-Ve mnclude 
that (.Ay.Po)Q1Q2 . .. Qn E SN and hence ME SN. D 

2.3 Finite Developments 

A development is a rewrite sequence in whk.h only residuals of redex: occurrences 
that are present in the initial term are contracted. DewJopments are defined 
in an abstract setting in Section 1.2 of Chapter 1. In this section we consider 
developments in .A-calculus with fi-reduction, called fi-devf'Jopments. A classical 
result in .A-calculus is that all fi-developments are finite. In this section we present 
two new proofs of this result. The definition of a development is given as usual, 
making use of a set of underlined .A-terms with underlined fi-reduction. The first 
proof makes use of a set n that contains underlined terms that admit only finite 
fi-rewrite sequences. The definition of F'D is in the same spirit as the definition 
~f SN. The second proof makes direct use of the set SN. A fi-development 
is translated into a fi-rewrite sequence in the set SN. This yields that all fi
developments are finite. Before embarking on the proof, we recall the traditional 
definition of fi-dewJopments by means of underlined .A-terms. At the end of the 
section we discuss earlier proofs of :finiteness of devf'Jopments. 

Developments. Traditionally, devf'Jopments in .A-calculus with fi-reduction are 
defined using underlined terms. The set of underlined terms is defined as follows. 
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Definition 2.3.1. The set of underlined J..-terms, denoted by A, is the smallest 
set satisfying the following: 

L x E A for every variable x, 

2. f E A for every constant f, 

3. if ME A, then J..x.M EA, 

4. if M E A and N E A, then MN E A, 

5. if ME A and NE A, then (.<l,T..M)N EA. 

For underlined J..-terms M and N, the definitions of the set of positions of M , 
denoted by Pos(M), the subterm of M at position </i, denoted by M l.p , the substi
tution of N for x in M, denoted by M[x := N] and the replacement of the subterm 
in Mat position <P by N, denoted by M[<P +- N], can be given by minor variations 
on the definitions given in Section 2.1. \Ve do not give these definitions explicitly. 
Note that a subterm of A is not necessarily in A. 

Definition 2.3.2. 

L Let M E A. A {!_-redex occurrence in M is a pair ( </i, {!_) such that Ml.p = 
(~.T..P)Q. 

2. A {!_-red ex is a pair ( M, ( </i, {!_)) sud1 that ( </i, {!_) is a {!_-redex occurrence in M. 

3. A {!_-rewrite step is a triple (M, ( </i, {!_), M') such that 

(a) Ml.p = (A.T .P)Q, 

(b) M' = M[</J +- P[.T := Q]]. 

Notation 2 .3.3. A {!_-rewrite step ( M, ( </i, {!_), M') is usually denoted by ( </i, {!_) : 
<P M .-. M' or by M -.f!_ M'. 

Remark 2.3.4. 

L By induction on M, it follows that M[x := N] EA if M, NE A. 

2. If M E A and M .-. {!_ M1
, then M' E A. So A is closed under ~-rewriting. 

Definition 2 .3.5. The set denoted by ilµ consists of all pairs of the form ( </i, ~) 

with <P a position. The set of all ~-redex occurrences in an underlined term Mis 
denoted by il[!_(M). 
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The rewriting system consisting of underlined fi-terms with fi-reduction has an 
underlying abstract rewriting system of the form (A, --+ /3) with-M --+ /3 M' if there 
is a position <P E Pos(M) suc.h that (<fa,{}__) : M --+ M'. The underlying functional 
rewriting system is (A,ilf3, --+ ) with --+ ((efJ,fi))(M) = M' if (efJ,!!J : M --+ M' and 
--+ ( ( </J, {i)) ( M) being undefined otherwine. 

In order to switc.h between ,\-term5 with fi-reduction and underlined ,\-term5 
with ~-reduction, we define a mapping E = (Eo, £ 1) that eranes underlinings. 

Definition 2.3.6. The mapping 

E = ( Eo, £ 1) : (A, il~, --+ ) --+ (A, il/3, --+ ) 

is defined as follows. 

1. The mapping £0 : A --+ A is defined by induction on the definition of A as 
follows: 

(a) Eo(x) = x, 

(b) Eo(f) = f, 
(c) Eo(A.r-.M) = ,\.r-.Eo(M), 

(d) Eo(MN) = Eo(M)Eo(N), 

(e) Eo((.<l_x.M)N) = (,\x.Eo(M))Eo(N). 

2. The mapping £ 1 : il~ --+ ilf3 is defined by £1 ( ( </J, ~)) = ( </J, fi). 

R.ecall from Definition 1.2.6 in Section 1. 2 of Chapter 1 that a morphism of func
tional rewriting systems is a mapping that prenerven the rewrite relation in a precise 
way. 

Proposition 2 .3. 7. The mapping E = ( Eo, £1) is a morphism of functional rewrit
ing systems. 

Proof. Suppose that we have a rewrite step M .!.+~ M'. Observe that £0 (M) l<P = 

E0(Ml,p). Hence we have E0 (M) -S13 E0 (M'). D 

A rewrite sequence (j is a lifting of a rewrite sequence r if we can obtain r by 
applying a morphism to the rewrite sequence (j. The definition of a lifting has 
been given in Definition 1.2.7 of Chapter 1. 

Definition 2.3.8. A fi-rewrite sequence (j : M -+>/3 N is a fi-de11elopment if there 
is a ~-rewrite nequence r in (A, il~,--+) that is an £-lifting of (j_ 

Remark 2.3.9. This definition of fi-dewJopment is equivalent to the definition 
of a development in a functional rewriting system as given in Definition 1.2.13 of 
Chapter 1. 
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First Proof of Finite Developments. In this section we show that all {3-
developments are finite using a set :F1J mnsisting of underlined .A-terms. 

Definition 2.3.10. The set :F1J is the smallest set of underlined .A-terms that 
satisfies the following. 

L x E :F1J for every variable x, 

2. f E :F1J for every mnstant f, 

3. if ME :FTJ, then .Ax.M E :FTJ, 

4. if ME :F1J and NE :FTJ, then MN E :F1J, 

5. if M[x := N] E :F1J and NE :FTJ, then (lx.M)N E :FTJ. 

Lemma 2.3.11. Let PE :F1J and Q E :FTJ. Then P[x := Q] E :FTJ. 

Proof. Induction on the derivation of P E :F1J. D 

Proposition 2.3.12. A= :F1J. 

Proof. Suppose M E A. \Ve prove by induction on the definition of A that 
ME :F1J. The first four cases are immediate. If M = (lx.P)Q with PE A and 
Q E A, then by the induction hypothesis P E :F1J and Q E :F1J. By Lemma 
2.3.11 we have that P [x := Q] E :FTJ. By the definition of :F1J we have that 
M = (17:.P)Q E :F1J. 

Suppose M E :F1J. \Ve prove by induction on the definition of :F1J that M E A. 
Again the first four cases are immediate. If M = (17:.P)Q with P [x := Q] E :F1J 
and Q E :FTJ, then by the induction hypothesis, P [x := Q] EA and Q EA. This 
yif>Jds that PE A, hence M = (lx.P)Q EA. D 

This yields that {3-developments are finite if and only if all ~-rewrite sequences in 
:F1J are finite. In Theorem 2.3.14 it is shown that all ~-rewrite sequences in :F1J 
are finite. The proof makes use of the following observation. 

Remark 2.3.13. Let M = PQ with P, Q E :FTJ. If M ~/3 M', then M' = P'Q' 
with P ~f!_ P' and Q ~f!_ Q'. -

Theorem 2.3.14. Let ME :FTJ. E11ery ~-rewrite .~equence .~tarting in M i.~finite. 

Proof. The proof proceeds by induction on the derivation of M E :F1J. 

L If M = x or M = f, then the statement clearly holds. 
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2. Let M = Ax.P with P E FD, then by induction hypothesis P is strongly 
~-normalising. Hence M = A.r..P is strongly ~-normalising. 

3. Let M = PQ with P E FD and Q E FD. Then by induction hypothesis 
both P and Q aJ:e strongly fi-normalising. By R.emaJ:k 2.3.13 we have that 
if M """*/3 M', then M' = ptQi with P """*/3 pt and Q """*/3 Q'. Hence M = PQ 
is strongly ~-normalising. - -

4. Let M = (~x.P)Q with P [x := Q] E FD and Q E FD. Consider an 
aJ:bitrary rewrite sequence a : M = M0 --+ /3 M1 --+ /3 M2 --+ /3 ••• starting in 
M . There aJ:e two possibilities: the head red ex oCM is contracted in a or 
not. 

In the first case there is a rewrite step Mm --+ /3 Mm+l with Mm = (l1r.. pt)Q1 

and Mm+l = pt[x := Q1- Since by induction hypothesis P[x := Q] is 
strongly ~-normalising, we have that its reduct pt[.r. := Q'] is strongly ~
normalising. Hence a is finite. 

In the second case every underlined A-term Mm in a is of the form (l1r. .pt)Q1 

with P """* /3 pt and Q """* /3 Q'. By induction hypothesis, Q is strongly ~
normalising and P[x := Q] is strongly ~-normalising, hence P is strongly 
~-normalising. \Ve mnclude that a is finite. D 

Corollary 2.3.15. All fi-de11elopments are finite. 

Proof. By Proposition 2.3.12 and Theorem 2.3.14. D 

Second Proof of Finite Developments. The semnd proof of finiteness of fi
developments makes direct use of the set SN. \Ve define a morphism F that maps 
a ~-rewrite sequence in A to a fi-rewrite sequence in SN. This yif'Jds that all 
developments aJ:e finite. 

\Ve suppose that there is a distinguished constant denoted by Abs. The idea 
of the morphism is that underlinings are erased and that fi-redexes that do not 
correspond to a ~-redex, aJ:e blor.ked by adding Abs in front of the A. 

To make F into a morphism we need that the positions where Abs occurs 'do 
not munt'. To that end we need to modify the definition of the set of positions 
of a A-term (Definition 2.1.6) and the definition of a subterm of a A-term at a 
certain position (Definition 2.1.7). \Ve will be concerned with A-terms in which 
Abs occurs only in su bterms of the form AbsM. Hence it is sufficient to add the 
following clause to the definition of the set of positions of a A-term: 

Pos(AbsM) = Pos(M) 
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and the following clause to the definition of a ,\-term at a certain position 

(AbsM)l.p = M l.p-

Now we define the mapping :F. 

Definition 2.3.16. The mapping 

:F = (:Fo, :F1) : (A, ilt,--+) --+ (A,.Uµ,--+) 

is defined as follows. 

1. The mapping :Fo : A --+ SN is defined by induction on the definition of A. 

(a) :Fo(:r,) = x, 

(b) :Fo(f) = f, 
(c) :Fo(Ax.M) = Abs,\x.:F0 (M), 
(d) :Fo(MN) = :Fo(M):F0 (N), 

(e) :Fo((,1,T-.M)N) = (,\x.Fo(M))Fo(N). 

2. The mapping F1 : ilt --+ .Uµ is defined by F1 ( ( </J, {!__)) = ( </J, fi). 

\Ve first show that :F is a morphism of functional rewriting systems and then that 
:F maps an underlined ,\-term to a ,\-term in SN. 

Proposition 2.3.17. The mapping :F = (:Fo, :F1 ) i.s a morphism of functional 
re·writing sy.stems. 

Proof. \Ve show two things: 

1. if Ml.p = (2lx.P)Q then :Fo(M)l.p = (,\x.:Fo(P)):Fo(Q), 

2. :Fo(P[.T- := Q]) = :Fo(P)[.T- := :Fo(Q)]. 

1. \Ve proceed by induction on <fa. \Ve treat only the most mmplicated case, 
whkh is when M = ,\y.M0 and <P = 0 </Jo. Suppose Mlo<t>o = (~T-.P)Q, 
that is, Mol<t>o = (~T-.P)Q. By the induction hypothesis, we have that 
:Fo(M) l<t>o = (,\x.Fo(P))Fo(Q). Using this, it is easy to see that Fo(M)l.p = 
(,\.T-.Fo( P) ):Fo ( Q): 

:Fo(M)l.p -
:Fo ( ,\y.Mo)lo.Po -

(Abs,\y.Fo(Mo) )lo.Po -
(,\y.Fo(Mo) )lo.Po -

:Fo (Mo) I.Po -
( ,\x .:Fo ( P) ):Fo ( Q). 
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2. By induction on the structure of P. D 

Lemma 2.3.18. If ME A then Fo(M) E SN'. 

Proof. By induction on the definition of A we prove the following simultaneously: 

L Fo(M) E SN', 

2. Fo(M) is not of the form )..y.P. 

\Ve proceed by induction on the definition of A. 

L Suppose M = :1: or M =f. Then Fo(M) = M, so dearly .1'0 (M) E SN' and 
Fo(M) is not of the form )..y.P. 

2. Suppose M = )..x.M0 with M0 E A. Then .1'0(M) = Abs)...-r,_,1'0 (M0 ) . By 
induction hypothesis, Fo(Mo) E SN'. Hence .1'0(M) E SN' and .1'0 (M) is 
not of the form )..y.P. 

3. Suppose M = M0 M1 with M0 EA and M1 EA. Then we have Fo(M) = 
Fo(M0 ).1'0 (M1). By the induction hypothesis, .1'0 (M0), :F0 (M1) E SN' and 
Fo(M0 ) is not of the form )..y.P. By induction on the derivation of :F0 (M0 ) E 
SN', it then follows that .1'0 (M) E SN': all cases am immediate since the 
case .1'0 (M0 ) = )..y.P E SN' doesn't occur. Clearly .1'0 (M ) is not of the form 
)..y.P. D 

Theorem 2.3.19. All fJ-developmenfa are finite. 

Proof. By Proposition 2.3.17 and Lemma 2.3.18. D 

Related Work. Finiteness of fJ-developments is a classical result in )..-calculus 
and various prnofs of it are known. Chm<'.h and Rosser prove :finiteness of devf'1-
opments for )../-calculus with fJ-reduction in [CR.36). The :first prnof for the full 
A-calculus is given by &.hroer in [S<'.h65). Other proofs have been given by Hy land 
in [Hyl73) and by Hindley in [Hin78). In [Bar84) a prnof of finiteness of devf'1-
opments using a decreasing labelling is given. This proof is due to Barendrngt, 
Bergstrn., Klop and Volken and is also reported in [BBKV76). A short and elegant 
prnof using a perpetual strategy is given by de Vrijer in [Vri85). This prnof gives 
as extra information an exact bound on the length of a devf'Jopment. An enmding 
of devf'Jopments in rewrite sequences in )..-calculus with intersection types is given 
by Parigot in [Par90). Since A-calculus with intersection types is known to be 
strongly normalising, this yif'Jds :finiteness of developments. This proof is also re
ported in [Kri93) . It is also possible to obtain a proof of finiteness of developments 
by enmding a development as a rewrite sequence in simply typed .A-calculus. This 
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is done in [OR.94a] (see a.150 [OR.93]) and in [Ghi94]. The proofs ufilng an enmding 
of development5 in a strongly nmmalifilng calculus are similar in spirit to the sec
ond proof prffiented in this section. An encoding of devf'Jopment5 in a .A-calculus 
with memory a5 in the work by Nederpf'Jt [Ned73] and Klop [Klo80] is given by 
van Oostrom. :\follies gives an axiomatic proof of finiteneAA of developments that 
appliffi a.150 to the ca5e of .A-calculus with fi-reduction. Thifi proof i5 reported in 
[:\1el96]. 

2.4 Finite Superdeveloprnents 

In this section we study fi-rewrite sequences called superdevf'Jopment5. Superde
Vf'Jopment5 form a generalifiation of developments. \\lherea5 in a development only 
redex occurrences are contracted that are rffiiduals of redex occurrences in the ini
tial term, in a superdevelopment one may moreover contract redex occmTencffi 
that are created by rewriting, provided that they are created in a particular way. 
Levy has analy5ed in [Lev78] the ways in whkh fi-redex occurrencffi can be cre
ated. It appeaIB that there are the following three ways of creating fi-redexffi: 

1. ((Ax . .Ay.M)N)P -+13 (Ay.M[x := N])P, 

2. (.A.7:.x)(.Ay.M)N -+13 (Ay.M)N, 

3. (.A.7:.M)(.Ay.N) -+13 M[.7: := .Ay.N] if there is a pofiltion </i E Pos(M ) sucli that 
Ml.p = .T.Mo, for some Mo EA. 

Note that in the last ca5e v.re have for every p05ition <fi sucli that Ml.p = .T.M0 , 

that (M[x := .Ay.N]) l.p = (Ay.N)M6, with M6 = Mo[x := .Ay.N]. So at every 
sucli pofiltion <P a fi-redex occurrence i5 created. In the first two ways of creating 
a fi-redex occurrence, on can say that the creation is 'upward5', wherea5 in the 
last ca5e it can said to be 'downwards'. A superdeVf'Jopment will be defined a5 a 
fi-rewrite sequence in whicli bffiides redex occurrencffi that are rffiiduals of redex 
occurrencffi in the initial term, also redex occurrencffi may be contracted that 
are created in either the first or the second way a5 explained above. \Ve will 
show that all superdevelopments are finite. Note that in the rewrite sequence 
f2 -+13 f2 -+13 f2 -+13 • •• with f2 = (_;\.7:.X.7:)(_;\x .. 7:X), only the third kind of redex 
creation occurs. 

Confluence of .A-calculus with fi-reduction can be shown using a notion of par
allel reduction. This proof fa due to Tait and :\1artin-Lof. A parallf'J reduction step 
corrffiponds to a mmplete devf'Jopment of a set of fi-redex occurrencffi performed 
in an infilde-out way. The eAAential clause in the definition of a parallf'J fi-reduction 
step, denoted by -e-+, ifi: (Ax.M)N-e-+ M'[.7: := N'] if M-e-t M1 and N-e-+ N1

• 

There is a complete fi-devf'Jopment of M to N if and only if there i5 a parallf'J 
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reduction step from M to N. Note that this does not yield that all developments 
are finite. For a more f'laborate discussion of parallel reduction we refer to Section 
5.1 of Chapter 5. Superdevelopments mrrespond to a stronger notion of parallf'J 
reduction, due to Ac.zel [Acz78). The essential clause in the definition of a parallf'J 
fi-reduction step a la Aczel is the following: MN~ M' [x := N1 if M ~ ).x.M 1 

and N~ N 1
• A superdevf'Jopment is defined sud1 that there is a mmplete fi

superdevelopment of M to N if and only if there is a parallel reduction step a la 
Ac.zf'l from M to N. 

This section is organised as follows. First we define superdevelopments as in 
[R.aa93) by means of a labelled A-calculus. It is shown that superdevelopments are 
finite, making use of a set denoted by :FS1J that plays the same role as the set :F1J 
in the first proof of :finiteness of devf'Jopments given in the previous section. Then 
we show in another way that superdevf'Jopments are finite , namf'Jy by mapping 
a superdevelopment to a rewrite sequence in the set SN'. The mapping is a 
morphism of functional rewriting systems. This yields that superdevelopments are 
finite, since all A-terms in SN are strongly normalising. 

Superdevelopments. In the following we define a labf'Jled ).-calculus sud1 that 
a labelled rewrite sequence corresponds, after erasing the labels, to a rewrite se
quence in whid1 besides redex occurrences that am residuals of redex occurrences in 
the initial term, only redex occurrences are mntracted that are created in the first 
or the second way as explained above. Consider the first way of creating a fi-redex. 
Already before performing the rewrite step ( ().x_).y.M)N)P --+ /3 ().y.M[x := N])P 
creating the fi-redex occurrence ().y.M[x := N])P, there was a rf'Jationship be
tween the application and the ). of the created fi-redex: the ). was already in the 
smpe of the application, that is, in the subterm with the application at the root. 
The same holds for the semnd way of creating a fi-redex, although in this case the 
creation is less 'upwards' in nature, since the A of the created fi-redex occurrence 
switc.hes from one branc.h to another in the tree representation of the term. 

\Ve now formalise this as follows. Initially, A 's are labf'Jled by different natural 
numbers, and applications are either labelled by a natural number or are not 
labf'Jled. The initial labf'Jling must be suc.h that a A can only have the same labf'J 
as an application it is in the smpe of that application. The labf'Js mntrol the 
rewrite relation in the following way: (APx .PQ)P --+ 131 P [.r. := Q]. In that case, the 
A with label p was initially already in the scope of the application with label p. 

Labf'Jled A-terms are built from variables, constants, labf'Jled A-abstraction and 
labf'Jled application as specified in the following definition. 

Definition 2.4.1. The set of labelled A-term.~, denoted by A1, is defined as the 
smallest set that satisfies the following: 

1. x E A1 for every variable x, 
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2. f E A1 for every constant f, 

3. if ME A1 and p EN, then Ap.r..M E A1, 

4. if M, NE A1 and p EN, then (MN)P E A1• 

\Ve define labf'Jled fi-reduction on the set of labf'Jled A-terms as follows. 

Definition 2.4.2. 

L Let M E A1• A fi1-redex occurrence in M is a pair ( </i, fi1) sucli that M l<t> = 
((Ap.r..P)Q)P. 

2. A firredexis a pair (M, (</i,fi1)) sucli that (</i,fi1) is afi1-redex occurrence in 
M. 

3. A firre'Write step is a triple (M, (</i, fi1), M') sucli that 

(a) Ml.p = ((,\px .P)Q)P, 

(b) M' = M [</i ~ P[x := Q]]. 

Notation 2.4.3. A fi1-rnwrite step (M, (</i,fi1), M') is usually denoted by (</i,fi1): 

M--+ M' or by M ...tp, M'. 

Definition 2.4.4. The set consisting of all pairs of the form ( </i, fi1) is denoted by 
.Up,. The set of all fii-redex occurrences in a labelled term Mis denoted by .Up, (M). 

In order to define superdevelopments we will restrict attention to terms that are 
labf'Jled sucli that the label of an application cannot be equal to the labf'1 of a A 
that is not in its scope. 

Definition 2.4.5. Let ME A1• 

L A term M E A1 is said to be 'Well-labelled if the following holds. If we have 

(a) Ml.p = (Po?i)P, 

(b) Mi x = ,\P.r..Q, 

then </i-< x- The set of wf'1l-labelled A-terms is denoted by Nf. 

2. A term M is said to be initially labelled if 

(a) M is well-labelled, 

(b) if Ml<t> = ,\P.r..P and Mix = Apx'.P' then </i = X-
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Remark 2.4.6. It is not difficult to see that the set A"f is closed under fJ1-

reduction. 

In the remainder of thi.~ section we will suppose all labelled terms to be well-labelled. 

The main property of fJ1-reduction is that no redexes are created 'by substitution'. 

Remark 2.4.7 . Let M --+ M' be a fJ1-rewrite step of the form ((Ap.T..P)Q)P --+ 
P[x := Q]. Then every fJ1-rewrite step in any reduct of M' takes place either 
in a descendant of P or in a descendant of Q. This is the case since any other 
{J1-redex occurrence would mnsist of an application in a descendant of P and a A 
in a descendant of Q. But in that case the labf'J of the A is not equal to the labf'J 
of the application, since M is supposed to be well-labelled. 

\Ve define a mapping from labelled A-terms with labf'Jled fJ-reduction to A-terms 
with fJ-reduction. \Ve will show that this mapping is a morphism of functional 
rewriting systems as in Definition 1.2.6 of Chapter 1. 

Definition 2.4.8 . The mapping 

is defined as follows. 

1. The mapping £0 : A1 --+ A is defined by induction on the definition of A. 

(a) Eo(x) = x, 

(b) Eo(f) = f, 
(c) Eo(AP.T..M) = AX.Eo(M), 

(d) Eo((MN)P) = Eo(M)Eo(N). 

Proposition 2.4.9. The mapping£= (Eo,£1) is a morphi.~m of functional rewrit
ing .~y.~tem.~. 

Proof. Suppose that Ml.p = ((Ap.T..P)Q)P. Then we have (£0 (M))l.p = £0 (Ml .p) = 

(Ax.£0 (P))£0 (Q). This yields that Eo(M) t:~)/3 £0 (M') if M ~13, M'. D 

Recall the definition of a lifting from Definition 1.2.7 in Chapter 1. \Ve define a 
superdevelopment as a fJ-rewrite sequence in A that can be lifted to a fJ1-rewrite 
sequence in A1• 
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Definition 2.4.10. A ,8-rewrite sequence a : M _,,f3 N is a ,8-.mperde11elopment 
if there is a rewrite sequence r that starts in an initially labelled term and that is 
an £-lifting of a. 

Example 2.4.11. 

1. The ,8-rewrite sequence 

a: ().x.Ay .. T.y)zz1 -+f3 ().y.zy)z' -+f3 zz1 

is a superdeVfl1opment, since the following ,81-rewrite sequence is an £-lifting 
of a: 

2. The rewrite sequence 

a1
: P.,x.x)P.,y.y)z -+f3 ().y.y)z -+f3 z 

is a superdevf'Jopment, since the following ,Bi-rewrite sequence is an £-lifting 
of a': 

3. The rewrite sequence 

is not a superdevelopment. 

Note that a and d are not devf'Jopments. 

First Proof of Finite Superdevelopments. In this section we show that all 
,8-superdevf'Jopments terminate. \Ve define a rewriting system mnsisting of a set 
:FS'D of underlined terms and a rewrite rf'Jation -+f3 . A ,81-rewrite sequence in 
A1 is mapped to a ~-rewrite sequence in :FSD, preserving rewrite steps. \Ve 
show that the rewrite relation -+ f3 on :FS'D is strongly normalising by an easy 
induction. This yields strong normalisation of -+ f3i on A1, and hence finiteness of 
superdevelopments. The set :FSD is similar to the set :F1) used in the first proof 
of finiteness of developments presented in the previous section. 

Definition 2.4.12. The set :FS1J is defined as the smallest set of underlined 
A-terms that satisfies the following. 

1. x E :FSD for every variable .T., 

2. f E :FS1J for every constant f, 
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3. if ME FS1J then J..x.M E FS1J, 

4. if ME FS1J and NE FS1J then MN E FS1J, 

5. if M[x := N]Pi ... Pm E FS1J for some m > 0 and N E FS1J, then 
(A.T..M)NPi . . . Pm E FS1J, 

6. if (A.T..M)No . . . Nm E FS1J for some m ~ 0, then (Ay.y)(~T..M)No ... Nm E 

FS1J. 

The definition of a ~-redex occurrence, a ~-redex and a ~-rewrite step axe as given 
in Definition 2.3.2 of the previous section. The difference, of murse, is that this 
time we consider ,6-reduction on the set FS1J. Further, we denote by .U,a the set of 
pairs of the form l </J, {!)- An easy observation concerning ~-reduction on FS1J is 
the following. It is a consequence of the fact that F S1J does not contain underlined 
J..-terms of the form 1T..M. 

Remark 2.4.13. Let M = PQ with PE FS1J and Q E FS1J. If M __,,.!!.. M' , 
then M' = P'Q' with P __,,.{!_ P' and Q __,,.{!_ Q'. 

The following lemma shows that the set FS1J is dosed under substitution. 

Lemma 2.4.14. Let ME FS1J and N E FS1J. Then M [:i: := N ] E FS1J. 

Proof. The proof proceeds by induction on the derivation of ME FS1J. 

1. If M = y or M = f , then the statement follows immediately. 

2. Suppose M = J..y.M0 with Mo E FS1J. By the induction hypothesis, we have 
that M0 [.T. := N] E FS1J. Hence M[:i: := N] = J..y .(M0 [x := N]) E FS1J. 

3. Suppose M = M0 Mi with Mo E FS1J and Mi E FS1J. By the induction 
hypothesis, we have that M0 [x := N] E FS1J and Mi [.'r := N] E FS1J. 
Hence M[x := N] E FS1J. 

4. Suppose M = (~.Mo)MiM2 ... Mm with (Mo[Y := Mi])M2 ... Mm E FS1J, 
Mi E FS1J and m ~ L By the induction hypothesis, we have ( M0 [y := 

Mi]M2 ... Mm)[.T, := N] E FS1J and Mi [.T, := N] E FS1J. This yields that 
M[x := N] EFS1J. 

5. Suppose M = (A.z.z)(Ay.Mo)Mi . . . Mm with (Ay.Mo)Mi ... Mm E FS1J and 
m > 1. By the induction hypothesis, we have that ((A.y.M0)Mi ... Mm)[.T. := 
N] E FS1J and this yields that M[x := N] E FS1J. D 
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\\i'e now define a mapping :F from A/ with ,81-reduction to :FS'D with ~-reduction. 
It is shown that :F is a morphism of functional rewrite sequences. This means 
that in order ID prove finiteness of superdevpJopments it is sufficient to prove that 
~-rewriting 011 :FS'D is strongly normalising, which follows by an easy induction. 
The definition of :F makes use of the following definition, that makes use of a 
descendant rPJation for the set :FS'D with ~-reduction. It has not been defined 
explicitly but is just a small variation 011 the definition of the descendant relation 
for A-calculus that has been given in Definition 2.1.13. 

Definition 2.4.15. Let PE :FS'D. \\i"e define a underlined A-term P* as follows. 
If P __,,f3 >..r.P', then the term P* is defined as P where the unique symbol ,\ that 
descends to the head-lambda in >..r.P' is underlined. Otherwise p• = P. 

Note that not necessarily p• E :FS'D. Using the previous definition we now define 
the mapping :F and show that it is a morphism of functional rewriting systems 
from (A/ ,ilµ,,--+) to (:FS'D,ilµ,--+ ). 

Definition 2.4.16. The mapping 

F= (Fo,F1): (A/,ilµ,,--+)--+ (:FS'D,ilµ,--+) 

is defined as follows. 

1. The mapping Fo : A/ --+ :FS'D is defined by induction on the definition of 
A,. 

(a) :F0 (.r) = .r, 

(b) :Fo(f) ~ f, 
(c) :F0 (Ap.r.P) = A.r.:F0 (P), 

(d) :F. ((PQ)') ~ { :Fo(P)':Fo(Q) 
0 :Fo(P):Fo(Q) 

if P ...,,µ, ,\p.r.Po, 
otherwise. 

2. The mapping F 1 : ilµ, --+ il~ is defined by F 1 ( <P) = <fi. 

\\i"e show that the mapping :Fis a morphism. For the proof vre make use of Lemma 
2.4.14 and of the following lemma. 

Lemma 2.4.17. Let PE :FS'D 11tith p ...,,13 A.r.P'. Let Q E :FS'D. Then P*Q E 
:FS'D. 

Proof. The proof proceeds by induction on the derivation of PE :FS'D. 

1. Suppose P = A.r.P0 with P0 E :FS'D. By Lemma 2.4.14 vre have P0 [.r := 
Q] E :FS'D. Hence P*Q = (,1.r.P0 )Q E :FS'D. 
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2. Suppose P = (dy.Po)P1 .. . Pm with Po[Y := Pi]P2 ... Pm E :FS'D and P1 E 
:FS'D. \Ve have Po [Y := P1]P2 . .. Pm -»13 J..x.P'. By induction hypothesis, we 
have (Po [Y := P1]P2 ... Pm)*Q E :FS'D.-Hence P*Q E :FS'D. 

3. Suppose P = (M!.y)(~z.Po)P1 ... Pm with (~z.Po)P1 ... Pm E :FS'D. \Ve 
have that (~z.P0)P1 ... Pm -»/3 J..x.P1• By induction hypothesis, we have 
((~z.Po)P1 .. . Pm)*Q E :FS'D. Hence P*Q E :FS'D. D 

Theorem 2.4.18. The mapping :Fis a morphism of functional rewriting sy.<Jtem.c;. 

Proof. \Ve prove two things: for all M E N( we have :F0 (M) E :FS'D, and if 

M ..$<>
131 

••• -±+µ
1 

M', then Fo ( M) ±t !! . . . !.+'~ Fo ( M'). Both statements are proved 
simultaneously by induction on the definition of Ai. 

1. Suppose M = x or M = f. \Ve have :F0 (M) E :FS'D. Since there are no 
,Bi-rewrite sequences issuing from M the semnd statement holds. 

2. Suppose M = Ay7:.M. Then :F0 (M) = J...7: .:Fo(P). By the induction hy
pothesis :F0 (P) E :FS'D, hence :F0 (M) E :FS'D. Since a ,Bi-rewrite sequence 

starting in M is of the form J..P.7:.P -t131 J..Px.P' ..!+~1 J..Px.P" -!~1 ••• , the 
second statement holds by the induction hypothesis. 

3. Suppose M = (PQ'f . Two cases are distinguished. 

(a) Suppose M -»f31 Ap.7:.P0• By the induction hypothesis, :F0 (P) E :FS'D 
and :F0 (Q) E :FS'D. By the induction hypothesis, we have moreover 
Fo(P) -»13 J...7:.:Fo(Po)- By Lemma 2.4.17, :Fo(M) = :Fo(P )*:Fo(Q) E 
:FS'D. Using the observation of Remark 2.4.7 we also have that the 
semnd statement holds. 

(b) Otherwise, we have that Fo(M) = :F0 (P):F0 (Q). By the induction 
hypothesis, :F0 (P) E :FS'D and :F0 (Q) E :FS'D. Hence :F0 (M) E 
:FS'D. Further, every ,Bi-rewrite sequence starting in M is of the form 
(PQ)P -»f31 (P'Q')P with P -»f31 P' and Q -»f31 Q'. Hence the second 
statement holds. D 

So every ,Bi-rewrite sequence in Ai corresponds in a precise way to a ~-rewrite 
sequence in :FS'D. It is also the case that every ~-rewrite sequence corresponds to 
a ,Bi-rewrite sequence in a precise way, but since we don't need this for the proof 
of finiteness of superdevelopments we do not give the proof here. Now we prove 
that all ~-rewrite sequence in :FS'D are finite. 

Theorem 2.4.19. Let M E :FS'D. Every ~-rewrite .c;equence starting in M i.c; 
finite. 
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Proof. The proof proceeds by induction on the derivation of ME :FSD. 

1. If M is a variable or a mnstant then dearly every ~-rewrite sequence starting 
in M is finite. 

2. If M = ).x.P with PE :FSD, then by the induction hypothesis P is strongly 
~-normalising. Hence M = A.r..P is strongly ~-normalising. 

3. If M = PQ with PE :FSD and Q E :FS'D, then by the induction hypothesis 
both P and Q are strongly ~-normalising. Let a be an arbitrary ~-rewrite 
sequence starting in M. By Remark 2.4.13 every term in a is of the form 
P'Q' with P _,,13 P1 and Q _,,13 Q

1
• Hence a is finite. 

- -

4. Let M = (d.r..P)QiQ2 ... Qm with P [x := Qi)Q2 . - -Qm E :FSV and Qi E 
:FSV. Consider an arbitrary ~-rewrite sequence a : M = Mo -+t Mi -+t 
M2 -+t . .. starting in M. There are two po88ibilities: the head redex of M 
is contracted in a or it is not contracted. 

In the first case there is a rewrite step Mn -+ /3 Mn+l in a with Mn = 
(A.r..P')Qi Q~ ... Q'm and Mn+l = P'[x := QiJQ1 ... Q~ sud1 that P -»13 
P', Qi -» /3 Qi, ... , Qm -» /3 Q'm. By the induction hypothesis, we have that 
P[x := Qi] Q2 ••• Qm is strongly ,B-normalising. Hence its ,B-reduct P'[x := 

Qi]~ ... Q~ is strongly ~-normalising and a is finite. -

In the second case all terms in a are of the form (d.'1:.P')Qi Q~ ... Q~ with 
P -»13 P', Qi -»13 Qi, ... Qm -»13 Q~. By induction hypothesis, P[x := 
Qi] Q-; ... Qm is strongly ~-nom:lalising, so P, Q2, . . . , Qm are strongly ~
normalising. :\.foreover, we have by the induction hypothesis that Qi is 
strongly ~-normalising. Hence every term in a is strongly ~-normalising and 
a is finite. 

5. Let M = (.<l_y.y)(Xr..P)QiQ2 ... Qm with (J.x.P)QiQ2 ... Qm E :FSD. Con
sider an arbitrary ~-rewrite sequence a : M = Mo -+13 Mi -+13 M2 -+13 ... 
starting in M. There are two po88ibilities: the head redex of M Is contracted 
in a or it is not mntracted. 

In the first case, there is a rewrite step Mn -+ t Mn+i in a with Mn = 
(Ay.y)(_lr..P')Qi ~ . . . Q~ and Mn+i = (Ax.P')Qi ~ ... Q'm and such that 
P -»t P', Qi -»t Qi, . .. , Qm -»t Q'm. By the induction hypothesis, we have 
that (_lr..P)Qi Q2 ... Qm is strongly ,B-normalising, and hence we have that 
its reduct (Ax.P')Qi ~ ... Q'm is also strongly ,B-normalising. This yields 
that (Ay.y)(_lr..P')Qi ~ . . . Q'm is strongly ~-normalising and a is finite. 

In the second case, all terms in a are of the form (J.y.y)(,1,r..P1)Qi Q~ ... Q:n. 
By the induction hypothesis, (d.r. .P1

) Qi Q~ . . . Q'm is strongly ~-normalising. 
This yields that a is finite. D 
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Corollary 2.4.20. All fJ-.~uperde11elopment~ are finite. 

Proof. By Theorem 2.4.18 and Theorem 2.4.19. D 

Second Proof of Finite Superdevelopments. The sec,ond proof of finiteness 
of superdevelopments is similar to the second proof of finiteness of devpJopments. 
\\i·e define a morphism :F that maps a fJ1-rewrite sequence in A/ to a fJ-rewrite 
sequence in SN. This yields that all superdevelopments are finite. 

In this case vre suppose that there is a distinguished c,onstant denoted by App. 
The idea of the morphism is exactly the same as in the case of finiteness of devP1-
opments: labPJs are erased and fJ-redexes that do not correspond to a fJ1-redex are 
bloclrnd by adding App in front. 

As in the case of the proof of finiteness of developments, ID malrn :F into a 
morphism vre need that the positions of App 'do not c,ount'. \\i·e will be concerned 
with A-terms in which App occurs only in subterms of the form AppM. So it 
suffices to add the following clause to the definition of the set of positions of a 
A-term: 

Pos(AppM) = Pos(M) 

and the following clause ID the definition of a subterm of a A-term at a certain 
position: 

Definition 2.4.21. The mapping 

F= (Fo,F1): (A/,ilµ,,--+)--+ (A,ilµ,--+) 

is defined as follows. 

1. The mapping Fo : A/ --+ A is defined by induction on the definition of A1• 

(a) :F0 (.r) = .r, 

(b) :Fo(f) ~ f, 
(c) :F0 (Ap.r.M) = A.r.:F0 (M), 

(d) :Fo((MN'f) ~ { :Fo(M):Fo(N) 
App:Fo(M):Fo(N) 

if M ...,, 13, Ayr.Mo, 
otherwise. 

2. The mapping F 1 : ilµ, --+ ilµ is defined by F 1 (( </i, fJ1)) = ( </i, fJ). 

Note that Fo(M) is never of the form .rM1 ... Mm with m > 0. So we vmn't treat 
this possibility in the following proofs by induction. 
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Proposition 2.4.22. The mapping :F is a morphism of functional re·writing sys
tems. 

Proof. \Ve show two things: 

1. if Mlq1 = ((,\px.P)Q)P then :Fo(M)lq1 = (,\x.:Fo(P)):Fo(Q), 

2. Fo(P[.r. := Q]) = :Fo(P)[.r. := :Fo(Q)]. 

The first point is proved by induction on <fi. \Ve only treat the difficult case, whk.h 
is when <P = 0 <Po and M = (MoM1)P and it is not the case that Mo """*f3i Ap.Po. 
In that case Fo(M) = App:F0 (M0 ):F0 (M1). By the induction hypothesis, we have 
that if Mol<Po = ((,\px .P)Q)P, then :Fo(Mo)l<Po = (,\.r..:Fo(P))Fo(Q). Now it follows 
easily that :Fo(M)l.p = (,\x.:Fo(P))Q: 

:Fo(M)lo<Po -
:Fo((MoM1)P)lo<Po -

AppFo(Mo):Fo(M1)lo<Po -
App:Fo(Mo) lq10 -

:Fo (Mo) l<Po -
(,\x.:Fo( P):Fo ( Q). 

The second point follows by induction on the structure of P, supposing the labels 
in P and in Q to be distinct. D 

\Ve now show that :F maps labf'Jled terms to terms in SN'. \Ve need two auxiliary 
lemma ta. 

Lemma 2.4.23. Let ME A1 and .mppose :F0 (M) E SN'. Let NE SN'. Then 
:Fo(M)[x := N] E SN'. 

Proof. The proof proceeds by induction on the derivation of :F0 (M) E SN'. 

1. Suppose :Fo(M) = f P1 ... Pm with P1 E SN', ... , Pm E SN' for some m > 0. 
If m = O, then the statement clearly holds. If m > O, then f = App. By 
the induction hypothesis we have P1[x := N] E SN', ... , Pm[x := N] E SN'. 
Henoe :Fo(M)[.r. := N] = f Pi[x := N] ... Pm [x := N] E SN'. 

2. Suppose :F0 (M) = ,\y.P with PE SN'. By the induction hypothesis P[.r. := 
N] E SN'. Hence :F0(M)[x := N] = ,\y.(P[.r. := N ]) E SN'. 

3. Suppose :Fo(M) = (,\y.P)QoQ1 ... Qm with P[y := Qo]Q1 ... Qm E SN' and 
Q0 E SN'. By the induction hypothesis we have (P[y := Q0]Q1 ... Qm)[.r. := 
N] E SN' and Q0 [.r. := N] E SN'. Hence we have :F0 (M)[x := N] -
((,\y.P)QoQ1 ... Qm)[:1: := N] E SN'. D 
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Lemma 2.4.24. Let M E A1 and suppose ..'.F0 (M) E SN. Let N E SN. Then 
..'.F0 ( M)N E SN. 

PrCXJf. The proof proceeds by induction on the derivation of ..'.F0 (M) E SN. 

1. Supp05e ..'.Fo(M) = f Pi . . . Pm with Pi E SN, ... , Pm E SN. Then we have 
:Fo(M)N = f Pi ... PmN E SN. 

2. Supp05e ..'.F0 (M) = J..x.P with PE SN. Then M = J..Px.M0 with ..'.F0 (M0 ) = 
P . By Lemma 2.4.23 we have P[x := N] E SN. So ..'.F0 (M)N = (J..x .P)N E 
SN. 

3. Supp05e ..'.Fo(M) = (J..x .P)QoQi ... Qm with P[x := Qo]Qi ... Qm E SN and 
Qo E SN. By the induction hypothffiIB P[.r. .- Qo] Qi ... QmN E SN. 
Hence ..'.Fa(M)N = (J..x.P)QoQi ... QmN E SN. D 

Theorem 2.4.25. If ME Nf, then ..'.F0 (M) E SN. 

PrCXJf. The proof proceeds by induction on the definition of Ai. 

1. Supp05e M = x or M = f then ..'.F0 ( M) E SN. 

2. Supp05e M = J..Px.M0 • By induction hypothefils, ..'.F0 (M0 ) E SN. Hence 
:Fo(M) = J..x . ..'.Fo(Mo) E SN. 

3. Supp05e M = (M0 Mi)P. By the induction hypothffiis, :Fo(Mo) E SN and 
:Fo(Mi) E SN. There are two posfilbilitiffi. 

If Mo ~131 J..Px.P, then :Fo(M) = ..'.F0(M0 )..'.F0 (Mi)- By Lemma 2.4.24, we have 
that :Fo(M) E SN. 
In the other case, ..'.F0 (M) = App..'.F0 (M0):Fo(Mi)- Hence ..'.F0 (M) E SN. D 

Corollary 2.4.26. All fi-.mperdevelopmenfa are finite. 

PrCXJf. By Propofiltion 2.4.22 and Theorem 2.4.25. D 

In [R.aa93] a different proof of finitenffis of superdevf'Jopment5 i5 given. It is a 
proof by contradiction that makffi me of a minimal munterexample. 

2.5 Simply Typed Lambda Calculus 

In this section we give a new proof of strong normalisation of simply typed )._ 
calculus with fi-reduction. The proof makffi use of the set SN given in Definition 
2.2.3. 
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Simply Typed Lambda Calculus. \Ve consider simply typed A-calculus a la 
Church. First we recall the definition of the simple types. \Ve suppose there is a 
set of base types. Base types are denoted by 0, 01

, •• •• The alphabet of the simple 
types consists of the set of base types and a binary operator denoted by --+. 

Definition 2.5.1. The set Types of simple types is defined as the smallest set 
satisfying the following: 

1. 0 E Types for every base type 0, 

2. if A E Types and B E Types then A --+ B E Types. 

Simple types am denoted by A, B, C, .. .. 

\Ve use association to the right, so for instance A--+ B --+ C stands for A--+ (B --+ 

C). In Chapter 4 we will make use of the notion of arity of a simple type, whkh 
is defined as follows. 

Definition 2.5.2. The arity of a simple type A, denoted by ar(A), is defined by 
induction on the structure of A: 

1. ar(O) = 0, 

2. ar(Ao --+ Ai) = ar(A1) + 1. 

\Ve suppose that for every simple type A there is a set Var A consisting of infinitely 
many variables of type A. The set of all variables is denoted by Var and is defined 
as 

Var = UAETypesVarA. 

\Ve suppose that for every simple type A there is a set CA consisting of infinitely 
many con.~tant.~ of type A. The set of all constants is denoted by C and is defined 
as 

C = UAETypesCA. 

The alphabet of the terms of simply typed A-calculus consists of the set Var of sim
ply typed variables, the set C of simply typed constants, and two binary operators: 
one for A-abstraction and one for application. 

Definition 2.5.3 . For every simple type A, the set of simply typed A-term.~ of 
type A, denoted by AA., is defined as the smallest set that satisfies the following: 

1. if x is a variable of type A, then x E AA., 

2. if f is a constant of type A, then f E AA., 
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3. if A = A0 --+ Ai, M E A1.1 and .T. is a variable of type Ao, then A.T..M E A1. , 

4. if ME Ali-+A and NE A;, then MN EA-;_ . 

Definition 2.5.4. The set of simply typed A-term51 denoted by A-+, is defined as 

Notation 2.5.5. \Ve will alw write M : A to denote that ME A-;_. 

Definition 2.5.6. Let X ~ A and Y ~ A. The set denoted by X --+ Y is defined 
by x --+ y = { M E A I 't;f N E x : MN E Y}. 

\Ve define the set of terms of type A that are strongly normalising. Note that a 
simply typed A-term is alw an untyped A-term. 

Definition 2.5.7. SN(A) ={ME A1. I M E SN'}. 

Remark 2.5.8. Note that for every type A we have A1. # 0 and SN(A) # 0. 

\Ve will make use of the following da55ical result, called the Substitution Lemma. 
For a proof, see for ill5tance [13ar92] for the case of pure type system5. 

Lemma 2 .5.9. If P: B , x: A and N: A then P[x := N]: B. 

Strong Normalisation. 

Proposition 2.5.10. A;-+B =A;_ --+ A-;. 

Proof. Let ME AA-+B· \Ve clearly have for every NE A; that MN E Ali . Hence 
AA-+B ~A; --+A; . For the mnverse, let ME A; --+A;. Let NE A;. Then 
we have MN EA;. This yif'Jds that ME AA-+B· Hence A;--+ Ali~ AA-+B· D 

Lemma 2.5.11. SN(A --+ B) ~ SN(A) --+ SN(B). 

Proof. Let M E SN(A) --+ SN(B). For N E SN(A), we have MN E SN(B) 
so MN E SN and hence M E SN. :\foreover M E A1.-+ 8 , since N E SN(A) and 
MN EA-;. \Ve conclude that ME SN(A--+ B). D 

The mnverse of the statement of the previous lemma is more difficult to prove. 
\Ve need the following lemma. 

Lemma 2.5.12. Let N E SN(Ai) --+ ... --+ SN(Am) with Am a ba8e type. Let 
PE SN(B) and x: Ai --+ . . . --+Am. Then P [:J: := N ] E SN(B). 
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Proof. The proof proceeds by induction on the derivation of P E SN. 

1. Supp05e P = yP1 ... Pn with P1, . . . , Pn E SN. \Ve have y: B1 -+ ... -+ 

Bn-+ Band Pi : B1, ... , Pn : Bn. By Lemma 2.5.9, we have that Pp[x := 
N] : BP for every p E {1 , . .. , n}. Together with the induction hypothesis, 
this yif'Jds that Pi[x := N] E SN(B1), ... , Pn[x := N] E SN(Bn)- Now two 
cases are distinguished. 

If y # .T, then P[.T := N ] = yP1[:i: := N] . .. Pn[.T := N]. \Ve have P [x := 
N] E SN, since Pi[x := N ] E SN, ... , Pn[.T := N] E SN. Hence P [x := 

N] E SN(B) . 

If y = x, then B1 = Ai, . . . , Bn = An and B = A n+1 -+ .. . -+ Ani. By 
applying Lemma 2.5.11, we find that SN(An+1) -+ ... -+ SN(Ani) ~ 
SN(B). This yield5 that SN(A1) -+ ... -+ SN(Am) ~ SN(A1 ) -+ ... -+ 

SN(An) -+ SN(B). So N E SN(A1) -+ ... -+ SN(An) -+ SN(B). 
Since Pi[x := N] E SN(A1), ... , Pn[.T := N] E SN( An), we condude that 
P[x := N] = N(Pi[.T := N]) . . . (Pn [.T := N]) E SN(B). 

2. Supp05e P = f P1 ... Pn with P1 E SN, . . . , Pn E SN. By reasoning in 
the same way as in the case y # .T above, we come to the conclU5ion that 
P[x := N] E SN(B). 

3. Supp05e P = J..y.P0 with Po E SN. By induction hypothesis we have P0 [.T := 
N] E SN. Using moreover Lemma 2.5.9 we have P [x := N] = J..y. (P0 [x := 
N]) E SN(B). 

4. Supp05e P = (J..y.Po)P1P2 . . . Pn with Po [Y := P1]P2 ... Pn E SN and P1 E 
SN. By the induction hypothesis we have (Po[Y := P1]g ... Pn )[x := N] E 
SN and P1[x := N] E SN. Together with Lemma 2.5.9 this yif'Jds P [x := 

N] = ((Ay.Po)P1P2 ... Pn)[x := N] E SN(B). D 

Now we can prove the following crucial lemma. 

Lemma 2 .5.13 . SN(A-+ B) ~ SN(A) -+ SN(B). 

Proof. Let M E SN(A -+ B). Let N E SN(A). \Ve need to prove that 
MN E SN(B). \Ve have MN: B. It remains to show that MN E SN. This 
is proved by induction on A, and for every A by induction on the derivation of 
MESN. 

1. Supp05e M = y P1 ... Pn with P1, . . . , Pn E SN. Since N E SN, we have 
MN= yP1 . .. PnN E SN. 

2. Supp05e M = f P1 . .. Pn with P1, ... , Pn E SN. Since N E SN, we have 
MN= f Pi ... PnN ESN. 
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3. Suppose M = >..x.P with P E SN. \Ve have P E SN(B). \Ve need to 
prove that P[x := N] E SN. \Ve have A =Ai --+ •.• --+ Ain with~ a 
base type. By the induction hypothefils of the induction on the structure 
of A we have N E SN(Ai) --+ .. • --+ SN( Am)- Lemma 2.5.12 yields that 
P[x := N] E SN. 

4. Suppose M = (Ay.Po)PiP2 . .. Pn with Po[Y := Pi]g . . . Pn E SN and Pi E 
SN. By the induction hypothesis of the induction on the derivation of 
M E SN, we have Po [y := Pi]P2 ... PnN E SN. Since moreover Pi E SN, 
we condude that MN= (>..y.Po)PiP2 .. . PnN E SN. D 

Theorem 2.5.14. SN(A--+ B) = SN(A)--+ SN(B). 

Proof. By Lemma 2.5.11 and Lemma 2.5.13. D 

The proof of strong normalisation of simply typed >..-calculus with ,B-reduction is 
now a matter of simple induction. 

Theorem 2.5.15. Let A be a .simple type. If ME A; then ME SN(A). 

Proof. The proof proceeds by induction on M E A A. 

L Suppose M = x or M =f. Clearly ME SN(A). 

2. Suppose M = A.7:.P and A = Ao --+ Ai. By the induction hypothesis we 
have PE SN(Ai) so PE SN. This yields that M = >..x.P E SN and hence 
ME SN(A). 

3. Suppose M = PQ with P: B--+ A and Q: B. By the induction hypothesis 
we have P E SN(B --+ A) and Q E SN(B) . By Theorem 2.5.14, P E 
SN(B) --+ SN(A). This yif>Jds that PQ E SN(A). D 

Related Work. A proof of strong normalisation of the system Gooel's T, whid1 
is an extension of simply typed >..-calculus with primitive recurfilon, is given by Tah 
in [Tai67]. The proof makes use of the notion of mmputability and is quite short 
but mmplex. Girard introduces in [Gir72] the notion of candidate of reducibility. 
He extends Tait's method in order to prove strong normalisation of system F 
(semnd order >..-calculus) and >..w. In [Gan80], Gandy proves strong normalisation 
ufilng a notion of strict monotonic functional. Van de Pol discusses in [Pol96] the 
rf>1ationship between the proof by Gandy and the proof by Tait. De Vrijer gives 
in [Vri87b], whk.h is also published as [Vri87a], a proof of strong normalisation 
that makes use of the notion of strict monotonic functional and of a perpetual 
strategy. In this proof an exact bound on the length of a rewrite sequence issuing 
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from a term is mmputed. A proof of strong normalisation of simply typed .:\
calculus using an induction on a triple, consisting of the size of the type, the 
maximal length of a rewrite sequence and the size of the term, is due to van 
Daalen1 see [NGV941 p.507]. Levy applied this tedmique in [Lev78] to prove strong 
normalisation of a labelled .:\-calculus with a bounded predicate. This proof yields 
also that all developments are finite, and standardisation, as reported in [Cur95]. 
Klop shows strong normalisation of labelled .:\-calculus by an interpretation in 
.:\I -calculus where there is no erasure of su bterms. Recently, Loader announced a 
proof of strong normalisation of system Fon the 'types mailing list' [Loa95]1 whkh 
makes also use of the set of strongly normalising .:\-terms. The proof presented in 
this section is mostly rf'Jated to the proof by van Daalen and Levy, but is more 
tailor-made for simply typed .:\-calculus. 



Chapter 3 

Normalisation in Proof Nets 

lntuitionistic linear logic was introduced by Girard in [Gir87] as a refinement of 
intuitionistic logic, obtained by deleting the structural rules for "Wealrnning and 
contraction. \\i'eakening and contraction are then reintroduced, but this time as 
logical rules. There are many embeddings of intuitionistic logic in linear logic that 
are faithful with respect to provability. One such embedding has as characteris
tic property that an intuitionistic implication A --+ B is translated into a linear 
implication !A* --o B*, with A* and B* the translations of A and B. 

In [Gir87], classical linear logic is obtained from intuitionistic linear logic by 
adding an operaIDr for linear negation, and enforcing a complete symmetry: a 
formula AJ_J_ is identified with A and every other operator has its dual. 

Proofs nets are graphical representations of derivations in sequent calculus of 
classical linear logic. Derivations in sequent calculus that are the same up to an 
irrPJevant permutation, are represented by the same proof net. Thus the advantage 
of proof nets above derivations in sequent calculus is that vre abstract over these 
irrPJevant permutations. 

In this chapter we are c,oncerned with proof nets defined for the multiplicative
exponential fragment of classical linear logic. R.ewriting of proof nets consists of 
cut-P1imination. \\i'e present a proof of strong normalisation of proof nets with 
cut-P1imination. It does not malrn use of a notion of candidates of reducibility as 
the one presented in [Gir87], but is more similar ID the one presented by .Joinet 
in [.Joi93]. Simply typed A-terms can be represented as proof nets such that one 
fi-rewrite step c,orresponds to one or more steps of cut-P1imination. The first such 
representations are studied by Danos [Dan90] and R.fignier [R.fig92]. \\i'e briefly 
discuss a translation of simply typed A-calculus into proof nets. 

This chapter is organised as follows. In Section 3.1 we recall the multiplicative
exponential fragment of classical linear logic. In Section 3.2 the syntax of the 
rewriting system consisting of proof nets with cut-elimination is presented. In 
Section 3.3 vre present a proof of strong normalisation of this rewriting system. 

75 
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3.1 Multiplicative-Exponential Linear Logic 

In this section the sequent calculus of the multiplicative-exponential fragment of 
classical linear logic is presented. 

Formulae. \Ve suppose there is a set denoted by Atoms consisting of infinitely 
many atomic formtJ.lae. Atomic formulae are denoted by p, q, . . .. For every atom 
p E Atoms there is a negative form p' E Atoms, called the linear negation of p. So 
the set Atoms is partitioned in positive and negative atomic formulae. 

The alphabet of linear logic consists of the atomic formulae in Atoms, a binary 
operator called times denoted by ®, a binary operator called par denoted by fp, a 
unary operator called of course denoted by !, and a unary opfl..rator called why not 
denoted by ? . \Ve do not consider units for ® and p. 

The set of formulae is defined as follows. 

Definition 3.1.1. The set Form of formulae is the smallest set satisfying the 
following: 

1. if p E Atoms, then p E Form, 

2. if A E Form and BE Form, then A® B E Form, 

3. if A E Form and BE Form, then A fp BE Form, 

4. if A E Form, then !A E Form, 

5. if A E Form, then ?A E Form. 

The linear negation of a formula A, denoted by A J., is defined by De :\.forgan 
equations: 

(A® B)J. = AJ. p B J., 
(A p B)J. = A J. ® B J., 

(!A)J. - ?A\ 
(? A)J. - !A J. . 

In the sequflJ we write pJ. instead of p'. Linear implication, denoted by --0, is 
defined by 

A--0 B = A J. p B. 

An en-uironment is a multiset of formulae. \Ve will denote an environment by 
A 1 , ••• , Am, where it is to be understood that a formula may occur more than 
once and that the order is irrflJevant. 

Notation 3.1.2. \Ve abbreviate Ai, ... , Am by A. Further, if A abbreviates 
Ai , . . . , Am, then ?A abbreviates ?Ai, . . . , ?Am, !A abbreviates !Ai, .. . , !Am and 
... J. J. J. ... ... ... 

A abbreviates A 1 , ••. , ~- If we use A and B , then A abbreviates Ai, . . . , Am 
and B abbreviates Bi, ... , Bn with possibly m ::/: n . 
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Sequent Calculus. The sequent calculus for classical multiplicative-exponential 
linear logic is given in the following table. \\i·e consider sequents of the form f- A. 

~~ ~J.~ 

A sequent of the form A f- B can be represented as f- A , B. 

f- 6,A f-AJ. i5 
f- A AJ. (axiom) ' (cut) 

' f- 6, i5 

r-6,A f- B, i5 
(times) 

r-6,A,B 
(p~) 

r-6,A®B,15 r-6,AtiB 

f- c 
( "Wealrnning) 

f- 6, ?A, ?A 
(contraction) 

r-6,?A f- 6, ?A 

f- 6,A 
(dereliction) 

f-?6,A 
(box) 

r-6,?A f-?6, !A 

The box rule is also called the promotion rule. 

Example 3.1.3. \\i·e give an easy example of a derivation in sequent calculus. 

3.2 Proof Nets 

In this section the rewriting system (P N, t> ), consisting of the set of proof nets P N 
and a rewrite relation t> on P N, is presented. 

Proof Nets. A multiplicative-exponential proof net is a graphical representa
tion of a derivation in the sequent calculus of multiplicative-exponential classical 
linear logic. \\i·e will simply say 'proof net' instead of 'multiplicative-exponential 
proof net'. A proof net c,onsists of occurrences of formulae and links connecting 
occurrences of formula. The links form in fact the nodes of a graph, with the 
exception of the box link, and the formulae are the types. Every formula occur
rence is the c,onclusion of exactly one link and the premiss of at most one link. 
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An occmrence of a formula is a pair consisting of a formula and a label \Ve take 
the natural numbers as labf'Js. Labels are used to be able to distinguish between 
two occurrences of the same formula, like in ,\-calculus one wants to be able to 
distinguish between a variable x of type A and a variable y of type A. 

Definition 3.2.1. A formula occurrence is a pair consisting of a formula and a 
labf'J. Formula occurrences are denoted by Am, Bn, CP, Dq, .. .. 

Links are considered to be typed by formulae, but the types of links are not written 
explicitly. 

Definition 3.2.2 . The alphabet of proof nets consists of the following: 

1. for every formula A and for every labf'J m there is a formula occurrence Am, 

2. for every formula A there exists an A-axiom link, 

3. for every formula A there exists an A-cut link, 

4. for all formulas A and B there exists an A-B-times link, 

5. for all formulas A and B there exists an A-B-par link, 

6. for every formula A there exists an A-weakening link, 

7. for every formula A there exists an A-mntraction link, 

8. for every formula A there exists an A-derf'Jiction link, 

9. for all formulas A, B there exists an A-B-box link 

In Chapter 4 we consider proof nets over an alphabet that mntains also proof net 
constants. In this c.hapter we do not mnsider proof net constants, since considering 
proof net with mnstants would not c.hange the arguments nor the results (with 
exception of Proposition 3.2.8), but would mmplicate the syntax. Proof nets are 
built inductivf'Jy from formula occurrences and links. Special formula occurrences 
are the output occurrence.~. These are the formula occmrences that are not the 
premiss of any link The output occurrences of a proof net are defined in the 
inductive definition of proof nets, whic.h is as follows. \Ve indicate the part of a 
proof net M consisting of M without output occurrences by M0 • 

Definition 3.2.3. The set of proof net~, denoted by P N, is the smallest set 
satisfying the following. 

1. An A-axiom link is a proof net with output occurrences Am, A;;, for some 
fresh labf'Js m, m 1 E N, written as 
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2. If M is a proof net with output occurrences A.,., jjn and N is a proof net with 
output occurrences A;,,, GP, then adding an A-cut link between the output 
occurrence A.n of M and the output occurrence A;,, of N yiPJds a proof net 
with output occurrences fln, GP, written as 

3. If M is a proof net with output occurrences A.,., GP and N is a proof net 
with output occurrences Bm', iJq, then adding an A-B-times link between 
the output occurrence Am of M and the output occurrence Bm' of N yields 
a proof net with output occurrences (A 0 B)n, GP, iJq, with 11, E N a fresh 
labPJ, written as 

4. If M is a proof net with output occurrences Am, Bm', GP, then adding an 
A-B-par link between the output occurrences Am and Bm' yields a proof net 
with output occurrences (A I? B)n, GP with 11, EN a fresh labP1, written as 

I 

AmBm' Gp 

rAtBJ" 

5. If M is a proof net with output occurrences fln, then adding an A-weakening 
link yiP1ds a proof net with output occurrences ? Am, fln, with m E N a fresh 
labPJ, written as 
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w 
I 

'An. 
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6. If M is a proof net with output occurrences ? A.,.,? A.,.1, flq, then adding 
an A-contraction link between the output occurrence ?A.,. and the output 
occurrence ? A.,.1 yields a proof net with output occurrences ? A,., Bq, with 
11, E N a fresh labPJ, written as 

I I 

'\/A"' il, 

?A. 

7. If M is a proof net with output occurrences An, BP, then adding an A
derP1iction link ID the output occurrence A,. yiPJds a proof net with output 
occurrences ? A.,., BP, with m EN a fresh labPJ, written as 

D 

I 

'An. 

8. If M is a proof net with output occurrences A.,.,? fln, then adding an A
fl-box link yiP1ds a proof net with output occurrences !A.,.1,? fln, with fresh 
lb .111 1,.,.tt a e1s m ,n,1, ... ,rr,P E ,,, wr1 en as 
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The box link, which corresponds to the box rule of the sequent calculus, is used 
to indicate a part of a proof net in an explicit way. As vre will see, the only parts 
of a proof net that can be duplicated by rewriting are the boxes. 

In the remainder of thi.~ chapter, 111e 11Jill often lea11e out the label.~ of the formula 
occurrence.~ of a proof net. 

The following example illustrates the advantage of proof nets over proofs in sequent 
calculus. 

Example 3.2.4. \\i"e give an easy example of two different proofs in sequent 
calculus that are represented by the same proof net. The following two derivations 
in sequent calculus: 

are both represented by the following proof net: 

~ ~ ~ 

A A~ B B~ C c~ 

"~/ "~/ 
A~®B B~®C 

The definition of proof nets as originally given by Girard in [Gir87] differs from 
the one given in Definition 3.2.3. In the original definition, first the set of proof 
structures is defined. Proof structures are graphs built from the alphabet of proof 
nets given in Definition 3.2.2. Proof nets are defined as the proof structures sat
isfying a certain criterion, called the long trip c,ondition [Gir87]. An alternative 
for the long trip condition has been given by Danos and R.fignier in [DR.89]. An 
example of a proof structure that is not a proof net is the following: 
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Rewriting Proof Nets. The rewrite relation on P N consists of cut-P1imination. 
It is defined as follows. 

Definition 3.2.5. The rewrite relation on PN, denoted by t>, is the smallest 
rPJation that is c,ompatible with the structure of proof nets and that is induced by 
the following rewrite rules. 

1. axiom 

A 

2. times-par 

AYB A" B" y ,., 
A®B AJ. ii BJ. A A" B" B 

~ ~ 

3. JJeakening-box 

w 
w A ? jj w w 
I 

o. 
I I I I 

?AJ. !A ? jj 'B 'B 

4. contraction-box 

?AJ.?AJ. w w w 
\ I A ? jj A ? jj A ? jj 

I' I I 
o, 

I I I I 
?AJ. !A ? jj !A ? jj ?AJ.?AJ. !A ? jj 

c 
' 

? jj 
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5. dereliction-box 

A" w I 
D A 'C w I I I 

o, 

?AJ. !A " A" A " 'C 'C 
~ 

6. box-box 

w 
w ~ ?fl A ffi I .~ 
? jj A ?AJ. ?6 D 

" . . ?6 D 'B o, 
' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' 

? jj !A ?AJ. ?6 !D ? jj ?6 !D 

Notation 3.2.6. The rewriting system of proof nets with cut-elimination as 
defined by the rewrite rules in Definition 3.2.5 is denoted by (PN, t> ). 

Labels of formulae are used only to have access to a certain occurrence of a formula 
in a proof net. \\i"e will suppose that all labPJs of formulae in a proof net are 
different. In particular, labels of a proof net are not used to trace a formula 
occurrence along a rewrite sequence. 

\\i"e make two observations concerning (PN,t>). The first observation is that the 
set of proof nets with output formulae Ai, ... , A.n is closed under the rPJation t>. 

Proposition 3.2.7. If M i.~ a proof net 11Jith output formulae Ai, ... , Am and 
Mt> M', then M' i.~ a proof net 11Jith output formulae Ai, ... , Am. 

Proof. If Mis a proof net and Mt> M', then it follows from an inspection of the 
rewrite rules inducing the relation t> and of the derivation of M E PN that M' is 
a proof net. D 
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So prnof nets with rut elimination have an underlying abstract rewriting system 
of the form (P N, t> ). 

The second observation is that a prnof net can be rewritten if and only if it 
contains a rut link. This proposition does not hold for the proof nets that possibly 
contain prnof net constants, as we will consider in Chapter 4. 

Proposition 3.2.8. Let ME PN. Then Mi.~ in normal form 1with re.~pect tot> if 
and only if M does not contain a cut link. 

Proof. It is easy to see that a prnof net that doesn't contain a cut link is in 
normal form with respect to t>. 

Suppose M is a proof net that is obtained by adding a rut link between the 
output occurrence A of a proof net Mo and the output occurrence A .l of a prnof 
net M 1. \Ve show that this particular rut link can be f'liminated by applying one 
of the rewrite rules defining the rf'Jation t>. If the output occurrence A in Mo is the 
conclusion of an axiom link or if the output occurrence A .l in M1 is the condusion 
of an axiom link, then the rewrite rule axiom can be applied that eliminates the 
cut link we consider. So suppose neither the output occurrence A nor the output 
occurrence A.l is the condusion of an axiom link Since for every type B we have 
(B-1 ) .l = B and A is not an atom, it is sufficient to consider the following two 
cases: 

1. A = Bo ® Bi and A-1 = Bf p Bf, 

2. A= !Band A-1 =?B-1. 

\Ve show that in both cases a rewrite rule applies that eliminates the rut link we 
consider. 

1. Suppose A= B0 ®B1 and A .l =Bf pB{ It must be the case that the output 
occurrence A of M is the conclusion of a times link and the output occurrence 
A.l is the conclusion of a par link Hence the rewrite rule times-par can be 
applied. 

2. Suppose A = !B and A-1 = ? B-1. It must be the case that the output 
occurrence A is the conclusion of a box link For A -1, we distinguish the 
following possibilities. 

(a) The output occurrence A .l is the conclusion of a weakening link Then 
the rewrite rule weakening-box can be applied. 

(b) The output occurrence A.l is the conclusion of a contraction link. Then 
the rewrite rule contraction-box can be applied. 
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(c) The output occurrence A.Lis the conclusion of a dereliction link. Then 
the rewrite rule dereliction-box can be applied. 

( d) The output occurrence A .L i5 the conclusion of a box link. Then the 
rewrite rule box-box can be applied. D 

In the following we will make use of a notion of refildual that we introduce infor
mally a5 follows. \Ve labf'J cut links, again with natural numbers. Label5 of cut 
links are suppo5ed to keep track of a cut link during a rewrite 5equence. That 
is, if a cut link with label m is in a part of M that IB not mentioned explicitly 
in the rewrite rule that is applied to obtain MC> M', then the corresponding cut 
link in M' has al50 labf'J m . In an application of the rewrite rule axiom, one cut 
link is eliminated. An application of the rewrite rule times-par eliminates one 
cut link and creates two cut links. The created cut links are suppo5ed to have 
frffih labeIB. An application of the rewrite rule veakening-box eliminates a cut 
link, and moreover era5es cut links that are posfilbly pre5ent in the part indicated 
by M in the rewrite rule. An application of the rewrite rule contraction-box 
creates two cut links that are suppo5ed to have fre5h labek j,foreover, the part 
indicated by N in the rewrite rule IB duplicated. Copiffi of cut links in the box 
that IB duplicated keep their labf'Js. So every cut link in the part indicated by N 
has two rffiiduals after eliminating the contraction-box cut link. An application 
of the rewrite rule dereliction-box creatffi a cut link that is supposed to have a 
frffih label. Finally, an application of the rewrite rule box-box al50 creatffi a new 
cut link that is supp05ed to have a frffih label. 

The label of a cut link does not determine a unique rewrite step, since there 
might be several cut links with the same label. However, one can supp05e a cut 
link to be labelled by a composed label, mntaining both the label of a cut link, 
u5ed to trace it along a rewrite sequence, and the labf'Js of the formulae it connect51 

that are unique. \Ve will filoppily talk about a cut link with labf'J m in a proof net 
M, and suppo5e that it uniquely determines a cut link in M, and moreover that 
the labf'J m can be u5ed to trace that particular cut link along a rewrite 5equence. 

Lambda Tm·ms and Proof Nets. To mndude this 5ection, we briefly discuss 
the relation5hip between filmply typed >i-tenns and proof nets. A naive translation 
of simply typed Ji-term Minto a proof net M* is defined inductively as follows. 

1. A variable .T. of type A is translated into 
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A" 
I 

D 

I 
?AJ_ A 

2. The translation of A.r.M0 : A--+ Bis 
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where the formula occurrence AJ_ represents the occurrences of .r in M0 • If 
.r ff_ FV(M0 ), then an A weakening link is added ID the translation of M, and 
next an A-B-par link is added as above. 

3. The translation of M0 M1 : B with M0 : A--+ B and M 1 : A is 

~ ,6 
?6?AJ_tiB I 
\_____'(=7 

,_ 
'C 

Translations of A-terms into proof nets are studied by Danos [Dan90] and R.fignier 
[R.fig92]. They present a translation that is less naive than the one given above in 
the sense that a A-term in normal form is translated into a proof net in normal 
form. The translation above is considered in [Asp94] and also in [R.aa92]. In 
[R.aa92] moreover a translation due ID Curien is studied. 
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3.3 Strong Normalisation 

In this section we present a proof of strong normalisation of the rewriting system 
(PN, [> ). The proof proceeds in several steps and bears resemblance to the proof 
of strong normalisation of proof nets presented by .Joinet in [.Joi93) and the work 
concerning pure nets presented by Danos in Chapitre 8 of [Dan90). First strong 
normalisation of proof nets containing only atomic axiom links is shown. This is 
also the first step in the proof by .Joinet. The extension to the class of all proof 
nets is different from the one given by .Joinet, and also the details of the first 
step are presented differently by .Joinet. First we show weak normalisation of the 
rewrite rPJation generated by all rewrite rules except for the rewrite rule [>a· Next 
we infer strong normalisation of the rewrite relation generated by all rewrite rules 
except for the rewrite rules [>a and 1>v by a method due to Nederpelt and Klop. 
Finally it is shown that this entails strong normalisation of the rewrite rPJation [>. 
This result is extended to proof nets with arbitrary axiom links using expansion 
rules, that transform an axiom link into a proof net with the same outputs and 
only axiom links of less complex types. 

We first restrict attention to proof nel5 with only atomic axiom links. 

\Ve will use the following notation. 

Notation 3.3.1. The rewrite rPJation generated by the rewrite rule C>a is denoted 
by [>a· The rewrite relation generated by all rewrite rules but the rule [>a is denoted 
by [>..,a. 

A first observation is that the relation [>a is strongly normalising, since at every 
[>a-rewrite step the number of axiom links decreases strictly. This holds as well in 
the presense of arbitrary axiom links. 

In proof nets with only atomic axiom links, it is possible to postpone [>a-rewrite 
steps. That is, every rewrite sequence M [>~ M' can be written as M [>~a N [>~ M'. 
This is shown in the following lemma. It does not hold for proof nets possibly 
containing axiom links of compound formulae. 

Lemma 3. 3.2. Let M be a proof net 11tith only atomic axiom links. If M [>a M' [>..,a 
M", then there i.5 a proof net N such that M [>..,a N [>~ M". 

Proof. The cut link P1iminated in the rewrite step M' [>..,a M" was already present 
in M, since an [>a-rewrite step does not create or mpy cut links. :\foreover, since 
all axiom links are atomic, this cut link can be P1iminated in M already by an 
[>..,a-rewrite step. D 
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As a consequence, strong normalisation of proof nets with only atomic axiom links 
is implied by strong normalisation of the rewrite relation C> --.a· So we will now fix 
attention to the relation C> --.a· 

Weak Normalisation. In this paragraph we show that the rf'1ation C>..,a is weakly 
normalising for proof nets containing only atomic axiom links. \Ve will define a 
notion of structural development. For its definition we first need the definition of 
the depth of an oocurrence of a formula in a proof net, whkh is given as follows. 

Definition 3.3.3. Let M be a proof net. The depth of a formula oocurrence Am 
in M, denoted by depth(Am, M), is defined by induction on the structure of the 
formula A: 

L if A is the conclusion of an A-axiom link then depth (Am, M) = 0, 

2. if A = A(] ® Ai and the formula occurrence Am is the mnclusion of an A(]
Ai-times link with as premisses the formula occurrences (A(])mo and (Ai)m1, 
then depth(Am, M) = max{depth((Ac)mo, M), depth((Ai)m1, M)} + 1, 

3. if A = A(] p Ai and the formula oocurrence Am is the condusion of an A(]
Ai-par link with as premisses the formula oocurrences (Ac)mo and (Ai)m1, 
then depth(Am, M) = max{depth((Ac)mo, M), depth((Ai)m1, M)} + 1, 

4. if A = ? Ac and the formula oocurrence Am is the condusion of an A(]
weakening link, then depth (Am, M) = 0, 

5. if A = ? Ac and the formula oocurrence Am is the condusion of an A(]
mntraction link with as premisses the formula oocurrences Amo and Am1, 
then depth(Am, M) = max{depth(Amo, M), depth (Am1, M)} + 1, 

6. if A = ? Ac and the formula oocurrence Am is the condusion of an A(]
derf'Jiction link with as premiss the formulaoocurrence (A(])mo, then we define 
depth (Am, M) = depth ((Ac)mo, M) + 1, 

7. if A = !A(] and the formula oocurrence Am is the conclusion of an Ac-B(J-. . . -
Bm-box link with as premisses the formula oocurrences (Ac)mo, (? .Bc)iio, ... , 
(?Bm)n,,.' then depth(Am,M) = depth((Ac)mo 1 M) +1, 

8. if A = ? A(] and the formula occurrence Am is the mnclusion of a B-Ac-Ai -
. . . -Am-box link with as premisses the formula occurrences Bn, (? Ac)mo, 
(?Ai) , .. . , (?Am) , then depth(Am,M) = depth((?A(]) ,M) + L m1 171,,. mo 

The depth of a cut link is defined as the sum of the depths of the formulae it 
connects. 
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Definition 3.3.4. Let M be a proof net. The depth of a cu1rlink in M with labf'1 p 
and with premisses Am and A* 1 denoted by depth (p ), is defined as depth (Am, M) + 
depth(A*1 M). 

Now we can give the following definition whkh is essential for the definition of a 
structural development. 

Definition 3.3.5. Let M be a proof net with only atomic axiom links, and let 
{m11 ... 1mp} be a set of labf'Js of cut links occurring in M, for some p > 0. 
By induction on the multiset [depth(m1)1 ... 1depth(mp)] we define a proof net 
f(M, {m11 . . . 1mp}) as follows. 

1. If p = 01 then f(M, {mi, ... 1 mp}) = M. 

2. If [depth(m1)1 ... 1depth(mp)] = [01 . . . 10] 1 then f(M1{mi, ... 1mp}) is ob
tained by eliminating all cut links mi, ... 1 mp. 

3. Otherwise, let mq be a cut link of maximal depth. If mq is neither a 
mntraction-box cut link nor a box-box cut link, then f(M, {mi, ... 1 mp}) = 
f(M', X) with M ~q M' and X the set of all residuals of {mi, ... 1 mp} in 
M'. Note that the cut link mq does not have a residual. 

If mq is a contraction-box cut link, and M ;~ M', then f(M, {mi, ... 1 mp}) = 
f(M',X) with X the set mnsisting of all residuals of {mi, ... 1mp} in M', 
and of the labels of the two cut links that are created by the rewrite step 
M mq M' r>c • 

If mq is a box-box cut link, and M ~ M', then f(M, {mi, ... 1 mp}) = 
f(M',X) with X the set mnsisting of all residuals of {mi, . . . 1mp} in M', 
and of the labf'1 of the cut link that is created by the rewrite step M ~ M'. 

For proof nets with only atomic axiom links, it is easy to see that the proof net 
f(M, {m1, . . . ,mp}) is wf'Jl-defined in the second clause. :\.foreover, in the third 
clause the multiset [depth(m1), . . . ,depth(mp)] decreases in every step, since cut 
links that are multiplied have a lesser depth, and the cut links that are created and 
added to the multiset in the case of a r>c or r>b step have a lesser depth than the 
cut link that is f'1iminated in the rewrite step. Note that Mr:>* f (M, {mi, ... , mp}) 
for every set of cut links in M. The definition of a structural development is now 
given as follows. It is similar to the notion of mmplete structural reduction as 
defined for exponential cut links in [Dan90]. 

Definition 3.3.6. A structural development is defined as a rewrite sequence 
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for some set of cut links {m1, ... , mP} in M. A structural development is denoted 
by M ~ M'. A structural development from M to f ( M, { m}) is denoted by 
M~M'. 

Now we discuss the proof of weak normalisation as given in [Dan90], the method 
is basically due to Turing and is explained in [Gan80]. In the proof we make use 
of two measures, nampJy the height of a cut link and the hPight of a proof net, 
that we introduce informally. The height of a formula occurrence, is the sum of 
the heights of its premisses plus one, unless it is the condusion of a ?-box link 
or it is a contraction link, then the height is just the sum of the height of its 
premisses. The height of a cut link labelled by m , denoted by h( m ), is the sum of 
the height of the formula occurrences it connects. The difference between height 
and depth is that ?-box links and contraction links do not contribute to the height 
of a formula occurrence, but they do contribute to the depth. Finally, the height 
of a proof net M , denoted by h(M), is defined as the multiset [h(m1 ), ... , h(mp)] 
with m 1 , ... , mp all the cut links occurring in M. 

Proposition 3.3.7. Proof nets with only atomic axiom links are 'weakly normal
ising with respect to the rewrite relation t>..,a_. 

Proof. Let M be a proof net with only atomic axiom links containing cut links 
m i, . .. , mp. Consider a cut link m of maximal height sur.h that in the structural 
development M ~ M' no cut link of maximal height is multiplied. Suc.h a cut link 
m exists. Now if M ~ M', then the height of M' is strictly smaller with respect 
to the usual extension of the ordering on natural numbers to multisets of natural 
numbers. This is the case since M ~ M' does not multiply a cut link of maximal 
height. This means that performing repeatedly a structural development of a cut 
link of maximal height as above, yields a rewrite sequence that eventually ends in 
a normal form with respect to t>..,a_. D 

The proof does not go through if also t>a.-steps are allowed since a t>a.-step might 
cause an increase of the height of some cut links. 

Strong Normalisation. Now we will show strong normalisation of the rewrite 
rPJation t> for proof nets containing only atomic axiom links. As we already dis
cussed, it is sufficient to show that the rewrite rPJation t>..,a. is strongly normalising. 
As a matter of fact, we can first concentrate on the rewrite relation generated 
by all rewrite rules exoept for the rule t>a. and the rule t>_.. This is shown in the 
following lemma. First we need to introduce some notation. 

Notation 3.3 .8. The rewrite relation generated by all rewrite rules except for 
the rewrite rule t> a. and the rewrite rule t>_. is denoted by t>..,a_..,... 
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Lemma 3.3.9. If M t>v M' 1>..,a_..,w M" then there exisfa a proof net N such that 
M 1>..,a_..,w N 1>; M". 

Proof. As Lemma 3.3.2 this follows from an easy inspection of the rewrite rules. 
D 

So in order t o prove strong normalisation of 1>..,a., it is sufficient to show strong 
normalisation of l>-,a.-.v- Strong normalisation of this rewrite rf'1ation follows quite 
easily from weak normalisation, using Lemma 1. 1.29 whkh is Corollary 5.19 in 
[Klo80] . In order to apply Lemma L 1.29, we need to malrn the rewrite relation 
increasing. Therefore we n~trict attention to the rewrite rf'1ation not generated by 
the rewrite rule t>v (and not by l>a.) . The method of inferring strong normalisation 
from weak normalisation is due to Nederpelt [Ned73] and Klop [Klo80] . In order 
to apply this method for .A-calculus with fi-reduction, one needs to consider the 
fi-rewrite relation as generated by several rules. De Groote shows in [Gro93] how 
to infer strong normalisation from weak normalisation by distinguishing between 
rewrite steps (A.T. .M)N--+ M [.T. := N] with .T. ;f. FV(M) and steps with .T. E FV(M ). 
Cut elimination of proof nets forms in fact already a refinement of fi-reduction, 
and here it is not necessary to introduce new rules. 

Lemma 3.3.10. Proof net~ with only atomic axiom links are strongly normalising 
with respect to the rewrite relation l>-,a.-.v· 

Proof. \Ve sketc.h the proof. Let M be a proof net containing only atomic axiom 
links that is weakly normalising with respect to the rewrite relation 1>-,a.-.v· \Ve 
assign a measure to M and to all its 1>-,a.-.v-reducts as follows. \Ve assign a weight 
to every cut link, except for mntraction-box cut links and box-box cut links. The 
weights are supposed to distribute over ?-box links and over contraction links. In 
M, we assign to every cut link weight 1. Then, in a l> ..,a.-,w rewrite step, a cut link is 
eliminated and one or two cut links are created. \Ve assign to the created cut links 
the weight of the eliminated cut link plus one, supposing that contraction-box cut 
links and box-box cut links have no weight. In this way we have that the weight of 
a proof net increases after finitf'1y many rewrite steps. The rewrite relation l>-,a.-,w 
is weakly normalising, hence the one with labels is weakly normalising as well. 
~foreover, local confluence holds. \Ve mnclude by Lemma 1.1.29 that the rewrite 
rf'1ation 1>..,a.-.v is strongly normalising. D 

Theorem 3.3.11. Proof net~ with only atomic axiom links are .~trongly normal
i.~ing. 

Proof. 13y Lemma 3.3.2 we can postpone the !>a-rewrite steps. To show strong 
normalisation of 1>..,a., it is sufficient to show strong normalisation of 1>-,a.-.v since by 
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Lemma 3.3.9 the t>,. steps can be postponed. 
Lemma 3.3.10. 
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Hence the statement follows from 
D 

Expansion. The strong normalisation result for proof nets with only aIDmic 
axioms links is extended to the class of all proof nets. To that end vre introduce 
expansion rules that give more structure ID a proof net by replacing an axiom link 
of compound type A by a proof net with outputs A and AJ_, c,ontainingonly axiom 
links for formulae that are less complex than A. 

In the remainder of thi.~ .~ection 111e 11till con.~ider proof net.~ 11tith arbitmry axiom 
link.~. 

The expansion rules are defined as follows. 

Definition 3.3.12. The rewrite relation t>e is defined as the smallest relation that 
is c,ompatible with the structure of proof nets and that satisfies the following. 

1. multiplicative expansion 

2. exponential expansion 
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Proposition 3.3.13. The reuniting .~y.~tem (PN, t>e) i.~ .~trongly normali.~ing and 
confluent. 

Proof. Strong normalisation follows since at every rewrite step the complexity of 
the axiom links decreases, and there is no duplication. Confluence follows from 
strong normalisation and local confluence. D 

Notation 3.3.14. \\i·e denote the t>e-normal form of a proof net M by e(M) and 
the t>e-normal form of an A-axiom link by e(A). 

Note that e(M) is a proof net with only aIDmic axiom links. 

Lemma 3.3.15. If Mt> M', then e(M) t>+ e(M'). 

Proof. If Mt>,._ M', then e(M) t>,._ e(M'), since every cut link in M between 
formulae that are not the c,oncJusion of an axiom link is present in e(M) as "Well. 
Suppose M t> M' by an application of the rewrite rule axiom. Then the rewrite 
step M t>._ M' is of the following form: 

jj 

The proof net e(M) is of the form 

The proof net e(M') is of the form 
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\\i'e show that 

I ~(Ai I I el(M,I) I 
AJ_ Am A;,, 6 
~ 

This yields that e(M) t>+ e(M'). 
The proof proceeds by induction 011 depth (A;,,, e( M 1 ) ). 

I. Suppose depth(A;;,,, e(M1)) = 0. There are two possibilities. If A is an aIDm, 
then we clearly have 

I el(M,I) I 

A C 

If A = ? A{(- and A is the c,onclusion of a "Weakening link, then 

I e(Ao) I 
I 

Ac 

D 

' ?A,f Ao w w 
I 

o. 
I 

' ' ?A,f !Ao 'A" . " ? Ai-

II. Suppose depth (A;,,, e(M1 )) > 0. If A= A0 ®A1, A= A0 tiA1 or A= ?A0 then 
the statement follows easily by induction hypothesis. Suppose A = !A0 • Three 
cases are distinguished. 
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1. A;. in e(M1) is the c,oncJusion of a derPJiction link. Then vre have 

I e(Aol I 
I 

~ e(Ao) 
AC 

' AC Ao" D 

' 
I I 

~ ?A* A;i D D 
I 

o, 
I 

' ' ?AJ.1A . 0 • 0 'A" . " ?A* A;i Ao" 
~ 

where N indicates a part of e(M1). The induction hypothesis then yields the 
desired conclusion. 

2. A;, in e(M1) is the c,oncJusion of a ?-box link. Then vre have 

I e(Ao) I 
I 

A" 
" 
' 
D 

' 

~ ?A,f A 
I I 

?A,f !Ao 'A" . " 
' 

' 

where N indicates a part of e(M1). Then vre can apply the induction hy
pothesis. 

3. A;. in e(M1) is the conclusion of a c,ontraction link. Then vre have that the 
proof net 
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I e(Ao) I 
I 

A" 
" 
' 
D 

' 
? A,f Ao 

I I 
?A,f!A;i 

is rewritten to the proof net 

I e(Ao) I 
I 

Ac 
' 
D 

' 
?A,fAo 

I I 

?A,f!Ao 

I e(Aol I 
I 

AC 
D 

' 
?A* A;i 

'---~~~,~~~~--' 

'A" . " 

Then vre can apply the induction hypothesis. 

Corollary 3.3.16. (PN,t>) i.~ .~trongly normali.~ing. 

Proof. By Theorem 3.3.11 and Lemma 3.3.15. 

Normalisation in Proof Nets 

D 

D 
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Higher-Order Rewriting 

This chapter is concerned with higher-order rewriting. A higher--0rder rewriting 
system describes transformations of functions. \\i'e will consider functions to be 
coded by means of abstraction like in the A-calculus. This motivates ID define 
higher-order rewriting systems as rewriting systems in which a binding mechanism 
for variables is present. The paradigmatic example of a higher--0rder rewriting 
system is the A-calculus. It is ho"Wever important to study not only A-calculus, 
but also extensions of A-calculus. Some extensions are definable, like ,\-calculus 
with arithmetic, but other extensions are not, like for instance A-calculus with 
surjective pairing. Even if an extension is definable in A-calculus, it is often more 
convenient to add data-types explicitly. :\1oreover, this brings the syntax closer to 
the syntax of functional programming languages. 

\\i'e consider an example of a higher--0rder rewriting system in order to illustrate 
the difference between first- and higher--0rder rewriting. An example of a first
order rewrite rule is 0 + .r --+ .r, whic.h models the operation of adding zero in 
the natural numbers. The left-hand side and the right-hand side both modPJ 
a natural number, and the variable .r can be instantiated by some term that 
also modPJs a natural number. Typical examples of "Well-known rules concerning 
transformations of functions are the rules describing how to obtain the derivative 
of a function that can be seen as a c,ombination of two functions. For instance, the 
derivative of the sum of two functions is the sum of the derivatives: dif(J + g) (.r) = 
dif(J)(.r) + dif(g)(.r). \\i'riting a function fas >..r.f.r, 'We can model this law by a 
rewrite rule 

dif(>..r.f.r + >..r.g.r)(y)--+ dif(>..r.f.r)(y) + dif(>..r.g.r)(y). 

This example illustrates that there is moreover another natural way in whic.h 
higher-order rewrite rules arise, namely when reasoning about equations. :\1any 
equations in mathematics and logic contain bound variables, and tec.hniques for 
higher-order rewriting can be used ID answer questions c,oncerning these equational 
theories. 

97 
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There exist various formalisations of higher-order rewriting. \Ve will mostly 
restrict attention to higher-order term rewriting, in whkh the objects that are 
rewritten have a term structure. AczpJ defines in [Acz78) the class of mntrac
tion sc.hemes, that contain5 besides untyped .A-calculus also for instance rewriting 
system5 for pairing and primitive recursion. Not every first-order term rewriting 
system is however a contraction sc.heme. Around the same time, Hindley mnsid
ered in [Hin78) .A(a)-reduction, whk.h is .A-calculus extended with constants and 
rules for these constants. 

The first to consider a uniform approac.h to higher-order rewriting was Klop, 
who defined in [Klo80] the class of Combinatory Reduction System5, in the sequel 
shortly called CRSs. The class of CRSs contain5 .A-calculus and all first-order term 
rewriting system5, so CRSs form a generalisation of contraction sc.hemes. 

In subsequent years, quite some other formats of higher-order rewriting were 
introduced. The class of Expression Reduction Systems, in the sequel abbreviated 
as ERSs, is introduced by Khasidashvili in [Kha90). A different approac.h to higher
order rewriting was taken by Nipknw in [Nip91). He defined Higher-Order Rewrite 
System5, in the sequpJ shortly called HR.Ss, that use simply typed .A-calculus with 
,B-reduction and restricted 1]-expansion (written as .A'i() as a meta-language. \Vol
fram defines in [\Vol91] Higher-Order Term Rewriting System5. Like HR.Ss, they 
have simply typed .A-calculus as meta-language, however, rules in a Higher-Order 
Term Rewriting System are more general than in HRSs. Asperti and Laneve mn
sider in [Lan93) and in [AL94) Interaction System5, in the sequel abbreviated as 
ISs, in order to study the theory of optimal reduction5 of Levy [Lev78] in a setting 
that is more general than .A-calculus. ISs form a subda55 of the class of CR.Ss and 
a superclass of the Interaction Nets defined by Lafont in [Laf90]. 

For all system5 mentioned above, and especially for CR.Ss, ER.Ss, HRSs and 
ISs, quite some rewriting theory is developed. \Ve will mention some results in the 
sections in whic.h these systems are discussed. Since CRSs, ERSs, HR.Ss and ISs all 
have a different syntax, one of the reasons to study higher-order rewriting, namely 
to consider uniform approac.h to rewriting, is completPJy lost. A natural question 
is then in what way the results obtained for the different formats of higher-order 
rewriting systems rf'1ate to eac.h other. Therefore we need to understand how the 
different da55es of systems are related. Since mntraction 5e.hemes and ERSs are 
similar to CRSs, and Higher-Order Term Rewriting System5 are similar to HRSs, 
a reasonable start is to compare CRSs and HRSs. 

In collaboration with Vincent van Oostrom we made a detailed study of the 
rf'1ation5hip between CRSs and HRSs. This comparison, reported in [OR94a, 
OR93], revealed that the two formats have roughly spealcing the same expressive 
power, and that the main difference between them is the meta-language whk.h 
is employed. In the case of CRSs, it is untyped .A-calculus with dewJopments, 
although this is slightly implicit, and in the case of HRSs it is A'i( with reduction 
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to normal form. The ob5ervation that formats of higher-order rewriting can differ 
in the meta-language that they employ leads to the condusion that in order to 
come to a uniform approad1 it is necessary to parametri5e over the meta-language. 

Also in collaboration with Vincent van Oostrom, we defined the dass of higher
order rewriting systfl.ms. In higher-order rewriting systems, the meta-language is is 
a parameter, called the .mb.~titution calculu.~. This parametrisation makes higher
order rewriting systems into a very expressive class. The structure of the objects 
that are rewritten is specified by the substitution calculus, so we do not make a 
commitment to term rewriting a priori. 

Higher-order rewriting systems are defined in [Oos94) and in [OR.94b). The 
definition we pre5ent in Section 4.1 of this c.hapter differs from the ones given in 
[Oos94) and in [OR.94b), whk.h are mutually also slightly different. However, a 
closer inspection of the definitions reveals that the underlying concepts are iden
tical. 

For the convention concerning the names of the different formats of higher-order 
rewriting we refer to the Introduction. 

In Section 4.1 we present a general definition of higher-order rewriting systems, 
in whk.h the substitution calculus is not specified. The suh<ititution calculus should 
satisfy some requirements, most of whk.h are quite natural for a calculus that is 
meant to implement substitution. 

In the two subsequent sections, we consider more concrete classes of higher
order rewriting systems, where the substitution calculus is fixed. In Section 4.2, we 
give the syntax of higher-order rewriting systems with)..; as substitution calculus. 
\Ve first present a general definition and then restrict attention to the systems in 
whk.h the rewrite rules are of a special form, namely the pattern higher-order 
rewriting systems. Suc.h higher-order rewriting systems are in fact the HR.Ss as 
defined by Nipknw, with some small differences that we will discuss in Section 4.4. 
The results pre5ented in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 concern pattern higher-order 
rewriting systems with ).~ as substitution calculus. In Chapter 5 we show that 
weakly orthogonal higher-order rewriting systems are confluent, and in Chapter 6 
it is shown that outermost-fair rewriting is normalising for higher-order rewriting 
systems that are almost orthogonal and fully extended. 

Section 4.3 is concerned with higher-order rewriting systems with proof nets as 
substitution calculus. In suc.h a higher-order rewiiting system, the objects that are 
rewritten have a graph structure. This 5ection is less fl1aborate than the previous 
one. 

The next four sections of this c.hapter are concerned with different formats of 
higher-order term rewriting. \Ve show that HR.Ss, CR.Ss, ER.Ss and ISs can all be 
translated into higher-order rewriting systems with Xif as substitution calculus. 
In Section 4.4 this is done for HR.Ss as defined by Nipknw in [Nip91 ). \Ve explain 
moreover the (small) differences between HR.Ss and higher-order rewriting systems 
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with 'J.."i( as substitution calculU15. In Section 4.5 we discuss the CR.Ss defined by 
Klop in [Klo80] . \Ve explain how a CR.S can be reprenented as a higher-order 
rewriting system with Xi( an substitution calculus, using the tran5lation of CR.Ss 
into HR.Ss prenented in [OR.94a]. Section 4.6 mncerM the ER& introduced by 
Khanidanhvili in [Kha90]. \Ve will translate ER.Ss into higher-order rewriting sys
tems with x; a5 substitution calculU15 and mmment on the differences between 
CR.Ss and ER.Ss. In Section 4. 7 we dil5Cu55 the class of ISs1 that is defined by 
Asperti and Laneve in [Lan93] and in [AL94]. \Ve present a tran5lation of ISs into 
higher-order rewriting systems with 'J..if that is not a special cane of the translation 
of CR& given in Section 4. 5. 

Finally, in Section 4.8 we give an example of a typed higher-order rewriting sys
tem by reprenenting PCF1 defined by Plotkin in [Plo77], an a higher-order rewriting 
system with system F as substitution calculus. 

4.1 General Definition 

In thin section we prenent the syntax of higher-order rewriting systems in a gen
eral way, in the nenne that the structure of the exprensions that are rewritten is 
not specified. In Section 4. 21 a more mncrete cane is considered in which the 
expre55ions have a term structure, and in Section 4.3 a more mncrete cane is mn
sidered in whic.h the exprensions have a graph structure. The advantage of the 
abstract approac.h of this section in that it permitn to introduce the banic mncepts 
of higher-order rewriting without too many syntactical details. 

Material. \Ve supp05e the following material is at our disposal. 

L There fa a non-empty net denoted by Types coMisting of types. Types are 
denoted by c1 d, .... 

2. For every c E Types there fa a net denoted by Var c consisting of infinitely 
many 'lJariable.'3 of type c. The set denoted by Var consists of all variablen: 

Var = ucETypes Var c· 

Variables are denoted by .r.1 y, z, .. .. 

3. For every c E Types there is a set denoted by PreStruec mnsisting of prestruc
ture.'3 of type c. The set denoted by PreStruc mnsil5tl5 of all prestructures: 

PreStruc = UcETypes PreStruec. 

Prentructures are denoted by 0,1 b, .. .. It is assumed that 

Var c ~ PreStrucc 
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for every c E Types. 

4. For all types c, d E Types there is a substitution opemtor 

_[_ := -lc,d : PreStrucd x Varc x PreStrucc --+ PreStrucd 

that substitutes a prestructure of type c for a variable of type c in a pre
structure of type d. 

Note that it is not necessaiily the case that the sets Types and PreStruc are disjoint. 
Usually we write a[x := b] instead of a[.r. := b]c,d if the types are clear from the 
context or irrelevant. 

Substitution Calculus. A substitution calculus is a rewriting system using the 
ingredients mentioned above. The definition makes use of the properties of subject 
conversion and type conversion which are defined in Definition 1.3.4 of Chapter L 

Definition 4.1.1. A substitution calculus is an abstract rewriting system with 
typing of the form (PreStruc U Types, -+sc, :) that satisfies the following require
ments. 

L The rewrite rf'Jation --+ sc satisfies the following requirements: 

(a) --+ sc ~ PreStruc x PreStruc, 

(b) --+ sc is con:Ouent, 

( c) --+ sc is strongly normalising. 

2. The typing relation : ~ PreStruc x Types is defined by 

a : c if a E PreStrucc. 

3. The rewrite relation -+sc satisfies the properties subject mnversion and type 
mnversion with respect to the typing rf'Jation :, that is 

(a) if o, +-+sc a' and a : c, then o.' : c, 

(b) if c +-+sc r! and a: c, then a: c'. 

4. For all types c, d E Types the relation +-+sc and the operator -[- .- -]c,d 
behave well with respect to eac.h other in the following sense: 

(a) if a +-+ sc a' then b[.r. := a]c,d +-+ sc b[.r. : = a1 c,d, 

(b) if b +-+sc b' then b[.r. := a]c,d +-+sc b'[.r. := a]c,d· 
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The rewrite relation -+sc is meant to compute substitutions on a meta-lew1J. A 
prestructure that is not in normal form with respect to the rewrite rf'Jation -+ sc 

can be thought of as containing substitutions that are not yet executed. The 
first requirement on a substitution calculus in the previous definition, concerning 
its rewrite relation, ensures that every prestructure can be rewritten to a unique 
normal form with respect to -+ sc- That is, for every prestructure there is a unique 
representative in the same equivalence dass with respect to +-+sc in whic.h all 
substitutions have been computed. A natural question is whether it is sufficient 
to require the rewrite relation -+ sc to be weakly normalising instead of strongly 
normalising, and equipped with a normalising strategy. Conceptually this doesn't 
pose any problem, however, ted.nically it might. Quite some proofs make use of 
an induction measure based on -+sc, like for instance noetherian induction on an 
-+ sc-rewrite sequence, and it is not always clear whether the proof can be c.hanged 
suc.h that weak normalisation is sufficient. 

The second requirement specifies the typing relation. Prestructures are typed 
a priori, so every prestructure is typed. :\1oreover, every type is inhabited since 
we suppose that there are infinitely many variables of every type. 

The last requirement expresses that if a prestructure is of the form b[x :=a], 
then we can compute b and a, separately. By the third requirement, both b[x := 

o/Jc,d and b' [.'1: := a] c,d are well-defined, if a, +-+ sc a' and b +-+ sc b'. 

Definition 4.1.2. A .~tructure is a prestructure that is in normal form with 
respect to the rewrite relation -+sc- The set of structures is denoted by Struc. 

\Ve denote by a!sc the normal form of a, with respect to -+sc, following Notation 
1.1.18 of Chapter 1. \Ve suppose that Var ~ Struc, so variables are in normal form 
with respect to the rewrite rf'Jation -+sc- Alternatively we could have required 
that -+sc ~ (PreStruc \ Var) x PreStruc. 

In all the substitution calculi that are considered in this thesis, the set of 
types and the set of prestructures are disjoint. However, it could be interesting to 
consider a substitution calculus with dependent types. 

Higher-Order Rewriting Systems. 

Definition 4.1.3. Let SC be a substitution calculus. Let c E Types. A rewrite 
rule of type c for SC is a pair of structures (l,r) of type c. Rewrite rules are 
denoted by 1 -+ r, g -+ d, .... 

A higher-order rewriting system in the abstract setting is specified by a substitution 
calculus SC and a set of rewrite rules for SC. 

Definition 4.1.4. A higher-order rewriting .~ystem is a pair (SC, 'R) consisting 
of a substitution calculus SC and a set of rewrite rules 'R, for SC. 
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The rewrite rules generate a rewrite relation on the set of objects. The idea is 
that a structure a can be rewritten if it is in the same equivalence class with 
respect to +-+~c as a prestructure of the form b[x := l] , in whkh the left-hand 
side of a rewrite rule is substituted for a variable. Sud1 a structure a can then be 
rewritten to a structure a1 that is obtained by rewriting the prestructure b[x := r] , 
obtained by replacing 1 in b[.T := l ] by r, to --+.sc-normal form. Since the rewrite 
rf'1ation of the substitution calculus is mnfluent and strongly normalising, suc.h 
a structure o.' exists and is unique. These are the considerations on whk.h the 
following definitions of redex occurrence, redex and rewrite step are based. 

Definition 4.1.5. Let 1-{. = (SC, R) be a higher-order rewriting system. 

1. Let a be a structure. A redex occurrence in a is a triple (b, x, 1 --+ r) consist
ing of a structure, a variable, and a rewrite rule suc.h that a= b[x := l ] !.sc
The set of all redex occurrences in the structure a is denoted by .Un(a). 

2. A redexis a pair (a, (b, :i;, 1--+ r)) suc.h that (b, .T., 1--+ r) is aredex occurrence 
in a. The set of all triples (b, :i;, 1 --+ r) mnsisting of a structure, a variable 
and a rewrite rule is denoted by .Un. 

3. A rewrite .~tep is a triple (a, (b,.T.,l--+ r) ,o/) suc.h that 

(a) o, = b[x := l] !.sc, 

(b) o.' = b[.T. := r ] !.sc-

4. Both the red ex occurrence (b, x, 1 --+ r ) and the redex (a, (b, .T., 1 --+ r )) are 
said to be contmcted in the rewrite step (a, (b,.T., 1--+ r ),o/) . 

Notation 4.1.6. A rewrite step (a, (b,.T., 1 --+ r ),a') as in Definition 4.1.5 is 
usually denoted by (b, x, 1 --+ r) : a--+ a1

• 

Since the substitution calculus is required to be confluent, one can view a rewrite 
step in a higher-order rewriting system as consisting of three phases: an expansion 
in the substitution calculus, followed by a replacement of the right-hand side of a 
rewrite rule for the left-hand side of that rewrite rule, followed by a reduction to 
normal form in the substitution calculus: 

a .sc- b[x := l ] "'-+ b[.T := r] -.sc o.'. 

A higher-order rewriting system (SC, R) has an underlying abstract rewriting sys
tem of the form (Struc, --+n), with a --+no.' if there is a rewrite step (b, .T., 1 --+ r) : 
a --+ a1

• In fact, since the rewrite relation --+ .sc satisfies the property of subject 
conversion with respect to the typing rf'1ation :, this abstract rewriting system is 
in fact an abstract rewriting system with typing of the form (Struc U Types, --+n, : ) . 
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:\.foreover, a higheI-oideI rewriting system (SC, 'R) determines an underlying func
tional rewriting system. It is of the form (Struc,iln, --+ ), where --+ is defined by 
--+((b, x, 1 --+ r))(a) =a' if (b, x, 1 --+ r) : a--+ a', and --+((b, x, 1 --+ r))(a) being 
undefined otherwise. 

The foimalisation of the notion of redex and redex occUIIence as in Definition 
4.1.5 is not completely satisfactory since there might be many different Iedexes 
OI redex oocurrences determining a rewrite step between objects a and o.' in, in
tuitiv~Jy speaking, the same way. Note that a restriction is already imposed by 
Iequiring b in the definition of a rewrite step to be a stmctUie and not just a pre
structure. This is the best we can do in the setting of the piesent section. \\inat 
matteis is that the notion of redex should be formalised in sud1 a way that it 
completely determines a rewrite step, and a redex occUIIence in a term should be 
formalised suc.h that it uniquely determines a Iewrite step issuing from that term. 
For every substitution calculus, the notions of redex oocurrence, Iedex and rewrite 
step can be foimalised as in Definition 4.1.5. HoweveI, once an actual substitution 
calculus is fixed, another foimalisation might be more convenient. 

Since a higher-order rewriting system has the structure of a functional rewriting 
system, it is possible to define a descendant I~Jation foI some pmpeity P. \Ve 
inspect the definition of the rewrite I~Jation in order to see what is a natural way of 
tiacing a pmpeity along a rewrite sequence. As Iemarked above already, a rewrite 
step in a higher-oider rewriting system can be decomposed as an expansion in the 
substitution calculus, a c.hange from substituting the left-hand side of a rewrite 
Iule to substituting the right-hand side of a Iewiite rule and a Ieduction in the 
substitution calculus: a sett- b[x := l ] "'--+ b[x := r ] -sc o.'. If we want to tiace a 
pmperty along a rewrite step, it seems natural to make use of this decomposition. 
That means that we first trace the pmpeity along an expansion in the substitution 
calculus, then along a Ieplacement and finally along a reduction to normal form 
in the substitution calculus. 

In general, it is not necessarily the case that a prnperty P whk.h is to be tiaced 
along a --+n-rewrite sequence can be traced along conversions in the substitution 
calculus. It is in fact sufficient that we can tiace a pmperty say P' along conversions 
in the substitution calculus, that is related to Pin a suitable way, foI instance via 
an isomorphism. In that case the prnperty P is coded as the pmpeity P'. 

It is possible to work this all out tec.hnically in the abstiact setting of this 
section. That is, we could define a descendant I~Jation Des tracing a pmperty P 
foI a higher-order rewriting system 1-i = (SC, 'R) via a descendant relation Dessc 
tiacing a prnperty P' foI the substitution calculus SC. HoweveI, we feel that this 
doesn't really add to the understanding of these matters. Th~..refore we only give 
the definition of a descendant relation foI the more concrete case of a higheI-oideI 
Iewriting system with 'A"i( as substitution calculus in Section 4.2. One thing should 
be clear from this discussion, namely that in order to define a descendant relation 
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for a higher-order rewriting system in a natural way, its substitution calculus 
should be a functional rewriting system. 

4.2 Lambda Calculus as Substitution Calculus 

In this section we present the syntax of the class of higher-order rewriting systems 
that have simply typed .A-calculus with fi-reduction and restricted '17-expansion as 
substitution calculus. Simply typed .A-calculus with fi-reduction and restricted '17-
expansion is denoted by -Ai?. This is the prime example of a substitution calculus. 
In the Sections 4.4, 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7 we will see that varioll5 formalism5 of higher
order rewriting can be represented as a higher-order rewriting system with Xif as 
substitution calculIB. 

In this section, first the calculU5 -A; is presented. \Ve restrict attention to the 
differences between -A; and simply typed .A-calculus with fi-reduction as defined 
in Section 2.5 of Chapter 2. Then we present the definition of higher-order rewrit
ing systems with -A; as substitution calculus. This definition is still very general, 
since for instance a rewrite rule like .r. --+ o., in a slightly different syntax, is al
lowed. Next we present an important subclass consisting of the so-called pattern 
higher-order rewriting system5. The restriction to pattern higher-order rewriting 
system5 is very usual in the literature. As already mentioned, the results concern
ing confluence presented in Chapter 5 and the results concerning normalisation 
presented in Chapter 6 are obtained for pattern higher-order rewriting systems 
with Xif as substitution calculU5, satisfying certain conditions. In this chapter 
we will collect some material needed in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6. For instance, 
the notions of orthogonal, almost orthogonal and weakly orthogonal higher-order 
rewriting system5 are defined. 

The reader familiar with HR.Ss (Higher-Order Rewrite Systems) as defined by 
Nipkow in [Nip91), might find it hf'Jpful to keep in mind that higher-order rewriting 
system5 with .Ai( as substitution calculU5 are in fact HR.Ss with two differences: 
left- and right-hand side of a rewrite rule are not required to be of base type and 
the rewrite relation is defined in a different way. 

The Calculus -Ai?. \Ve present the syntax of the calculus -A; as far as it differs 
from the syntax of simply typed .A-calculU5 as presented in Section 2.5 of Chapter 
2. The only differences concern the notation and the rewrite relation, since next 
to fi-reduction al50 restricted 17-expan5ion is coMidered. 

Simply typed .A-term5 are built from simply typed variables and simply typed 
constants. Simply typed .A-term5 are al50 called preterm.8, because they play the 
role of prestructures a5 in the general definition of higher-order rewriting systems 
presented in Section 4.1. 
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Notation 4.2.1. Simply typed ,\-terms or preterms are denoted bys, t , r, .. .. \Ve 
write x.s instead of ,\x.s. The set of filmply typed ,\-terms of type A is denoted 
by A-;. \Ve write al50 s : A to expre55 that the ,\-term s is of type A. 

So the main difference between the notation employed in this section and the 
notation employed in Chapter 2 is that in the present section we write J;.s instead 
of ,\x.s. The advantage of the notation .7:.s is that it is less heavy than ,\x.s, and 
moreover, in this way we keep the symbol ,\ for special occasions. 

The substitution operator for ,\"if is typed explicitly. \Ve recall the typed verfilon 
of the definition. As before, we a55ume that bound variables are renamed whenever 
nece55ary. 

Definition 4.2.2. For all simple types A and B the .mb.~titution operator 

is a mapping that is defined by induction on the definition of A-;: 

1. x[x := s]A,B = s, 

2. y [x := s]A,B = y, 

3. f[x := s]A,B = f, 

4. (y.to )[x := s]A,B = y.(to[x := s]A,s), 

5. (tot1)[.7: := s]A,B = (to[.7: := s]A,s)(t1[.7: := s]A,s)-

It follows by induction on the derivation oft EA-; that t[x := s]A,B EA-;. In the 
sequel we mostly write t [x := s] instead of t[.7: := s ]A,B if the types are either clear 
from the context or irrf'Jevant. 

\Ve now confilder the rewrite relation of ,\'if. It differs from the one of filmply 
typed ,\-calculus as presented in Chapter 2 filnce it is generated not only by the 
rewrite rule for ,8-reduction (x.s)t -+/3 s[x := t] but also by the rewrite rule for 
7J-expansion, whkh i5 given as s -+17 x.sx provided .7: ft. FV(s). 

The rewrite relation -+ f3ii on the set of preterms will be defined as the union 
of the relations -+ f3 and -+"ii- The notions of redex, redex occurrence and rewrite 
step for ,8-reduction are defined in Definition 2.1.9 of Chapter 2. \Ve now define 
the mrresponding notions for rj-reduction. 

Definition 4.2.3. 

1. Lets be a filmply typed ,\-term. An iff-redex occurrence ins i5 a pair (</J, rt) 
sud1 that 
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(a) s l.p : A--+ B, 

(b) if <P = x 0, then x 1 ft Pos(s ), 

( c) sl.p is not of the form .T,.s0 • 
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2. An J'j-redex is a pair (s, ( </J, r;)) suc.h that ( </J, r;) is an rj-redex occurrence in s. 

3. An rt-rewrite step is a triple (s, ( </J, r;), s') suc.h that 

(a) ( </J, r;) is an rj-redex occurrence in s, 

(b) s' = s[</J +- x.sox] with so = sl.p and x ft FV(so). 

4. Both the J'j-redex occurrence ( </J, r;) and the J'j-redex ( s , ( </J, rt)) are sajd to be 
contracted in the rt-rewrite step (s, ( </J, rt), s'). 

The essential property of restricted 'T]-expansion is that it doesn't create fi-redex 
occurrences. This is guaranteed by the last two conditions in the definition of 
an 7]-redex occurrence above. In the seqnf'1 we will suppose the conditions on 
7]-reduction to be verified without mentioning them explicitly. 

Notation 4.2.4. An 7]-rewrite step (s, (<P, ff), s') as in Definition 4.2.3 is usually 

denoted by ( </J, ff) : s --+ s' or by s -$97 s'. 

The set of simply typed Ji-terms with J'j-expansion has an underlying abstract 

rewriting system of the form (A-+, -+TI) with s -+TI s' if s ..!:TI s' for some <P E 

Pos(M) . 

Definition 4.2.5. The relation --+ fJii on A-+ is defined as the union of -+TI and 

--+ /3 · 

The underlying abstract rewriting system of >.'if is of the form (A-+, --+ /3ii) with 

s --+ fJii s' if s ...!: /3 s' or s ..!:TI s' for some position <P E Pos( M ). In order to give the 
underlying functional rewriting system of >.'if we need the following definition. 

Definition 4.2.6. 

1. Let s be a preterm. The set of all fi-redex occurrences and 77-redex occur
rences in s is denoted by .Uµ17(s ). 

2. The set mnsisting of all pairs of the form ( </J, fi) and ( </J, ff) with <P a position 
is denoted by .Uµ11• 
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The calculus Ji.'i( is a functional rewriting system of the form (A_, ,Up71,--+ ), with 

--+ ( </J, fJ) ( s) = s' if s ~ J3 s' and --+ ( </J, fJ) (s) being undefined otherwise, and further 

--+ ( </J, rt) (s) = s' if s ...S11 s' and --+ ( </J, rt) ( s) being undefined otherwise. 
\Ve mnclude the presentation of ).~ by making an observation concerning r;

normal forms that will be used in the sequf'J. 

Remark 4.2.7. Recall the definition of the arity of a type, given in Definition 
2.5.2 of Chapter 2. In an 7}-normal form, a variable or mnstant of type A has 
exactly ar(A) arguments. \Ve will make use of this simple observation in some 
proofs. 

Example 4.2.8. The r;-normal form of a constant f of type A1 --+ ... --+ A.in --+ B 
with B a base type is .T-1 •••• . T-m.f s1 • •• Sm, with ·'h , . . . , Sm the 7}-normal forms of 
:J:i, • •• ' Xm. 

).~ is a Substitution Calculus. The next thing to be done is to show that the 
calculus).~ has all the properties a substitution calculus should satisfy, acmrding 
to the general definition of a substitution calculus given in Definition 4.1.1 of 
Section 4.1. 

A useful property is the following. It expresses that the set of rt-normal forms 
is dosed under substitution and fJ-reduction. 

Proposition 4.2.9. 

1. If t and s are both in fj-normal form, then t [.or, : = s] i.s in rt-normal form. 

2. If t is in fj-normal form and t --+ J3 t', then t' is in rt-normal form. 

Proof. The first point follows by induction on the structure oft and the second 
point follows by the first point. D 

Proposition 4.2.10. A.'i( is strongly normalising and confluent. 

Proof. A proof can be found at several places in the literature, for instance in 
[Cub93] , [Aka93] and [DCK94]. D 

The second and third mndition on the subterm siiP in the definition of an r;-redex 
occurrence, given in Definition 4.2.3, are essential for strong normalisation. This 
is illustrated by the following two examples. First, xz -+"ff (y .. or,y)z --+ J3 .or,z with 
:J: : 0 --+ 0, y : 0 and z : 0. Sec..ond, .or, .. T- --+11 y. (.or, .:J: )y --+ J3 y. y with x : 0 and y : 0. 

Note that every type is inhabited and that every preterm is typed. \Ve now ve
rify that Ji."i( satisfies the property of subject mnversion. The condition concerning 
type conversion is trivially satisfied. 
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Proposition 4.2.11. Ifs: A and s +-+l37i s'
1 

then s': A. 

Proof. 

L Suppose (<P,fJ) : s--+ s'. So sl.p = (:r..s0 )s1 and s' = s[</J +- s0 [:r. := s1]]. 

Suppose s : A. \Ve have (:r..s0)s1 : B for some type B. Then s0 : B, x : C 
and s 1 : C for some type C. In that case also s0 [:r. := s1] : B and hence 
s': A. 

Suppose s' : A. \Ve have s0 [:r. := s1] : B for some type B. :Moreover, we have 
x: C and .'Ji : C for some type C. So (:r..s0 )s1 : B and hence s: A. 

2. Suppose (</i,"ff): s--+ s1
• So sl.p = s0 and s' = s[QS +- :r..s0:r.]. 

Suppose s : A. \Ve have s l<P = s0 and s0 : B for some type B = Bo --+ B1 • 

Then :r..s0:r.: Band hence s: A. 

Supposes': A. Then :r..s0:r.: B for some type B. \Ve have B =Bo --+ B1 for 
some types B0 , B 1• Then s0 : B and hence s' : A. D 

Here we make essential use of the fact that we consider typed terms, with variables 
typed a priori, and a typed substitution operator. So in t[:r. := s ]A,B, we have t: B , 
x : A and s : A. Typable terms are not dosed under fi-expansion, since for instance 
x [y := (z.zz)(z.zz)] is typable but (y.x)(z.zz)(z.zz) isn't. 

The relation +-+ /3Vi and the operator for substitution are shown to interact prop
erly in the following proposition. 

Proposition 4.2.12. Lets : A and t: B. 

1. Ifs +-+pv; s1 then t[.T. := s] +-+pv; t [.T. := sl 

2. Ift +-+P7i t' then t[x := s] +-+P7i t'[.T. := s]. 

Proof. Lets: A and t: B. 

L Suppose ( QS, fJ) : s --+ s1
• It is shown by an easy induction on the definition 

of A-; that t [:r. := s] - 13 t[x := s1. 

Suppose ( QS, r;) : s --+ s'. It is shown by induction on the structure of t that 
t[:r. := s] +-+pi; t[.T. := s']. 

(a) Suppose t = Y1- .. . ·Ym-zt1 ... tn with z # :r.. I3y induction hypothesis 
we have that tp[:r. := s] +-+pv; tp [x := s'] for every p E {1 , ... , n}. Hence 
we have t[:r. := s] +-+Pv; t [:r. := sl 

(b) Suppose t = y 1 .... ·Ym-ft1 ... tn . This case is entirely similar to the 
previous case. 
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(c) Suppose t = Y1 - .. ··Ym··'r:t1 .. . tn. If we have (f,77): s--+ s' and n > 01 

then Y1 .... ·Ym·s't1 .. . tn --+ f3 Y1 .. . . ·Ym·st1 .. . tn. Otherwise, we have 
Yl· . .. -Ym·st1 . . . tn -+"ii Y1- . .. -Ym·s't1 ... tn. \Ve condude that t(:r := 

s] +-+~ t [.T := s1-

2. Suppose t --+µ t' . By the sub8titution lemma, ((y.t0 )t1)[x := s] --+µ (t0 [y := 
t1]) [x := s]. This yields that t [x := s] --+ /3 t' [.T := s] if t --+ /3 t'. 

Suppose t -+ff t'. \Ve prove by induction on the structure of t that t[x := 

s] +-+,Bfft' [x := s]. 

(a) Suppose t = Yl · ... ·Ym-ft1 ... tn or t = Yl· ... ·Ym-Zt1 .. . tn with z =/: x . 
\Ve treat only the case t = y1 .... ·Ym·ft1 ... tn since in the other case 
the reasoning is exactly the same. There am two possibilities. 

i. Suppose t' = Y1- . . . -Ym -ft1 . . . ~ ... tn with tP -+ff~- By the induc
tion hypothesis, we have that tp[.T := s] +-+~ ~ [.T := s]. This yields 
that t [.T := s] +-+~ t'[.T := s] . 

ii Suppose t' = y1 .. . . ·Ym·z' .ft1 ... tnz'. Then we clearly have t [x := 
s] +-+,B"ii t'[:'l: := s]. 

(b) Suppose t = Yl · ... ·Ym-Xt1 .. . tn . Two cases are distinguished. 

I. Suppose t' = Y1 .... 1 Ym··T.t1 . .. ~ . . . tn with tP -+"ii ~- Then t [x := 
s] +-+,B"ii t'[x := s]. 

n. Suppose t' = Yl· . . . ·Ym·z'.xt1 ... tnz'. Then we have either 
Yl· . . . -Ym-St1 . . . tn -+ff Yl· ... -Ym·z'.st1 ... tn or, ifs is of the form 
Z1 . . . . . Zn+1-So1 Yl· . . . ·Ym·z'.st1 . .. tn +-+,B Yl· ... ·Ym-St1 ... tn. \Ve 
have in both cases that t[x := s] +-+~ t'[x := s]. D 

\Ve mndude that the calculus Xif is an adequate su b8titution calculus in the 
sense that is satisfies all requirements of a substitution calculus as formulated in 
Definition 4.1.1. 

As discussed in Section 4.11 for the definition of a descendant rf'1ation of a 
higher-order rewriting system we will need the descendant rf'1ation of its substitu
tion calculus. In Definition 2. 1.13 of Chapter 2, the definition of the descendant 
rf'1ation De.5µ for ,\-calculus with ,8-reduction is given. By Proposition 4.2.9, we 
need only Desµ if all preterms we mnsider are in ff-normal form. 

Notation 4.2 .13. Let (j : s -?; /3 s' be a rewrite sequence to fi-normal form. The 
set of descendants of <Pins' is usually denoted by Des13 (s1 (1)(</i) . 

Note that for every (j and (j' surli that (j : s -?; /3 s' and (j' : s -?; /3 s' with s' a 
,8-normal form, we have that Des13 (s1 (1)(<P) = De.5µ(s1 (1')(</J). \Ve will use the de
scendant relation to trace constants in ,\-calculus. \Ve won't trace bound variables. 
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Higher-Order Rewriting Systems with ).."i[ as Substitution Calculus. 
In the remainder of this .~ection, we will .mppo.~e all preterm.~ to be in rt-normal 
form. 

In this pa:ragraph we define higher-order rewriting systems with Xif as substitution 
calculus. A higher-order rewriting system with )..ij as substitution calculus will be 
defined as a triple consisting of the substitution calculus )..ij, a rewrite alphabet 
consisting of simply typed constants called rewrite operators, and a set of rewrite 
rules. So the difference with the general definition as presented in Section 4.1 is 
that in this case there is also a rewrite alphabet. Intuitively, the rewrite alphabet 
consists of constants whose operational semantics is defined by the rewrite rules. 

Definition 4.2.14. A rewrite alphabet for)..~ is a set, denoted by A, mnsisting 
of simply typed constants that a:re called rewrite operator.~. Rewrite operators a:re 
denoted by /, g, h, .... 

Definition 4.2.15. Let A be a rewrite alphabet for Xif. A rewrite rule 011er A 
of type A is a pair of terms (1, r ) of type A sud1 that 

1. 1 and r a:re dosed, 

2. all mnstants in 1 and in r a:re in A. 

Rewrite rules are denoted by 1 --+ r , g --+ d, . . .. 

Example 4.2.16. Consider a set A mnsisting of four simply typed constants: 
f : o, !' : o, g : o --+ o, and g' : o --+ o. Then A is a rewrite alphabet for Xij . 

An example of a rewrite rule for A of type 0 is f --+ / 1
• An example of a rewrite 

rule for .A of type 0 --+ 0 is x .g.r. --+ .r..g1x. 

The pair gx --+ f is not a rewrite rule since gx is not a closed term. The pah 
f --+ h is not a rewrite rule for A since h +f_ A. 

Definition 4.2.17. A higher-order rewriting .~ystem ·with )..~ as .mbstitution 
calculu.~ is a triple ()..~,A, R) with A a rewrite alphabet for )..~ and R a set of 
rewrite rules over A. 

Definition 4.2.18. Let 1i. = (A"i[, A, R ) be a higher-order rewriting system. A 
term of 1i. is a preterm that is in normal form with respect to --+ f3fi· Terms a:re like 
preterms denoted by s, t, r, .. .. The set of terms is denoted by Terms. 

\Ve give the standa:rd example in higher-order rewriting: the untyped A-calculus. 
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Example 4.2.19. Untyped ,\-calculus is a higher-order rewriting system in the 
following way. There is one base type, denoted by 0, that represents the set of 
terms. The alphabet contains two rewrite operators, one for abstraction and one 
for application: 

abs (0--+ 0) --+ 0 

app 0 --+ 0 --+ 0 

The rewrite rules for fi- and '/}-reduction are: 

z.z1.app(abs(.r.z.r))z1 
--+1>eta z.z1.zz1 

z.abs(.r.appz.r) -+eta z.z 

The rewrite rules of a higher-order rewriting system induce a rewrite relation 011 

the set of terms. First vre cnnsider the definition of a rPJation 011 the set of terms 
induced by the rewrite rules, that is precisely an instance of the definition of the 
rewrite rPJation for the general case, given in Definition 4.1.5 of Section 4.1. This 
rPJation is called the pre-rewrite relation. The rewrite rPJation that vre will use in 
the sequpJ is a restricted version of the pre-rewrite rPJation, and will be defined in 
Definition 4.2.25. 

Definition 4.2.20. Let 1i = (,\if', A, 'R) be a higher--0rder rewriting system. The 
pre-re111Tite relation on the set Terms, denoted by --+1;,., is defined as follows: 

if 

' ' s --+n s 

s = t[.r := l] !sc and s' = t[.r := r] !sc 

for a term t, a variable .r and a rewrite rule 1 --+ r. 

As remarked in Section 4.1, a rewrite steps --+n s' as in the previous definition 
can be decomposed as an expansion in ,\if', follo"Wed by a replacement of the right
hand side for the left-hand side of a rewrite rule, follo"Wed by a reduction in ,\if': 
s f3ii,.... t[.r := l] "--+ t[.r := r] _,, 13'1 s1

• Since the left- and right-hand side of a rewrite 
rule have the same type, t[.r := r] is "Well-formed if t[.r := l] is. 

Example 4.2.21. Consider the higher-order rewriting system 1i = (Aif',A, 'R) 
with A = {f : 0, f' : O} and '/?, c,onsisting only of the rewrite rule f --+ f'. The 
pre-rewrite relation --+1;,. is illustrated by the following. 

1. \\i"e have y --+1;,. y since y = (y[.r := !])!13,, and y = (y[.r := !1)!/3'1· 

2. \\i"e have f --+1;,. f' since f = (.r[.r := fl)!13:r; and f' = (.r[.r := f1)!13:r;-
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3. \Ve have y ff --+~ y f' f' since y ff = ( (yx:r.) [.T. : = !] )!µv; and 
yf' f' = ((yx.T.) [.T. := J'])!µv;-

113 

This example illustrate two properties of the pre-rewrite r{>Jation that are not 
desirable for a basic definition of a rewrite relation. 

First, we have s --+~ s for every term s, as illustrated in the first part of 
Example 4.2.21. This is a serious shortcoming of the pre-rewiite relation, since it 
means that we will never have strong normalisation. 

Semnd, it is possible that several occurrences of the left-hand side of a rule are 
replaced by the right-hand side of a rule, in the replacement part of a rewrite step. 
This is illustrated in the third part of Example 4.2.21. Replacing more than one 
occurrence of a left-hand side can be useful, in order to increase the efficiency of 
rewriting for instance, however it is not the most basic form of rewriting. 

The usual definition of a rewrite relation doesn't have these two properties. 
For these reasons, we define the rewrite r{>Jation as a restricted version of the 

pre-rewrite relation. First a definition is needed. \Ve suppose that for every type A 
there is a distinguished variable of type A that is denoted by D . It is distinguished 
in the sense that it never occurs bound. 

Definition 4.2.22. A precontext of type A is a preterm with exactly one oc
currence of D : A. A contert of type A is a term with exactly one occurrence of 
D : A. A (pre )context of type A in whkh the distinguished variable D : A occurs 
at position <P is denoted by Co.p. 

\Ve define the replacement of the occurrence of o in a context by preterm. 

Definition 4 . 2.23. Let s : A be a preterm and let Co.p be a mntext of type A. 
The preterm C[ s].p is defined as 

So contexts just serve to denote the notion of replacement [<P ,_ t] in a different 
way. Often the type of a context is not mentioned explicitly, and often we do not 
mention the position where o occurs. 

Example 4 . 2.24. The term Co0 = x .D with D : A is a m ntext of type A. If 
moreover x : A, then C[.T.] 0 = x .x . 

Note that ifs is a closed preterm and t is a preterm containing exactly one occur
rence of .T. at position <{J, then there is no difference between a substitution t [x := s] 
and a replacement t [<P ,_ s] . 

\Ve now give the definition of the rewrite r{>Jation that will be used in the 
sequel. 
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Definition 4.2.25. Let 1-l = P,;f, .A, 'R) be a higher-order rewriting system. 

1. Let s be a term. A redex occurrence in s is a pair (Co, 1 --+ r) suc,h that 
s = C[l]!µij-

2. A red ex is a pair (s, (Co , 1 --+ r )) sucb that (Co, 1 --+ r) is a red ex occurrence 
ins. 

3. A rewrite .~tep is a triple ( s, (Co, 1 --+ r ), s') sucb that 

(a) s = C[l]!µij, 

(b) s' = C[r]!µij-

4. Both the redex occurrence (Co, 1 --+ r ) and the redex (s , (Co , 1 --+ r )) are 
said to be contmcted in the rewrite step (s, (Co, 1--+ r ), s') . 

Notation 4.2.26. A rewrite step (s, (Co, 1 --+ r), s') as in Definition 4.2.25 is 
usually denoted as (Co, 1--+ r ) : s--+ s'. 

Definition 4.2.27. Let 1-l = P.;, .A, 'R) be a higher-order rewriting system. 

1. Lets be a term. The set of redex occurrences in s is denoted by .U(s) . 

2. The set of mnsisting of all pairs of a context and a rewrite rule of the same 
type is denoted by .Un. Elements of .Un are denoted by 11, 1J, w, . . .. 

Example 4.2.28. Consider again the higher-order rewriting system defined in 
Example 4.2.21. 

1. The term y cannot be rewritten. 

2. \Ve have f --+n f' since f = f and f' = f', hence we have an instance of 
Definition 4. 2.25 with Go = o . 

3. \Ve have yf f --+n yf' f and yf f --+n yf f'. It is not the case that yf f --+n 
yf' f' . 

The underlying abstract rewriting system of a higher-order rewriting system is 
(Terms, --+n) with s --+n s' if there is a mntext C o and a rewrite rule 1 --+ r 
sucb that (Co, 1 --+ r ) : s --+ s'. ~foreover, a higher-order rewriting system is a 
functionalrewritingsystemoftheform (Terms,.Un, --+ ) with--+(C0,1 --+ r )(s) = s' 
if (Co, 1--+ r): s--+ s' and -+(Co, 1--+ r )(s) being undefined otherwise. 

A natural question is now whether expressivity of the rewrite relation is lost 
by restricting the replacement part of a rewrite step to a single replacement. Van 
Oostrom gives in Definition 3.1.21 of [Oos94] two m nditions on a substitution 
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calculm~ that imply that the pn~rewrite relation --+~ as defined in Definition 4. 2.20 
can be mimic..ked by a rewrite rf'1ation --+n as defined in Definition 4.2.25. Becam~e 
of the 5tandardi5ation theorem, the calculru; 'J.."i( 5atffififfi the5e conditions. For 
ill5tance1 for the higher-order rewriting 5ystem defined in Example 4.2.21 1 we have 
YI f --+n yf'f--+n yf'f'. 

\Ve give two more f'1aborate example5 illustrating the rewrite relation of a 
higher-order rewriting system. The first one i5 mncerned with the representation 
of a fiIBt-order term rewriting 5y5tem in the framework of higher-order rewriting 
5y5tem5. Thffi term rewriting system modf'15 addition and multiplication in a sim
ple way. The semnd one i5 concerned with a 'real' higher-order example, modelling 
differentiation. 

Example 4.2.29. Consider the fir5t-order term rewriting 5y5tem defined by the 
rewrite rule5 

A(D1 x) --+ .r. 

A(S(x)1 y) --+ S(A(x1 y)) 

M(D1 x) --+ 0 

M(S(x) 1 y) --+ A(M (x1 y)1 y) 

\Ve reprffient thffi term rewriting 5y5tem in the format of higher-order rewriting 
5y5tem5. There fa one base type, denoted by N. It can be thought of as modelling 
the natural numbeIB. The alphabet contaill5 rewrite operators 0 : N, S : N --+ N, A : 
N --+ N --+ N 1 M : N --+ N --+ N. The rewrite rules get the following form: 

x.AD.r. --+a1 .r..x 

x.y.A(S.r.)y --+a2 .r..y.S(Axy) 

x.MDx -+a,~ .r..D 

x.y.M (Sx)y --+R..i_ .r.. y.A( Mxy )y 

\Ve give an example of a rewrite sequence. On the left, a rewrite 5equence in the 
higher-order rewriting 5y5tem i5 given, and on the right the corrffiponding rewrite 
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5equence in the fir5t-order term rewriting 5y5tem i5 given. 

M(SO)(A(SO)O) {Jii- M (S(O), A(S(O), 0)) 
(.r,.y.M (S.r, )y )(O)(A(SO)O) --+ --+ 

(.r, .y .A (Mxy )y) ( O) (A (SO) 0) -{Jii 

A (MO (A(SO )0)) (A (SO )0) {Jii- A(M(O, A(S(O), 0)), A(S(O), 0)) 
A((x.MO.r,) (A(SO)O) )(A(SO)O) --+ --+ 

A ( (.r, .0) (A (SO) O)) (A (SO )0) -{Jii 

AO(A(SO)O) {Jii- A(O, A(S(O), 0)) 
(.r,.AO.r,) (A(SO)O) --+ --+ 

(x .. r,)(A(SO)O) -{Jii 

A(SO)O {Jii- A(S(O), D) 
(.r, .y .A(S.r, )y)(O)(O) --+ --+ 
(.r,.y.S(A.r,y) )(0)(0) -{Jii 

S(AOO) {Jii- S(A(O, 0)) 
S((x.AO.r,)(O)) --+ --+ 

S((x.x)(O)) -{Jii 

so S(O) 

The following redexe5 are contracted in the rewrite 5equence: 

(oO(A(SO)O), ~) 
(A(o(A(SO)O) )(A(SO)O), Ra) 
(o(A(SO)O), R1) 
(ooo, R2) 
(S(oo),R1) 

Example 4 .2.30 . \ Ve con@der a higher-order rewriting 5y5tem (.A;, .A, R) that 
mod{>J5 5ome a5pect5 of differentiation . There i5 one ba5e type, denoted by R, that 
mod{>J5 the 5et of real numbeIB. Let .A b e a rewrite alphabet con5i5ting of the 
following rewrite operator5: 

dif (R--+ R) --+ (R--+ R) 
(R--+ R) --+ (R--+ R) --+ (R--+ R) 

Sin R--+ R 
cos R--+ R 

x R--+R--+R 
min R--+ R 

The 5et 'R, con5IBt5 of t he following rewrite rule5 over .A: 

y.dif(.r,.sin.1;)y --+ y.cosy 

y.dif(x.cos.r,)y --+ y.min (siny) 
z.z1 .y.dif(x. (z;z1)x )y --+ z.z1 .y.dif(.r,.z.r, )( z1y) x dif(x.z1 

:J: )y 
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Let 7r : R be a rewrite operator. An example of a rewrite sequence is the following: 

dif(:i:.(sin;cos).T-)7r /Jfi-

(z.z'.y.dif(x.(z;z').r,)y)sin cos7r --+ 

(z.z1.y.dif(x.z.r,)(z'y) x dif(x.z'.r,)y)sin cos7r _.,,/Jfi 

dif(.r,.sin.'l: )( COS7r) x dif(.'l:.COS.T, )7r fJTi -

(y.dif(.r,.sinx)y)(cos7r) x dif(.r,.cos.r,)7r --+ 

(y.cosy)(cos7r) x dif(.r,.cos.T-)7r _.,, /Jfi 

cos(cos7r) x dif(.r,.cos.r,)7r /J7i-

cos(cos7r) x (y.dif(.r,.cos.r,)y)7r --+ 

cos( cos7r) x (y .min (siny) )7r __.,, fJ7i 

cos(cos7r) x min(sin7r) 

Finally, we give the definition of a descendant rPJation tracing positions in terms 
for a higher-order rewriting system. It is defined using the descendant relation 
Des,a for fi-reduction. 

Definition 4.2.31. Let 1-{. = (.A~, A, R) be a higher-order rewriting system. Let 
P be the property on Pos x Terms defined by P(</i, s) if and only if <fi E Pos(s). A 
descendant relation 

Des : Terms x ..Un x Pos --+ P( Pos) 

for P is defined as follows. Let (Co , 1 --+ r) : s --+ s1 be a rewrite step. Let 
a: C[l] _.,, flii s and a': C[r] -"'Pii s1

• Then 

Des(s, (Co , 1--+ r))(</i) = Desflii(C [r], a')(<fi') 

if <fi E Des,aij( C[l], a)( c,{I) for a position <fi not in L 

Pattern Higher-Order Rewriting Systems. In this paragraph we will dis
cus an important subclass of the higher-order rewriting systems with .:\~ as sub
stitution calculus: the pattern higher-order rewriting systems. The restriction to 
pattern systems makes the rewrite rPJation decidable. It exdudes for instance a 
rewrite rule of the form x --+ f , whic..h, so far, was allowed provided x and f have 
the same type. ~foreover, it permits to give another formalisation of the notions 
of redex occurrence and redex than the one given in Definition 4.2.25. This second 
formalisation will be used in Chapter 6. 

Definition 4.2.32. A term s is a pattern if the following condition is satisfied: 
every free variable x in s occurs in a su bterm of the form x s1 ... Sm for some m > 0, 
such that s1, . . . , Sm are rrequivalent to distinct variables that are bound in s, 
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Example 4.2.33. Let f : 0 --+ 0 and g : (0 --+ 0) --+ 0 be rewrite operators. The 
terms f x, .7: .y.7: and g (.7: .yx) with .7: : 0 and y : 0 --+ 0 am patterns. The term yx is 
not a pattern since the free variable y has a free variable as argument. The term 
f(yx) is not a pattern for the same mason. Finally, gy is not a pattern since it is 
not a term. 

Definition 4.2.34. A rule-pattern is a dosed term 1 = .7:1 ..... Xm./s1 ... Sn with 
m, n > 0, suc.h that 

1. .':Ji, ... , Sn are patterns, 

2. every variable Xp suc.h that Xp E {.7:1 , .. . , Xm} occurs at least once free in the 
SU bterm f S1 .. . Sn . 

\Ve say that f is the head-symbol of 1 = .7:1 . . . ... 7:m./s1 .. . Sn. 

Example 4.2.35. The left-hand side of every mle of the higher-order rewriting 
system in Example 4.2.29 is a rule-pattern. The term y.j:.yx with x : 0 and 
y: 0--+ 0 is a pattern but not a rule-pattern since it doesn't have a head-symbol. 

Definition 4.2.36. Let .A be a rewrite alphabet for A'ij'. A pattern rewrite rule 
of type A is a pah of closed terms of type A, written as 1 --+ r , suc.h that 

1. 1 is a mle-pattern of the form X1 • . • Xm.f S1 ... Sn, 

2. r is a term of the form x1 ... Xm .t. 

Definition 4.2.37. A higher-order rewriting system 11. = (A;, .A, 'R) is said to 
be a pattern higher-order rewriting system if every rewrite mle is a pattern rewrite 
rule. 

Two important properties of pattern higher-order rewriting systems are the follow
ing. First, 2\1iller has prnved in [2\1il91] that it is decidable whether two patterns 
can be unified. 2\foreover, a most general unifier can be computed. In fact, he 
uses a definition that is slightly more general than the one that has been given in 
Definition 4.2.32. Two A-terms s and t are said to be unifiable if there is a map
ping (} that assigns A-terms to variables that is extended to a homomorphism suc.h 
that (sJJ)!µ11 = (t)!µ11• The unification algorithm by 2\1iller has been simplified by 
Nipkow in [Nip93a]. Since a mle-pattern is a pattern, we have by the decidability 
of unification that the rewrite relation of a pattern higher-order rewriting system 
is decidable. The restriction to pattern rewrite rules is very usual. Nipkow makes 
a restriction to pattern rewrite rules in [Nip91] and CR.Ss as defined in [Klo80] 
also have pattern rewrite rules. 

\Ve will now present a semnd formalisation of the notions redex occunence 
and redex. This formalisation is wPJl-defined by the following prnposition, whk.h 
is Proposition 3.2.17 in [Oos94]. 
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Proposition 4.2.38. Let 11. = (.A;f, A, R) be a pattern higher-order re11rriting 
system. Let 1 --+ r be a reurrite rule and let s be a term. 

1. Let Co be a context .mch that C[l] - s. Let <// be the po.<Jition of the head
.<Jymbol of 1 in C[l]. Then there i.'l a unique position </> E Pos( s) such that for 
e11ery re11rrite .<Jequence a: C[l] - 13-v; s we hatJe that</> E Desµ-v;(C [l];l(,a)(<,tl) . 

2. Let </> E Pos(s) . There is at most one position x and one context Cox such 
that </> E Desµ-v;( C[l ]x, a)(</>') with <!>' the position of the head-symbol of 1 in 
C[l)x· 

Note that by the second part of Proposition 4.2.38, we have that the context Co.p 
in Definition 4.2.25 is unique. Now an alternative way to define the notions of 
redex, redex occurrences and rewrite step is as follows. 

Definition 4.2.39. Let 11. = P.;, A, R) be a pattern higher-order rewriting 
system. 

1. Lets be a term. A redex occurrence ins is a pair (</>, 1 --+ r ) such that there 
is a mntext Co and a rewrite rule 1 --+ r with 

(a) a: C[l] - 13-v; s, 

(b) </> E DesfJ'ii(C[l] ,a)(</>'), with</>' the position of the head-symbol of 1 in 
C[l]. 

2. A red ex is a pair ( s, ( </>, 1 --+ r)) sur.h that ( </>, 1 --+ r ) is a redex occurrence 
ins. 

3. A re11rrite step is a triple ( s, ( </>, 1 --+ r), s') sur.h that 

(a) s = C[1]!13ij, 
(b) s' = C[r]!13T/, 

(c) if a : C[l] -f3T/ s, then </> E DesµT/(C[l], a)(</>') where </>1 is the position 
of the head-symbol of 1 in C[l]. 

Notation 4.2.40. A rewrite step (s, (</>, 1 --+ r), s1
) as in Definition 4.2.39 is 

usually denoted by (</>, 1--+ r): s --+ s' or bys (4'.!!:.-;_r) s1• 

If pattern higher-order rewriting systems are considered, one can r.hoose whkh 
definition of redex, redex occurrence and rewrite step is the most convenient one. 
The first definition of redex and redex occurrence as given in Definition 4. 2.25 will 
be used in Chapter 5, and the second one, given in Definition 4.2.39 above, will be 
used in Chapter 6. Also in the case we r.hoose to formalise redex occurrences and 
redexes as in Definition 4.2.39, we use the notation of Definition 4.2.27 for the set 
of redex occurrences in a terms, namf'Jy .Un.(s) and the set of all pairs mnsffiting 
of a position and a rewrite rule, namf'Jy .Un.. 
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Orthogonality, Almost Orthogonality and Weak Orthogonality. 
In the remainder of this section 'We consider pattern higher-order re'Writing systems 
'With A."i( as substitution calculus. 

Orthogonality expreBSes that minitial rewrite steps do not interfere with eac.h 
other. There are different ways to formalise this principle. In this paragraph we 
will give a syntactic one, mnsisting of two mnditions on the set of rewrite rules: 
rewrite rules are required to be left-linear and non-overlapping. This is the usual 
definition of orthogonality, given in [Klo92]. A difffl..rent definition of orthogonality, 
more abstract in nature, is mnsidered in [GL)..192] , [Oos94] and [:...1el96]. In this 
more abstract approac.h, a rewriting system is said to be orthogonal if all mmplete 
developments of a set of redex occurrences are finite, end in the same term and 
induce the same residual relation. For pattern higher-order rewriting systems with 
A."i( as substitution calculus, this is implied by the syntactic restrictions requiring 
rewrite rules to be left.linear and non-overlapping, see Theorem 3.2.26 in [Oos94, 
p.100]. 

Besides the definition of orthogonality, we will also present the definition of 
two relaxed versions, namf'Jy almost orthogonality and weak orthogonality. These 
notions will be used in Chapter 6 and Chapter 5. 

Definition 4.2.41. 
system. 

Let 1-{. = ( A."i(, .A, 'R) be a pattern higher-order rewriting 

1. A rewrite rule 1 --+ r with 1 = X1 .... . Xm-f s1 ... Sn is said to be left-linear if 
every variable Xp sur.h that Xp E { x 1, ... , xm} occurs exactly once free in the 
subterm fs1. - -Sn. 

2. 1-{. is said to be left-linear if every rewrite rule in n is left-linear. 

Example 4.2.42. All rewrite rules of the higher-order rewriting systems of Ex
ample 4.2.29 and Example 4.2.30 are left.linear. The rewrite rule 

x.Exx --+ x.T 

whk.h models a test for equality, is not left-linear. 

For the definition of orthogonality, almost orthogonality and weak orthogonality 
we need the definition of non-overlapping redex occurrences. This definition is 
formulated using the second formalisation of the notion of redex occurrence, given 
in Definition 4.2.39. \Ve make use of the definition of disjointneBS of positions, 
whk.h is given in Definition 2.1.5 of Chapter 2. 

Definition 4.2.43. Let 1-{. = (A"i(, .A, 'R) be a pattern higher-order rewriting 
system. Let s be a term and let ( <jJ om, 1 --+ r ) and ( </J

1 on, 11 --+ r') be two redex 
occurrences in s, with m the arity of the head-oymbol of 1 and n the arity of the 
head-symbol of 11

. 
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1. The rndex: occurreilCffi ( <P om 1 1 --+ r) and ( <P' on 1 11 --+ r )' are said to be 
disjoin~ deiloted by 

if <PI <P'-

2. Let 1 = .T-1 .... .. T-p.t. The red ex occurrence ( <P om 1 1 --+ r) nesfa the rndex 
occuuence ( <P' on 1 11 --+ r'), denoted by 

( <P om 1 1 --+ r) -< ( <P' on 1 11 --+ r') 

if <P' = <P x'l/J with tlxoP = x sur.h that x E { xi, ... 1 xp}, and 'ljJ an arbitrary 
position. 

3. The rndex: occurreilCffi ( <P om 1 1 --+ r) and ( <P' on' 11 --+ r') are said to be 
ouerlapping, denoted by 

if 

(a) ( <P om' 1 --+ r) and ( <P' on 1 11 --+ r') are different, 

(b) <P ~ <P' and the rndex occurrence ( <P om, 1 --+ r) does not nffit the rn
dex occurrence ( <P' on 1 1

1 --+ r') 1 or <P' -< <P and the red ex occurreilce 
(<P' on, 11 --+ r') doffi not nest the redex occurrence (<fa om, 1 --+ r), 

Notation 4.2.44. Let 11 and 1J be redex occuuences in a term s. \Ve write 11 II 1J 

to denote that 11 and 1J are not overlapping. Note that it might be the case that 
11. = 1). 

Example 4.2.45. \Ve mnsider the higher-order rewriting system for parallPJ-or. 
The alphabet consists of the rewrite operators por : 0 --+ 0 --+ 01 T : 0 and F : 0. 

The arity of the rewrite operator por is 2 and the arity of the rewrite operators T 

and F is 0. The rewrite mles for parallel or are the following: 

.T-.porTx --+ .T-.T 

.'1:.por.T-T --+ .T-.T 
porFF --+ F 

Consider the term por(por T(por T x)) (por TT). This terms contains the red ex oc-
currences 

(0100, x.porTx--+ x.T), 
(01100,.T-.porTx--+ x.T), 

(100, x.porTx --+ x. T), 
(100, x.por.T-T --+ x. T). 
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\Ve have 
(0100, .T..porTx --+ x.T) I (100, .T..porTx --+ x. T), 
(0100, .T..porTx--+ x.T)-< (01100,x.porTx--+ x.T), 
(100, x.porT.T. --+ .T.. T) ~ (100, .T..porxT--+ .T.. T). 

Definition 4.2.46. Let 'H. = CA;, A, R) be a pattern higher-order rewriting 
system. A set consisting of redex occurrences that are pairwise non-overlapping is 
said to be simW.taneous or to consist of simultaneous redex occurrences. 

\Ve will define the dasses of orthogonal, almost orthogonal and weakly orthogonal 
higher-order rewriting systems. To that end we need moreover the definition of 
ambiguous and weakly head-ambiguous redex occurrences. 

Definition 4.2.47. Let 'H. = CA;, A, R) be a pattern higher-order rewriting 
system. Let s be a term and let 11 = ( </J om, 1 --+ r) and 1/ = ( <fJ on, 11 --+ r') be two 
redex occurrences in s. 

1. The redex occurrences 11 and 1/ are said to be weakly ambiguo11s if 

(a) 11 and '11.
1 are overlapping, 

(b) we have 11: s --+ s1 and '11.
1

: s--+ s1
• 

2. The redex occurrences 11 and 1l are said to be ·weakly head-ambiguotJ..~ if they 
are weakly ambiguous and <P = <fJ =f.. 

Example 4.2.48. The overlapping redex occurrences in Example 4.2.45 are 
weakly head-ambiguous. 

In the rewriting system defined by the rewrite rules 

the red ex occurrences (0, R1 ) and (1, R2 ) in the term fa, are weakly ambiguous but 
not weakly head-ambiguous. 

Definition 4.2.49. Let 'H. - CA; , A, R) be a pattern higher-order rewriting 
system. 

1. 'H. is said to be orthogonal 'H. is left-linear and there there is no term with 
overlapping redex occurrences. 

2. 'H. is said to be almost orthogonal if 'H. is left-linear and every two overlapping 
redex occurrences are weakly head-ambiguous. 
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3. 1-t. is said to be weakly orthogonal if 1-t. is left-linear and every two overlapping 
redex occurrences are weakly ambiguous. 

Note that the notion of orthogonality mncerns the left-hand sides of rewrite rules 
only. The notions almost orthogonality and weak orthogonality however concern 
both left- and right-hand side of the rewrite rule. Therefore an extension from 
orthogonal to weakly orthogonal rewriting systems usually causes serious mmpli
cations. 

In a pattern higher-order rewriting system all developments of sets of simulta
neous redex occurrences are finite . In Chapter 6, we will use this result, whid1 is 
proved by van Oostrom as Theorem 3.1.45 in [Oos94] . 

Theorem 4.2.50. In a pattern higher-order rewriting system that is left-linear, 
all developments of sets of simultaneom redex occurrences are finite. 

Earlier proofs of this result, in more restricted settings, in have been given by Klop 
in [Klo80] for orthogonal CR.Ss and by Khasidashvili in [Kha92] for orthogonal 
ER.Ss. 

\Ve condude this section by giving the definition of a fully extended higher
order rewriting system. This concept will be needed in Chapter 6. 

Definition 4.2.51. 

1. Let 1 --+ r = X1 . . . . . Xm.s --+ X1 .... . Xm.t be a rewrite rule. It is said to be 
fully extended if every .r. E { X1, ... 1 .r.m} occurs in s at position </J ()P, with p 
the arity of.r.1 in a subterm of the form .r.s1 .. . sP, with ·'11 1 ••• , sP the :ry-normal 
forms of all variables that are bound in s at position </J . 

2. A pattern higher-order rewriting system is said to be fully extended if every 
rewrite rule is fully extended. 

An example of a rewrite rule that is not fully extended is the rule for 77-reduction. In 
the format of higher-order rewriting systems, it is written as z.abs(x.appzx) --+ z.z. 
In this representation, the side-condition in the traditional way of writing the rule, 
namely as ).x.M.r. --+ M if .r. 'I. FV(M), is internalised. This illustrates that 
a rewrite rule that is not fully extended contains implicitly a 'no occur' c.hedc 
The rewrite rf'Jation of fully extended rewriting systems is not restricted by suc.h 
conditions. 
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Sharing. \Ve mndude this section with a short digression mncerning sharing in 
higher-order rewriting systems. It reflects discussions with Zurab Khasidashvili 
and Vincent van Oostrom. Usually, the rewrite sequence a : s -» t is mnsidered 
to be more efficient than a rewrite sequence a 1 

: s -» t if a consists of less rewrite 
steps than a 1

• Taking this point of view, a way to turn a rewrite sequence into a 
more efficient one is by sharing equal subterms. This can be done by representing 
terms as graphs. 

In [\Vad71], \Vadsworth presents the first graph implementation for (untyped) 
.:\-calculus. Levy formulated in [Lev78] the notion of optimal rewrite sequence 
for .:\-calculus. This is a criterion for efficiency. A rewrite sequence is said to be 
optimal if redexes that are residuals of the same redex, or that are created in the 
same way, are shared. The graph implementation by \Vadsworth is not optimal 
in this sense. The first optimal implementations of untyped .:\-calculus are due 
to Lamping [Lam90] and Kathail. ~fore recently, a lot of attention was devoted 
to the subject of optimal rewriting, see for instance [Asp94] , [GAL92], [Lan93] , 
[AL94]. 

\Ve give an example that reveals that sharing of su bterms and also of contexts 
can be expressed in higher-order rewriting systems in a natural way, if the rewrite 
r{>Jation is defined on the set of preterms instead of on the set of terms only. In 
the examples, a .A-term that is simply typable is rewritten in an optimal way. \Ve 
claim this can be done for every .A-term that is simply typable. 

\Ve consider the .:\-term (.:\:J:.(:J:N0)(:r.N1 ))(.:\y.(Az.z)y). The representation of 
this term in the graph implementation by \Vadsworth cannot be rewritten in an op
timal way. \Ve consider .:\-calculus as a higher-order rewriting system, and perform 
first an expansion of the term to a preterm that is in the same +-+ ~c-equivalence 

class. This preterm can be rewritten in an optimal way: 

app (abs x.app(app x N0)(app x N1))(abs y.app (abs z.z)y) scff

app (abs x.(z.app(zNo)(zN1))(z'.app xz'))(abs y.app (abs z.z)y) -+beta 

(z.app (zNo)(zN1))(z1.app (abs y.app(abs z.z)y)z1
) -+beta 

(z.app (zNo)(zN1))(z'.app (absz.z)z' ) -+beta 

(z.app (zNo)(zN1))(z'.z') -»sc 

app N0 N1. 

4.3 Proof Nets as Substitution Calculus 

In the previous section we have studied higher-order rewriting systems with Xi( 
as substitution calculus. \Ve consider Xi( as the prime example of a substitution 
calculus. However, it is dearly not the only possible d1oice. In this section we mn-
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sider higher--0rder rewriting systems with a less traditional substitution calculus, 
namely the rewriting system (P N, t>) consisting of proof nets with cut-P1imination. 
It is not c,ompletely straightforward to see that (PN, t>) can serve as a substitution 
calculus, ho"Wever, since it forms a refinement of simply typed ,\-calculus, it seems 
vmrthwhile ID investigate the possibility. 

In this section, 'We will show that proof nets, that also may c,ontain proof net 
constants, with cut-P1imination satisfy the requirements imposed on a substitution 
calculus in Definition 4.1.1. \\i'e will make use of the definitions and results pre
sented in Chapter 3. Then 'We define higher-order rewriting systems with proof nets 
as substitution calculus. As examples, we represent a first-order term rewriting 
system and linear A-calculus as higher--0rder systems with (PN,t>) as substitution 
calculus. 

Proof Nets with Constants. In this section, 'We will c,onsider proof nets that 
differ from the ones that are defined in Definition 3.2.3 of Chapter 3 in that they 
may contain proof net con.~tant~. The alphabet of proof nets, given in Definition 
3.2.2 of Chapter 3, is extended with possibly infinitely many proof net constants. A 
proof net constant has a finite number of outputs. \\i'e write an Ai-... -Am-constant 
~ 

C~, t~) 

The set of proof nets with proof net c,onstants is defined as the set of proof nets 
as in Definition 3.1.1 of Chapter 3, with in addition the following clause: an Ai
... -Am-constant is a proof net with output occurrences Ai, ... , Am, written as 
above. 

Material. The type.~ of (PN,t>) are the formulae of multiplicative-exponential 
linear logic, given in Definition 3.1.1 of Chapter 3. \\i'e will call an output A of a 
proof net also an output of type A. The prestructures of type A, in this section 
mostly called prenet~ of type A, are the proof nets that have an output of type 
A. So a prenet can have different types, and hence it is not necessarily the case 
that the set of prenets of type A and the set of prenets of type B with A =f. B are 
disjoint. \\i'e write M : A if the prenet M is of type A. The 11ariable.~ of type A 
are all A-axiom links. So a variable of type A is also a variable of type AJ.. It is 
clear that for every type A there are infinitPJy many variables of type A. Further, 
a variable of type A is a prenet of type A. 

For the definition of a substitution operator 'We need the notion of a free variable 
occurrence in a prenet. A free variable occurrence in a prenet will be defined as an 
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output occurrence that has only an axiom link or a weakening link, and dereliction, 
contraction and box linh as premisses. To formalise this concept we need the 
following definition. 

Definition 4.3.1. Let M be a prenet. The ·variable depth of a formula occurrence 
Am in M, denoted by vd(Am, M), is defined as follows: 

1. if the formula occurrence Am is the mndusion of an A-axiom link, or if 
A = ? ~ and the formula occurrence Am is the conclusion of an A0-weakening 
link, then vd(Am, M) = 0, 

2. if A = A0 ® A 1 and the formula occurrence Am is the mnclusion of an A0-

Ai-times link with as premisses the formula occurrences (Ao)mo and (Ai)m
1

, 

then vd(Am, M) = max{vd((Ao)mo, M), vd((Ai )m
1

, M)} + 1, 

3. if A = A0 p Ai and the formula occurrence Am is the condusion of an A0-

Ai-par link with as premisses the formula occurrences (~)mo and (Ai)m
1

, 

then vd(Am, M) = max{vd((Ao)mo, M), vd((Ai)m
1

, M)} + 1, 

4. if A = ? ~ and the formula occurrence Am is the condusion of an A0-

mntraction link with as premisses the formula occurrences Amo and Am1 , 

then vd(Am, M) = max{vd(Amo, M), vd(Am17 M)}, 

5. if A = ? ~ and the formula occurrence Am is the condusion of an A0-

derPJiction link with as premiss the formula occurrence (Ao)mo, then 
vd(Am, M) = vd((~)mo, M), 

6. if A = ? Ai and the formula occurrence Am is the mnclusion of a B-Ai-A2-

... -Am-box link, having as premisses the formula occurrences 
Bn, (? Ai)m

1
, (?A2)m

2
, ••• , (?Am)=.,., then vd(Am, M) = vd((?Ai)m

1
, M), 

7. if A = !A0 and the formula occurrence Am is the mnclusion of an ~-Bi-- .. -
Bm-box link, having as premisses the formula occurrences 
(Ao)mo' (?Bi)ni' . . . , (?Bm)n,,.' then vd(Am, M) = vd( (~)mo, M ) + 1. 

Definition 4.3.2. A free variable occurrence of type A in a prenet M is an output 
occurrence Am in M suc.h that vd (Am, M) = 0. 

Now we can define the substitution of a prenet N of type A for a variable occurrence 
of type A in a prenet M . 

Definition 4.3.3. Let M be a proof net with a free variable occurrence Am of 
type A. Let N be a proof net of type A .L with an output occurrence ~,. The 
substitution of Nin M for Am, denoted by M[m := N], using the label indicating 
the occurrence of the formula A in M, is the following prenet: 
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So the operation for substitution is concatenation by a cut link. Inspired by the 
various translations of A-terms into proof nets, we give the following definition of 
a bound variable occurrence in a proof net. 

Definition 4.3.4. An output occurrence (A I? B)m, of M is said to be a bound 
11ariable occurrence of type A if Am is a variable occurrence in a prenet Mo, and M 
is obtained from M0 by adding an A-B-par link between the output occurrences 
Am and Bn. 

The definition of a closed prenet is as the one for a A-term, making use of the 
notions of free and bound variable occurrences as introduced above. 

Definition 4.3.5. A prenet is said ID be clo.~ed if it does not contain free variable 
occurrences. 

There certainly are alternative ways to define the notions of free and bound variable 
occurrences in a proof net. Here we restrict attention to just the one given above. 

In the remainder of thi.~ .~ection 111e 11Jill omit the label.~ of formulae in a proof net 
111hene11er 111e con.~ider that to be con11enient. 

(PN,t>) is a Substitution Calculus. \\i"e now sketch why the calculus (PN,t>) 
satisfies the conditions imposed on a substitution calculus in Definition 4.1.1. 

First, rewriting of proof nets consists of cut-elimination as defined in Definition 
3.2.5. The set of prenets is closed under cut-Plimination. \\i"e also have the stronger 
property that the set of prenets of type A is closed under cut-elimination, since 
the reduct of a proof net M is a proof net with outputs of the same type as M. In 
Chapter 3, vre have shown that (PN, t>) is strongly normalising. Since it is routine 
to verify that (PN,t>) is locally confluent, we find that (PN,t>) is c,on:Huent. So 
the rewrite rP1ation t> on PreNets has all properties that the rewrite relation of a 
substitution calculus should have. 

Sec,ond, the typing relation is properly defined on PreNets x Form. It is clear 
that every prenet is typed, and that every type is inhabited. 

Third, vre need ID verify that the rewrite rP1ation t> satisfies the properties of 
subject c,onversion and type c,onversion with respect ID the typing relation. The 
latter holds, since types are not rewritten. The property of subject reduction 
is easily seen to hold, since the set of prenets of a certain type is closed under 
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rewriting. In fact, since output occurrences are never erased, we also find that the 
rewrite relation t> satisfies the property of subject c,onversion with respect ID the 
typing relation. 

Finally, it is easy to see that the rewrite rPJation and the typing relation behave 
"Well with respect ID eac.h other. 

\\i'e c,oncJude that prenets with cut-elimination form a decent substitution cal
culus. 

Higher-Order Rewriting Systems with (PN,t>) as Substitution Calculus. 

Definition 4.3.6. A re111Tite alphabet for (PN, t>) is a set, denoted by A, c,onsisting 
of proof net c,onstants. Proof net c,onstants are also called re111Tite opemtor.~. 

Example 4.3.7. An example of a rewrite alphabet for (PN,t>) is the set A 
consisting of the following rewrite operaIDrs: 

Definition 4.3.8. Let A be a rewrite alphabet for (PN, t> ). A re111Tite rule of type 
A 011er A is a pall of nets (1, r) such that 

1. 1 and r are of type A, 

2. 1 and r have the same output types, 

3. all c,onstants in 1 and r are in A, 

Example 4.3.9. An example of a rewrite rule over the alphabet given in Example 
4.3. 7 is the following: 

It represents the term rewriting rule f(.r)--+ g(.r). \\i"e have indicated by (.r) the 
axiom link that corresponds to the variable .r of the rule in the format of term 
rewriting. 
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Definition 4.3.10. A higher-order reuJTiting .~y.~tem 11Jith (PN, t>) a.~ .~ub.~titution 

calculu.~ is a triple ((PN, t> ), A, 'R) with A a rewrite alphabet for (PN,t>) and '/?, a 
set of rewrite rules over A. 

The rewrite rules induce a rewrite relation on the set of nets. It is defined as 
follows. 

Definition 4.3.11. Let ((PN,t>),A, 'R) be a higher-order rewriting system. The 
re111Tite relation on the set of nets, denoted by --+n, is defined as follows. \\i'e have 
M --+n M' if there exist a rewrite rule 1 --+ r of type A, and a net N with a 
variable occurrence Am of type A such that 

1. N[m := l] t>* M, 

2. N[m := r] t>* M'. 

Example 4.3.12. \\i'e give an example of a rewrite step in the higher-order 
rewriting system ((PN,t>),A, 'R) with A the rewrite alphabet of Example 4.3.7 
and '/?, the set consisting of the rewrite rule of Example 4.3.9. 

\\i'e abbreviate this rewrite step as Mt> M'. This rewrite step is obtained because 
the prenet 

is of the form N[m := l], with N the left two parts of the picture above, and it is 
rewritten ID M, and the prenet 
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is of the form N[m := l] and it is rewritten to M'. 

As a second example of a higher-order rewriting system with (PN, t>) as substitution 
calculus we consider linear A-calculus. It is also possible ID represent ,\-calculus 
without the linearity constraint as a higher-order rewriting system with (PN, t>) as 
substitution calculus. 

Example 4.3.13. In the format of higher-order rewriting systems with ,\-calculus 
as substitution calculus, the rewrite rule for fi-reduction is written as 

z.z'.app(abs(.r.z.r))z--+ z.z1.zz1
• 

\\i"e now write this rule in the format of higher-order rewriting systems with (P N, t>) 
as substitution calculus. \\i"e simplify the example in two ways. First, by restricting 
attention to linear A-calculus, in which every ,\ binds exactly one variable. This 
means that we won't need boxes in the representation. Sec,ond, we do not write 
the rule as a pair of closed terms, but we represent it as 

app(abs(.r.z.r))z--+ zz'. 

This also simplifies the picture since we need less par-links. The rewrite alphabet 
contains the following two rewrite operaIDrs: 

The left-hand side is as follows: 
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v 
0 0 OJ_ 

~-r-~ 

' ~ v 
OJ_ !? 0 OJ_ 0 

v 
0®(000_]_) 

The right-hand side is 

Higher-order rewriting systems with proof nets as substitution calculus certainly 
need further investigation. Quite some choices need to be made, and the alter
natives need to be compared in detail. :\1oreover, a lot of notions that are usual 
in term rewriting do not immediately have their counterpart in a two-dimensional 
syntax. The aim of this section is to make clear that it is vmrthwhile ID pursue a 
study of this subject. 

4.4 Higher-Order Rewrite Systems 

Higher-Order R.ewrite Systems, in the sequpJ abbreviated as HR.Ss, are introduced 
by Nipknw in [Nip91]. In HR.Ss, simply typed A-terms are rewritten modulo fril
reduction. HR.Ss form a proper extension of both first-order term rewriting and 
A-calculus, introduced ID investigate the meta-theory of systems like ,\Prolog and 
lsabPJle. \\i'olfram defines in [\\i'ol91, \\i'ol93] Higher-Order Term R.ewriting Sys
tems, which are similar ID HR.Ss. \\i'e will comment on this below. 

Quite a lot of rewriting theory for HR.Ss has been developed already. R.esults 
concerning confluence have been obtained for HR.Ss in which the left-hand side 
of a rewrite rule is required to be a pattern, as in Definition 4.2.32. In [Nip91], 
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Nipkow shows that a HR.S is locally mnfluent if every critical pair is confluent. In 
[Nip93b] it is shown that orthogonal HR.Ss are confluent, using parallel reduction. 
\Ve will discuss this rffiult in more detail in Chapter 5. Both confluence results are 
recapitulated in detail by ).1ayr and Nipkow in [).1N94]. In [0~96] , van Oostrom 
gives a condition on critical paiIB of a HR.S that implies mnfluence. This generalises 
a result proved by Huet in [Hue80] for firs~order term rewriting, stating that a 
term rewriting system is mnfluent if its critical pairs are parallPJ dosed (where the 
meaning of parallel is different from the one mnsidered in Chapter 5). 

The unification algorithm for patterns presented by ).filler in [).1il91] is simpli
fied by Nipkow in [Nip93a]. Prehofer defines in [Pre95] several classes of simply 
typed ..\-term5 satisfying rPJaxed versions of the rffitriction to patterns, for whid1 
second-order unification is decidable. 

Van de Pol prffients a technique for proving termination of a HR.S in [Pol94]. He 
shows that a HR.S is strongly normalising if it can be interpreted in a suitable way 
in a wPJl-founded higher-order algebra. For this rffiult to hold, it fa not necffisary 
that left-hand sides of rewrite rules are patterns. Further results on termination of 
HR.Ss are obtained by van de Pol and Sd1wkhtenberg [PS95] and Kahrs [Kah95]. 
A tec.hnique for proving termination of a firs~order rewriting system, namely by 
means of the so-called recuIBive path ordering, has been lifted to case of HR.Ss by 
Lysne and Piris in [LP95]. 

In the remainder of this section, we fiIBt recall the syntax of HR.85, and then 
we show how to reprffient a HR.S as a higher-order rewriting system with ,\~ as 
substitution calculus. As we will see, HR.85 and higher-order rewriting systems 
with,\~ as substitution calculus are very similar. The only two differencffi are the 
following: fiIBt, in a HR.S the left- and right-hand side of a rewrite rule must be 
of base type, whereas in higher-order rewriting systems suc.h a restriction is not 
made, and semnd, the definition of the rewrite relation of a HR.S diffeIB from the 
one of a higher-order rewriting system. 

Higher-Order Rewrite Systems. In the prffientation of the syntax of HR.Ss 
we fix attention to the differences with higher-order rewriting system5 with Xi( as 
substitution calculus. 

Terms of a HR.S are built from simply typed variables and simply typed mn
stants as in simply typed ..\-calculus. A rewrite alphabet for a HR.S is a set of 
simply typed con5tants. Term5 are supposed to be in fiij-normal form. There is 
a small difference in notation: abstraction is in a HR.S denoted by A.T-.s, and as 
x.s in a higher-order rewriting system. The definition of a rewrite rule is slightly 
different from the one given for a higher-order rewriting system. It makes use of 
the definition of a pattern that is given in Definition 4.2.32. 

Definition 4.4.1. Let .A be a rewrite alphabet. A rewrite rule 011er .A is a pafr 
of term5 over .A, denoted by 1 --+ r, suc.h that 
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1. 1 and r are of the same base type, 

2. all free variables in r occur also in 11 

3. 1 is of the form /s1 ... Sm with s1, .. . 1 Sm patterns. 

The left- and right-hand side of a rewrite rule in a higher-order rewriting system 
with A'if as substitution calculus are not required to be of base type. The same 
holds for the Higher-Order Term Rewriting Systems as defined by \Volfram in 
[\Vol91 1 \Vol93). :\foreover1 the left-hand side of arewrite rule as defined in [\Vol9l1 

\Vol93) is not necessarily a pattern. 

Definition 4.4.2. A HRS is a pair (.A, n) consisting of a rewrite alphabet .A 
and a set of rewrite rules over .A. 

Example 4.4.3. The representation of untyped A-calculus as a HR.S is almost 
as its representation as a higher-order rewriting system, given in Example 4.2.19. 
There is one base type, denoted by 01 and there are two constants, namf'1y abs : 
(0--+ 0) --+ 0 and app : 0--+ 0 --+ 0. The rule for fi-reduction is written as follows: 

app(abs(Ax.z:r.))z'--+ zz'. 

The difference with the representation of A-calculus as a higher-order rewriting 
system is that in that case rewrite rules are required to mnsist of closed terms. 

The second aspect in which HR.Ss differ from higher-order rewriting systems with 
A'i( as substitution calculus is the rewrite relation. The rewrite relation of a HR.S 
is defined using the concepts of context and assignment. 

\Ve suppose that for every base type 0 there is a distinguished variable of type 
01 denoted by 0 1 that never occurs bound. A context is a term with one occurrence 
of D . The difference with a context of a higher-order rewriting system, defined in 
Definition 4.2.22 of Section 4.21 is that in the present case D is required to be of 
some base type. An assignment is a mapping () : Var --+ Terms that respects the 
typing. It is extended to a homomorphism (): Terms--+ Terms as follows: 

1. :r.8 = O(:r.) 1 

2. !() = f, 

3. (A:r..s)8 = Ax.s8 
1 

Now we can give the definition of the rewrite rf'1ation. 
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Definition 4.4.4. Let (A, R) be a HRS. The re·write relation, denoted by --+n, is 
defined as follows: , 

s --+n s 

if there is an assignment 0, a mntext Co and a rewrite rule 1 --+ r sur.h that 

Note that s and s' in Definition 4.4.4 are in /'1]-normal form since 1 and r are of 
base type. Since the mntext Co is in normal form and 16 !µ;;; and r 6 !µ;;; are not of 
the form >.x.t, we have that C[l6 !µ;;;] and C[r6 !J3i/] are in /'1]-normal form. 

Rewrite rules often originate from a set of equations by giving every equation 
a direction. Sur.h a rewriting system obtained from a set of equations E should 
implement the equational theory of E in a faithful way. That is, s +-+.R_ s' if and 
only if s =E s'. Here =E denotes the equivalence relation generated by E, see 
for instance [:.\1N94] for the definition. As observed by Nipkow in [Nip91], this 
important requirement is not necessarily met by HR.Ss with a rewrite n 1Jation as 
defined in 4.4.4, if the rewrite rules are not necessarily of base type. \Ve consider 
the example given in [Nip91]. The equation Ji.x.fx(z.7:) = Ji.x.f'(zx ).7: gives rise to 
the rewrite rule Ji.x.f.7:(zx) --+ Ji.x.f'(zx).7:. vVe have f a(za) =E f' (za)a, but there 
is no rewrite sequence between fa( za) and f' ( za )a or vice versa, since both fa( za) 
and f'( za)a are in normal form for the rewrite rule above. 

vVe remark that if the rewrite rf'Jation is defined as in [\Vol93] or as in Definition 
4.2.25 of Section 4.2, rules of compound type do not pose this problem. The rewrite 
rule >.x.f x(z.7:) --+ >.x.f'(z.7:).7: then does define a rewrite step fa(za) --+ f'(za)a. 

A Translation. It is clear that hardly anything needs to be done to represent 
a HR.S as a higher-order rewriting system with Ji.'i( as substitution calculus. In 
fact, the main thing is to transform a rewrite rule 1 --+ r of a HR.S into a rewrite 
rule X1 .... . Xm .l --+ X1 . . .... 7:m.r, with Xi, ••. 1 .7:m the variables that oocur free in 
1. Following [Oos94], we call the latter rewrite rule the dosure of the former. 

Definition 4.4.5. Let 1 --+ r be a pair of terms in a higher-order rewriting system 
1l = ( Ji.'i(, A, R ). The closure of 1 --+ r is the pair X1 . . .. Xm. l --+ .7:1 ..... 7:m.r, with 
{x1, ... ,xm} = FV(l). 

Example 4.4.6. The closure of the rewrite rule for ,6-reduction as in Example 
4.4.3 is 

z.z' .app( abs(>.x. z.7:)) z' --+ z.z' .zz'. 

This is exactly the way the rule for ,6-reduction is represented in Example 4.2.19. 
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If every rewrite rule of a HR.S is transformed inID its closure, vre obtain a higher
order rewriting system with >.if as substitution calculus. It is easy to see that 
whenever s --+n s' in a HR.S, vre have s --+n s' in its associated higher--0rder 
rewriting system. As remarked above, it is not possible to translate an arbitrary 
higher-order rewriting system inID a HR.S such that rewrite steps are preserved. 

4.5 Combinatory Reduction Systems 

CombinaIDry R.eduction Systems, abbreviated as CR.Ss, are introduced by Klop in 
[Klo80]. CR.Ss form a generalisation of contraction schemes, that vrere introduced 
by Ac,zel in [Acz78]. In both cases the format of first-order term rewriting systems 
is extended with a binding mechanism for variables. 

The study of higher-order rewriting started with the introduction of CR.Ss by 
Klop in [Klo80]. For CR.Ss quite some rewriting theory is developed. \\i'e mention 
some results. In [Klo80], Klop proves that orthogonal CR.Ss are c,onfluent. This 
result is obtained in the following way. First, it is shown that every set of redex 
occurrences admits a finite development. This is used ID prove confluence. Then, 
using the c,onfluence result, it is shown that all devpJopments are finite. Also in 
[Klo80] it is shown that >.-calculus with surjective pairing is not c,onfluent. Another 
result in [Klo80] c,oncerns normalisation of orthogonal CR.Ss. A method is given 
that permits to infer strong normalisation of a CR.S from vreak normalisation. This 
is done by mimiclcing its rewrite sequences in another CR.S, in which subterms are 
never erased. This generalises a method due ID Nederpelt, which is reported in 
[Ned73] (see also [NG\'94]). In [R.aa93], orthogonal CR.Ss are shown ID be confluent 
using paraJlpJ reductions. CR.Ss with explicit substitution are studied in [R.os96]. 
Further, work on implementation of CR.Ss is done by Kahrs [Kah94] and by R.ose 
[R.os96]. 

\\i'e recall the syntax of CR.Ss, following the presentation in [KOR.93]. \\i'e 
will see that CR.Ss differ more from higher--0rder rewriting systems with Ai( as 
substitution calculus than HR.Ss do. Then vre explain how to represent a CR.S as 
a higher-order rewriting system, using the translation of CR.Ss inID HR.Ss that is 
defined in [OR.94a]. 

Combinatory Reduction Systems. \\i'e suppose that there is a set denoted by 
Var consisting of infinitely many 11ariable.~. \Tariables are denoted by .r, y, z, .... \\i'e 
suppose moreover that there is a set denoted by MetaVar that contains for every m 
with m :2': 0 infinitPJy many meta11ariable.~ of arity m. The arity of a metavariable 
expresses how many arguments it is supposed to have. Finally, there is in every 
CR.S a binary operaIDr for ab.~tmction, denoted by [-]- A re111Tite alphabet for a 
CR.S is a set, denoted by E, that c,onsists of function symbols, denoted by f, g, h. 
Every function symbol is equipped with a fixed arity that, like the arity of a 
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metavariable, expres5es how many argument5 the function 5ymbol i5 5uppo5ed to 
have. 

In CR.85 a difitinction i5 made between term5 and metaterm5, a5 in mntraction 
5c.heme5. In thi5 respect CR.85 differ from higher-order rewriting 5y5tem5 and from 
HR.85. The left- and right-hand 5ide of a rewrite rule of a CR.8 will be metaterm5. 
The rewrite rule5 induce a rewrite rf'Jation on the 5et of term5 by a55igning term5 
to metavariables, a5 will be explained below. Fir5t we define metaterm5 and term5. 

Definition 4.5.1. Let Ebe a rewrite alphabet for a CR.8. 

1. The 5et of metaterms mJer E, denoted by Meta Terms, i5 defined a5 the 5mall
est 5et that 5ati5fi.e5 the following requirement5: 

(a) :r E MetaVar for every variable x, 

(b) ifs E MetaTerms and .T. E Var, then [.T.]s E Meta Terms, 

( c) if s1, . . . , Sm E Meta Terms and f E E i5 a function 5ymbol of arity m , 
then f ( si, . . . , sm) E Meta Terms, 

(d) if s1, . . . , Sm E Meta Terms and Z i5 a metavariable of arity m, then 
Z(s1, ... , sm) E Meta Terms. 

2. A term i5 a metaterm without occurrence5 of metavariables. The 5et of term5 
i5 denoted by Terms. 

Term5 and metaterm5 are denoted by s, t , r, . . .. \Ve write I and z in5tead of /() 
and Z() for function 5ymbol5 and metavariable5 of arity 0. 

A variable in a metaterm of a CR.S i5 bound if it i5 in the 5cope of an ab5traction 
[.7:], and i5 free otherwi5e. Formally, we have the following definition. 

Definition 4.5.2. The .~et of free 'lJariable.~ of a metaterm s, denoted by FV(s), i5 
defined inductivf'Jy a5 follow5: 

1. FV ( x) = { x}, 

2. FV([.T.]s) = FV(s) \ { x }, 

3. FV(f(.'h, ... , Sm))= l{~;_71FV(sp), 

4. FV(Z(:h, ... , sm)) = l{~~FV(sp)-
A variable occurring in s that i5 not free i5 5aid to be bound in s. A metaterm not 
containing free variables i5 5aid to be closed. 

Definition 4.5.3. Let Ebe a rewrite alphabet. A rewrite rule o·ver E i5 a pair of 
metaterm5 over E, denoted by 1 -+ r, 5uc.h that 
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1. 1 and r are dosed, 

2. 1 is of the form f(s1, . . . , sm), 

3. all metavariables in 1 occur in a submetaterm of the form Z(:r.i, ... , .Tm), 
with .Ti, . . . , Xm different variables that are bound in 1 , 

4. all metavariables in r occur in 1. 

At this point we can clarify the difference between CR.Ss and mntraction sr.hemes. 
In a contraction scheme as defined by Aczel in [Acz78], the left-hand side of a rule is 
required to be of the form f ([:1\]li, . . . , [xm]l m), sur.h that for every n E {I, ... , m }: 

1. x-:i is a list of different variables, 

2. ln is either of the form Zn(xn) or of the form 
9n ([iJn1] Z1 (.T.n, Yn1), · · · , [ilnp]Z1 (xn, Ynp) ). 

Hence every rewrite rule of a mntraction 8f'.heme is a rewrite rule of a CR.S, but not 
vice versa. For instance, a rewrite rule of a first--0rder term rewriting system that 
has in the left-hand side more than two nested function symbols, as in f(g(h(:r.))), 
cannot be expressed as a contraction 8f'.heme. 

Definition 4.5.4. A CRS is a pair (E, Tl ) consisting of a rewrite alphabet E and 
a set of rewrite rules over E. 

Example 4.5.5. The representation of .A-calculus as a CR.S is as follows. The 
rewrite alphabet consists of a unary function symbol abs and a binary function 
symbol app. The rewrite rule for ,6-reduction is written as 

app(abs([:r.]Z(:r.)), Z')--+ Z(Z'). 

\Ve now define how the rewrite rules induce a rewrite rf'Jation on the set of terms. 
This is not completf'Jy straightforward. The definition makes use of the concepts of 
context and assignment. A context is a term with one occurrence of a distinguished 
variable denoted by D. As before, t he convention is that this variable doesn't 
occur bound. For the definition of an assignment we need the following auxiliary 
definition of a substitute. The terminology is due to Kahrs [Kah94]. 

Definition 4.5.6. An m-ary .mb.~titute is a mapping 

with s E Terms, that is defined by 

(,\(:r.1, ... , .Tm).s) (Si, ... , Sm) = s[:r.1 := S1 ... Xm := Sm]-
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Definition 4.5. 7. An assignment is a mapping () that asfilgns to a finite number of 
metavariables a substitute, respecting the arity. It is extended to a homomorphism 
() : Terms --+ Terms in the following way: 

1. x8 = x, 

2. ([:r,]s)8 = [.T.]s8 , 

3. (f (.•31, ... , Sm) )8 = /(.-;f, ... , s!i), 

4. (Z(s1, ... , sm) )8 = O(Z) (sf, ... , s!i). 

Note that various kinds of problems concerning variable clashes occur. \Ve just 
supp~e variables to be renamed whenever necessary. Now we mllected all ingre
dients that are necessary to define the rewrite rf'Jation of a CR.S. 

Definition 4.5.8. Let (E, 'R) be a CR.S. The rewrite relation on the set Terms, 
denoted by --+n, is defined as follows: 

I s --+n s 

if there is a mntext Co, an asfilgnment () and a rewrite rule 1 --+ r suc.h that 

The rewrite relation is not defined on metaterms, so in particular the left-hand 
side of a rewrite rule cannot be rewritten to the right-hand side of that rewrite 
rule. For proving a critical pair lemma as for first-order rewriting and for HR.Ss, 
one would have to confilder a rewrite relation on metaterms. 

Example 4.5.9. \Ve illustrate the definition of the rewrite relation of a CR.S by 
considering a rewrite step in slow-motion. vVe mnfilder the CR.S for ,\-calculus, 
given in Example 4.5.5. Consider the asfilgnment () with O(Z) = A(y).app(y, y) 
and O(Z') = abs([y]app(y, y) ). Then we have the following rewrite step: 

(app(abs([.T.]Z(.T.)), Z1
))

8 
- app(abs([x] (A(y).app(y, y))(x)) , abs([y]app(y, y))) 
- app(abs([y]app(y, y) ), abs([y]app(y, y) )) 
--+ 

(Z(Z'))8 
- (A(y).app(y,y))(abs([y]app(y,y))) 
- app(abs([y]app(y, y) ), abs([y] app(y, y) )). 
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A Translation. \Ve now discuss how to represent a CR.S as a pattern higher
order rewriting system with A.'i( as substitution calculus. In [O R.94a] it is shown 
how to translate CR.Ss into HR.Ss, and vice versa. Since we have shown in the 
previous section that HR.Ss are very similar to higher-order rewriting systems 
with A.'i( as substitution calculus, it should be no surprise that we follow [OR.94a] 
in associating a higher-order rewriting system to a CR.S. \Ve recall the main points 
of the translation and refer to [OR.94a] for detailed proofs. 

A first thing that should be noted is that CR.Ss are, unlike HR.Ss and higher
order rewriting systems, not typed. Hence all terms of a CR.S will be translated 
into terms of type 0, where 0 can be thought of as the set of terms. This means 
that the obvious translation of a term [x]s of a CR.S into a term x .s1 of a higher
order rewriting system, with s1 the translation of s, does not work The solution 
in [OR.94a] is to add an operator lambda : (0 --+ 0) --+ 0, and to translate an 
abstraction [x]s into a term lambda(.r..s1

), with s1 the translation of s. This is the 
most important point of the translation of terms of a CR.S. \Ve will give the formal 
definition of the translation of terms and metaterms, but to that end we first need 
to translate the rewrite alphabet of a CR.S. 

Definition 4.5.10. 

1. The translation of a metavariable Z of arity m is a variable denoted by l(Z), 
of type 0 --+ ... --+ 0 --+ 0, with m + 1 times 0. 

2. Let E be a rewrite alphabet for a CR.S. The translation of a function symbol 
f of arity m is a rewrite operator denoted by l(f), of type 0 --+ ... --+ 0 --+ 0, 
with m + 1 times 0. 

The translation of the set of metaterms is given as follows. 

Definition 4.5.11. Let E be a rewrite alphabet of a CR.S. The translation of a 
metaterm s over E, denoted by l(s), is defined by induction on the definition of 
Meta Terms: 

1. l(.r.) = x, 

2. l([.r.]so) = lambda(l(x) .l(so)), 

3. l(j(si, ... , Sm)) = l(j)l(s1) . . . l(sm), 

4. l(Z(.'h, . .. , Sm)) = l(Z)l(s1) ... l(sm)-

Note that evecy metaterm of a CR.Sis translated into a term of type 0 of a higher
order rewriting system. The next step is to translate the rewrite rules of a CR.S. 
This is done in a straightforward way, using the translation of metaterms and the 
definition of the dosure of a pair of terms which is given in Definition 4.4.5. 
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Definition 4.5.12. A rewrite rule 1 --+ r of a CR.S i5 tranfilated into the do5ure 
of l(l) --+ l(r). 

Now we can define the tran5lation of a CR.S (E1 R) a5 the higher-order rewriting 
5y5tem ( ).'ij 1 l (E) 1 l (R) ). The following theorem exprffi5ffi that thi5 tranfilation i5 
adequate in the 5e:ri5e that the on&5tep rewrite relation i5 pre5erved. 

Theorem 4.5.13. Let (E1 R) be a CRS and let ().'ij1 l(E)1 l(R)) be it5 associated 
higher-order rewriting system. Then s --+n s1 in (E1 R) if and only if l(s) --+ l( s1) 
in (A'ij 1 l(E), l(R)). 

The proof of thi5 rffiult can be found in [OR94a]. It make5 U5e of the tran5lation 
of a55ignme:rits1 then, it i5 5hown that l(C[18]) = l(C)[l(18 ) ] = l(C)[l(1Y(8 )) . An 
in5pection of the proof in [ OR94a] reveal5 that l i5 in fact a morphi5m (in the 5e:ri5e 
of Definition 1. 2.6 of Chapter 1) between CR.85 and higher-order rewriting 5y5tem5. 
In [00594] 1 it i5 moreover 5hown that the tran5lation prffiervffi orthogonality. 

4.6 Expression Reduction Systems 

Exprffi5ion Reduction 8y5tem51 5hortly called ER& in the 5eqm1J 1 were introduced 
by Kha5ida5hvili around 1986. An early refere:rice i5 [Kha90). The definition of 
ER& makffi n5e of idea5 of Pkhakadze [Pkh77]. ER& are filmilar to CR851 but 
have been introduced indepe:ridently. 

\Ve mention 50me of the rewrite theory that i5 devf'Joped for ER85. In [Kha92] 1 

Khafilda5hvili prove5 that all development5 in an orthogonal ER.8 are finite. Thi5 
i5 u5ed to 5how that orthogonal ER.85 are con:Oue:rit. In [Kha94]1 a 5trategy for 
orthogonal ER.85 i5 defined that yield5 the longe5t poAAible rewrite 5equence to 
normal form if a term IB 5trongly normali5ing1 and an infinite rewrite 5equence 
otherwi5e. In [GK941 GK96b) rf'Jative normali5ation i5 5tudied. The terminology 
rf'1ative normali5ation exprffi5ffi that one i5 intere5ted in rewrite 5eque:ricffi that 
end in 50me 5et of term5, whid1 are mn5idered to be (partial) re5ult5. Thi5 5et of 
term5 i5 not neceAAarily the 5et of normal form5 but may contain term5 that modf'J 
partial rffiult5, like for in5tance head normal form5. It i5 5hown that if 5ucli a 5et 
5ati5fie5 certain requireme:rits, the:ri every term not in the 5et contain5 a redex that 
mu5t be contracted in any rewrite 5equence ending in the 5et. Thi5 generali5e5 
the theory of needed redexffi that i5 developed by H net and Levy for firat-order 
term rewriting in [HL91 ). ER85 with a conditional rewrite relation are 5tudied in 
[K095). :\foreover, in [GK96a) criteria for e:fficie:ricy of rf'Jative normali5ation are 
5tudied. 

In the remainder of thi5 5ection, we recall the 5yntax of ER.&. \Ve fix attention 
to the difference with CR&, but a5 we will 5ee, although CR.85 and ER.85 are 
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conceptually veiy cl06e1 they differ syntactically in many aspects. \Ve mnclude 
this section by tianslating an ER.S into a higheI-oideI rewriting system with )."i( 
as substitution calculus. 

Expression Reduction Systems. \Ve suppose that them is a set denoted by 
Var mnsisting of infinitely many variables. Variables am Wiitten as .7:1 y, z, .. .. \Ve 
supp06e moreover that them is a set denoted by MetaVar consisting of infinitely 
many meta11ariables. :.\.1etavariables are denoted by Z, Z 1

, •• •• The difference with 
CR.Ss is that all metavariables in an ER.S have arity 0. Finally, foI every m > 1 
them is an operatoI foI meta.mb.~titution, denoted by (-/-, ... 1 -/-)-- As we will 
see below, it is meant to express the simultaneous substitution of m terms foI m 
variables in some term. A rewrite alphabet foI an ER.S is a set, denoted by E , that 
consists of 

1. function symbols, denoted by f, g, h, . . . 1 

2. quantifier symbols, denoted by ~ 1 e 1 •••• 

Every function symbol and every quantifieI symbol has a fixed arity. The arity of 
a function symbol is a natural number, that expiesses how many arguments the 
function symbol is supposed to have. The arity of a quantifieI symbol is a pah 
of natural numbeis. The first natural numbeI in this pair expresses how many 
variables the quantifieI symbol binds, and the second one expresses how many 
arguments it is supposed to have. For instance, the operator ). of A-calculus is 
Iepiesented in an ER.S by a quantifier of arity (1 1 1)1 since it binds one variable 
and takes one argument. Them is moreover a notion of .~cope indicator in ER.Ss1 

used to express in whkh arguments of the quantifieI variables are bound. \Ve won't 
consideI smpe indicators in the sequel, but just consider an example to illustrate 
their use. For instance, the integral oveI a function f of one argument, from a 
terms to a term t, can be expressed using a quantifieI int of arity (1 1 3) and scope 
indicator 3 as intx(s1 t, /(.7:)). 

As in CR.Ss1 metaterms and terms are distinguished. 

Definition 4.6.1. The set Meta Terms of metaterms is defined as the smallest set 
that satisfies the following Iequiiements: 

1. (a) .7: E Meta Terms if .7: is a variable, 

(b) Z E Meta Terms if Z is a metavariable, 

( c) if s11 • • • , Sm E Meta Terms and f is a function symbol of arity m 1 then 
f(s i, ... , sm) E Meta Terms, 

( d) if :1:11 ••• 1 Xm are different variables, s11 ••• 1 Sn E Meta Terms and if ~ 
is a quantifieI symbol of arity (m, n), then ~:1:1 ... Xm (s11 ... 1 sn) E 

Meta Terms, 
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( e) if Xi, .. . , Xm are different variables and s , ·''1 , ... , Sm E Meta Terms, then 
(si/ Xi, . .. , sm/.Tm)s E Meta Terms. 

2. A term is a metaterm without occurrences of metavariables or of metasu b
stitutions. The set of terms is denoted by Terms. 

Variables in a metaterm can be bound by a quantifier or by a metasubstitution. 

Definition 4.6.2. The set of free 'lJariable.~ of a metaterm s, denoted by FV(s), is 
defined by induction on the structure of s as follows. 

1. FV ( x) = { x}, 

2. FV(Z) = 0, 

3. FV(f(.'>i, . .. , sm)) = L{~~FV(sp), 

A variable occurring in a metaterm s that is not free is said to be bound in s. 

There are various definitions of a rewrite rule of an ER.S that are slightly different. 
\Ve will adopt the following one. Rewrite rules of ER.Ss are similar to rewrite rules 
of CR.Ss, but there are some syntactical differences. 

Definition 4.6.3. Let E be a rewrite alphabet for an ER.S. A rewrite rule 011er 
E is a pair of metaterms over E, denoted by 1 --. r, sud1 that 

1. 1 and r are dosed, 

2. all metavariables in r occur in 1, 

3. 1 is not a metavariable, 

4. 1 does not contain metasubstitutions. 

Definition 4.6.4. An ERB is a pair (E, 'R) mnsisting of a rewrite alphabet E 
and a set of rewrite rules over E. 

\Ve represent A-calculus as an ER.S to show the differences with the representation 
of A-calculus as a CHS. 
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Example 4.6.5. The rewrite rule for ,6-reduction is in the format of ER.Ss written 
as follows: 

app(abs.T.(Z), Z') --+ (Z' /x)Z. 

Here, app is a function symbol of arity 2 and abs is a quantifier symbol of arity 
(1, 1), with scope indicator (1). 

The rewrite rules induce a rewrite relation on the set of terms. As in the case of 
CR.Ss and HR.Ss, the definition of the rewrite rf'Jation makes use of the notions of a 
context and an assignment. A context in an ER.S is, as a context in a CR.S, a term 
with one occurrence of the distinguished variable D. An a.~.~ignment is a mapping 
(): MetaVar --+Terms. It is extended to a homomorphism in the following way: 

1. x 8 = x, 

2. Z 8 = 0( Z), 

3. (f (s1, ... , sm) )8 = f (st . . . , s!i), 

4. ((X1 . . . Xm(s1, . . . , Sn))8 = fT.1 . . . . T.m(sf, . . . , s!), 

5. ((s1/xi, .. . ,sm/xm)s)8 = s8 [.T.1 :=sf ... Xm := s!i). 

It is supposed that variables are renamed whenever necessary. From the definition 
of an assignment, it is clear that a metasu bstitution serves as a sd1eme for a 
simultaneous substitution of m terms form variables in some term. 

For the definition of the rewrite rf'Jation of an ER.S yet another definition is 
needed, whkh has no counterpart in the framework of CR.Ss or HR.Ss. Let 1 --+ r 
be a rewrite rule and let(): MetaVar--+ Terms be an assignment. The assignment 
() is said to be admissible for the rewrite rule 1 --+ r if the following holds: for every 
variable x occurring in O(Z) it is the case that in the two metaterms obtained by 
replacing Z by x in 1 and in r either every occurrence of :i; is bound or every 
occurrence of .T. is free. Consider for example the rewrite rule /(Z) --+ (o/x)Z . 
The assignment () mapping Z to .T. is not admissible for this rewrite rule, since the 
variable .T. is free in / (.T.) but bound in (o/x).T.. In fact, no assignment mapping Z to 
a term having x as free variable is admissible. As another example, we m nsider the 
rewrite rule ( .T.(Z) --+ f(Z) . The assignment () mapping Z to .T. is not admissible 
for this rewrite rule, since x is bound in (x(.T.) but free in /(.T.). 

The definition of the rewrite rf'Jation of an ER.Sis the same as the one given for 
a CR.S in Definition 4.5.8, with a restriction to admissible assignments. That is, 
we haves --+n. s' if there is a context Co, a rewrite rule 1--+ rand an assignment 
()that is admissible for 1 --+ r suc.h that s = 0 [18 ) and s' = C[r 8) . This concludes 
the description of the syntax of ER.Ss. 

In the .~equel 'llle 'lllill .mppose that euery assignment is admissible. 
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A Translation. \Ve now discuss how to associate a higher-order rewriting system 
with )."ij as substitution calculus to an ER.S. This translation will be similar to the 
one for CR.Ss, however, there are some small differences. Again, since ER.Ss are 
untyped by nature, every term of an ER.S will be translated into a term of type 0 
in a higher-order order rewriting system. Since the binding power of a quantifier 
symbol is expressed by its arity, we won't need an operator to map terms of some 
arrow type to terms of type 0, as the operator lambda used in the translation of 
CR.Ss. First the rewrite alphabet of an ER.Sis translated as follows. 

Definition 4.6.6. Let E be an alphabet. 

1. A function symbol f E E of arity m is translated into a rewrite operator, 
denoted by t(f ), of type 0 --+ ... --+ 0 --+ 0 with m + 1 times 0. 

2. A quantifier symbol ( E E of arity (m, n) is translated into a rewrite operator, 
denoted by t((), of type A --+ .•. --+ A --+ 0, with n timffi A, and A of the 
form 0 --+ • •• --+ 0 --+ 0 with m + 1 timffi 0. 

The translation of terms is fairly straightforward. However, when trying to trans
late metaterms of an ER.S we are faced with two problems, namely how to translate 
metavariables and how to translate metasubstitutions. In order to solve thffie dif
ficulties we will make two assumptions. Below we will see that it is possible to 
transform a rewrite rule sur.h that its left- and right-hand side satisfy the assump
tions, without r.hanging the rewrite relation induced by the rewrite rule. 

A first problem is formed by the metasu bstitutions, whic.h may occur in right
hand sides of rewrite rulffi. They occur in the form (s1/.7:1, ... , sm/xm)s with s an 
arbitrary metaterm. However, since the right-hand side of a rewrite rule is required 
to be dosed, they can only act on the metavariablffi occurring in s. Therefore, we 
will suppose that metasubstitutions are distributed over metaterms, sur.h that they 
occur only in the form (s1/.7:1, ... , sm/xm)Z. So for instance (o/x, b/y)f(Z, Z') is 
transformed into f((o/x, b/y)Z, (o/x, b/y)Z1

). 

Semnd, it is not immediately clear how to translate metavariablffi. That is, 
they clearly must be translated into variables, but the question is of what type. 
Obviously anatural translation of (s1/.7:i, . . . , sm/xm)Z is .7:1 ... . Xm.Zsi ... s~ with 
si, ... , s~ the translations of ·'.li, ... , Sm. However, the same metavariable may 
occur with a metasubstitution of a different arity, or without any metasu bstitution 
at all. \Ve will suppose that for every metaterm s there is for every metavariable Z 
occurring in s a list of variables, called the .mbBtitution variable.<J of Z ins. Then, 
we suppose that if a metavariable Z occurs in s in a submetaterm of the form 
(si/x1, ... , sm/7:m)Z, the variables J:i, ... , Xm all occur in the list of substitution 
variables of Z in s. If a metavariable Z has a list of sn bstitntion variables mnsisting 
of m variablffi, then Z is translated into a variable z of type 0 --+ ... --+ 0 --+ 0 with 
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m + 1 times 0. \\i'e will discuss below how to find a list of substitution variables 
for a metavariable occurring in a rewrite rule. 

The translation of metaterms is now as follows. 

Definition 4.6.7. The translation of a terms, denoted by l(s), is defined by 
induction on the structure of s as follows: 

1. l(.T) = .T, 

2. l(Z) = Z.T1 .... Tm if the substitution variables of Z in s are .T1, ... ,.Tm, 

4. l(~.T1 .... Tm(s1, ... ,sn)) = 
l(~)( l(.T1)- .... l(.Tm).l(s1)) ... (l(.T1)- ... . l(.Tm).l(sn) ), 

5. if the substitution variables of Zin s are Y1, ... ,yn, then 

(( I I )z) _ . h _ { l(sq) if Yp = .Tq, 
l S1.T1 1 ••• ,Sm.Tm -zt1 ... tnWit tp- h . Yp ot erWIBe. 

\\i'e first comment on the part that is c,oncerned with the translation of terms 
only. In the sequel vre won't mention explicitly that a variable is the translation 
of itself. Note that l(s) : 0 for every term s. Further, the binding of variables by a 
quantifier is distributed over its arguments. For instance, ~.T(s 1 , s2) is translated 
inID l(~)(.T.l(s 1 ))(.T.l(s 2 )). 

Now vre will discuss how ID obtain a list of substitution variables for a rewrite 
rule. Let 1 --+ r be a rewrite rule in an ER.S. Let Z be a metavariable occurring 
in 1. \\i'e will say that .T1, ... , .Tm is a list of substitution variables for 1 --+ r 
if it is a list of substitution variables both for 1 and for r. A rewrite rule 1 --+ 
r is transformed as follows. First, metasubstitutions are made more economic 
by leaving out sp/·Tp from a metasubstitution (s1/.T1, ... , sm/.Tm)Z if there is an 
occurrence of Z in 1 --+ r where .Tp is not bound. For instance, we transform the 
ER.S rewrite rule ~.Ty(Z)--+ (a./.T,b/z)f(Z) into ~.Ty(Z)--+ f((a./.T)Z). Note that 
if() is an admissible assignment for the rewrite rule ~.Ty(Z) --+ (a./.T, b/z)f(Z), 
then ()( Z) does not c,ontain a free occurrence of the variable z. \\i'e claim that suc.h 
a transformation does not c.hange the rewrite rPJation induced by the rewrite rule, 
but vre do not prove this in detail. It is essential that all assignments are supposed 
to be admissible. Now the list of substitution variables of Z in 1 --+ r c,onfilsts of 
all variables that are bound at every occurrence of Z in 1 and r. Using the list 
of substitution variables of a metavariable in a rewrite rule, the translation of a 
rewrite rule is defined as follows. 

Definition 4.6.8. The translation of a rewrite rule 1 --+ r of an ER.S is the closure 
of l(l) --+ l(r), using the list of substitution variables for 1 --+ r for the translation 
of metaterms. 
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Example 4.6.9. As an example we mnsider the rewrite rule 

(xy(Z, Z') -+a (o,j.T., b/y')f(Z). 

First we slightly modify the rewrite rule whk.h yields (xy(Z, Z') -+ f((a/x)Z). 
The list of substitution variables of Z for this rewrite rule is x and for Z' it is xy. 
The order in whk.h they occur in the list is not important, but it is important that 
the order is fixed. The translation of R is 

((.T..y.zx)(x.y.z'.T.y)-+ f(zo.). 

Note that for an admissible assignment () the term O(Z) does not contain a free 
occurrence of y'. 

Again, we have that the translation preserves the rewrite relation in the sense that 
ifs -+n s' in an ER.S (E, 'R), then L(s) -+n L(s') in its associated higher-order 
rewriting system ( Xi(, l (E), l ('R) ). To show this in full detail requires quite some 
more work 

4. 7 Interaction Systems 

This section is mnoerned with the class of Interaction Systems, in the sequel called 
ISs, that is defined by Asperti and Laneve in [Lan93] and [AL94]. ISs are intro
duoed to study the theory of optimal reductions as defined by Levy [Lev78] in a 
setting that is more general than .A-calculus. On the one hand, ISs from a gener
alisation of the Interaction Nets as defined by Lafont in [Laf90] . Interaction Nets 
generalise proof nets of linear logic by admitting arbitrary pairs of constructors 
and destructors. A rewrite rule of an Interaction Net should satisfy three require
ments, one of whk.h is the following: every variable occurring in a rewrite rule 
occurs exactly onoe in the left-hand side and exactly once in the right-hand side. 
ISs are obtained from Interaction Nets by dropping this constraint. On the other 
hand, ISs form a proper subclass of the class of CR.Ss, whk.h will be clear from 
the presentation of the syntax of ISs bf'Jow. 

For results mncerning optimal reductions in the setting of ISs we refer to 
[Lan93], [AL94] and [AL96]. 

In this section we first recall the syntax of ISs and then we explain how an 
IS can be represented as a higher-order rewriting system with .A-;( as substitution 
calculus. Sinoe ISs form a subclass of CR.Ss, we can translate an IS into a higher
order rewriting system in the same way as we translate a CR.S. However, as will be 
clear from the translation presented bf'Jow, ISs are closer to higher-order rewriting 
systems than CR.Ss, and hence the natural translation of ISs into higher-order 
rewriting systems is not an instanoe of the translation of CR.Ss into higher-order 
rewriting systems with .Ai( as substitution calculus. 
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Interaction Systems. \Ve suppose that there is a set Var consisting of infinitely 
many 1mriables and a set MetaVar mnsisting of infinitf'Jy many meta11ariables. 
Variables are denoted by .r., y, z, ... and metavariables are denoted by Z, Z', .. .. 
As in ER.Ss, all metavariables have arity 0. :\foreover, we suppose that there 
is for every m > 1 an operator for metasubstitution, denoted by -[-/-, ... , -/-] , 
with m times -/ -- A rewrite alphabet for an IS is a set, denoted by E, mnsisting 
of forms. Every form is either a constructor or a destructor. Constructors are 
denoted by c, r!, ... and destructors are denoted by d, d1

, •• •• Forms of whkh it is 
not specified whether they are constructors or destructors are denoted by f, /', .... 
Every form is equipped with a fixed arity, whkh is a finite list of natural numbers. 
A form of arity (m1 . . . mn) should have n arguments, and binds mP variables in 
the pth argument. The arity of a destructor must be of the form (Om2 •• • mn)- For 
example, the operator .A of .A-calculus, whkh is a constructor, is a form of arity (1 ), 
and application of .A-calculus is a destructor of arity (DO). The important difference 
between ISs on the one hand and CR.Ss and ER.Ss on the other hand is that ISs are 
constructor systems, following the principle of introduction and elimination rules 
in logical systems. :\1etaterms and terms are defined as follows. 

Definition 4. 7.1. Let E be a rewrite alphabet for an IS. 

1. The set of metaterm.~ mJer E, denoted by Meta Terms, is the smallest set that 
satisfies the following: 

(a) .r. E MetaTerms for every variable x, 

(b) Z E MetaTerms for every metavariable Z , 

(c) if s1, ... , Sn E Meta Terms and f is a form of arity (m1 ... mn), then 
f(.r. i . . . .. x:n1 .si, ... , xi .... .. r.~ .sn) E Meta Terms, 

( d) if s, s1, ... , Sm E Meta Terms and x 1 , . . . , Xm are different variables, then 
s [s1/xi, ... , sm/xm] E Meta Terms. 

2. A term is a metaterm without metavariables or metasubstitutions. The set 
of terms is denoted by Terms. 

So terms and metaterms of ISs are very similar to terms and metaterms of ER.Ss. 
In the sequel, we abbreviate xf . ... . x~ .s by X?. .s . Rewrite rules in ISs are more 

p p 

restricted than in ER.Ss. One of the reasons is that they obey a constructor-
destructor discipline. :\foreover there is a restriction on the use of metasubstitu
tions that makes the translation into higher-order rewriting systems easier, as we 
will see bf'Jow. 

Definition 4. 7 .2. Let E be a rewrite alphabet. A rewrite rule mJer E is a pair of 
closed metaterms, denoted by 1 -+ r, suc.h that 
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1. every metavariable in r occurs in 1 1 

2. 1 is of the form d(c(x:n, .Z1 , . . . , ~" .Zn), y;2 .z~, ... , ~-Z~) with all metavari
ables different, 

3. r is an element of the set r(l ), whkh is defined as the smallest set that 
satisfies the following: 

(a) .'r E r(l) for any variable .T-, 

(b) if ri, .. . ,rn E r(l) and f is a form of a.rity (m1 ... mn), then 
f (.T.~1 .r i, . . . , ~ .r n) E r(l ), 

(c) Zn1[ri/zi,- . . ,rn/z~] E r(l) if ~".Z occurs in L 

The restriction on the form of the right-hand side of a rewrite rules ensures that 
substitutions do not introduce bound variables. For instance, d(c(Z)) --+ Z[a/x] 
is not allowed as a rewrite rule, since x is not bound at the occurrence of Z in the 
left-hand side. 

Definition 4. 7 .3. An IS is a pair (E, 'R) mnsisting of a rewrite alphabet E and 
a set of rewrite rules over E suc.h that there is at most one rewrite rule for every 
pair consisting of a mnstructor and a destructor. 

Note that an IS is by definition orthogonal. In order to compare the syntax of ISs 
with the syntax of previously discu55ed rewriting systems, we present .A-calculus 
as an IS. 

Example 4.7.4. The rewrite alphabet of the IS representing .A-calculus consists 
of two forms: a mnstructor abs of arity (1) and a destructor app of a.rity (OD). The 
rewrite rule for fi-reduction is written as follows: 

app(abs(:r..Z), Z') --+ Z[Z' /:r.]. 

Another frequently occurring example of an IS is the one with a rewrite alphabet 
consisting of a constructor .A of a.rity (1) and a destructor µof a.rity (0) . Its rewrite 
rule is as follows: 

µ(A(.T-.Z)) --+ Z[µ(A(y.Z[yj.T-])) /1:] . 

The rewrite rfl1ation of an IS is defined in the same way as the rewrite relation 
of an ER.S, with the difference that the restriction to admiMible assignments is 
not necessary, since the shape of the rewrite rules is so that every aMignment is 
admiMible. 
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A Translation. \Ve now discuss how to associate a higher-order rewriting system 
with )."i( as substitution calculus to an IS. Like CR.Ss and ER.Ss, ISs are untyped. 
Hence all terms of an IS will be translated into terms of type 0 of a higher-order 
rewriting system. The rewrite alphabet of an IS is translated as follows. 

Definition 4 .7.5. A form f of arity (m1 ... mn) is translated into a simply 
typed rewrite operator denoted by l(f), of type A1 --+ . . . --+ An --+ 0, with 
Ap = 0 --+ .. . --+ 0 with mp + 1 times 0. 

\Ve first present the translation of terms, whic.h is quite straightforward. 

Definition 4. 7 .6. Let E be a rewrite alphabet for an IS. The translation of a 
term s over E into a simply typed term, denoted by l(s), is defined by induction 
on the structure of s as follows: 

1. l(x) = x, 

2. l(f(.T-~1 .s1, . . . , ~n·sn)) = /(x~1 .L(s1)) ... (~n-l(sn))· 
The translation of a rewrite rule is obtained in two steps. 

Definition 4.7.7. Let (E, 'R) be an IS. Let 1--+ r be a rewrite rule in 'R with 

1 = d(c(x!n 1 .Zi, . . . , ~ .Zn), g;2 .Z~, ... , Yj,q.Z~ ) 

1. (a) The translation of the left-hand side, denoted by l(l), is 

l (d)(l(c)(x~1 .z1x~1 ) • •• (~.zn~J)(Y!2 .z;il!2 ) - - - (i!;q-~ii';.,.) 

(b) The translation of the right-hand side, denoted by l(r), is defined by 
induction on the structure of r as follows: 

i. l(:r.) = x, 
ii. L(j(x~1 .ri, . .. ,.~.rn)) = f(x~1 .L(r1)) ... (.~.l(rn)), 
iii. l(Zn1[r ifxi

1
, ••• , rm/.T.~)) = Zn1l(r1 ) . . . l(rm )-

2. The translation of the rewrite rule 1 --+ r is obtained by taking the dosure 
of l(l)--+ l(r). 

Example 4. 7.8 . Consider the rewrite rules given in Example 4. 7.4. The transla
tion of the rewrite rule for fi-reduction is 

z.z1.app(abs(:i:.z.T.), z1
) --+ z.z'.zz'. 

The translation of the rewrite rule for µ and ). is 

z.µ(A(x.z.T.)) --+ z.z(µ().(y .zy))). 

\Ve have that s --+ s1 in an IS (E, 'R) implies that l(s) --+ l(s') in its associated 
higher-order rewriting system ()."i(, l(E), l('R)). Again, we leave the details to the 
reader. 
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4.8 PCF 

In this section we represent PCF as a higher-order rewriting system. PCF, whkli 
stands for Programming Language with Computable Functions, is introduced by 
Plotkin in [Plo77]. It is simply typed ,\-calculus with a fixpoint operator and 
constants that a.re used to modPJ elementary operations on booleans and natural 
numbers. \Ve include the representation of PCF as a higher-order rewriting system 
to show that also typed rewriting systems can be represented as a higher-order 
rewriting system. As substitution calculus we will take system F, introduced by 
Girard in [Gir72] and independently by Reynolds in [R.ey74]. First we recall the 
syntax of PCF and then we represent PCF as a higher-order rewriting system with 
system F as substitution calculus. 

PCF. The type.~ of PCF are the simple types, defined in Definition 2.5.1 of 
Chapter 2, built from two base types: N representing the natural numbers and 
B representing the booleans. The typing relation is denoted by :. \Ve suppose 
that for every type A there is a set denoted by Var A consisting of infinitely many 
11ariables of type A. The set mnsisting of all variables is denoted by Var. The 
alphabet of PCF mnsists of the following simply typed mnstants: 

1. for every m ~ 0 there is a mnstant m: N, 

2. S: N--+ N, 

3. P: N--+ N, 

4. T: B, 

5. F: B, 

6. Z: N--+ B, 

7. condB : B --+ B --+ B --+ B, 

8. cond1 : B --+ N --+ N --+ N, 

9. for every type A there is a mnstant YA : (A--+ A) --+A. 

The terms of type A of PCF are built over the alphabet given above as defined in 
Definition 2.5.3 of Chapter 2. \Ve denote terms of PCF by s , t, r, .... 

The rewrite rules of PCF are the following: 
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cond8 Tst --+ s 

cond8 Fst --+ t 

cond1 Tst --+ s 

cond1 Fst --+ t 

Sm --+ m+l 

P (m + 1) --+ m 

zo --+ T 

Z(m + 1) --+ F 

YAs --+ s(Y As) 

(J\.T-.s)t --+ s [:i: := t] 

The Substitution Calculus System F. \Ve briefly recall the syntax: of System 
F from [GLT89] . \Ve suppose that there are base types and infinitely many type 
variables. 

Definition 4.8.1. The set of types of system F, denoted by Types, is defined as 
the smallest set that satisfies the following: 

1. a E Types if a is a type variable, 

2. 0 E Types if 0 is a base type, 

3. if A, BE Types, then A--+ BE Types, 

4. if A E Types and a is a type variable, then ITa.A E Types. 

\Ve suppose that for every type A there are infinitf'Jy many variables of type A, 
written as .'l:A 1 yA 1 zA 1 • • • • The set of terms is defined as follows. 

Definition 4.8.2. The set of term.~ of type A of system F, denoted by Term~ 1 is 
defined as the smallest set that satisfies the following: 

1. xA E TermsA for every variable xA of type A, 

2. if A = ~ --+ A1 and xAo is a variable of type Ao and s E Term~1 , then 
J\xAo .s E Term~ , 

3. ifs E Terms8 -+A and t E Terms8 , then st E TermsA, 

4. if A = ITa.~ and if s E T ermsAo, then Aa.s E Term~, provided that a does 
not occur free in the type of a free variable of s, 
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5. if A = ~[a := Ai] with A0 and Ai types, and if s E TermsIIa.Ao, then 
sAi E TermsA. 

The set of all terms is denoted by Terms. 

The rewrite rf>1ation on the set of terms is generated by the following two rules for 
fi-reduction: 

(AxA.s)t -+ s[x:=t], 

(Aa.s)A -+ s[a :=A]. 

\Ve will suppose that all terms are in normal form with respect to -+11. 

PCF as a Higher-Order Rewriting System. \Ve represent PCF as a higher
order rewriting system with system F as substitution calculus. The alphabet of 
PCF is as given above, with the following c.hanges: 

1. Y: Ila.(a-+ a)-+ a, 

2. abs: ITa.fi.(a-+ fi) -+ a-+ fi, 

3. app : Ila.fi. (a -+ fi) -+ a -+ fi. 

So the :fixpoint operator and the operators for abstraction and application are 
polymorphically typed. \Ve will write Y A, absAB and appA 8 instead of YA, absAB 
and appAB. Further, we write app(app condBst)r and app(app cond5 st )r instead 
of explicitly mentioning the type of the applications. The rewrite rules of PCF 
now take the following form: 

,\y13.,\zB.app(app condB Ty13)zB 

,\y13.,\~.app(app condBFy13)zB 

,\/.,\z5 .app(app cond5 T/)z5 

,\/.,\z5.app(app cond5 F/)z5 

appSm 

appP(m + 1) 
appZO 

appZ(m + 1) 
A ,\ Q-+Q y o,lt-+lt 

a . y .app((a-+a)-+a )(a-+a) a'!I 

Aa.,\ya: -+a: .app( a-+a)( a) if->a (a PP(( a-+a)-+a) (a-+a) Ya ya-+a) 

-+ 

-+ 

-+ 

-+ 

-+ 

-+ 

-+ 

-+ 

-+ 

Aa.Afi .,\ya->/3 .AZa .appa/3 (absa13AXa .if->f3xa)za -+ 

Aa.Afi.,\if-+/3 . ,\za .ya-+/3 za 

,\yB. ,\zB .yB 

,\yB_,\zB.ZB 
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In order to be able to define the rewrite relation, it must be possible to abstract 
over terms of the form Aa.s. Therefore yet another levf'J of abstraction is necffisary1 

which we will not elaborate here. 





Chapter 5 

Confluence for Higher-Order 
Rewriting 

In thi.~ chapter 111e con.~ider pattern higher-order reuJTiting .~y.~tem.~ 11tith >.-; a.~ 

.~ub.~titution calculu.~. We 11till .~ay .~horlly 'higher-order reulriting .~y.~tem' in.~tead 
of 'pattern higher-order reuJTiting .~y.~tem 11tith >.if a.~ .~ub.~titution calculv.B '. 

Confluence is an important property of rewriting systems, because it ensures the 
uniqueness of normal forms and it provides a method to establish cnnsistency. In 
this chapter vre prove that all "Weakly orthogonal higher-order rewriting systems 
are c,on:Huent. The proof makes use of the c,oncept of parallel reduction. A paraJlpJ 
reduction step is obtained by contracting a set of redex occurrences in a term 
simultaneously. Confluence of weakly orthogonal higher-order rewriting systems 
is also proved by Vall Oostrom in [Oos94] but in a different way, namely by first 
proving that all developments are finite. Short versions of both proofs are also 
reported in [OR.94b]. By admitting trivial critical pairs the result that "Weakly 
orthogonal higher-order rewriting systems are c,on:Huent extends earlier c,on:Huence 
results. 

The organisation of this chapter is as follows. In Section 5.1 we discuss the two 
main methods of proving confluence of orthogonal rewriting systems: one using de
vPJopments and one using parallel reduction. In this section 'We also discuss rPJated 
vmrk concerning c,on:Huence of higher--0rder rewriting. In Section 5.2 the relation 
--e-+ for parallel reduction is defined, and we prove some elementary properties of 
--e-+. In Section 5.3 'We give a short proof of c,on:Huence of orthogonal higher--0rder 
rewriting systems using parallel reduction. Then, in Section 5.4 'We extend this 
result by showing that "Weakly orthogonal higher-order rewriting systems are cnn
:Huent. This result implies the result of Section 5.3. \\i'e have neverthPJess included 
the proof for the orthogonal case since it clearly shows the essence of paraJlpJ 
reduction. 

155 
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5.1 Confluence 

There are two important methods to prove confluence of orthogonal rewriting 
systems: by dewJopments and by parallel reduction. :viost proofs of confluence 
of orthogonal rewriting systems known in the literature are by one of those two 
methods. At some places the requirement that the rewriting systems must be 
non-overlapping is rf'1axed. In this section we briefly discuAA the proof method by 
developments, and next the proof method by paraJlel reduction. First we give two 
well-known examples to illustrate that the restriction to orthogonal systems is a 
reasonable one. The simple rewriting system defined by the rewrite rules a --+ b 
and a --+ c illustrates that an overlapping higher-order rewriting system is not 
neceAAarily confluent. The term rewriting system defined by the rewrite rules 

x.f.T.x --+ x .a 

.7:. f(J}.7:)3; --+ 3;.b 

c --+ gc 

given by Huet in [Hue80] illustrates that a non-overlapping rewriting system is 
not neceAAarily confluent if it is not left-linear: we have f cc --+ f (gc)c --+ b and 
f cc --+ a, so the term f cc can be rewritten to two different normal forms. In 
[Klo80], Kl op gives an example of a non-overlapping term rewriting system that 
is not confluent, defined by three rewrite rules of whkh only one is not left-linear. 
This rewiiting system has moreover the property of uniqueness of normal forms. 

As it turns out, the restriction to orthogonal higher-order rewriting systems 
can be relaxed to requiring them only to be weakly orthogonal. 

Confluence via Developments. A development is a rewrite sequence in whid1 
only redex occurrences are contracted that are residuals of redex occurrences in 
the initial term. Devf'1opment5 are defined for functional rewriting systems in 
Section 1.2 of Chapter 1, and for ).-calculus with fi-reduction in Section 2.3 of 
Chapter 2. In Section 1.2 of Chapter 1 it is explained that confluence can be 
established if we can construct the orthogonal projection of a rewrite sequence 
over some rewrite step. \Ve recall also from the discuAAion in that section that it 
is possible to construct the orthogonal projection if aJl complete developments are 
finite and end in the same term. This is the principle of a proof of confluence via 
developments. The most difficult step of the proof is to show that all developments 
are finite. 

The first proof of mnfluence by developments of A-calculus with fi-reduction 
is due to Churc.h and R.osser [CR.36]. It concerns ).!-calculus. Thereafter, various 
proofs of finiteneAA of devf'1opment5 of the full ).-calculus with fi-reduction have 
been given. In Section 2.3, some of these proofs are mentioned. 
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In [R.os73), Rosen proves confluence of orthogonal (although a different termi
nology is employed there) subtree replacement systems using devf'Jopments. Every 
first-order term rewriting system is a su btree replacement system. 

In [Klo80], Klop proves that orthogonal CR.Ss are confluent. This proof is 
structured as follows. First a weak normalisation result is obtained, stating that 
every set of redex occurrences can be developed in a finite way. Then local conflu
ence is shown. This is the most complicated part of the proof. These two results 
entail mnfluence of orthogonal CR.Ss. The confluence result is then used to show 
that all developments are finite. 

In [Kha92], Khasidashvili shows that orthogonal ER.Ss are confluent by first 
proving finiteness of deVf'Jopments. This result is dose to the result by Klop, 
however it is not exactly the same, see Section 4.6. ~foreover, the proof is differ
ent from the one by Klop, since for instance finiteness of devf'Jopments is proved 
directly. 

Van Oostrom proves in [Oos94] mnfluence of weakly orthogonal higher-order 
rewriting systems using developments. This extends the results mentioned above, 
since an orthogonal rewriting system is weakly orthogonal but not necessarily vice 
versa. Finiteness of devf'Jopments is proved making use of the properties of the 
substitution calculus, in particular of the property of strong normalisation. As we 
already mentioned, a short version of both this proof and the one presented in 
Section 5.4 can be found in [OR.94b]. 

Confluence via Parallel Reduction. A parallf'J reduction step s~ s1 is ob
tained by mntracting a number of simultaneous redex occurrences in s simultane
ously. Since simultaneous redex occurrences can very well be nested, this notion of 
parallel reduction is essentially different from the one employed by Huet in [Hue80]. 
The proof method by parallel reduction consists of two steps: 

L show that ~· = -, 

2. show that the rf'Jation ~ satisfies the diamond property. 

The relation~ has the diamond property if for all terms s, s', s11 sud1 that s~s' 
and s~ s11

1 there exists a term t with s' ~ t and s" ~ t. See Definition 1. 1.20 
of Chapter 1. That it indeed suffices to prove 1 and 2 above in order to infer 
confluence of the rewrite rf'Jation is expressed in Lemma 1.1.25 of Chapter 1. 

The method of parallel reduction is due to Tait and ~1artin-Lof, and is also 
called the Tait and ~1artin-Lof method. Tait proved confluence of combinatory 
logic by parallf'J reduction, and ~1artin-Lof adapted the proof by Tait to the case of 
.:\-calculus with fi-reduction. The proofs by Tait and ~1artin-Lof are unpublished. 
The proof of confluence of .:\-calculus with fi-reduction by parallel reduction can 
be found in [Ste72], in [13ar84] and in [HS86]. A proof of mnfluence using parallf'J 
reductions and comments about its history can be found in [R.os82]. 
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The re1mlt by Tait and :\1artin-Lof i5 extended to variou5 larger dasse5 of rewrit
ing 5y5tem5. The fiIBt 5ur.h e:x:tenfilon i5 due to Aczel In [Acz78], Aczf'J introduce5 
the dass of contraction 5r.heme5, and prove5 that orthogonal mntraction 5r.heme5 
are confluent by parallf'J reduction. The cla55 of contraction 5r.hemffi contmn5 .:\
calculu5 with fi-reduction and a 5ubdass of the cla55 of fir5t-order term rewriting 
5y5tem5. See Section 4.5 of Chapter 4 for a 5hort ffi5cu5filon on the e:x:prffi5ivity of 
contraction 5r.hemffi. It i5 moreover worth mentioning that the relation for parallf'J 
reduction U5ed by Ar..zf'J i5 not the 5ame a5 the one u5ed by Tcrl.t and :\1artin-Lof. \Ve 
illu5trate the difference for the ca5e of .:\-calculu5 with fi-reduction. The e55ential 
clau5e in the definition of parallel reduction a5 employed by Tait and :\1artin-Lof, 
and a5 mn5idered in thfa thefil5, i5 the following: if M ~ M 1 and N ~ N1

, then 
(Ax.M)N~ M 1[.T. := N1

]. In the definition given by Ar..zel, the ffi5ential clau5e 
i5: if M~.:\.T..M1 and N~N', then MN~M'[.T. := N 1

]. A parallf'J reduction 
5tep in .:\-calculu5 corrffipond5 to a fi-development, wherea5 a parallf'J reduction 
5tep a la Ar..zel mrre5pond5 to a j3-5uperdevf'Jopment. In Section 2.4 of Chapter 
2 5uperdewJopment5 are defined and proved to be 5trongly normalifilng. So the 
rf'Jation U5ed by Ar..zel IB 5tronger than the relation for parallel reduction. 

Nipkow prove5 in [Nip93b] that orthogonal HR.S5 are confluent, u5ing parallf'J 
reduction. Thi5 proof i5 affio reported in [J.1N94], whk.h contaim more re5ult5, 
like for in5tance a critical pair lemma, and a proof of confluence of orthogonal 
HR.85 U5ing a relation for parallel reduction a la Ar..zel and a variation on the 
proof method due to Takaha5hi (whir.h i5 di5cu55ed bf'Jow). In [R.aa93], a proof of 
confluence of orthogonal CR.S5 U5ing parallel reduction a la Aczf'J IB given. From 
the dificu5filon in Section 4.5 and Section 4.4 of Chapter 4, it i5 clear that the 
rffiult that orthogonal HR.& are confluent IB 5trongly related to the re5ult that 
orthogonal CR& are mnfluent. :\foreover, both in [Nip93b] and in [R.aa93] the 
proof makffi u5e of parallf'J reduction, the only difference being that in [R.aa93] 
the relation for parallel reduction a la Aczel i5 employed. Clearly, thi5 filtuation 
i5 un5ati5factory. In [OR.94a, OR.93] thffie two confluence re5ult5 are rf'Jated: it i5 
5hown that confluence of a HR.S implie5 mnfluence of it5 a550ciated CR.S and vice 
Ver5a. 

Takaha5hi prove5 in [Tak93] confluence of 50-called 5emi-orthogonal .:\-calculi 
with conditional rule5 u5ing parallf'J reduction. Semi-orthogonal rewriting 5y5tem5 
are left-linear. :\foreover, a 5emi-orthogonal rewriting 5y5tem 5hould 5ati5fy the 
following requirement. Let 11, 111 • • • , 11m be redex occurrence5 in a term 5ur.h that 
11 :::S 111 :::S . . . --< 11m, further 11 tt 111 , ••• , 11 tt 11m and moreover 11p II 11q for all 
p, q E {1, ... , m}. Then the rffiult of contracting 11 mu5t be the 5ame a the re5ult 
of contracting 11m, ••• , 11 1 in that order. The notion of 5emi-orthogonality i5 weaker 
than the one of orthogonality, but 5tronger than the one of weak orthogonality. 
The fir5t-order term rewriting 5y5tem defined by the rewrite rule5 

/(g(a)) -t /(g(h(a))) 
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g(x) --t g(h(a)) 
a --t h(a) 
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is an example of a rewriting system that is weakly orthogonal but not semi
orthogonal. In [Tak95] 1 Takahashi proves varioll5 dassical results in .A-calculus 
using parall<3J reduction. She gives for instance proofs of confluence of system F , 
of the standardisation theorem for .A-calculus with fi-reduction and of the post
ponement theorem for 71-reduction. )..foreover 1 in the same paper [Tak95] she gives 
a very short and elegant proof of confluence of .A-calculU5 with fi-reduction. It dif
fers from the other proofs mentioned above in the following sense. In most proofs 
of the diamond property of ~ 1 given three term5 s, s1 and s11 sud1 that s ~ s1 

and s-e-+ s11
1 one shows that a term t exists sur.h that s1 ~ t and s11 ~ t. The 

term t depends on s1 and on s11
• Takahashi defines for every term s a term s* sur.h 

that s1 ~ s* whenever s~ s1
• \Ve adapt this proof to the case of orthogonal 

higher-order rewriting system5 in Section 5.3. 
Huet gives in [Hue94] a proof of mnfluence of .A-calculU5 with fi-reduction using 

parallel reduction, that is fully formalised U5ing the Coq proof assistant Gallina. 
Nipkow describes in [Nip96] a formalisation of a proof of confluence of .A-calculus 
with fi- and ,,,_reduction in an implementation of higher-order logic in the theorem 
prover Isab<3Jle. An interesting observation in this paper is that although the proof 
method due to Takahashi gives rise to a shorter proof than the usual one using 
parallel reduction, it is not easier to formalise. 

Comparison. The relationship between the proof method by dev<3Jopments and 
the proof method by parallel reduction is as follows. A parallel reduction step is 
a complete development of a set of redex occurrences, in whk.h contractions are 
performed in an inside-out way. 

Both proof methods have their particular properties that can be mnsidered as 
advantages or disadvantages, depending on the taste and the needs of the reader. 
Proofs by parall<3J reduction are short, because besides the notion of parallel re
duction hardly any additional concepts are needed, and moreover the proof that 
parallel reduction satisfies the diamond property makes use of just a few auxiliary 
lemmata. Proofs by dev<3Jopments are usually longer, since they need the concept 
of residual and the result that all dev<3Jopments are finite. However, the auxiliary 
results, and especially the result that all developments are finite , can be used for 
various other purposes. 

5.2 Parallel Reduction 

In the remainder of this chapter 11Je adopt the follo11Jing convention.-; . We con.<Jider 
left-linear pattern higher-order re11Jriting .-;y,-;tems. All preterm.-; are .mppo.-;ed to be 
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in r;-normal form. We use the formalisation of red ex and redex occurrence as given 
in Definition 4.2.25 of Chapter 4

1 
that is, a redex is a pair consisting of a context 

and a rewrite rule. 

In this section we define the n>Jation -e-+ for parallel reduction and we prove some 
elementary properties of -e-+. 

Definition 5.2.L Let 1f. be a left-linear higher-order rewiiting system. The 
binary rPJation for parallel reduction, denoted by -e-+ , is defined inductivPJy as 
follows: 

2. if .'Ji -e-+ si, .. . , Sm-e-+ s~ for some m > 0, then f s 1 .. . Sm -e-+ f si . . . s~, 

3. if s-e-+s', then x.s-e-+x.s', 

4. if s 1 -e-+ si, ... , sm-e-+ s~ for some m ~ 0, and 1 --+ r is a rewrite rule, then 
(ls1 ... sm)!p -e-+ (rsi . . . s~)!p . 

By mnvention ls1 . . . Sm and rs1 . .. Sm are in fi-normaJ form. It is easy to see that 
the relation -e-+ is reflexive. \Ve make the following observations. 

Remark 5.2.2. Let 1f. be a left-linear higher-order rewriting system. 

1. If s = .T-s 1 . . . Sm for some m ~ 0 and s-e-+ s1, then s-e-+ s1 is of the form 
I I 'th I I XS1 ... Sm-e-+XS1 ... Sm WI .'Ji -e-+Sl, . . . , Sm-e-+Sm. 

2. Ifs = .T-.so and s-e-+s1, then s~s' is x.s0 -e-+x.s~ with s0 -e-+s~. 

Remark 5.2.3. Let 1f. be a left-linear higher-order rewriting system. Let s be a 
term. If S = (ls1 . . . Sm)!p with S1 = .T-1 ..... X7wS10 , . .. , Sm = .T-1 .... .. T-n,,. .Sm0, then 
sp0 is, up to a renaming of bound variables, a subterm of s for every p E {1, ... , m}. 
This is a consequence of the restriction to pattern higher-order rewriting systems. 

The previous remark does not hold if 1 is not a rule-pattern. Consider for instance 
1 = x.f(xa), whkh is not a rule-pattern since f(xa) is not a pattern, and the term 
s1 = y.y. Then (ls1)!p =fa whkh does not contain y as a subterm. 

\Ve show that the set of terms is dosed under the rPJation -e-+. 

Proposition 5.2.4. Let 1f. be a left-linear higher-order rewriting system. Ifs E 
Terms and s-e-+s1, then s1 E Terms. 

Proof. Suppose s E Terms and s-e-+ s1. \Ve prove that s' E Terms. The proof 
proceeds by induction on the structure of s. 
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ls tht /• //•th' ' . uppose a S--e-+S IS .TS1 ... Sm--e-+.TS1···Sm WI S1--e-+S1 1 ... ,Sm--e-+Sm 
for some m :2': 0. \\i'e have s1, ... , Sm E Terms. By the induction hypothesis, 
si, ... , s;,. E Terms. Hence s' E Terms. 

2. Suppose s--e-+ s1 is fs1 ... Sm--e-+ fsi ... s;,. with s1 --e-+ si, ... , Sm--e-+ s;,. for 
some m :2': 0. This case is similar ID the previous one. 

3. Suppose s--e-+s1 is .r.s0 --e-+.r.s~ with s0 --e-+s~. \\i'e have s0 E Terms, and hence 
v.e have by the induction hypothesis s~ E Terms. This yields that s' E Terms. 

4. Finally, we suppose that s--e-+ s1 is (lso ... sm)!µ--e-+ (rs~ ... s;,.)!µ with 
so--e-+s~, ... , Sm--e-+s;,. for some m :2': 0. Then s1 E Terms. D 

\\i'e will show that the rPJation --e-+ • coincides with the relation -+>n. To that end 
the following lemma is needed. R.ecall from Notation 1.2.5 of Chapter 1 that lal 
denotes the length of the rewrite sequence a. In the proof of the following lemma, 
v.e denote by Is -+>n s'I the length of the rewrite sequence s -+>n s1

• 

Lemma 5.2.5. Let 1i be a left-linear higher-order reuJTiting .~y.~tem. Let s be a 
clo.~ed linear pattern. Suppo.~e ti -+>n tj_, ... ,tm -+>n t'm. Then (st1 ... tm)!13 -+>n 
(stj_ ... t'm)!µ. 

Proof. The proof proceeds by induction on lt1 -+>n til + ... + ltm -+>n t'ml· 
Suppose lt1 -+>n til + ... + ltm -+>n t'ml = 0. Then the statement clearly holds. 
Suppose lt1 -+>n til + ... + ltm -+>n t'ml > 0. Let tn -+n t'~ -+>n t'n for some 

11. E {1, ... ,m}. By the induction hypothesis, we have that (st1 ... t'~ ... tm)!µ -+>n 
(stj_ ... t'n ... t'm)!µ- Then, the proof is completed by showing that 'We have that 
(st1 ... tn ... tm)!µ -+>n (st1 ... t'~ ... tm)!µ- The rewrite step tn -+n t'~ can be 
decomposed into tn f3ii «-- Co[l] "---+ Co[r] -+>µ:r; t'~ for some context CoD and some 
rewrite rule 1 -+ r. Then there is a precontext Co suc.h that st1 ... tn . .. tm 13'! «-

C[l] "---+ C[r] -+>µ:r; st1 ... t'~ ... tm. The proof is now suggested by the following 
diagram, where C'o = Co!13 : 

D 

In the following theorem the first step of the proof of confluence using paraJlpJ 
reduction is established: v.e show that the relations -+>n and --e-+ • c,oincide. In 
fact, it is shown that -+n <;;; --e-+ <;;; -+>n. 
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Theorem 5.2.6. Let 1-{. be a left-linear higher-order rewriting system and lets be 
a term. Then s-e-+ * s 1 if and only if s _,,,n s'. 

PrCXJf. Suppose (Co,l--+ r): s -+n s
1

• Then we haves= C[l]!µ and s' = 
C[r]!13 . \Ve prove by induction on the structure of Co that s-e-+s

1
• 

1. Suppose Co = :J:1 .... :J:m .ot1 ... t.,,, for some m, n ~ 0. By the definition of 
-e-+, we have that (lt1 .. . t.,,,)!13-e-+ (rt1 . .. t.,,,)!13. Hence 

s X1 . . . . .. T.m.(1t1 ... t.,,,)!µ 

X1 ... . .. T.m.(rt1 ... t.,,,)!µ 

s'. 

2. Suppose Co = :r.1 . . . . :r.m.yt1 • • • tp_1(C'o)tp+l · .. t.,,, for some m,n > 0. By 
the induction hypothesis, we have that C'[l]!µ-e-+C1[r]!13. Hence 

s .T.1. · · . .. T.m·Yt1 . . . tp-1(C'[l]!µ) tp+l · .. tn 

.T.1 . . . . .. T.m·Yt1 . . . tp-1 (C'[r]!µ)tp +l · .. tn 

s'. 

3. Suppose Co = :r.1 .... Xm.ft1 ... tp- 1 ( C'o)tp+l . . . tn for some m, n > 0. This 
case is similar to the previous one. 

Suppose s-e-+s1
• \Ve prove by induction on the structure of s, using the obser

vations of Remark 5.2.2 and Remark 5.2.3, that s _,,,n s' if s-e-+s
1

• 

1 S 1 • 1 1 'th 1 1 f. . uppose s-e-+ s JS :r.s1 . . . Sm-e-+ .T.s1 . . . sm Wl ·'h -e-+ Si, ... , Sm-e-+ sm or 
some m > 0. By the induction hypothesis, we have that s1 _,,,n si , ... , Sm _,,,n 

1 Th' · .1d 1 1 1 Sm. lS yie.1 s s = XS1 ... Sm -;;n .T.S1 ... Sm = s. 

2 S , • I I , , ' th , , f. . uppose S-e-+ S lS S1 . . . Sm-e-+ S 1 .. . Sm Wl S1 -e-+ S1 , . . . , Sm -e-+ Sm or 
some m > 0. This case is similar to the previous one. 

3 S 1 • 1 "th 1 B th . d ti" h th . . uppose s-e-+ s JS :r..s0 -e-+ :r..s0 wi s0-e-+ s0 . y e m uc on ypo esJS, 
we have that s0 _,,,n s~. Hence s = .T..s0 _,,,n :r. .s~ = s1

• 

4. Finally, we suppose that s-e-+ s1 is (ls1 ... sm)!µ-e-+ (rsi ... s~)!µ with 
s1-e-+ si, ... , sm-e-+ s~ for some m > 0. By the induction hypothesis, 
we have that s1 _,,,n si, ... , Sm _,,,n s~. :\1oreover, by Lemma 5.2.5, we 
have (1.•11 ... sm)!µ _,,,n (L<;i ... s:n)!13 . Finally, since the rewriting system is 
left-linear, we have that (lsi . .. s:n)!13 -+n (rsi ... s:n)!13 • \Ve conclude that 
s = (l s1 ... sm)!µ _,,,n (rsi ... s~)!µ = s1

• D 
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Note that Prnposition 5.2.4 is a cornllary of Theorem 5.2.6. \Ve preferred to give 
also a direct prnof. 

In the prnof of the diamond prnperty of the rf'Jation ~ 1 given in Section 
5.3 for orthogonal systems and in Section 5.4 for wealcly orthogonal systems, we 
need that the relation -e-+ is dosed under substitution. In the following lemma 
a stronger prnperty is shown. It will be used only for the case that s0 = s~ in 
the last case of the prnof of Lemma 5.3.3, in the proof of Lemma 5.4.3 and in the 
proof of Theorem 5.4.6. 

Lemma 5. 2. 7. Let 1i be a left-linear higher-order rewriting system. Suppose 
that so~ sci and t1 -e-+ ti, ... 1 tm -e-+ t'm for .~ome m > 0. Then we have 
(sot1 ... tm)!µ~(scifi · · · t'm)!µ. 

PrCXlf. Note that s0 is by the convention of this section of the form .T.1 ..... Xm.s. 
So (sot1 ... tm)!µ = (s[x1 := t1 . . .. T.m := tm])!µ- \Ve prnve that we have that 
(s[x1 := t1 . . .. T.m := tm])!µ-e-+ (s'[.T.1 := ti ... Xm := t'mJ)!µ. The proof proceeds by 
noetherian induction on the length of a rewrite sequence of s[x1 := t 1 ... Xm := tm] 
to ,877-normal form. 

I. Suppose that s[x1 := t 1 .. . Xm := tm] is in /»7-normal form. The proof of this 
part prnceeds by induction on the structure of s, using the observations of Remark 
5.2.2 and R.emark 5.2.3. 

1 S h /• I I • h J I f. . uppose t at s-e-+ s IS YS1 .. . Sn-e-+YS1 ... Sn wit S1 -e-+ sll ... ' Sn~Sn or 
some n > 0. If n = 01 then the statement clearly holds, both if .T. = y and if 
x # y. Otherwise, 'We have by the induction hypothesis that 

for every p E {l, . . . , n}. Since s [.T.1 := t1 . . . Xm := tm] is in ,81]-normal form, 
'We have y tt {.T.1, ... , Xm}. \Ve abbreviate Sp [.T.1 := t1 ... . T.m : = tm] by .~P and 
s~[.T.1 := fi_ ... Xm := t'mJ by .~P for every p E {l, ... , n}. \Ve have: 

s[.T.1 := t1 ... :i;m := tm] 

ys1 ... sn 
ys1 ... sn 

s1[x1 := fi · · · Xm := t'mJ · 

2 S th t I • j f I I •th I I f. . uppose a s-e-+s IS s1 .. . Sn-e-+ s1 ... sn WI s1-e-+s1, ... ,sn-e-+Sn or 
some n > 0. This case is similar to the previous one. 
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3. Suppose that s-e-+s1 is y.s0-e-+y.s~ with s0 -e-+s~. By the induction hypoth
esis we have: 

This yields that s [x1 := t1 . . . Xm := tm]-e-+s'[x1 := fi ... Xm := t'mJ-

4. Suppose that we have that s-e-+ s1 is (ls1 ... sn)!µ-e-+ (rsi ... s~)!µ with 
s0-e-+ si, ... , sn---e-+ s~ for some n > 0. If n = 0, then the statement dearly 
holds since 1 and r are dosed. Otherwise, we have by the induction hypoth
esis that 

Sp [.T.1 : = f 1 . .. Xm := tm]-e-+ S~ [x1 := ti .. · Xm : = f'ml 

for every p E {1, ... ,n}. The term sp[:J:1 := t1 . . . Xm := tm] is in fi-normal 
form since it is a subterm of a term in fi-normal form. 

\Ve abbreviate sp[.T.1 := t1 ... Xm := tm] by .~P and s~[x1 := fi ... . T.m := t'mJ 
by .~P for every p E {11 ••• ,n}. Since 1 and r are dosed, we have that 
(1.•>i . . . sn)!µ [x1 .- t1 ... . T.m := tm] = (ll1 . ... ~n)!µ, and similarly for r. 
Hence we have: 

s[X1 := f1 .. . Xm := tm] 
(ls1 . .. sn)!µ [x1 := t1 .. . Xm := tm] 

(H1 .... ~n)!µ 
(r .~ 1 ... ·~n)!µ 

(rsi . .. s~)!µ [x1 := ti .. . Xm := t'mJ 

s' [x1 := fi · · · Xm := t'mJ-

II. Suppose s[.T.1 := t1 ... . T.m := tm] is not in J'17-normal form. The proof of this 
part proceeds by induction on the structure of s . 

1 S I • I I •th I I f. . uppose s-e-+s IB ys1 . . . Sn-e-+ys1 . . . sn WI s1-e-+s1, ... , Sn-e-+sn or some 
n > 0. Note that m > 0. By the induction hypothesis of the induction we 
have: 

for every p E {1, .. . , n} . This is the case since (sp[.T.1 := t1 ... :J:m := tm])! µ is 
a subterm of (s[:J:1 := t1 . . .. T.m := tm])!µ for every p E {1, ... , n}. \Ve abbre-
viate (sp[.T.1 := t1 ... Xm := tm])!µ by .~P and (s~ [x1 := ti ... Xm := t'm])!µ by 
.~p- Now two cases are distinguished. 
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(a) Suppose that y ft. {.T.i, . . . , xm}. Then we have: 

(s[.T.1 := tl .. . Xm := tm])! µ 
y.§1 . . . S,11 

ys1 . . . sn 
(s'[x1 := ti · · · .T.m := t'm])!µ-

(b) Suppose that y = J;q for some q E {l, ... ,m}. In that case, we have 
tq = Yl· ... ·Yn ·tqo and ~ = Yl· ... ·Yn -~o with tqo~~o- If n = 0, then 
the statement clearly holds. If n > 0, then we have: 

s[x1 := tl .. . Xm := tm] -

(tq·'-'1 · . . sn)[x1 := tl .. . Xm := tm] -»fJfi 

t A A + qSl ... Sn -+ J3ij 

tqo [Y1 := .<f1 · · · Yn := ln]· 

By the induction hypothesis we have that s~~ sP for every p E 

{I, ... , n}. By the main induction hypothffiis , we have that 

Hence 

(tqo[Y1 := .<f1 · · ·Yn := ln])!µ ~ 
( ~o [Y1 := .'f1 . . . Yn : = s~])!.13 -

(s[.T.1 := tl ... J;m := tm])!µ 

( tq .<f1 ... ln)!.13 
(tqo[Y1 := l 1 ... Yn := s~])!µ 

( ~o[Y1 := S1 · · · Yn := s~])!µ 
(~s1 ... sn)!.13 

(s'[x1 :=ii · · · .T.m := t'm])!µ-

2 S th t I " f j I I "th I I . uppose a s~s IS s1 ... Sn~ s1 ... sn WI S1~s1 , ... , sn~sn, 

for some n > 0. This case is entirf'1y similar to the previous case with 
y ft. {x1, . . . , Xm}-

3. Suppose s~ s1 is y.s0~ y.s~ with s0~ s~. By the induction hypothffiis 
we have: 

(so[x1 := t l .. .. T.m := tm])!µ~(s~ [x1 :=ii ... Xm := t'm])! .13 -

Hence we have (s[.T.1 := tl . . . J;m := tm] )!µ~(s'[J:1 := fi. ... J;m := t'm])!µ-
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4. Suppose that s-e-+ s' is of the form (ls1 . .. sn)!p-e-+ (rsi ... s~)!µ with 
·':ii -e-+ s~ 1 • • • 1 Sn -e-+ s~ . If n = 0, then the statement holds since 1 and r 
are closed. Otherwise, we have by the induction hypothesis that 

for every p E {1, ... , n}. vVe have, using the same abbreviations as above, 

(s[.T1 := t1 . . . Xm := tm])!µ 

((1.':ii ... Sn)!µ[.T1 := t1 . . . Xm := tm])!µ 

(H1 .. . sn)!µ 
(r.~1 .. . sn)!µ 

((rs~ ... s~)!µ [.T1 := fi ... Xm := t'm])!µ 

(s'[.T1 := fi .. . Xm := t'm])!µ -

D 

5.3 Orthogonal Systems 

In thi.~ section we will consider pattern higher-order rewriting systems of the form 
1i = ().'if, A, n) that are orthogonal, a.~ defined in Definition 4. 2.4 9 of Chapter 4. 

In [Tak95], Takahashi gives a short and f'legant proof of mnfluence for ).-calculus 
with ,B-reduction using parallel reduction. In this section, we show that orthogonal 
higher-order rewriting systems are confluent by adapting the proof by Takahashi. 
That is, we will show that the relation -e-+ satisfies the diamond property by 
defining for every term s a term s* sud1 that s' -e-+s* whenever s-e-+s1. The term 
s* is defined by induction on the structure of s, whic.h is possible by Remark 5.2.3. 

Definition 5.3.1. Let 1i be an orthogonal higher-order rewriting system. Let s 
be a term. \Ve define s* by induction on the structure of s as follows: 

L ifs= xs1 . . . Sm for some m > 0, then s* = xsi ... s:ri, 

2. ifs = fs1 ... Sm for some m > 0 and s is not of the form (lt1 ... tn)!µ, then 
s* = f si ... s:ri, 

3. ifs= x .s0, then s* = x.s~, 

4. if S = (l s1 ... Sm)!p with S1 = .'1:1 . . . ... Tn1 .S10 7 ••• , Sm= :1:1 .... . Xn,,. .Smo, then 
s* = (rsi . . . s:ri)!µ with si = .T1 ...... Tn1 .si0, . . . 1 Sm = X1 .... .. Tn,,. .s:ri0. 
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The link with a proof by developments is clearly present: the term s• is obtained 
from s by performing a c,omplete developments of all redex occurrences in s. 

Lemma 5.3.2. Let 1i be an orthogonal higher-order reuniting .~y.~tem. Let 
s = fs1 ... Sm = (lt1 ... tn)!µ for .~ome m, 11, :2': 0. Suppo.~e that s-e-+ s1 11Jith 
fs1 ... sm-e-+ fsi ... s:,. ulith s1-e-+ si, ... ,sm-e-+ s:,.. Then there exi.~t term.~ 

tj_, ... , t'n .~uch that 

Proof. The left-hand side 1 is of the form Z1 .... . Zn-fl1 ... lm with 11, ... , lm 
patterns. For every p E {1, ... ,m}, vre have that (lp[z1 := ti ... Zn := tn])!µ = Sp. 

Let p E {1, ... , 11,}. \\i"e have that Zp occurs exactly once in fl1 ... lm, since 
the rewriting system is left-linear. Suppose Zp : A with ar(A) = qP. There is a 
position <fi E Pos(fl1 ... lm) such that fl1 ... lml<1> = ZpYl···Yqp· \\i"e have that 
tP = Y1-- .. -Ypq·tpfl. Let t'pfl = s'l<t> and let~= Y1- ... -Ypq·t'pfi. 

In this way vre obtain terms tj_, ... , t'n such that ti -e-+ tj_, ... , tn -e-+ t'n and 

(~···~~-d. D 

Lemma 5.3.3. Let 1i be an orthogonal higher-order reuniting .~y.~tem. If s-e-+s1
, 

then s1-e-+s*. 

Proof. The proof proceeds by induction on the structure of s. 

ls ,. ' '"th' 'I . upposes-e-+s IB.TS1 ... sm-e-+.rs1 ... SmWI s1-e-+s1, ... ,sm-e-+sm or 
some m :2': 0. By the induction hypothesis, vre have si -e-+ si, .... s:,.-e-+ s;,.. 
Hence s1 = .rsi ... s:,.-e-+.rsi ... s;,. = s•. 

2. Suppose s-e-+ s1 is fs1 ... Sm-e-+ fsi ... s:,. with s1 -e-+ si, ... , Sm-e-+ s:,. for 
some m :2': 0. Two cases are distinguished. 

(a) Suppose that s is not of the form (lt1 ... tn)!µ- Then s• = fsi ... s;,.. 
By the induction hypothesis, we si -e-+ si, .... s:,.-e-+ s;,.. This yields 
tht ' !' 'f' •• as= s1 ... sm-e-+ s1 ... sm=s. 

(b) Suppose that s = (lt1 ... tn)!µ- Then s• = (rti ... t~)!µ- By Lemma 
5.3.2, there exist terms tj_, ... , t'n such that ti-e-+ tj_, ... , tn-e-+ t'n and 
s1 = (ltj_ ... t'n)!µ- By the induction hypothesis, which can be applied 
by the observation made in R.emark 5.2.3, we have ti -e-+ti, ... , tn-e-+t~. 
This yields that s1 = (ltj_ ... t'n)!µ-e-+(rti ... t~)!µ = s*. 

3. Suppose s-e-+ s' is .r.s0 -e-+ .r.s~. \\i"e have that s• = .r.sO. By the induction 
hypothesis, we have that s~-e-+sO. This yields that s1 = .r.s~-e-+.r.sO = s•. 
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4. Suppose that s~ s' i5 (ls1 ... sm)!.13~ (rsi ... s~)!.13 - \Ve have that s* = 
(rs~ ... s:n)!.13- By the induction hypothffiIB1 we have si ~s~, - .. 1 s~~s:n. 
By Lemma 5.2.7, thfa yi~Jd5 s' = (rsi ... s~)!13~(rs~ ... s:n)!13 = s* . D 

Theorem 5.3.4. Orthogonal higher-order rewriting system.c; are confluent. 

Proof. Let s be a term in an orthogonal higher-order rewriting 5y5tem and 5up
po5e that s~ s' and s~ s11. By Lemma 5.3.31 we have that s' ~ s* and 
s11 ~ s*. Then, Theorem 5.2.6 in Section 5. 2 and Lemma 1.1.25 in Chapter 1 
yi~Jd con:Huence. D 

5.4 Weakly Orthogonal Systems 

In this section 'lile consider higher-order re'lllriting systems that are 'lileakly ortho
gonal, as defined in Definition .{2.49 of Chapter 4. 

In thi5 5ection we !iliow that weakly orthogonal higher-order rewriting 5y5tem5 are 
confluent. FiIBt we define the 5et of redex occurrence5 that are contracted in a 
parallel reduction 5tep s~s'. 

Definition 5.4.1. The 5et of redex occurrences that are contmcted in s~ s', 
denoted by c(s~s'), ffi defined by induction on the definition of~-

1 S I • I f •th f f f. . uppose s~ s JS XS1 . . . Sm~ .r.s1 ... sm Wl s1~s1 1 ... 1 Sm~ sm or 
50me m > 0. If m = 0 then c(s~ s') = 01 otherwffie c(s~ s') con5i5t5 of 
all redex occurrence5 (Co, 1 --+ r) 5uc..h that 

Co = .r.s1 . . . sp-1(C'o)sp+1- .. sm 

and 

for 50me p E {11 • • • 1 m}. 

2. Suppose that s~s' i5 f s1 ... Sm~ /si . . . s~ 
with ·'h~si1 ... 1 sm~s~ for 5ome m > 0. If m = 0 then c(s~s') = 01 
otherwi5e c(s~s') con5ffit5 of all redex occurrence5 (Co, 1 --+ r ) 5uc..h that 

and 

for 50me p E {11 • • • 1 m}. 
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3. Suppose s-e-+ s' is x.s0 -e-+.T. .s~ with s0 -e-+ s~. Then c(s-e-+ s') consists of all 
red ex occurrences (Go , 1 --+ r) suc.h that 

Go= :i:.G'o 

and 
(G'o , 1--+ r) E c(s0 -e-+s~) -

4. Finally, suppose that s-e-+ s' is of the form (gs1 ... sm)!p-e-+ (dsi ... s~)!p 
with s1-e-+si, ... , sm-e-+s~ for some m > 0. Then c(s-e-+s1

) consists of 

and moreover, if m > 0, of all redex occurrences (Go, 1 --+ r) suc.h that 

and 

for some p E {l, . . . , m}. 

Note that since the higher-order rewriting system is by assumption lf'lt-linear, 
in the last clause of the previous definition (gs1 ... sp- l Go sp+l ... sm)!p contains 
indeed exactly one occurrence of the distinguished variable O. 

\Ve will show in Lemma 5.4.3 that if s-e-+ s', and the red ex occurrence (Go , 1 --+ 
r) is contracted in the parallel reduction step s-e-+s1

, then the result of c..ontracting 
the redex occurrence (Go , 1--+ r) can perform a parallel reduction step to s'. This 
is an essential ingredient of the proof of the key result of this section, presented 
as Theorem 5.4.6. In the proof of Lemma 5.4.3 we make use of the following 
observation. 

Remark 5.4.2. Suppose s-e-+s1
• 

1. If s = xs1 ... Sm then s' = xsi . . . s~ with s1-e-+ si, ... , Sm-e-+ s~ (see 
R.emark 5.2.2). :\foreover, if (Go , 1 --+ r) E c(s-e-+ s'), then m > 0 and 
Go = xs1 ... sp_1(G'o)sp+l · · · sm with (G'o, 1--+ r ) E c(sp-e-+s~) for some 
pE {l, . .. ,m}. 

2. If s = x.s0 , then s' = x.s~ with s 0-e-+ s~ (see Remark 5.2.2). :\1oreover, if 
(Go ,l--+ r) E c(s-e-+s1

), then Go = x.G'o and (G'o, l--+ r ) E c(s0 -e-+s~) -

Lemma 5.4.3. Let 11. be a left-linear higher-order rewriting system. Let s-e-+ s' 
and (Go , 1 --+ r) E c( s-e-+ s'). Then G[r ]!p-e-+ s'. 
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Proof. The proof proceeds by induction on the derivation of s~s'. 

1 S I • I I 'th I I f . Upp05e S~ S 15 XS1 . . . Sm~ .7:S1 . . . Sm Wl ·''1 ~ S1, ... , Sm~ Sm. or 
50me m > 0. If (Co, 1 --+ r) E c(s~ s'), then m > 0 and we have that 
Co= xs1 ... sp_1(C'o)sp+l · · · sm with (C'0,1--+ r ) E c(sp~s~) for some 
p E {l, . . . ,m}. By the induction hypothssis, we have C' [r]!µ~s~. Hence 
we have 

C[r]!µ 

XS1 ... Sp-1 ( C'[r] !µ)sp+l . . . Sm 

xsi ... s~_1 (C'[r]!µ)s~+i · . . s~ 
s'. 

2 S h I • j j I I 'th I J . upp05e t at s~s IS S1 .. . Sm~ s1 . . . Sm Wl ·'>i~s1 , ... , Sm~Sm 

for 50me m > 0. This case is similar to the previoU5 one. 

3. Supp05e s~ s1 is x.s0---e-.x.s~ with s0~ sri. If (Co, 1 --+ r ) E c (s~ s'), 
then Co = .r-.C'o with (C'o, 1--+ r) E c(s~s') . By the induction hypoth
ssis, we have that C'[r]!µ-~s~. Hence we have 

C[r]!µ -
x.C'[r]!µ ~ 

.'l:.s~ -
s'. 

4. Supp05e that s~ s' is of the form (gs1 ... sm)!µ~ (dsi ... s~)!µ , with 
.'.li ~ si, . .. , Sm~ s~ for some m > 0. Two cases are distinguished. 

(a) Co = Os1 ... Sm and 1 --+ r = g --+ d. In that case, we have that 
(ds1 . . . sm)!µ~ (dsi . . . s~)!µ by Lemma 5.2.7. Hence we have that 
C[r] !µ~s'. 

(b) Otherwise, we have m > 0 and Co = (gs1 ... sp_1(C'o )sp+l ···sm)!µ 
with (C'o, 1 --+ r ) E c(sp~ s~) for 50me p E {1, ... ,m}. By the 
induction hypothesis, we have that C'[rJ~s~. Hence we have 

C[r]!µ 
(l s1 ... sp- 1(C'[r ]!µ)sp+l · .. sm)!µ 

(dsi . . . s~_1 s~s~+i · .. sm)!µ 
s' . 

D 
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In Theorem 5.4.6 it is shown that the rP1ation -e-+ satisfies the diamond property. 
This is more difficult as there are more redex occurrences that are overlapping, that 
are contracted in a divergence t! ~s-e-+t!'. The proof of Theorem 5.4.6 proceeds 
by induction on a measure expressing a degree of difficulty whkh is defined as 
follows. 

Definition 5.4.4. Let s -e-+ t and s-e-+ t'. The complexity of the divergence 
t~s-e-+t', denoted by compl(t~s-e-+t') , is defined as the cardinality of the set 
consisting of pairs 

((Co, 1--+ r ), (C'o, 11 --+ r')) 

with 

1. (Co, 1--+ r) E c(s-e-+t) , 

2. (C'o, 11 --+ r') E c(s-e-+t'), 

3. (Co, 1--+ r ) and (C'o, 11 --+ r') are overlapping redex occurrences in s. 

In [Oos96], van Oostrom gives a condition on critical pairs that implies confluence 
of higher-order rewriting systems. He shows that if for every critical pair (s, t) 
we have that s-e-+ t, that is, s can be rewritten to t by performing a complete 
development, then the higher--0rder rewriting system is confluent. The proof of 
this result makes use of a measure that is a refinement of the notion of complexity 
of a divergence defined above. 

Lemma 5.4.5. Let 1i be a weakly orthogonal higher-order rewriting .~ystem . 

Let s = f:>i ... Sm = (1t1 ... tn)!µ for some m, n > 0. Suppose that s-e-+ s' 
· 1 f' I 'th I I dtht II · 'lS S1 ... Sm-e-+ S1 . . . Sm 'lln .')i -e-+ S1 1 • • • 1 Sm-e-+ Sm, an a S-e-+ S 'lS 

(1t1 ... tn)!µ-e-+ (rt1 . . . tn)!µ ?1.rith compl(s' +-&- s-e-+ s") = 0. Then, if n > 0, 
there exist terms fi, .. . , t'n such that 

2. s' = (lti ... ~)!µ. 

Proof. As the proof of Lemma 5.3.2 in Section 5.3. D 

Theorem 5.4.6 . Let 1i be a weakly orthogonal higher-order rewriting .~ystem . 

Then the relation -e-+ .~ati.~fie.~ the diamond property. 

Proof. Suppose s-e-+ s' and s-e-+ s". \Ve prove that a term t exists sud1 that 
:/-e-+t and s"-e-+t. The proof proceeds by induction on compl(s'~s-e-+s") . 
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I. Suppose corn pi ( s' +-e-s~ s") = 0. The proof of this part proceeds by induction 
on the structure of s. 

1 S , . , , "th , , f. . uppose s~ s IS :r.s1 . . . Sm~ .T.s1 . . . sm Wl s1 ~ s17 ... 7 Sm~ sm or 
some m > 0. Then s~ s" is of the form :r.s1 ... Sm~ .T.sf ... s~ with 
s1 ~sf, ... , Sm-&-+ s~ . By the induction hypothesis, if m > 0 then terms 
ti, ... , tm exist sur.h that s~-&-+ tP and sf~ tP for every p E {1, ... , m}. 
Take t = :r.t1 . .. tm. Then we have both s = :r.si ... s~~:r.t1 ... tm = t and 
s" = :r.sf .. . s~ ~.T.t1 . . . tm = t. 

2 S , • f f , , •th , , f. . Uppose S~ S IS S1 . . . Sm~ S1 .. . Sm Wl S1 ~ S17 ... 7 Sm~ Sm. Or 
some m > 0. Two cases are distinguished. 

( ) S ,, . f f ,, ,, •th ,, ,, a uppose s~s IS s1 . . . Sm~ s1 ... sm Wl S1-&-+s1, .. . ,sm~ Sm. 

This case is similar to the previous case. 

(b) Suppose that s~ s" is of the form (lt1 ... tn)!p~ (rt'[. . . ~)!µ with 
t 1 ~ t'[, . . . , tn-&-+ ~ for some n > 0. By Lemma 5.4.5, if n > 0 then 
there exist terms ti, ... , ~ sur.h that ti ~ ti , ... , tn ~ t'n and s' = 
(lfi ... t'n)!µ . By the induction hypothesis, there exist terms t i, ... , tn 
sur.h that~-&-+ tP and t;:~ tP for every p E {1, ... ,n}. Take t = 
(rt1 ... tn)!p. Then we have s' = (lfi . . . t'n )!p~(rt1 ... tn)!p = t and, 
by Lemma 5.2.7, s" = (rt'f .. . t'~)!p~(rt1 ... tn)!p = t. 

3. Suppose s~ s' is :r..s0~ :r..s~ with s0~ s~. Then s~ s" is :r..s 0 ~:r..sg 
with s0~sg. By the induction hypothesis, there exists a term t0 sur.h that 
s~~t0 and sg ~t0• Take t = :r..t0 • Then we have both s' = :r. .s~~:r..t0 = t 
and s" = .T..sg ~.T..t0 = t . 

4. Suppose that s-e-+ s' is of the form (L<.ii • •• sm)!p~ (n.ii ... s~)!p with 
·'h ~ si, . .. , Sm~ s~ for some m > 0. Two cases are distinguished. 

(a) Suppose s-e-+ s" is f ti ... tn -e-+ ft'f . . . t'~ with t i -e-+ t'f, ... , tn -e-+ ~ for 
some n > 0. This is case 2(b) considered above. 

(b) Suppose S-&-+ s" is (gs1 ... sn)!p-e-+ ( ds? . . . s~ )!µ . Since we are in 
the case that comp I (s' ++- s-e-+ s') = 0, we have that 1 --+ r = 
g --+ d, m = n and s1 = Si, ... , Sm = Sm. By the induction hy-
pothesis, if m > 0 then terms t1, . . . , tm exist sur.h that s~ -e-+ tP and 
s;-+-+ tP for every p E {1, ... ,m}. Take t = (rt1 ... tm)!p. Then 
we have s' = (rsi ... s~)!p-e-+ (rt1 ... tm)!p = t and moreover s" = 
(rsf .. . s~)!µ--e-.(rt1 ... tm)!p = t, both by Lemma 5.2.7. 
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II. Suppose compl(s'~s-e-+s") > 0. Then the set consisting of all pairs 

((Go, 1-+ r ), (G'o, g-+ d)) 

with 

1. (Go, 1-+ r) E c(s-e-+s1
), 

2. (G'o, g-+ d) E c(s-e-+s"), 

3. (Go, 1-+ r) and (G'o, g-+ d) are overlapping redex occurrences in s, 

is non-empty. There are two overlapping redex occurrences in the above set that 
are minimal in the sense that they do not mntain other redex occurrences that 
contribute to compl(:-/+-&-s-e-+s"). Let (Go,l-+ r) and (G'o ,g-+ d) be surli a 
minimal pair of overlapping redex occurrences with (Go, 1-+ r ) E c(s-e-+ s1

) and 
( G' o, g -+ d) E c( s-e-+ s"). 

Since the higher-order rewriting system is weakly orthogonal, we have that 
G[r]!µ = G'[d]!µ. Call this term s0 • By Lemma 5.4.3, we have that G[r]!µ-e-+ s' 
and G'[d]!µ-e-+ s". Since we have rliosen (Go, 1-+ r) and (G'o,g-+ d) to be a 
minimal pair of overlapping redex occurrences, we have compl (s'~ s0 -e-+ s") < 
compl(s'+-&- s-e-+ s"). Hence by the induction hypothesis applied to s0 -e-+ s' and 
s0 -e-+s11

, a term t exists surli that s1-e-+t and s"~t. D 

Theorem 5.4. 7. Weakly orthogonal higher-order rewriting .~y.~tems are confluent. 

Proof. By Theorem 5.4.6, Lemma 5.2. 7 in Section 5.2 and Lemma 1.1.25 in 
Chapter 1. D 





Chapter 6 

Normalisation in Higher-Order 
Rewriting 

Thi.~ chapter i.~ concerned 11tith pattern higher-order reulriting .~y.~tem.~ 11tith A"i( a.~ 

.~ub.~titution calculv.B. We 11till .~ay .~imply 'higher-order reuniting .~y.~tem' in.~tead 
of 'pattern higher-order reuJTiting .~y.~tem 11tith A"i( a.~ .~ub.~titution calculv.B '. 

If a term can be rewritten to a normal form but admits an infinite rewrite sequence 
as "Well, then it is important to know how to rewrite this term in order ID reac.h 
a normal form. For >.-calculus with fi-reduction, there is a classical result stating 
that the leftmost rewrite strategy is normalising. This result is mentioned in 
Corollary 2.1.19 of Chapter 2. For first--0rder term rewriting, O'Donnell introduces 
in [0'077] the notion of outermost-fall: rewrite sequence. A rewrite sequence is said 
to be outermost-fair if every outermost redex occurrence is eventually eliminated. 
O'Donnell shows that outermost-fair rewriting is normalising for almost orthogonal 
first--0rder term rewriting systems. 

In this chapter we will show that outermost-fair rewriting is normalising for 
higher-order rewriting systems that are almost orthogonal and fully extended as 

defined in Definition 4.2.49 and Definition 4.2.51 of Chapter 4. This extends the 
result by O'Donnell ID the higher--0rder case. It corrects (and extends) a result 
presented by Bergstra and Klop in [BK86], stating that outermost-fair rewriting 
is normalising for orthogonal CR.Ss. 

The structure of this chapter is as follows. In Section 6.1 vre define the notion 
of outermost-fair rewriting. Section 6.2 is concerned with the main result of this 
chapter: vre prove that outermost-fair rewriting is normalising for almost ortho
gonal and fully extended higher--0rder rewriting systems. \\i'e discuss related work 
and the possibility ID extend the result to the class of weakly orthogonal and fully 
extended higher-order rewriting systems. 

175 
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6.1 Outermost-Fair Rewriting 

In this section we consider left-linear higher-order re-writing systems. 

The notion of outermost-fair rewriting is due to O'Donnf'Jl [0'077]. A rewrite 
sequence is said to be outermost-fair, or in the terminology of [0'077], eventually 
outermost, if every outerm08t redex occurrence is eventually eliminated. In this 
section we define outermost-fair rewriting. First the notion of outermost is defined. 

Definition 6.1.1. Let 1i be a higher-order rewriting system. Lets be a term and 
let Ube a set of redex occurrences in s. The set of outermo.<;t redex occurrence.<; 
of U, denoted by CJ M (U), is defined as the set consisting of all red ex occurrences 
( </i, 1 -+ r) E U that satisfy the following: 

if (<f/, 11 -+ r') EU and (</i', 11 -+ r')--< (</i, 1-+ r), then <P' = <fi. 

The sets U and OM (U) in the previous definition may contain overlapping redex 
occurrences. 

Outermost-fair rewriting is defined using the outermost rewrite strategy. Recall 
from Section 1.2 of Chapter 1 that a strategy selects a set of redex occurrences 
in a term. The outermost rewrite strategy selects all redex occurrences in a term 
that are outermost. It is defined as follows. Recall that .U(s) denotes the set of 
redex occurrences in s. 

Definition 6.1.2. Let 1i be a higher--0rder rewriting system. The outermo.<;t 
rewrite stmtegy, denoted by F0 m, is a mapping 

Fom : Terms-+ .U 

that is defined by 
Fom(s) = VM(.Un(s)). 

If 11 E F0 m(s) then 11 is said to be an outermost redex occurrence ins and (s,11) is 
said to be an outermo.~t redex. 

The outermost rewrite strategy is non-<leterministic since it may select more than 
one redex occurrence in a term. It can happen that the set Fom(s) contains redex 
occurrences that are overlapping. This is illustrated in the following example. 

Example 6.1.3. vVe consider the higher--0rder rewriting system for parallf'J--0r, 
that is also given in Example 4.2.45 of Chapter 4. Its rewrite rules are the following: 

x.porT:r -+a1 :J:. T 

x.porxT -+a2 x.T 

porFF -+a.~ F 
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\Ve mnsider the term por(porTT)(porTT). The set Fom(por(porTT)(porTT)) mn
sists of the following redex occurrences: 

(0100, Ri), 

(0100, R2), 
(100, Ri ), 

(100, R2)-

\Ve proceed by defining the notion of outermost-fair rewriting for higher-order 
rewriting systems. Recall from Chapter 1 that a rewrite sequence is said to 
be fair with respect to a oertain predicate on redexes, if for every term in the 
rewrite sequenoe, every redex in the term satisfying the predicate is eventually 
eliminated, in the sense that the red ex eventually doesn't leave a residual that 
satisfies the predicate. The general definition of fairness with respect to a certain 
predicate is given in Definition 1.2.28 of Chapter L In this d1apter we consider 
fairness in higher-order rewriting systems with respect to the predicate P defined 
by P(s, w) -<* w E F0 m(s). Instead of saying 'fair with respect to P' we will say 
'outermost-fair'. In an outermost-fair rewrite sequence every outermost redex oc
currence is eliminated eventually. An outennost redex occurrence w is P1iminated 
in a rewrite step 11: s-+ s1 if there is no w 1 E Rei(s, 11)(w) such that w 1 E F0 m(s'). 
This can happen in three di:ff erent ways: 

L by mntracting w, 

2. by mntracting a redex occurrence that is overlapping with w, 

3. by mntracting a redex occurrence that creates a new outermost redex occur-
renoe suc.h that the residual of w is not outermost anymore. 

\Ve define an outermost-fair rewrite sequence as a rewrite sequenoe that either 
ends in a normal form or does not contain an infinite outermost c.hafo. An infinite 
outermost c.hain is defined using the notion of an infinite residual c.hain, given in 
Definition 1.2.26. 

Definition 6 .1.4. Let 1i. be a higher-order rewriting system. Let a: s0 ~ .'.Ji ~ 
s2 ~ ••• be an infinite rewrite sequenoe. An infinite outermo.~t chain in a is an 
infinite residual c.hain in a of the form Wm, Wm+li Wm+2, . .. with W m E il?<.(sm) for 
some m, suc.h that moreover Wn E F om ( sn) for every n ~ m. 

The definition of an outermost-fair rewrite sequence is now given as follows. 

Definition 6.1.5. Let 1i. be a higher-order rewriting system. Let a : s0 ~ s1 ~ 
s2 ~ ••• be a rewrite sequence. The rewrite sequenoe a is said to be outermost-fair 
either if it ends in a normal form, or if it is infinite and it does not m ntain an 
infinite outermost c.hain. 
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Example 6.1.6. Consider the higher-order rewriting system with rewrite alpha
bet mnsisting of f : 0 --+ 0 --+ 0, a, : 0, b : 0, e : 0 and defined by the following 
rewrite rules: 

1. The rewrite sequence 

with for every m > 0 

x.f ex --+a1 x.fbx 

b --+~ e 

(}, --+11,s (}, 

f1: f ea,~ fba, ~ f co,~ • .• 

112m - (00, Ri), 
112m+1 - (Ol,R2), 

is outermost-fair. Note that there is an infinite residual c.hain of the form 
(1, R3), (1, R3), (1, R3), . . . starting in the first term of f1. This infinite residual 
c.hain is not an infinite outermost c.hain, although infinitely many refildual5 
in it are outermost. 

2. The rewrite sequence 

f1: fan~ fan~ fan, ~ ... 

with for every m > 0 

1lm = (01, R3) 

is not outermost-fair filnce we have an infinite sequence of refilduals of out
ermost rede:x: occurrences, nam~Jy 

(l,R3), (l,R3), (l , R3), .... 

6.2 Outermost-Fair Rewriting is Normalising 

In this 5ection we prove that outermost-fair rewriting is normalising for higher
order rewriting systems that are almost orthogonal and fully extended. The struc
ture of the proof is basically the same as in [0'077] and in [13K86]. First, we prove 
that a projection, called the weakly orthogonal projection, of an outermost-fair 
rewrite sequence over some rewrite step is again an outermost-fair rewrite 5equence. 
Second, we prove that if the weakly orthogonal projection of an outermost-fair 
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rewrite sequence over some rewrite step ends in a normal form, then the original 
outermost-fair rewrite sequence ends in a normal form. Finally, we prove that if 
a term s is "Weakly normalising, then all outermost-fair rewrite sequences starting 
in s end in a normal form. This means that an outermost-fair rewrite sequence 
eventually ends in a normal form whenever possible. 

\\i'e first explain the c,onstruction of the weakly orthogonal projection, then we 
outline the structure of the proof in somewhat more detail. 

The Weakly Orthogonal Projection. The "Weakly orthogonal projection is 
defined by Vall Oostrom in [Oos94]. It is used ID prove c,on:Huence of "Weakly 
orthogonal higher-order rewriting systems by devpJopments. Here 'We recall the 
construction of the weakly orthogonal projection which, as the terminology indi
cates, is defined for all "Weakly orthogonal higher-order rewriting system. \\i'e will 
use it for the smaller class consisting of all almost orthogonal and fully extended 
higher-order rewriting systems. 

Let 1i be a weakly orthogonal higher-order rewriting system. Consider a finite 
or infinite rewrite sequence 

and a rewrite step 
1!: so --+to. 

Let Vo = { 1!} and define for m :2': 0 the following: 

{
Um if Um II Vm, 
1!m if Um U 1!m for some 1!m E Vm, 

Res(sm, 11m)(Vm)-

Since the rewriting system is "Weakly orthogonal, 'We have for every m > 0 that 
11m : Sm --+ Sm+l if 11m: Sm --+ Sm+l· Let a be the rewrite sequence 

By c,onstruction, we have for every m :2': 0 that 11m II Vm- Note that Vm is the set 
of residuals of 1! in Sm. For every m :2': 0 we define 

Let r be the development rewrite sequence 

In a diagram, the situation is depicted as follows: 
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8": 

"' 

\\l'e use the following terminology. The rewrite sequence a is said to be a .~imulation 
of the rewrite sequence 8". The development rewrite sequence r is said ID be the 
orthogonal projection of the rewrite sequence a over the rewrite step 1! : s0 --+ t 0 , 

as in Section 1.2 of Chapter 1. The development rewrite sequence r is said to 
be a 111eakly orthogonal projection of the rewrite sequence 0- over the rewrite step 
1! : so --+ to. 

If we consider "Weakly orthogonal higher-order rewriting systems, then a simula.
tion a of the rewrite sequence 0- as constructed for a "Weakly orthogonal projection 
of 0- over a rewrite step 1! : s0 --+ t 0 is not necessarily unique. The reason is that in 
the case that Um U Vm we define 11m = 1!m for a not uniquely determined 1!m E Vm 
such that Um U 1!m. Ho"Wever, in the case we consider ahnost orthogonal higher
order rewriting systems, there is at most one redex occurrence 1!m E Vm such that 
Um U 1!m, since any other one vmuld also be overlapping with 1!m, which is impossi
ble, since the set Vm consists of redex occurrences that are non-overlapping. The 
non-determinism in the construction in the weakly orthogonal case is illustrated 
in the following example. 

Example 6.2.1. Consider the higher-order rewriting system defined by the fol
lowing rewrite rules: 

.r.f.r -+R1 .r.g.r.r 

gan, -+R, gan, 

It is "Weakly orthogonal and represents a first-order term rewriting system. Let 0-
be the rewrite sequence 

with 

Consider the rewrite step 

a : fa, ~ gan, ~ gan, 

flo - (0, Ri), 
f11 - (OO,R2)-

1!: fa,-+ fa, 
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with 1! = (l,a, --+ a,). \\i'e construct a weakly orthogonal projection of 0- over 
1! : fa,--+ fa,. 

A first possibility is that vre construct the vreakly orthogonal projection of 0-
over 1! as follows: 

8": 
ilo ii1 fa,-------+ ga,a,-------+ gan, 

"' 

with 

"" - (0, Ri), Uo - {(O, R,)}, 

'" - (01, R3), u, - 0, 
=d 

Vo= {(l,R3)}, V1 = {(Ol,R3),(l,a,--+ a,)}, V2 = {(l,R3)}. 

Another possibility is that vre c,onstruct the following vreakly orthogonal projection: 

8": 
ilo ii1 fa,-------+ gan,-------+ gan, 

r' : 

with 

'" " - (0, Ri), u, - {(O, R,)}, 

'" ' - (1, R3), Uf - 0, 
=d 

1{ ~ {(O,R,)}, Vf ~ {(01,R,), (1,R,)}, V, ~ {(01,R,)}. 

The Structure of the Proof. \\i'e will prove that outermost-fair rewriting is 
normalising for higher-order rewriting systems that are almost orthogonal and 
fully extended. The structure of the proof is as follows. Suppose that the finite or 
infinite rewrite sequence 

is outermost-fair. Let 1! : s0 --+ t 0 be a rewrite step and c,onstruct the weakly 
orthogonal projection of 0- over 1! as above. In a diagram: 
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8": 

"' 

The proof consists of the following steps: 

1. If 0- is outermost-fair, then a is outermost-fall: (Proposition 6.2.2). 

2. If a is outermost-fair, then r is outermost-fall: (Proposition 6.2.11). 

3. If a is outermost-fair and r ends in a normal form, then a ends in a normal 
form (Proposition 6.2.12). 

4. If a term s has a normal form then any outermost-fall: rewrite sequence 
starting in s ends in a normal form (Theorem 6.2.13). 

The remainder of this section is devoted to the proof. The notation will be such 
that the diagram above applies. 

The Proof. 

In the remainder of thi.~ .~ection 111e con.~ider higher-order re11Jriting .~y.~tem.~ that 

"re 

1. almo.~t orthogonal a.~ defined in Definition 4.2.49 of Chapter 4, 

2. fully extended a.~ defined in Definition 4.2.51 of Chapter 4. 

To start with, we make some observations concerning the nature of outermost 
redex occurrences in almost orthogonal and fully extended higher-order rewriting 
systems. 

An important property of an outermost redex occurrence in a fully extended 
and almost orthogonal higher--0rder rewriting system is that it can only be elim
inated by c,ontracting an outermost redex occurrence. This property fails if the 
higher-order rewriting system contains also trivial critical pairs where the over
lap is not at the root. Then an outermost redex occurrence 10 can be P1iminated 
by contracting a redex occurrence that is overlapping with 10 but strictly below 
10. Consider for instance the higher-order rewriting system defined by the rewrite 
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rules 

f(ga) --+a1 f(gb) 

ga --+a2 gb 

gb -+a.~ ga 

b --+14 a 

It is fully extended and weakly orthogonal but not almost orthogonal. The outer
most redex occurrence (0, R1 ) in the term f (J}a) is f'liminated in the rewrite step 
(10, R2) : f(ga) --+ f(J}b) because we have (0, R1) ij (10, R2 ). However, the redex 
occurrence (10, R2) is not outermost itself. 

Another important property of an outermost redex occurrence is that it only 
can be created by contracting an outermost redex occurrence. This property fails 
if the higher-order rewriting system is either not fully extended or not almost 
orthogonal. Consider for instance again the rewriting system above. In the rewrite 
step (11, ~) : f(gb) --+ f(ga) the outermost redex occurrence (0, R1) is created. 
However, the redex occurrence (11, ~) is not outermost, since (10, Ra ) -< (11, ~) 
Note that both in this and in the previous example, the redex that is contracted 
is indeed not outermost itself, but is overlapping with an outermost redex. In a 
higher-order rewriting system that is orthogonal but not fully extended, it can 
also happen that an outermost redex occurrence is created by contracting a redex 
occurrence that is not outermost. Consider for instance the following higher-order 
rewriting system, due to Vincent van Oostrom: 

z.f(x.z) --+a1 z .a 

z.gz -+B.:! z .a 

z.hz --+~ z .hz 

It is orthogonal but not fully extended because of the rewrite rule R1. In the 
rewrite step (1010,R2 ) : f(.7: .h(g.7:)) --+ f(.7: .ha) the outermost redex occurrence 
(0, R1) is created. However, the redex occurrence (1010, R2 ) is not outermost, since 
(100, Ra) -< (1010,R2), and it is not overlapping with an outermost redex occurrence 
either. This example illustrates moreover that outermost-fair rewriting is not 
necessarily normalising for a higher-order rewriting system that is orthogonal but 
not fully extended. 

In an almost orthogonal system every redex that is overlapping with an outer
most redex is outermost itself. Finally, we remark that it is important to keep in 
mind that in almost orthogonal systems the relation ij is transitive. 

Now we perform the first step of the proof: we show that if a rewrite sequence 
is outermost-fair, then its simulation as mnstructed for the weakly orthogonal 
projection is outermost-fair. 
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Proposition 6.2.2. Let 0- be an outermost-fair re·write sequence issuing from s0 

and let 11 : s0 --+ t 0 be a rewrite step. Let a be the simulation of 0- constructed for 
the weakly orthogonal projection of 0- 011er v : s0 --+ t0 . Then a is outermost-fair. 

Proof. If 0- ends in a normal form, then a ends in a normal form, so we restrict 
· th h - · · fi · L - & il1 il2 il3 attention to e case t at a is ID mte. et a : s 0 -4 s 1 --+ s 2 --+ s 3 .....:+ ••• 

be an infinite outermost-fair rewrite sequence. Let a be the simulation of 0- as 
constructed for the weakly orthogonal projection. \Ve prove that a is outermost
fair. It suffices to prove the following: if an outermost redex Wm E F0 m(sm) is 
eliminated in the rewrite step Um : Sm --+ sm+b then it is also eliminated in the 
rewrite step 11m : Sm --+ Sm+l · This is clearly the case if 11m = Um. \Ve show 
that it is also the case if 11m =f:. 11m; then we have 11m tt Um. Three possibilities 
are distinguished, that mrrespond to the three possible ways of f'1iminating an 
outermost redex occurrence. 

1. Suppose the outermost redex occurrence Wm is eliminated in the rewrite 
step Um : Sm --+ Sm+ l because Wm = Um. Then we have 11m U Wm. Hence 
the outermost redex occurrence Wm is also f'1iminated in the rewrite step 
11m : Sm --+ Sm+ l · 

2. Suppose the outermost redex occurrence Wm is eliminated in the rewrite step 
Um : Sm --+ Sm+l because Wm tt Um. There are two possibilities. It can be 
the case that 11m = Wm . Then Wm is dearly f'1iminated in the rewrite step 
11m : Sm --+ Sm+l · Otherwise, we have 11m tt Wm, since the rewriting system is 
almost orthogonal, and also in that case Wm is f'1iminated in the rewrite step 
11m : Sm --+ Sm+ l · 

3. Finally, suppose the outermost redex occurrence Wm is f'1iminated in the 
rewrite step Um : Sm --+ sm+l because sm+l contains an outermost redex 
occurrence w!n+ i that nests the residual of Wm in sm+l · Then, the outermost 
redex occurrence Wm is also f'Jiminated in the rewiite step 11m : Sm --+ Sm+l · 

D 

In order to perform the second and third step of the proof we need to collect some 
more material. First we prove an auxiliary lemma, Lemma 6.2.4, whic.h is needed 
for the proof of Proposition 6.2.11 (the second step of the proof). Then we will 
discuss a construction that we will use both in the proof of Proposition 6. 2.11 and 
in the proof of Proposition 6.2.12 (the third step of the proof). In the proof of 
Lemma 6.2.4 we will make use of the following observations. 

Lemma 6.2.3. Let 'H be a higher-order rewriting .~ystem and let s be a term. Let 
11 E iln(s) and 11' E iln(s) and let V be a set of simultaneo'U..~ redex occurrence.~ in 
s that contain.~ neither 11 nor 11'. Suppose moreo·ver that 11 II V and 1l II V. 
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1. If 11 tt 111, then after performing a de11elopment of V there i.~ for e11ery re.~idual 
io of 11 a re.~idual 11.l of 111 .~uch that 11.1 tt 11./. 

2. If the contraction of 11 em.~e.~ 111
, then after performing a de11elopment of V 

there i.~ for e11ery re.~idual 11./ of11 1 are.~idual11.1 of11 .~uch that the contmction 
of 11.1 em.~e.~ 11./. 

Proof. Lets be a term and let 11 E iln(s) and 111 E iln(s). Let 1! E iln(s) suc.h 
that 1! =f:. 11, 1! =f:. 111

, 1! II 11and1! II 111
• Consider the rewrite step 1!: s--+ s1. If 11tt111

, 

then for every residual 11.1 of 11 in s1, there is a residual 11./ of 111 suc.h that 11.1 tt 11./. If 
contraction of 11 erases 111

, then for every residual 11./ of 111 in s1 there is a residual 
11.1 of 11 suc.h that c,ontraction of 11.1 erases 11./. The statement follows from the fact 
that residuals of simultaneous redexes are again simultaneous. D 

Lemma 6.2.4. Let 1i be a higher-order re111Titing .~y.~tem. Let s 0 be a term. 
Let U1 and U2 be .~et.~ of .~imultaneou.~ redex occurrence.~ in the term s0 .~uch that 
U1 11 U2. Let U1 : so--e-+ s1 and U2 : so--e-+ s2. Let Ui = Res(so,U2)(U1) and 
U~ = Res(s0,U1)(U2). In a diagmm: 

Let 11.10 be a redex occurrence in s0, let 11.12 be a redex occurrence in s2 and let 11.13 be 
a redex occurrence in s3 .~uch that 

11.12 E Res(so,U2)(11.10), 

11.13 E Res(s2,Ui)(11.12)-

1. Then there exi.~t.~ a unique redex occurrence 11.11 in s1 .~uch that 

11.11 E Res(so,U1)(11.10), 

11.13 E Res(s1,U~)(11.11)-

2. If moreo11er 11.Jo E Fom(so), 11.12 E Fom(s2) and 11.!3 E Fom(s3), then 11.!1 E 
Fom(s1). 

Proof. 

1. First we prove that the redex occurrence 11.10 has a residual in s1. Suppose 
IDwards a contradiction that Res(s0,U1)(11.10) = 0. That is, the redex 11.10 is 
P1iminated in the complete development U1 : s0--e-+ s1. This can happen in 
one of the following three ways: 
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(a) wo E Ui, 
(b) there is a redex occurrence 111 E U1 suc.h that 111 # w0 , 

( c) there is a redex occurrence 111 E U1 suc.h that mntraction of 111 in the 
mmplete development of U1 erases the redex w0 • 

\Ve show that in all three cases Res(s2, Ui)( w2) = 0, whk.h contradicts the 
hypothesis, since w3 E Res(s2,Ui)(w2)-

In the first case, Res ( s0, U2) ( w0 ) ~ Uf. That is, all residuals of the redex 
occurrence w0 are contracted in the mmplete development Ui : s2-&-+ s3 • 

Since w2 E Res(s0 , U2) ( w0), we have Res(s2, Ui) (w2) = 0. 
Suppose that there is a redex occurrence 111 E U1 suc.h that 111 # w0 . By the 
hypothesis, we have that 111 II U2• Since the redex occurrence w0 has a resid
ual W2 in s2, we have moreover that w0 II U2 and w0 ~ U2. Then, there exists 
for every redex occurrence w~ E Res( so, U2)(w0 ) a redex occurrence 11i E Uf 
suc.h that 11i tt w~ . Since w2 E Res(s0 , U2)(w0 ), we have Res(s2, Ui)(w2) = 0. 
In the third case, there exists for every redex occurrence w~ E Res( so, U2)(w0 ) 

a red ex occurrence 11i E Ui suc.h that contraction of 11i f'..rases w~ . Since 
w2 E Res (so, U2) ( wo), we have that Res (s2, Uf )( w2) = 0. 
Second, it needs to be shown that a redex occurrence w1 E Res(s0 , U1)(w0 ) 

suc.h that w3 E Res( si, UD( w1) is unique. This is the case filnce a redex 
occurrence can be the residual of at most one redex occurrence. 

2. Suppose moreover Wo E Fom(so), W2 E F0 m(s2) and wa E Fom (sa)- Then 

Res(so,U2)(wo) = {w2}, 

Res(s2, Ui)(w2) = {wa}-

Suppose towards a contradiction that w 1 ~ F0 m(s1) . This means that per
forming a complete development of the set of redex occurrences U1 creates 
a redex occurrence v1 above the red ex occurrence w1. \Ve have that 'IJi ~ U~ 
filnce the redex occurrence 'IJi is created by performing the complete devf'1-
opment of U1. :\foreover, 'IJi II u~ since if there is a redex occurrence '11.~ E u~ 
suc.h that 'IJi tt 11~, then 11~ is also an outermost redex occurrence, filnce the 
rewriting system is almost orthogonal. So if there would be a 11~ E U~ suc.h 
that 'IJi tt 11~, then w0 would not be an outermost redex occurrence in s0 . 

Therefore it must be the case that 'IJi II u~, and hence 'IJi has a unique resid
ual in s3 whk.h is above the redex occurrence w 3• D 

\Ve will mnfilder the orthogonal projection of a devf'Jopment rewrite sequence over 
a development rewrite sequence. Its (standard) construction is as follows. Let 
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be a devPJopment rewrite sequence and let 
0 p-1 o Vo _,p-1 Vo _,p 

ro : t 0 --e-+ ... io --e-+ io 

be a devPJopment rewrite sequence. \\i'e construct the projection of a 0 over r0 as 
follows. 

For every 11, with 0 :-:::; 11, :-:::; p the set of redex occurrences it; is defined by 
induction on 11,: 

L 111! ~uo, 

2. u;:+1 = Res(tO, VO)(Uf:) for 11, with 0 :-:::; 11, :-:::; p- 1. 

So it; consists of the residuals of Uo in tO. 
Suppose for every 11, with 0 :-:::; 11, :-:::; p the terms t; and the sets of redex occur

rences u:: have been defined, and for 0 :-:::; 11, :-:::; p- 1 the sets v; have been defined. 
\\i'e define for 11, with 0 :-:::; 11, :-:::; p terms t;+1 and sets of redex occurrences U::+1, and 
for 11, with 0 :-:::; 11, :-:::; p- 1 sets of redex occurrences v;+1 as follows: 

1. v;+1 = Res(t;,u;)(V;) for 11,with 0:-:::;11, :-:::;p-1, 

2. for 0 < 11, :-:::; p the term t;+1 is obtained by performing a complete develop
ment of the set of redex occurrences v;+l in t;.;:-l, 

3. the set U::+1 is defined by induction on 11, for 0 :-:::; 11, :-:::; p: 

(a) ll:J.+1 = Ui+1, 

(b) U::1l = Res(t;+1, ~+1)(li;+ 1 ) for 11, with 0 :-:::; 11, :-:::; p-1. 

Form with m :2': 0 the development rewrite sequence 1"m is defined as 
vo v1 p-1 

to "' tl "' tp-1 v,,. t' 
1" m : m --e-+ m --e-+ · · · m --e-+ m • 

The situation is depicted as follows: 

_...., ug _...., Uj' _...., U'i 
io ----<>---+ii ----<>---+ i 2 -o-----+ 
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\\i'e now discuss a construction that will be used in the proofs of Proposition 6.2.11 
and of Proposition 6.2.12. It is way of performing a complete devpJopment of a 
set of simultaneous redex occurrences V in phases. The idea is that, starting in 
the initial term, a complete development of the redex occurrences in V that are 
outermost is performed. This yields a sec,ond term, in which some of the residuals 
of redex occurrences in V may have become outermost. These redex occurrences 
are contracted in a sec,ond complete devPJopment. \\i'e repeat this process until no 
residual of V is an outermost redex occurrence. Then, a complete devpJopment of 
all residuals of V is performed. \\i'e will call such a development rewrite sequence 
a complete outermost devPJopment rewrite sequence. It is defined as follows. 

Definition 6.2.5. Let 1i be a higher-order rewriting system. Let s be a term and 
let V be a set of simultaneous redex occurrences in s. Let V: s-e-1t. 

\\i"e define a natural number p and vre define for every 11, with 0 :-:::; 11, :-:::; p a term 
s~ and sets of redex occurrences ~ and V~ by induction on 11,. 

1. 11, = 0. The term s3 and the sets of redex occurrences 1'\i8 and V2 are defined 
as follows: 

(a)s3=s, 

(b) w,] ~ V, 

(c) Vii= 1'\i8 n Fom(s3)-

2. 11, > 0. Suppose the term s~ and the sets of redex occurrences ~ and V~ 
are defined. 

If V~ = 0, then vre put p = 11, and we are done. 

Otherwise, vre define the term s~+l and the sets of redex occurrences W~+l 
and V~+l as follows: 

(a) s~+l is the term obtained by performing a c,omplete development of the 
set ofredex occurrences ii;:, that is, V!:: s~-e-+s~+1 , 

(b) ~+1 = Res(s~, V~)(~), 

(c) V!:+1 = ~+1 n Fom(s~+1 ). 

Now the following development rewrite sequences are defined. 

1. The complete outermo.~t de11elopment re11Jrite .~equence of V is the develop
ment rewrite sequence 

o o vo w• ,,,o o Vo o V, o p-t o P 

a; rvP : s0 -e-1 s1 -e-1 ... sp-l -e-1 sP -e-1 t 

c,onsisting of p complete developments of sets of outermost red ex occurrences, 
follovred by a c,omplete devpJopment of redex occurrences that are not out
ermost. 
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2. An outermo.~t de11elopment re11ffite .~equence of V is a development rewrite 
sequence 

,,-0 ' ,,..-1 W' 
O "'<> 1 Uo -1 "'0 O o 

r; Wo : s0 --e-+ s0 --e-+ ••• si; --e-+ sP --e-+ t 

such that for the orthogonal projection of a over r 

we have: 

(a) U;:' = 0 for 11, > 0 and m < 11,, 

(b) U{] <;;; Fom(s{i), 

(c) Res(s(i,VJ; ... ;VO)(UO)<;;;V~. 

:\1oreover, Wo is the set of residuals of V in si;. 

v~_, o 
-o--} Sp 

u/ii v;_, 
-0-:;1 

In a complete outermost development rewrite sequence of a set V, the last c,omplete 
development consists of contractions of redex occurrences that are not outermost. 
In an arbitrary outermost devPJopment rewrite sequence however, the last c,omplete 
development may c,ontain contractions of redex occurrences that are outermost. 

Example 6.2.6. Consider the higher-order rewriting system defined by the 
rewrite rules 

.r.y.fb.ry -+R1 .r.y.c 

.r.g.r -+R, .T •. T 

a, -+n.., b 
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\\i'e cnnsider the term f(ga,)(ga,)(ga,) and the set of redex occurrences 

V = {(0010,R2), (OlO,R2), 

(0011, R3), (011, R3), (11, R3) }. 

The complete outermost devPJopment rewrite sequence of V issuing from the term 
f(ga)(ga)(ga) io 

with 

"' "' m f(ga,)(ga,)(ga,) --e-+ fan,(ga,) --e-+ fbb(ga,) --e-+ fbb(gb) 

Vo - {(0010,R2), (OlO,R2)}, 
V1 - {(OOll,R3), (Oll,R3)}, 

W, - {(11,R,)}. 

An example of an outermost development rewrite sequence of V issuing from 
f(ga)(ga)(ga) io 

with 

V' V' W' 
f(ga)(ga)(ga) -4. fa(ga)(ga) -J.. fb(ga)(ga) -4' fbb(gb) 

V~ - {(0010,R2)}, 
Vi - {(OOll,R3)}, 
~ - {(OlO,R2), (Oll,R3), (ll,R3)}. 

In the following definition we define what it means that a c,omplete devPJopment 
creates an outermost redex. 

Definition 6.2.7. Let s be a term and let V be a set of simultaneous redex 
occurrences ins. Let V: s--e-+t and let to E Fom(t). The c,omplete devP1opment 
V : s--e-+ t is said to create the outermo.~t redex occurrence io if there is no redex 
occurrence v./ E Fom(s) such that V.J E Res(s, V)(v./). 

Note that there are two ways in which an outermost redex occurrence v.1 in a term 
t can be created by a complete devPJopment V : s--e-+t: either if there is no redex 
occurrence v./ ins such that v.1 E Res(s, V)(v./), or if there is v./ in s such that 
V.! E Res(s, V)(v./), but such that v./ ff_ Fom(s). 

\\i'e will be interested in the most ec,onomic way to create an outermost redex 
occurrence. This is formalised by the notion of a minimal outermost devPJopment 
rewrite sequence that creates some outermost redex occurrence. As the termino
logy indicates, vre make use of the definition of an outermost development rewrite 
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sequence. An easy observation is that if a complete development V : s-e-1t creates 
an outermost redex occurrence io in t, and if 

Vo V1 Vp-1 Wp 
fl : So -e-+ S1 -e-+ ... -e-+ Sp -e-+ t 

is the c,omplete outermost development rewrite sequence of V, then there is a 
redex occurrence V.!p E Fom(sp) such that V.J E Res(sp, Wp)(v.1p)- This is the case 
since by definition in the complete devpJopment of Wp only redex occurrences are 
contracted that are not outermost. Such a development cannot create an outermost 
redex occurrence, since an outermost redex occurrence can only be created by the 
contraction of an outermost redex occurrence. 

Definition 6.2.8. Let s0 be a term and let V be a set of simultaneous redex 
occurrences in so with V : so-e-+ t. Let V.J E Fom(t) be an outermost redex 
occurrence that is created by the c,omplete development of V. 

Let 
Vo Vt V,,-1 Wp 

fl : So -e-+ S1 -e-+ ... -e-+ Sp -e-+ t 

be an outermost development rewrite sequence of V. Then a is said to create the 
outermost redex occurrence V.J if there is a redex occurrence V.!p E Fom(sp) such 
that v.1 E Res(sp, Wp)(v.1p)-

:\1oreover, a is said to be a minimal outermo.~t de11elopment re11ffite .~equence 
of V creating v.1, if whenever a set Vn for some 11, with 0 :-:::; 11, :-:::; p- 1 is replaced 
by a proper subset, the so-obtained devPJopment rewrite sequence doesn't create 
the outermost redex occurrence v.1 anymore, or it is not an outermost devPJopment 
rewrite sequence of V anymore. 

Example 6.2.9. The sec,ond outermost devpJopment rewrite sequence in Exam
ple 6.2.6 is an outermost devpJopment rewrite sequence creating the outermost 
red ex occurrence (OOO, R1). In fact, it is a minimal outermost development rewrite 
sequence creating that outermost redex occurrence. 

In the following lemma we show that an outermost redex occurrence can be created 
in a unique most ec,onomic way. 

Lemma 6.2.10. Let s0 be a term and let V be a .~et of .~imultaneov.B redex oc
currence.~ in s0 11Jith V : s0 -e-+ t. Suppo.~e the complete de11elopment of V create.~ 

an outermo.~t redex occurrence V.! E Fom(t). There i.~ a unique minimal outermo.~t 
de11elopment re11ffite .~equence ofV creating the outermo.~t redex occurrence v.1. 

Proof. Let 
Vo vo vo , • .-. ,.,{] o o 0 1 0 p-1 0 rv,; 

a; rvP : s0 -e-+ s 1 -e-+ ... sp-l -e-+ sP -e-+ t 
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o u?,, 1 u,~. -1 u;,,- • Wo 
r; Wo : Sm --e-+ Sm --e-+ .... ~ --e-+ .~ --e-+ t 

be two outermost development rewrite sequences of V that create the outermost 
redex occurrence to E Fom(t). Construct the orthogonal projection of a over r: 

Define for m with 0 :-:::; m :-:::; p - 1 the set of redex occurrences Um = u;:; n V;::. 
• • o Uo 1 u, up-1 

This defines a development rewrite sequence s0 --e-+ s1 --e-+ ... --e-+ ·'1:· Define Wp 
to be the set of residuals of V in s~. Then the development rewrite sequence 

o Uo 1 u, up-1 U,, 
So --e-+ S1 --e-+ ... --e-+ ·'1: --e-+ t 

is also an outermost development rewrite sequence of V, and creates moreover the 
outermost redex occurrence io. D 

By now we have collected all the material needed ID perform the second step of 
the proof: in the following proposition we prove that the orthogonal projection of 
an outermost-fair rewrite sequence over some rewrite step is outermost-fair. 

Proposition 6.2.11. Let a : s0 ~ s1 ~ s 2 ~ ••• be an infinite reunite .~equence. 
Uo U1 u, 

Let 1! : s0 --+ t 0 be a reunite .~tep. Let r : t 0 --e-+ t1 --e-+ t 2 --e-+ ... be the orthogonal 
projection of the reunite .~equence a 011er the reunite .~tep 1! : s0 --+ t0 . If r contain.~ 

an infinite outermo.~t chain, then a contain.~ an infinite outermo.~t chain. 

Proof. Let a : t3 ~ ti_ ~ t\l ~ ... be an infinite rewrite sequence. Let r : t0 ~ 
t 1 ~ t 2 ~ ••• be the orthogonal projection of the rewrite sequence a over the 
rewrite step 1! : t3 --+ t0 • \\i"e recall that vre are in the following situation: 
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"' 

Suppose that the rewrite sequence r contains an infinite outermost chain v.1 starting 
with the redex occurrence V.!m E Fom(tm)- Let this sequence contain further redex 
occurrences V.Jm+l E Fom(tm+1),v.1m+2 E Fom(tm+2), .... \\i'e prove that the rewrite 
sequence a contains an infinite outermost chain. 

By Lemma 6.2.10 there is a unique minimal outermost devPJopment rewrite 
sequence of Vm creating the outermost redex occurrence V.!m. Let this outermost 
development rewrite sequence be 

t
o v.~. t1 v!,, 

Pm : Sm = m --e-+ m --e-+ 
_,_,,-1 v;;,- • _,_,, w,,. t 

. . . i;,. --e-+ i;,. --e-+ m · 

\
U h ' ' £ h " 0 "7,, "7a+1 "7a+2 ·ve c,onstruct t e projection o t e rewrite sequence am : Sm -. Sm+l --+ Sm+2 --+ 

... over the devP1opment rewrite sequence Pm· This yiP1ds the following: 

a" . m· 

a' . m· 

"' . m· 

with t;1. = Sn for 11. :2': m. First vre show that the devP1opment rewrite sequence 
a~ contains an infinite sequence of residuals of outermost redex occurrences. This 
is a consequence of Lemma 6.2.4, as follows. \\i'e show by induction on q that 
the term ~+q contains an outermost redex occurrence V.!~+q such that V.!m+q E 
Res(~+q' Wm+q)(v.1~+q) and, if q > 0, v.~+q E Res(~+q-1 ,u;;.+q-i)(v.1;;.+q-i)-

Let q = 0. By definition of the minimal outermost devpJopment rewrite se
quence creating V.Jm, there is a redex occurrence v.~ E Fom(t~) such that V.Jm E 
Res(t~, Wm)(v.~)-
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Let q > 0. By the induction hypothesis, there is an outermost redex occur
rence 11~_ 1 in ~-l such that '!Dq-l E Res(~_1 , Wq-i)(11~_1 ). Further, we have 
by hypothesis that tq contains an outermost redex occurrence V.!q such that V.!q E 
Res(tq_1, Ui-i)(1Dq_1). By Lemma 6.2.4, there is an outermost redex occurrence '!JJ: 
in t~ such that to~ E Res(~_1 ,U%_1 )(111%_ 1 ) and V.!q E Res(t~, Wq)('u1:)- This yields 

up U" U" 
that the development rewrite sequence t~ -e:..+ ~+1 .::;tf ~+1 ..::;::; ... c,ontains an 
infinite outermost c.hain. 

For 11, :2': m, we define q(n,) to be the smallest number such that V~(n) =f. 0. 

The redex occurrences in V~(n) are all outermost. There are two ways to elim
. t -..l q(n) • ~lll(n) Ina e a rec.1ex occurrence ion lil y;. : 

1. by c,ontracting 'UJ~(nl, 

2. by c,ontracting a redex occurrence that is overlapping with V.J~(n). 

It cannot be the case that an outermost redex occurrence V.J~(n) in the set V~(n) 
is P1iminated by creating a new redex occurrence above it, since otherwise V.J~(n) 
would not have been needed for creating V.Jm. Hence for every 11, ;:::: m there exists 11/ 
such that v~~n) = 0. \\i'e c,oncJude that there is a q such that vg = ... = v:-1 = 0. 
Hence the rewrite sequence a c,ontains an infinite outermost chain, since eventually 
the rewrite sequence 1"m c,oincides with the rewrite sequence a~. D 

Since a rewrite sequence ending in a normal form is always outermost-fair, vre now 
have by the previous proposition that if a rewrite sequence a is outermost-fair, 
then the orthogonal projection of a over some rewrite step is outermost-fair as 
vrell. This c,ompletes the sec,ond step of the proof. 

Now vre c,ome ID the third step of the proof: vre show that if a rewrite sequence 
a is outermost-fair, and its orthogonal projection r ends in a normal form, then a 
ends in a normal form as vrell. 

Proposition 6.2.12. Let a : s0 ~ s1 ~ s2 ~ ••• be an outermo.~t-fair re111Tite 
~ ~ ~ . . 

.~equence. Let r : t 0 --e-+ t 1 --e-+ t 2 --e-+ ... be the orthogonal pro1ection of a 011er 
the re111Tite .~tep 1! : s0 --+ t0 . If r end.~ in a normal form then a end.~ in a normal 
form. 

P [ L towt""'t""' b 1· . L roo . et a : 0 --+ 1 --+ 2 --+ . . . e an outermost- air rewnte sequence. et 
Uo u, u, bth h aJ • • f th • r : t0 --e-+ t 1 --e-+ t 2 --e-+ . . . e e ort ogon projection o a over e rewrite step 

1! : t2 --+ to. Suppose the rewrite sequence r ends in normal form tm. \\i'e prove 
that the rewrite sequence a ends in the normal form tm as WP1l. The situation is 
depicted as follows: 
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"' 

For 11, with 11, :2': m we have U. = 0. 
Let Pm be the complete outermost development rewrite sequence of the set Vm, 

as defined in Definition 6.2.5: 
v0 v' v•-• • to "' tl "' tp-1 "' tP W,,. t Pm · m --e-+ m --e-+ • • • m --e-+ m --e-+ m· 

Note that Wm = 0 and t~ = tm, since tm is a normal form. \\i'e project the rewrite 
_...., "''' _...., "'"+' _...., "'"+' h d I . sequence flm : i;:,. -. i;:,.+1 --+ i;:,.+2 --+ ... overt e eve opment rewrite sequence 

Pm· In a diagram: 

a' m 

with U~ = {11n} for 11, :2-: m. Note that t{;. = tn for 11, :2-: m. 

Let q(n,) be the smallest number such that ~(n) =f. 0 for all 11, :2': m. Every re-
d · '"'"' · d · s· h · ex occurrence Ill y;. IS an outermost re ex occurrence Ill Sn. mce t e rewrite 
sequence a is outermost-fair, a redex occurrence in ~(n) will eventually be elim
inated. Because for all 11, :2': m we have that t{;. = tm, which is a normal form, 
elimination of a redex occurrence V.J~(n) in V~(n) can happen in only two ways: 

1. by c,ontracting v.J~(nl, 

2. by c,ontracting a redex occurrence that is overlapping with V.J~(n). 

It cannot be the case that the outermost redex occurrence V.J~(n) is eliminated by 
creating a redex occurrence above V.J~(nl, since otherwise t{;. would not be a normal 

form. \\i'e conclude that for every 11, :2': m there exists an 11/ :2': 11, such that V~)nl = 0. 
So there exists a q :2': m such that vg = ... = v:-1 = 0, and hence t~ = Sq = tm. 
Hence the rewrite sequence a ends in the normal form tm. D 

The following theorem states the main result of this chapter. 
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Theorem 6.2.13. Let 1i be a higher-order reulriting .~y.~tem and let s0 be a 111eakly 
normali.~ing term. All outermo.~t-fair reulrite .~equence.~ .~tarting in s0 e11entually 
end in a normal form. 

Proof. Let s0 be a "Weakly normalising term with normal form fo. \\i·e fix a rewrite 
sequence p : s0 __., fo from s0 ID its normal form consisting of m rewrite steps. Let 

0-: s0 ~ s 1 ~ s 2 ~ s3 ~ ••• be an outermost-fair rewrite sequence starting in s0 • 

\\i·e prove by induction on m that 0- ends in the normal form of s0 . 

Suppose m = 0. Then the term s0 is a normal form. 
Suppose m > 0. Then the rewrite sequence p is of the form p : s0 .!+ t 0 __., fo. 

\\i·e construct the weakly orthogonal projection of the rewrite sequence 0- over the 
rewrite step 1! : s0 --+ t 0 • Let a be the simulation of 0- and let r be the orthogonal 
projection of a over the rewrite step 1! : s0 --+ t 0 • In a diagram: 

8": 

"' 

Since by hypothesis the rewrite sequence 0- is outermost-fair, by Proposition 6.2.2, 
the rewrite sequence a is outermost-fair. Hence by Proposition 6.2.11, the rewrite 
sequence r is outermost-fair as "Well. By the induction hypothesis, r eventually ends 
in a normal form. This yields by Proposition 6.2.12, that the rewrite sequence 
a eventually ends in a normal form, which yields that the rewrite sequence 0-
eventually ends in a normal form. Note that since 1i is confluent, both 0- and r 
end in the term fo. D 

Conclusions and Related Work. In [0'077], O'DonnP1l introduces the notion 
of outermost-fair rewriting and shows that outermost-fair rewriting is normalising 
for almost orthogonal first--0rder term rewriting systems. An alternative proof of 
this result is given by Bergstra and Klop in the appendix of [BK86]. This proof is 
concerned with the class of orthogonal CR.Ss, so there are no critical pairs but on 
the other hand it concerns higher-order rewriting. The proof in [BK86] is however 
not entirP1y c,orrect. In particular, claim 2 in the proof of Proposition 7.9 does not 
hold, which can be seen by cnnsidering the higher-order rewriting system with the 
rule for µ-recursion and a rule z.fz--+ z.z. 

I have claimed in a previous version the result presented in this chapter to 
hold for the class of "Weakly orthogonal higher-order rewriting systems, but unfor
tunatP1y the proof was incorrect. 
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An extension to weakly orthogonal instead of almost orthogonal rewriting sys
tems turned out to be, after all, a serious complication. To start with, it is not 
easy to show Proposition 6.2.2 for weakly orthogonal rewriting systems, since in 
that case the rf'1ation # is not transitive. Consider for instance the higher-order 
rewriting system defined by the rewrite rules 

x.f(gx) -+R1 .T..f(gb) 

ga -+R2 gb 

a -+R.~ b 

It is left-linear and weakly overlapping but not almost overlapping. The outermost 
redex occurrence (0, R1 ) in the term f(ga) is eliminated in the rewrite step (10, R2 ) : 

f(ga) -+ f(gb) because we have (0, R1) # (10, R2). If the redex occurrence (11, R3 ) in 
f (ga) is a residual of the redex occurrence that induces the rewrite step over whkh 
is projected, then the rewrite step (10, R2) : f(ga) -+ f (gb) will be simulated (in 
a weakly orthogonal projection) by the rewrite step (11, a-+ b) : f(ga)-+ f(gb). 
This rewiite step does not f'1iminate the outermost red ex occurrence (0, R1 ). 

:\fore dramatically, the second part of Lemma 6.2.4 does not hold for weakly 
orthogonal rewriting systems, as remarked by Vincent van Oostrom. The reason 
is that in the last part of the proof we do not have, in that case, that 111 11 u~. 

The statement of Proposition 6.2.2 seems to be true also for weakly orthogo
nal and fully extended higher-order rewriting systems. :\foreover, in spite of the 
fact that Lemma 6.2.4 doesn't hold for weakly orthogonal higher-order rewriting 
systems, the conjecture that outermost-fair rewriting is normalising for weakly 
orthogonal and higher-order rewriting systems still seems plausible. 
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Samenvatting 

Een berekening zoals die bijvoorbePJd door een c,omputer uitgevoerd wordt, bestaat 
uit bet stapsgewijs veranderen van een expressie. Als voorbePJd bekijken vre de 
volgende berP.kening: 

(1 + 2) x 3 = 3 x 3 = 9. 

Hier vmrdt de expressie (1 + 2) x 3 in twee stapjes veranderd in de expressie 9. 
De berekening bevat een bepaalde volgorde, die we expliciet maken door haar te 
sclrrijven als 

(1 + 2) x 3 --+ 3 x 3 --+ 9. 

Dit voorbeeld illustreert een belangrijk punt, namelijk bet verscbil tussen betekeni.~ 
enerzijds en repre.~entatie anderzijds. De betekenis Vall de drie expressies in de 
bovenstaande berP.kening is steeds dp,zpJfde. &.hter, de representatie verandert 
Vall bet toch tamPJijk ingewikkelde (1 + 2) x 3 via bet eenvoudiger 3 x 3 in bet 
elementaire 9. \Taak zullen vre gelnteresseerd zijn in een transformatie waarin de 
representatie niet zomaar verandert, maar vereenvoudigd wordt. 

Het onderwerp Vall <lit proefschrift is de theorie Vall dergelijke transformaties. 
Het veranderen Vall een expressie noemen we her.~chrij11en, en een opeenvolging 
Vall herschrijfstapjes een her.~chrijfrij. Uiteindelijk dient bet uitvoeren Vall een 
berP.kening een resultaat of uitkomst op te leveren. Oat wil zeggen dat we een 
expressie willen herschrijven IDt ze een vorm heeft aangenomen die om de een of 
andere reden bet meffit geschikt is. Zo is bet goed voorstelbaar dat we 1010 als 
rffiultaat verkiezen boven 10000000000. Bij rekenen met natuurlijke getallen a1s in 
bet voorbeeld gaan we erVaII uit dat een berekening uiteindPJijk in een natuurlijk 
getal client te eindigen. In de bovenstaande berP.kening is <lit heel goed gelukt. 
&.hter, bet kan ook anders: 

(1 + 2) x 3--+ (2 + 1) x 3--+ (1 + 2) x 3--+ .... 

Deze hersc.hrijfrij eindigt niet in een rffiultaat. 
Een Vall de vragen die in de theorie Vall hersc.hrijven hffitudeerd vmrdt is dan 

ook: eindigt een hersc.hrijfrij na eindig vepJ stapjffi in een resultaat? Een expressie 
die niet bet begin is Vall een oneindige hersc.hrijfrij beet .~terk normali.~erend. Een 
expressie die IDt een rffiultaat hersc.hreven kan vmrden vmrdt z111ak normali.~erend 
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genoemd. Een vombeeld van een expressie die wf'J zwak maar niet sterk nmmalise
rend is, is de expressie (1+2) x 3 in het vombeeld. Het moge duidelijk zijn dat het 
vom zwak normaliserende expressies van hf'Jang is dat we een methode tot onze 
bescmkking hebben die vooIBc.hrijft hoe de expressie her5e.hreven dient te warden, 
opdat de heIBc.hrijfrij op den duur in een resultaat eindigt. Tenslotte zijn er ook 
expressies die niet zwak en dus zf'..ker niet sterk normaliserend zijn, namelijk de 
expressies die op geen enkf'Je manier tot een resultaat heIBc.hreven kunnen warden. 
In rf'..kenen met natuurlijke getallen komen dergelijke expressies niet vom, maar 
bijvombef'Jd in een her5e.hrijfsysteem met a,--+ a, wel 

Een andere belangrijke vraag in de theorie van heIBc.hrijven is of de uitknmst 
van een berekening, zo die er is, afhangt van de manier waarop de berekening 
is uitgevoerd. Een heIBc.hrijfsysteem waarin het resultaat niet a.fhangt van de 
manier van heIBc.hrijven heet confluent. R.ekenen met natuurlijke getallen vormt 
een confluent heIBc.hrijfsysteem. Hoe we de expressie (1 + 2) x 3 ook hersc.hrijven, 
er is altijd een manier om de hersc.hrijfrij zo af te maken dat hij in 9 eindigt. Niet 
elk heIBc.hrijfsysteem is ec.hter confluent. Een her5e.hrijfsysteem dat bijvombef'Jd 
alleen de her5e.hrijfstapjes a, --+ b en a, --+ c bevat, is niet confluent: de expressie a, 

kan tot twee verscmllende resultaten, namelijk b en c, heIBc.hreven warden. 
In <lit proefsc.hrift wordt een zeer uitgebreide klasse van hersc.hrijfsystemen 

bestudeerd, bestaande nit de zogenaamde hogere-mde hersc.hrijfsystemen. Df'..ze 
klasse bevat bijvombef'Jd ,\-calculus en alle eerste-orde termher5e.hrijfsystemen. 
\Ve laten zien dat hogere-mde heIBc.hrijfsystemen met een bepaalde eigen5e.hap, 
zwakke orthogonaliteit gf'.heten, mnfluent zijn. Orlhogonaliteit en ook de zwakkere 
versie zwakke orthogonaliteit geven aan op wf'Jke manier veIBc.hillende heIBc.hrijf
stapjes kunnen interfereren. Vomts wordt aangetoond dat er een manier is om 
een expressie in een bijna orthogonaal hogere-orde heIBc.hrijfsysteem te heIBc.hrij
ven, zodat op den duur zo mogf'Jijk een resultaat verkregen wordt, namf'Jijk door 
bepaalde heIBc.hrijfstapjes niet oneindig vaak niet te doen. Precif'..zer, we laten 
zien dat voor bijna orthogonale hogere-orde hersc.hrijfsystemen het zogenaamde 
outermost-fair hersc.hrijven altijd tot een resultaat leidt, zo dit er is. 


